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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation explores the relationship between faith and family, specifically 

French noble families in the sixteenth century and their members' decisions to remain in a 

community of faith or to join another.  The nobility's relationship with religious pluralism 

is examined by focusing upon a great French noble family that was divided along 

confessional lines.  The Mornay boasted a membership that included the Huguenot 

counselor, negotiator, and polemicist Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (1549-1623) as well as 

multiple Catholic bishops; their extended network included several notable Catholic and 

Huguenot families.  The rich collection of sources from the their kin and patronage 

networks is used as a lens with which the processes and mechanisms of religious 

selection and perseverance are viewed.   

Throughout the Middle Ages, family members cooperated in order to advance 

their fortunes.  In the sixteenth century, however, religious division jeopardized this 

cooperation and threatened their success.  Most members remained Catholic but enough 

converted so that the family was rendered spiritually bifurcated at every level.  Members 

converted for multiple reasons ranging from the religious to rank opportunism. 

 Family did not preserve religious unity but rather facilitated division as members 

acted as advocates, exploited their relationships, and attempted to win relatives to their 

communities.  When members converted, they formed distinct religious communities 

within the family.  Members of each religious community followed traditional strategies 

that had brought the family success but they restricted these in order to benefit only 
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members of their own spiritual group.  Each community faced particular challenges and 

achieved different degrees of success.  Members of each spiritual group occasionally 

breeched the divide the confessional divide and cooperated with one another.  They did 

so on a limited basis but in various situations for numerous reasons.  Members negotiated 

the Edict of Nantes and created a national platform for co-confessional existence that 

reflected their experiences in the family.  Members of the different religious communities 

continued to compete and collaborate with one another for generations within the domain 

of history.  Family facilitated spiritual division, but the social structures of kinship proved 

flexible enough to accommodate religious pluralism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Do not think that I came to bring peace on the earth; I did not come to 
bring peace, but a sword.  For I came to set a man against his father, and a 
daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-
law; and a man's enemies will be the members of his household.1

Philippe Duplessis-Mornay had read these words many times.  He meditated on 

them frequently.  His parents had fallen on different sides of the religious question, a 

separation that caused considerable deceit, betrayal, and conflict in an otherwise tranquil 

household.  Duplessis shared the experience of growing up in a religiously divided family 

with his closest companion, his wife, Charlotte Arbaleste, whose parents had vacillated 

between religious cooperation with one another and overt hostility.  Both Arbaleste and 

Duplessis had often obeyed their spiritual obligations rather than their familial 

expectations.  Duplessis had even defied his uncle the bishop Philippe Du Bec and 

refused to follow in his footsteps towards a career in the Catholic Church.2

1 Matthew 10. 34-35 NASB.  For an exploration of how Huguenot and Catholic preachers used 
these verses to extol the superiority of spiritual over carnal kinship see Barbara B. Diefendorf, "Houses 
Divided: Religious Schism in Sixteenth-Century Parisian Families," in Urban Life in the Renaissance, eds. 
Susan Zimmerman and Ronald Weissman (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1989), 80-99. 

 
2 In this project, Duplessis-Mornay is identified by Duplessis, the name he bore from his youth and 

took from his seigniorial title of the land Duplessis-Marly.  The word Duplessis denoted a specific type of 
reed used for constructing fences commonly found in numerous regions that incorporate the word in the 
titles of various lands.  Thus, individuals bearing the name Duplessis such as Jean-Armand Duplessis the 
cardinal Richelieu had no relationship to Duplessis-Mornay.  The common convention is followed when 
referring to Duplessis's first name as Philippe, although this was the feminine form of the name in the 
sixteenth century.  When signing his full name, Duplessis used the masculine form: Philippes. Members of 
the Mornay family changed their names when they took possession of new lands, usually through 
inheritance.  Thus Duplessis's father Jacques Mornay was known as Seigneur de Buhy, the most significant 
of the Mornay ancestral lands.  With Jacques's death, Duplessis's eldest brother Pierre assumed the title of 
Sieur de Buhy.  To alleviate confusion members of the Mornay family are referred to by their first names 
and seigniorial names or family names are specified where necessary.  Duplessis's wife Charlotte Arbaleste 
followed sixteenth-century convention for women by keeping her family name when she married Duplessis 
and calling herself Arbaleste. As with titles of lands, family members changed their names as they took 
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 These words, however, never had greater significance for Duplessis than on the 

warm Sunday morning of July 25, 1593, at St. Denis, as Henry IV officially renounced 

his Reformed faith, an act made famous by the maxim "Paris is worth a mass."  He 

received the Catholic sacrament at the hands of Duplessis's uncle Philippe Du Bec.3 For 

seventeen years Duplessis had served Henry as a trusted counselor and friend, shared the 

hope and dream of a Reformed France, and supplied this prince with the service 

necessary to establish and protect the faith in France, either by pen or by sword.4 On the 

brink of success, after God himself had turned all events to this end and sent his angel of 

death to all of this prince's rivals, Henry apostatized at the hands of Duplessis's uncle.  Du 

Bec and his other nephew Jean, Duplessis's Catholic counterpart in the family, both 

served as official catechizers to Henry and fought with Duplessis for Henry's soul and the 

 
new ecclesiastical positions.  For example, Duplessis's uncle Philippe Du Bec was known as the Seigneur 
de Nantes once he received the bishopric of Nantes and later Sieur de Rheims when he became the 
archbishop of Rheims.   Du Bec refers to Philippe Du Bec; with other members of the family their first 
name and family name are employed  (e.g. Jean or Jean Du Bec). 

 
3 "Acts and memoirs concerning the conversion and absolution of Henry IV, King of France and 

of Navarre," BNF MS ffr. 4016.  The document includes letters from Henry to various individuals 
concerning his conversion (fols. 6-13); the texts of his abjuration of the Reformed faith, the profession of 
his Catholic faith, and the act of his abjuration (fols. 15-18), and accounts of the ceremonies and the 
conversations and catechism leading up to them (fols. 1, 19).  Also see the journal of Philippe Du Bec's 
secretary (BNF MS ffr. 5755), an abridged version of which can be found in Jean Baptiste de LaFosse and 
Edouard de Barthélemy, Journal d'un curé ligueur de Paris sous les trois derniers Valois. Suivi du journal 
du secrétaire de Philippe du Bec, Archevêque de Reims, de 1588 à 1605. (Paris: Didier, 1865).  For 
secondary treatments see Ronald S. Love, Blood and Religion: The Conscience of Henri IV, 1553-1593 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001); Ernst Stähelin, Der Uebertritt König Heinrichs des 
Vierten von Frankreich zur römisch-katholischen Kirche, und der Einfluß dieses Fürsten auf das Geschick 
der französischen Reformation von dem Zeitpunkt der Bartholomäusnacht an bis zum Erlasse des Ediktes 
von Nantes (Basel: Bahnmaier, 1862); Michael W. Wolfe, "The Conversion of Henri IV, King of France 
(1584-1595)" (Ph.D. dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University, 1985). 

 
4 Hugues Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi. Le combat politique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay 

(1572-1600) (Geneva: Droz, 2002). 
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future of the kingdom.5 When they locked horns, his uncle and cousin won, and 

successfully hijacked Duplessis's program for Henry.  Not satisfied with political victory 

on the national stage, Du Bec tried to capitalize upon his success with Henry and convert 

members of his household.  He succeeded with Duplessis's dear friend and eldest brother, 

Pierre, but failed with Duplessis himself.6

The sword of religion divided uncle from nephew, cousin from cousin, brother 

from brother, husband from wife, parent from child, and friend from friend but bonds of 

affinity, affection, patronage, finances, and political interest continued to tie households 

together.  Political interest provides one example.  After Henry's conversion, Duplessis 

and his uncle Du Bec cooperated out of the political expediency necessary to reconstruct 
 

5 Jean Du Bec commemorated the occasion and highlights his role in the book Jean Du Bec, Bon 
augure au roy de Navarre, de sa grandeur retournant au gyron de l'Église catholique, apostolicque et 
romaine nostre mère (n.p., 1593).  For the careers of Philippe and Jean Du Bec, see Alfred Baudrillart, 
Albert de Meyer, and Roger Aubert, eds., Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, 28 vols. 
(Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 1912- ), 10.335-37; Denis de Sainte-Marthe, Léon Paul Piolin, and B. Hauréau, 
eds., Gallia Christiana in provincias ecclesiasticas distributa qua series et historia archiepiscoporum, 
episcoporum, et abbatum franciae vicinarumque ditionum, 16 vols. (Paris: V. Palme, 1739-1880), 14.334, 
596, 732, 834-35, 41, 46, 935, 1014. 
 

6 Pierre returned to his Catholic faith two years later when Du Bec and Henry IV inducted him into 
the Order of the Holy Spirit, the prestigious association that Henry III created in 1578 in order to lure the 
nobility back to Catholicism.  Cf. Letter from Duplessis to Arbaleste, 22 February 1595, SHPF MS 753, 
fol. 1; letter from Henry IV to Duplessis, 12 February 1595, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.165-6.  Duplessis, 
however, resisted Du Bec's advances.  In the following text, he responded to his uncle Du Bec in a tone 
characteristic of their exchanges.  "Monsieur, j'ai receu deux des vostres de mesme substance, dont je vous 
remercie de toute mon affection, recognoissant celle dont ellec partent; et pour response, le changement 
adveneu en la personne de sa majesté ne changera rien en ma fidelité et obeissance; car, oultre le zele que 
j'ai tesmoigné depuis seize ans à son service, je suis enseigné de Dieu, que la difference de relligion ne nous 
dispense poinct envers nos roys.  Que pleust à Dieu que tous ses subjects en ce royaulme feussent et 
eussent esté aussi resoleus sur cest article!  Pour ce qui est de mon particulier, je me confie aussi que sa 
majesté est de trop vertueux naturel pour changer sa bonne volonté envers moi; m'asseurant, au contraire, 
qu'elle ne lui peult que croistre, mesmes par la comparaison de ma fidelité à la desloyaulté, que tous les 
jours elle esprouve d'ailleurs.  Non, toutesfois, monsieur, que j'ignore la nature de la court, subjecte à 
oublier assés tost ceulx qui s'en esloignent; mais parce qu je n'ai jamais basti ma fortune, puis qu'ainsi vous 
l'appellés, sur la fortune; car j'eusse suivi, comme plusieurs, la prosperité et non l'adversité, soit des princes, 
soit des affaires; ains sur l'esperance que j'ai fondee en Dieu, qui ne me peult manquer; sur l'integrité aussi 
de mes services, qui laissant, graces à Dieu, de telles marques qu'on ne les peult pas tost effacer." Letter 
from Du Bec to Duplessis, August 15, 1593.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 5.519-21.   
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postbellum France.  Although they stood squarely on opposite sides of the spiritual 

divide, they worked with one another and each acted as liaison between Henry and their 

respective religious parties.  Duplessis reluctantly shored up Huguenot support for Henry 

in exchange for certain liberties (thus Duplessis's role in the Edict of Nantes) while Du 

Bec did the same with Catholic constituencies both in France and in Rome.7 In certain 

instances, both Duplessis and Du Bec literally stood beside one another as they promoted 

Henry's interests.  They served as co-negotiators in order to bring members of the 

Catholic League under royal control.  Duplessis and Du Bec also negotiated the Edict of 

Nantes as each represented their own religious party in the process.  Nantes served as a 

platform for co-confessional existence, something that the Mornay had experienced in 

their family since the first members had converted.  In this sense, the Edict represented a 

political expression on a national scale of their experiences within in their family.8

7 For Duplessis's role in negotiating the Edict of Nantes, see Daussy, "Au coeur des négociations 
pour l'édit de Nantes. Le rôle de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay," in Coexister dans l'intolérance: L'édit de 
Nantes (1598), ed. Béatrice Perregaux Allisson, Histoire et société (Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1998), 207-24.  
Du Bec signed the Edict, the culmination of his efforts negotiating with Duplessis.   
 

8 Du Bec and Duplessis together negotiated with the Governor of Brittany, the Duke Mercoeur the 
last leader of the Catholic League to surrender to Henry and whose submission in January 1598 cleared the 
way for the Edict of Nantes.  Negotiations with both Duplessis and Du Bec in attendance began as early as 
1595.  "Le 12 se trouverent ensemble à Ancenis les sieurs archevesques de Rheims, Duplessis et de 
Chasteauneuf, et ce mesme jour les deputés de M. de Mercoeur, qui feut cause que lesdicts sieurs, pour 
gaigner temps, et par le commandement de la royne, voulleurent entamer la negotiation selon leur pouvoir, 
qui portoit que quattre ou trios d'entre eulx pourroient negotier."  Memoir from Duplessis to Henry, 19 
December 1594, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.106-18.  When Duplessis and Du Bec negotiated together on behalf 
of the king, they were described in various ways.  Most often they were listed as "deputy commissioners."  
For example, such was the formula with the following letter of safe conduct that they gave to those who 
negotiated on behalf of Mercoeur.  "Nous soubsignés, commissairies deputés par le roy, pour traicter avec 
M. le duc de Mercoeur, promettons de bonne foi, à messieurs les deputes dudict sieur duc pour la 
conference, de faire valloir et avoir agreable à sa majesté, et faire observer par tous ceulx de son 
obeissance, les passeports accordés par la royne aulxdicts sieurs deputés , pour aller et venir avec leurs 
gens, chevaulx, armes et equipages. . . [signed] Philippes du Bec, archevesque et duc de Rheims; La 
Rochepot, Duplessis." Letter of Safe Conduct, March 15, 1595.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.230. 
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 These examples are extraordinary because of their national implications.  They 

also illustrate the tension between religious division and family unity.  They touch upon 

the formation (Duplessis refusing Du Bec's ecclesiastical path), intensity (their struggle 

for Henry), and limits (political cooperation) of religious division within French noble 

families.  By examining the greater Mornay network including Duplessis and Du Bec, 

these topics will be explored in detail. 

This dissertation is about the relationship between family and faith, specifically 

French noble families in the sixteenth century and their decisions to remain in a specific 

community of faith or to join another.9 Individuals, who were bound by ties of blood and 

clientage, opted for different ecclesiastical communities.  The mechanics of their choices 

are described in detail.  Their motivations in making these decisions are examined.  How 

these differences affected family assets and relationships is also discussed. 

Successfully exploring these issues requires good sources.  Fortunately, the 

Mornay left their descendants an extraordinary literary patrimony.  This massive 

collection of printed materials and manuscripts, in various stages of revision and intended 

for a variety of audiences, includes works of high theology, financial inventories and 

receipts of transaction, memoirs, correspondence, wills and testaments, genealogy, and 

 
9 In this project, the words "religious" and "spiritual" are used as synonyms; "ecclesiastical" 

describes movements with institutions and "confessional" denotes movements with confessions.  When the 
Reformed and Catholic faiths are described as two religions, the use is drawn from both parties as found in 
polemic, royal decrees, legal decisions, and common parlance among the characters.  "Religious ideology" 
is used interchangeably with "theology."  In this project, religious pluralism refers to a state of affairs in 
which multiple churches claim significant portions of the populace and received both recognition and 
support from the crown.  The term "Community of faith" connotes social ties.  This does not mean that 
those who joined these communities did so primarily for social reasons.  The social structure of those that 
share a faith is a different issue than the motives of those who adopt a religious position.  The different 
components of faith and religion are described in the later discussion about the relationship between the 
content of theology and performative actions such as rituals. 
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historical accounts.  This patrimony contains polemic, self-aggrandizement, bias, and 

embedded power hierarchies.  These aspects, once recognized and explored, can help 

unlock the mentalities of the historical characters and offer insight into their decision-

making processes.  These sources reveal the family members' reflections upon events and 

measure the economic and social impact of their decisions.  They make it possible to 

probe coded messages between relatives and compare them against accounts they 

prepared for publication, which they designed to influence the opinions of both the public 

and the historian. 

Aside from leaving a remarkable source-base, the Mornay make a worthy choice 

for other reasons.  They boasted important individuals including numerous archbishops 

and Huguenot leaders who have received little treatment in the literature, particularly in 

English scholarship.  The Mornay engaged in behaviors typical of the sixteenth-century 

French nobility.  Their religious division also represents a greater trend. 

The Mornay were a wealthy and content family in the early sixteenth century.  

They risked their livelihood by converting but they nevertheless did so for a variety of 

reasons, including religious and theological motives.  They often made ecclesiastical 

alliances that jeopardized important ties to their patrons.  When they converted, they 

divided their clan into competing spiritual communities.  Each spiritual community had 

markedly different degrees of success in achieving their goals, partially because of their 

religious identities. 

The Mornay network held a significant place in the religious turmoil of the 

sixteenth century and boasted a large network with members who actively participated in 
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almost every crucial event of the conflict.  Indeed, the Wars of Religion can be narrated 

entirely from this family's point of view.  Relatives watched a young Luther debate at 

Heidelberg and Leipzig, took up arms in the first war, stood in a small circle of 

individuals who fought for Henry IV's soul, negotiated the Edict of Nantes, and both 

rejoiced at and fled from its Revocation.   

With the Mornay, religious France can best be understood as a spectrum.  

Conversion was a process that risked centuries of success.  Individuals converted when 

relatives acted as advocates and attempted to persuade their targets with a variety of 

techniques.  The family structure served as an incubator of spiritual division.  Conversion 

created separate communities within the kinship network.  Members of different religious 

communities both competed and cooperated with one another.  Perhaps these conclusions 

are applicable to families other than the Mornay. 

In this dissertation these issues are explored throughout five chapters.  In chapter 

one, the problem of why nobles converted is defined, its significance is examined, and 

parameters for the investigation are offered.  A dominant narrative is described, the 

possibility of alternatives is raised, and a program is offered.  The ways in which these 

characters viewed themselves are examined, the reasons why they left specific sources 

are explored, and their goals in creating these documents are described. 

In chapter two, a late medieval backdrop, against which the threat of creedal 

division may be calibrated, is portrayed.  The landscapes and structures that defined the 

Mornay family and linked them to their ancient and distinguished past are surveyed.  
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Their strategies for advancing their family fortunes are discussed.  The interdependence 

necessary for their success and its basis is elucidated. 

In chapter three, the spiritual landscape of early modern France is painted in order 

to set the stage for better understanding individuals' conversion.  A model of religious 

France as a spectrum, replete with a variety of possibilities and programs, is offered.  The 

efforts of religious parties to define the spectrum according to their agendas are explored.  

The place of the Mornay within this paradigm is examined and their movement along the 

continuum is described. 

In chapter four, the motivations and mechanics governing individuals' selection 

among and adhesion to various religious parties are examined.  The relationship between 

movement on the religious spectrum and conversion proper is articulated, so too is the 

interaction between ritual, ideology, and identity.  The numerous motives of family 

members who converted are considered.  The role of family members as advocates in 

conversion is described.  Finally, the various mechanisms that advocates used in order to 

convert their relatives are examined. 

In chapter five, the impact of conversion is addressed.  The process in which 

relatives formed competing religious communities is discussed.  An unusual event, an 

affair concerning a coiffure, is used to examine some of a community's significant 

problems (class, gender, marital roles, transition to institutionalism) and to shed some 

light on the inner-workings in the Mornay family.  The relationships between members of 

different religions are described.  The various degrees of success the community 

members experienced are examined. 
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In the dissertation, the question of whether family or faith was more important 

will not be asked.  This is a question badly stated.  Frankly, it may not be possible to 

answer this question in any meaningful way.  The answer changed from person to person, 

group to group, and situation to situation; and individuals often altered their priorities 

throughout their lifetime.  When a family shared the same faith, often it is not possible to 

tell whether one is a member of a religious group out of personal conviction or familial 

expectation.  In a confessionally mixed family, one adopted the faith of some relatives at 

the expense of others.  Thus, it is not a question of faith or family, but of one particular 

religious and familial community as opposed to another religious and familial 

community.  It is more productive to explore the relationship between faith and family 

and to focus upon noble families and their important role during the Wars of Religion. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SIGNIFICANCE: NOBILITY, FAMILY AND FAITH 

In this chapter a serious of questions a series of questions will be raised about the 

relationship between family and faith.    The problem of why nobles converted will be 

defined, its importance elucidated, and the boundaries for the exploration will be given.  

The manner in which the characters understood themselves will be addressed.  Their 

goals in leaving their accounts will also be examined.   

 

Nobles and Huguenots 

Scholars of early modern France have had mixed attitudes towards the family.  

They have frequently disagreed about its significance, particularly that of the noble 

family.  Some historians have argued that the family served as the foundation for 

traditional French society and selected this institution as the scale for measuring various 

issues.  For example, when looking at religious discord in the city of Paris, Barbara 

Diefendorf explains, "The scale that I have chosen is not that of the city but rather of the 

family, because this was the fundamental social unit on which traditional society was 

built."10 Another group of historians differs from Diefendorf, choosing precisely what 

 
10 Le Roy Ladurie used the word domus and hospitium interchangeably with maison and famille.

Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Montaillou, village occitan de 1294 à 1324 (Paris: Gallimard, 1975); Le Roy 
Ladurie, "Système de la coutume: Structures familiales et coutume d'héritage en France au XVIe siècle," 
Annales: économies, sociétés, civilisations 27 (1972): 825-46.  Here Le Roy Ladurie followed Otto Brunner 
who argued that the family unit as the fundamental building block of society and dated back to antiquity.  
Otto Brunner, "Das 'ganze Haus' und die alteuropäische 'Ökonomik'," in Neue Wege der Sozialgeschichte.,
ed. Otto Brunner (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1956; reprint, Neue Wege der Verfassungs- und 
Sozialgeschichte [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1968]), 103-27.  Diefendorf, "Houses Divided," 
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she discards by selecting the city as the basic microcosm.  These scholars regard the city 

as the crucible in which they might measure religious change, creating works similar in 

structure to the social history of their colleagues of Germany some years ago.11 Still 

other historians of France have begun to travel further down the German road in moving 

from city to "state," attempting to import onto French soil the analytic tool of 

"confessionalization."12 

82.  Raymond Mentzer takes the same line: "The family was the fundamental economic unit of early 
modern society, in addition to providing the basis for the political and social order.  It also served as the 
focal point for the rearing and training of children as well as for the creation of a tenacious mesh of 
sheltering and supportive kinship relations.  Finally, in preindustrial Europe, the family was an important 
framework for bestowing and sustaining traditions of religious belief and practice."   Raymond A. Mentzer, 
Jr., Blood and Belief: Family Survival and Confessional Identity among the Provincial Huguenot Nobility 
(West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Press, 1994), 185-86.  Other examples include the body of 
literature that surrounds and refutes Philippe Ariès' attempts to discover the beginnings of modernity by 
locating the birth of the modern family.  Philippe Ariès, L'Enfant et la vie familiale sous l'ancien régime 
(Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1960).  Scholars of other geographical regions accepted Ariès' linking the advent 
of modernity with the rise of the "modern family" such as Louis Haas, The Renaissance Man and His 
Childhood: Childbirth and Early Childhood in Florence 1300-1600 (New York: St. Martin's, 1998); 
Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 1500-1800 (New York: Harper and Row, 
1977).  Other historians have more recently challenged the view of a distinctly modern early modern 
family: Barbara A. Hanawalt, Growing Up in Medieval London: The Experience of Childhood in History 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Tamara K. Hareven, "The History of the Family and the 
Complexity of Social Change," American Historical Review 96 (1991): 95-124; Benjamin Roberts, 
Through the Keyhole: Dutch Child-Rearing Practices in the 17th and 18th Century, Three Urban Elite 
Families (Hilversum: Verloren, 1998); Veena N. Thadani, The Logic of Sentiment: The Family and Social 
Change (New York: Population Council, 1978); Robert Wheaton, "Recent Trends in the Historical Study of 
the French Family," in Family and Sexuality in French History, ed. Tamara K. Hareven (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1980), 3-26. 
 

11 Philip Benedict, Rouen during the Wars of Religion, Cambridge Studies in Early Modern 
History (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Kevin C. Robbins, City on the Ocean Sea, 
La Rochelle, 1530-1650: Urban Society, Religion, and Politics on the French Atlantic Frontier, vol. 64, 
Studies in Medieval and Reformation Thought (Leiden: Brill, 1997); Allan Tulchin, "The Reformation in 
Nîmes" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 2000). 

 
12 In carrying his analysis to the latter half of the sixteenth century, Benedict explores the 

relationship between confessional coexistence and confessionalization in a series of articles in his The 
Faith and Fortunes of France's Huguenots, 1600-85 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001).  Raymond Mentzer and 
Mack Holt contribute examinations of confessionalization, "Fashioning Reformed Identity in Early Modern 
France" and "Confessionalization beyond the Germanies: The Case of France" respectively, in the recent 
festschrift to Bodo Nischan: John M. Headley, Hans J. Hillerbrand, and Anthony J. Papalas, eds., 
Confessionalization in Europe, 1555-1700: Essays in Honor and Memory of Bodo Nischan (Aldershot: 
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These recent works in which cities and "states" are explored have definite 

advantages and draw from broad assortments of civic documents.  They provide a picture 

of life further down the socio-economic ladder, allow glimpses of "regular people" and 

"popular culture," and potentially reap the benefits of both French and German 

historiographies.  But these approaches also have their liabilities, and more importantly, 

their limits.  The significance of the German cities is different from those of France.  The 

Huguenot places of surety were only won in the movement's adolescence and quickly 

lost.  Although John Calvin was no city reformer, but rather a sentinel overlooking 

French territory from his Swiss turret, even the Genevan civic experience bore little 

resemblance to the French experiments.  The discourse in which "confessionalization" in 

France is explored remains in its infancy, too young to be judged.  But whatever it later 

resembles, it will look far different than its German cousin bred by Heinz Schilling and 

Wolfgang Reinhard.13 

Studies of noble families have their problems and their limits too; often they 

provide excessive narrative or rarely include description or analysis of anyone outside 

privileged circles.  Yet they need not be banished to the realm of biography or 
 
Ashgate, 2004), 243-55, 256-84.  Also see James R. Farr, "Confessionalization and Social Discipline in 
France, 1530-1685," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 94 (2003): 276-293. 

 
13 Wolfgang Reinhard, "Gegenreformation als Modernisierung? Prolegomena zu einer Theorie des 

konfessionellen Zeitalters," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 68 (1977): 226-52; Heinz Schilling, 
Konfessionskonflikt und Staatsbildung: Eine Fallstudie über das Verhältnis von religiösem und sozialem 
Wandel in der Frühneuzeit am Beispiel der Grafschaft Lippe, vol. 48, Quellen und Forschungen zur 
Reformationsgeschichte (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1981); Hans-Christoph Rublack, ed., Die lutherische 
Konfessionalisierung in Deutschland: Wissenschaftliches Symposion des Vereins für 
Reformationsgeschichte 1988 (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1988); Wolfgang Reinhard and Heinz Schilling, 
eds., Die katholische Konfessionalisierung: Wissenschaftliches Symposium der Gesellschaft zur 
Herausgabe des Corpus Catholicorum und des Vereins für Reformationsgeschichte 1993 (Gütersloh: Gerd 
Mohn, 1995). 
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unconstructive elitism.  A study of nobility can lead to the nexus of several problems 

such as why people fought over faith.  Such studies need not be exercises in elitism.  

Some of the best work on popular culture has come from those scholars describing 

regions controlled by noble families and utilizing their sources.14 The noble family 

makes a good subject, particularly suited for investigating religious change in France, 

precisely because its members were elite, powerful, and intricately involved in the Wars 

of Religion. 

Noble families affected the lives of the greater populace by their political policies, 

military exploits, and financial power.  More importantly, they provided the backbone of 

the Huguenot party.  At the movement's height, the Huguenots only claimed one million 

souls or roughly one tenth of the population, a distinctly minority group.  Yet roughly one 

third of the nobility professed the Reformed faith.15 They provided leadership to the 

movement in the ideological, military, financial, and ecclesiastical realms.   

 The nobility dominated the ideological content of the Huguenots.  They penned 

the majority of theological and political tracts; largely because they had superior 

educations, they could afford to fund the publication process, and they served in 

 
14For example: Stuart Carroll, Noble Power during the French Wars of Religion: The Guise 

Affinity and the Catholic Cause in Normandy (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Philip 
Conner, Huguenot Heartland: Montauban and Southern French Calvinism during the Wars of Religion 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002); A. N. Galpern, The Religions of the People in Sixteenth-Century Champagne 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976); Mack P. Holt, "Wine, Community and Reformation 
in Sixteenth-Century Burgundy," Past & Present 138 (1993): 59-93. 

 
15 Benedict, The Faith and Fortunes; Mark Greengrass, The French Reformation (Oxford: 

Blackwell, 1987), 42-54; Mack P. Holt, The Wars of Religion, 1562-1629 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 30-31, 51; Samuel Mours, Les Églises réformées en France. Tableaux et cartes. 
(Paris: Librairie Protestante, 1958); J. H. M. Salmon, Society in Crisis: France in the Sixteenth Century 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1975), 124. 
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leadership roles in other capacities, such as the military.16 Aside from writing, noble men 

engaged in theological debates as orators who had successfully learned to command the 

pen as well as the sword.  They debated not only in front of civic leaders in order to sway 

a city's affiliation, but also before royal audiences in order to influence the royal policy, 

in their châteaux in order to entertain themselves, or in front of family members in order 

to convert.17 Furthermore, they had access to courts, which allowed them to present their 

ideologies and attempt to influence others to act in accord with them.  

 Nobles also provided the lion's share of military resources.  They used established 

systems for raising and funding troops.18 Following traditional protocols that restricted 

 
16 General information can be found in: Frederic J. Baumgartner, France in the Sixteenth Century 

(New York: St. Martin's, 1995); Greengrass, The French Reformation; and Holt, The Wars of Religion. For 
explorations of their respective endeavors see Hans R. Guggisberg, Frank Lestringant, and Jean-Claude 
Margolin, eds., Liberté de conscience (XVIe-XVIIe siècles). Actes du Colloque de Mulhouse et Bâle (1989) 
(Geneva: Droz, 1991); Arthur L. Herman, "The Huguenot Republic and Antirepublicanism in Seventeenth-
Century France," Journal of the History of Ideas 53, no. 2 (1992): 249-69; François Laplanche, L'évidence 
du Dieu chrétien: Religion, culture et société dans l'apologétique protestante de la France classique (1576-
1670) (Strasbourg: Association des publications de la Faculté de théologie protestante de Strasbourg, 
1983); Andrew Pettegree, Paul Nelles, and Philip Conner, eds., The Sixteenth-Century French Religious 
Book (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001); Quentin Skinner, "The Origins of the Calvinist Theory of Revolution," in 
After the Reformation: Essays in Honor of J. H. Hexter, ed. Barbara Malament (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1980), 312-25; Myriam Yardeni, "French Calvinist Political Thought, 1534-1715," in 
International Calvinism, ed. Menna Prestwich (Oxford, UK: Clarendon, 1985), 315-37. 

 
17 The colloquy's role in civic reform throughout Europe can be found in Euan Cameron, The 

European Reformation (Oxford, UK: Clarendon, 1991), 236-39.  Catherine Medici organized a similar 
event for the realm of France with the 1561 Colloquy of Poissy in an effort to find a theological platform 
acceptable to the different religious parties.  Donald Nugent, Ecumenism in the Age of the Reformation: 
The Colloquy of Poissy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974).  Duplessis participated in 
these debates such as the event between him Bishop Duperron at Fontainebleau, which will later be 
explored in detail.  J. A. Lalot, Essai historique sur la conférence tenue à Fontainebleau entre Duplessis-
Mornay et Duperron le 4 mai 1600 (Paris: Fischbacher, 1889). 

 
18 Even in cases with armies paid with royal funds, noble leaders frequently paid salaries and 

expenses out of their pocket.  Despite numerous attempts, Duplessis governed the army of the city of 
Saumur and often failed to collect royal reimbursement for expenditures.  Duplessis kept running financial 
records of his house's finances and carefully noted instances where he personally paid for troops' expenses, 
where he received royal compensation as promised, and where he did not.  For example, "Account of my 
affairs for the year 1591," BM Nantes, MS D-M 77.  Aside from these financial records, the collection 
Dugast-Matifeux includes other papers from Duplessis's finances, both personal and those from his 
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positions of command to the nobility, they turned out to lead the armies in force.  They 

also provided military protection to preachers on their estates, harboring them behind the 

châteaux walls from a hostile populace or supporting their public preaching on their 

lands.  The great nobility, with domains of their own, went so far as to establish reform 

within their own lands by fiat.19 

These nobles provided significant financial assets to the Huguenot movement.  

Frequently they secured pastors for their own households, paying their salaries.20 At 

other times, they personally paid for the pastors to preach at established churches on their 

lands.  Nobles also established scholarships for students at Reformed academies or 

donate to French refugees displaced into foreign lands.   Once the Reformed churches 

 
government of Saumur.  Despite the existence of a catalogue, which organizes the contents into folio 
according to content (E.g. MS D-M 77 is "Titres de famille, 1547-1618"), the documents therein have no 
particular order and remain loose without an index.  When a title exists, such as in this case, it is included. 

 
19 For example, Jeanne d'Albret professed the Reformed faith in 1560, declared herself the 

ecclesiastical ruler (Dame souveraine), and imposed the reformation upon her lands in Béarn.  The 
provincial nobility in France, including members of the Mornay network, could not impose reformation 
outright, but rather hired Huguenot preachers, attempted to establish churches on their estates, and gave 
limited protections to those who converted.  The 1562 Edict of Saint-Germain officially granted them this 
legal right.  While it continued to forbid preaching in the towns, the Edict granted the Huguenot nobility the 
ability to allow preachers outside city limits by reaffirming the nobility's traditional right to establish 
religious worship on their own estates.  For the text of the Edict, see Haag, 10.48-52. 
 

20 Greengrass notes that certain nobles founded urban churches even in Paris as early as 1555.  
Nevertheless, he claims that even though provincial nobles sheltered preachers and took them into their 
courts, they rarely paid them a salary and even more rarely built them a church while the possibility of 
appropriating Catholic monies remained.  Greengrass, The French Reformation, 50-51.  By receiving 
ministers into their houses, however, the nobles did provide them with room and board.  Furthermore, as 
Mours' survey of the growth of Huguenot churches has shown, these communities often met in rooms of 
châteaux specifically dedicated to religious services, often former Catholic chapels.  Mours, Les Églises 
réformées. In the case of the Mornay, they built a specific building in the châteaux on their ancestral lands 
(the town of Buhy in the French Vexin).  "Une oratoire spacieux qu'on appelait le Prêche aux Huguenots, 
construit à gauche de la cour d'honneur, par les châtelains devenus d'ardents protestants a été rasé.  The 
remnants this structure can still be seen today.  Thanks are due to local historian Jean-Pierre Richevaux, 
member of the Heraldic and Genealogical Association of the Two Vexin Regions, who owns a sixteenth-
century house built by the Mornay across the street from their château, and arranged access and a tour of 
the site. 
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took on an official structure, individual members were required to ask nobles for money 

to finance local churches, and they experienced some success.  On a national level, these 

churches received funding and distributed monies through the ecclesiastical apparatus, 

paying pastors' salaries, contributing to widows' pensions, establishing academies, and 

subsidizing poor relief.21 

Nobles also dominated Huguenot ecclesiastical polity, or the organizational 

structure, of these churches.  The majority of pastors came from artisan or bourgeois 

provenance.  The positions of real church leadership, however, remained with the 

nobility, and the nobles easily dominated the pastors, especially early in the movement.  

Nobles governed the ecclesiastical assemblies as moderators, secretaries, deputies, and 

representatives, particularly at the national level.  On a local level, they remained outside 

the jurisdiction of a church independent from them (e.g. a city church), simply by 

appointing a pastor to their estate, hiring and firing him at will.22 

21 For the role of nobles at the national level, see the acts of the synods in Jean Aymon, ed., Tous 
les synodes nationaux des églises reformées de France; auxquels on a joint des mandemens roiaux, et 
plusieurs lettres politiques, sur ces matières synodales, intitulées doctrine, culte, morale, discipline, cas de 
conscience, 2 vols. (La Haye: Charles Delo, 1710); John Quick, ed., Synodicon in Gallia Reformata: Or, 
the Acts Decisions, Decrees, and Canons of Those Famous National Council of the Reformed Churches in 
France, 2 vols. (London: T. Parkhurst and J. Robinson, 1692).  The high nobility such as Henry of Navarre 
began funding the national organization at the Synod of La Rochelle, in 1581 (article 2.18). 
 

22 For a summary of the noble constituency among pastors see Salmon, Society in Crisis, 118.  The 
leaders of the movement and moderators of the assemblies held noble titles, notably Antoine de la Roche-
Chandieu the first pastor of the church in Paris and co-author Ecclesiastical Discipline, the document 
organizing the national French churches, and the moderator of the third national assembly, used his noble 
connection to enter the court of and influence Catherine Medici's policy of toleration.  The nobleman 
Théodore de Bèze, Calvin's successor, also moderated national synods and represented the Reformed party 
at Catherine's Colloquy of Poissy and even preached in her court.  Duplessis represented Henry of Navarre 
at these assemblies and presided over the political assembly of 1611 at Saumur.  Although Janet Gray has 
argued that these noblemen, particularly Duplessis, represented "lay leadership" in a phenomenon similar to 
modern ecclesiastical trends, these men served as official officers of the church and were regarded as 
official "ministers" (ministres) of the church structures in a manner every bit as formal and important as 
pastors and elders.  Janet Louise Glenn Gray, "Lay Leadership among the Calvinists: Duplessis-Mornay 
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 Catholic nobility also played a significant role within their community, providing 

ideological, military, financial, ecclesiastical leadership in similar ways to their Huguenot 

adversaries, because they shared traditional roles and cultural expectations.  Catholic 

nobility typically dominated Catholic ideological discourse; when the Huguenot nobles 

debated, they did so against their Catholic counterparts.  Catholics used the same 

methods to raise armies and invoked their rank for their right to lead.  They too donated 

monies to churches, often supporting their own priests in a manner similar to the 

Huguenots' funding their personal pastors; and they too dominated their ecclesiastical 

establishments, securing the highest offices and setting policy.  

 Although both communities relied upon the noble family, the Huguenot 

movement was inextricably linked to it.  Not only did the Huguenots need support more 

from the nobility because they had smaller numbers and fought an uphill battle, but they 

succeeded in gaining a disproportionate number of nobles, who not only ensured their 

faith's existence but its near success in capturing the crown.  The Huguenots made 

inroads partially because their leaders successfully courted the nobility.  This was not the 

result of happenstance but a carefully orchestrated program designed to compensate for 

 
and the Academy of Saumur" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Missouri-Columbia, 1993).  Furthermore, 
nobles often served as professors and rectors of the Reformed academies responsible for training pastors, 
such as Duplessis, who founded and ran the academy of Saumur.  In this sense, they saw themselves as 
occupying the office of doctor, the fourth office of the church that Calvin described in addition to pastor, 
elder, and deacon.  Jean Calvin, Institutio christianae religionis, in libros quatuor nunc primum digesta, 
certisque distinca capitibus, ad aptissimam methodum: aucta etiam tam magna accessione ut propemodum 
opus novum haberi posit (Geneva: Robertus Stephanus, 1559), 4.3.4.  Glenn Sunshine has recently 
demonstrated how the nobility dominated the churches not only on a national level but also by exercising 
local control that extended beyond the stated ideal.  Glenn Sunshine, The Development of Huguenot 
Ecclesiastical Institutions, 1557-1572, vol. 66, Sixteenth Century Essays & Studies (Kirksville, Mo.: 
Truman State University Press, 2003). 
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the Huguenots' numerical disadvantage.  If they did not have the majority of pawns, they 

would try to win the match by taking knights and rooks. 

 When Jean Calvin fled France and received protection from Renée de France in 

Ferrara in 1536, he set a precedent and learned a lesson.  Throughout the religious 

conflicts, nobility protected Huguenots at their courts; both on French soil proper and 

abroad and Huguenots frequently found shelter behind the châteaux gates during periods 

of intensified persecution, massacre, or war.  Nobles converted to the Reformed 

movement from its infancy, and the Huguenots assiduously cultivated this relationship.  

They specifically targeted other nobles for conversion in order to gain access to the 

crown, influence royal policy, and receive the protection necessary to grow the church.  

Aside from writing to the nobility, working towards specific individuals' conversions, or 

at least procuring protection and support, Calvin placed his Genevan-trained French 

pastors in nobles' courts, notably sending his right-hand-man Théodore de Bèze to that of 

Catherine de Medici.  The French churches adopted this practice, offering their 

domestically trained staff and specifically altering their documents of incorporation to 

create religious communities within the châteaux.  In taking roughly one third of their 

noble targets, they claimed widespread protection, and without a strong crown to 

constantly repress the dissidents, these incubators hatched a religious organization strong 

enough to paralyze the country with decades of wars.23 

23 Salmon, Society in Crisis, 124.  Holt describes the growing power of Huguenot nobles as a 
direct response to "vocal appeals from the Calvinist churches for protection."  Holt, The Wars of Religion,
51.  While local churches courted nobility in what Greengrass calls a "squirarchical Protestantism," these 
churches followed Calvin's lead in calling for noble support at a national level.  Greengrass, The French 
Reformation, 50; Heiko A. Oberman, "Calvin and Farel: The Dynamics of Legitimation in Early 
Calvinism," Journal of Early Modern History 2, no. 1 (1998): 32-60.  For an example of Calvin's methods 
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 But Calvin tied the Reformed movement to the noble families in yet another way: 

by constructing a political theory that allowed those of the faith to take up the sword, and 

placing the onus upon the nobility.  Noblemen supplied the movement with a political 

ideology.  Authors including François Hotman, de Bèze, and Duplessis called upon their 

colleagues to resist Catholic tyranny, an especially popular theme after the St. 

Bartholomew's Day Massacre.24 However, these calls to arms circulated even before the 

first war, not only in specifically dedicated works of the theorists, but in the most widely 

read book in the movement, Jean Calvin's Institution of the Christian Religion. This 

initially little book functioned as a theological Swiss-Army knife to a newly trained 

French pastorate.  Pastors left the safety of Geneva and slipped across to French soil with 

a small bag containing this encyclopedia, which was easily consultable on every 

important topic, including the particularly important section on government.25 

Theologians and church historians, sometimes for hagiographic reasons, believe that 

 
of persuasion see, Charmarie Jenkins Blaisdell, "Calvin's Letters to Women: The Courting of Ladies in 
High Places," Sixteenth Century Journal 13, no. 3 (1982): 76-84. 

 
24 Albert Elkan, Die Publizistik der Bartholomäusnacht und Mornays "Vindiciae contra tyrannos" 

(Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1905); Julian H. Franklin, ed., Constitutionalism and Resistance in the Sixteenth 
Century: Three Treatises by Hotman, Beza, and Mornay (New York: Pegasus, 1969); Paul T. Fuhrmann, 
"Philip Mornay and the Huguenot Challenge to Absolutism," in Calvinism and the Political Order: Essays 
Prepared for the Woodrow Wilson Lectureship of the National Presbyterian Center Washington, D. C., ed. 
John T. McNeill (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1965), 46-64; Ralph E. Giesey, "The Monarchomach 
Triumvers: Hotman, Beza and Mornay," Bibliothèque d'Humanisme et Renaissance 32 (1970): 41-56; Carl 
Bernhard Hundeshagen and Wyss Laure, Calvinismus und staatsbürgerliche Freiheit (Zollikon-Zürich: 
Evangelischer, 1946); Paul Moussiegt, Hotman et Du Plessis-Mornay. Théories politiques des réformés au 
XVIe siècle (Geneva: Slatkine, 1970). 

 
25 For studies concerning the relationship between Calvin, Geneva, and France, see Robert 

McCune Kingdon's Geneva and the Coming of the Wars of Religion in France, 1555-1563 (Geneva: Droz, 
1956) and his Geneva and the Consolidation of the French Protestant Movement, 1564-1572. A 
Contribution to the History of Congregationalism, Presbyterianism, and Calvinist Resistance Theory 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967).  
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Calvin attempted to prevent warfare in France and argued for restraint even when faced 

with a tyrant: "bear your punishment, which comes from God himself, and wait upon him 

to alleviate your suffering."26 

Calvin did portray himself as someone who fully respected royal authority, a wise 

strategy because by dedicating the book to Francis I he hoped to persuade him that the 

Reformed were not threats likely to provoke uprisings.  Thus Calvin went out of his way, 

in much the same way that the early Christians wrote to Roman officials, to emphasize 

that those of their faith not only respected political authority but also actually made better 

subjects.  Nevertheless, Calvin did allow for something beyond "grinning and bearing it" 

and argued that God may remove kings through the activity of the "lesser magistrate."  In 

other words, if the Huguenots desired to fight royal authority, nobles must lead the fight.  

In restricting any war of religion to the nobility, Calvin not only flattered the warrior 

class, but also took a prudent course.  The events of recent history had shown that 

peasants, "common men," and civic devotees were not realistic fighting forces; the nobles 

were their only real option.27 

26 See Richard C. Gamble, ed., Calvin's Thought on Economic and Social Issues and the 
Relationship of Church and State, vol. 11, Calvin and Calvinism: A Fourteen-Volume Anthology of 
Scholarly Articles (New York: Garland, 1992); George L. Hunt, ed., Calvinism and the Political Order 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1965); Kingdon and Robert Dean Linder, eds., Calvin and Calvinism: Sources 
of Democracy? Problems in European Civilization (Lexington, Mass.: Heath, 1970); John T. McNeill, 
"Democratic Elements in Calvin's Thought," Church History 18 (1949): 159-71; David C. Steinmetz, 
"Calvin and Melanchthon on Romans 13:1-7," Ex Audita 2 (1986): 74-81. 

 
27 Calvin attempted to prevent Catholics from casting the Huguenots in the same mold as the 

Protestants involved in the Revolution of 1525 in German lands or in the hostile takeover of the city of 
Münster two years before he dedicated the Institution to Francis I in 1536.  In the dedications, Calvin tried 
to refute the Catholic polemicists who claimed that if Francis I tolerated Protestantism, France would 
necessarily suffer political instability.  Heiko Oberman argues that Calvin did this with limited hopes.  
Oberman, "Europa afflicta: The Reformation of the Refugees," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 83 
(1992): 91-111.  Although church historians have portrayed the movement as subservient to political 
authority by interpreting a widely read portion of Calvin's Institution (preface and 4.20), Max Engammare 
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 Huguenots followed Calvin's lead, built upon his ideological platform, and 

attempted to implement it.  They wanted to find someone not only with the requisite 

pedigree but one capable of military victory, a champion behind whom they could 

confidently rally.  Their experiences in the Low Countries had demonstrated the 

importance of martial ability, while their contact with England, Sweden, and Germany 

had exposed them to the possibility of reform from above.  With Henry of Navarre, they 

found their man.  Not every Huguenot adopted this position or desired to participate in 

this program, but a significant number did including some of the theorists themselves.  

This group was particularly important because they chose the most successful 

candidate.28 

The Huguenots attempted to take France for the Reformed faith, instituting reform 

at the end of nobles' swords.  Politics, faith, and family fused together as religious 

movements became political parties and these became inextricably linked to families.  

Although recent literature has gravitated to cities and states as the units of political 

 
has shown that Calvin made more radical calls for political action in less publicized formats such as 
sermons.  Max Engammare, "Calvin monarchomaque? Du soupçon à l'argument," Archiv für 
Reformationsgeschichte 89 (1998): 207-26.  De Bèze and Duplessis simply expanded Calvin's program in 
their own resistance theories.  

 
28 Potential candidates included Francis, Duke of Alençon and Anjou.  Mack P. Holt, The Duke of 

Anjou and the Politique Struggle during the Wars of Religion (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986).  Other possibilities included the princes of Condé and Antoine Bourbon.  Although Antoine 
did not fulfill the Huguenots' hopes, partially because of his religious vacillation, his son Henry, King of 
Navarre, provided the best option.  As Daussy points out, Duplessis joined Navarre's service because of the 
king's potential to take France and impose the reformation by the sword.  Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi.
Many other Huguenot notables, including members of the Mornay family, joined Duplessis in this hope.  
Their names can be found on Navarre's payroll.  SHPF MS 753, fol. 2.  Often Huguenots backed multiple 
candidates and changed their horses as new circumstances arose.  For instance, both Duplessis and his 
brother Pierre backed Francis, Duke of Alençon, before Pierre left to support Henry III and Duplessis, 
Navarre. Their names are listed in the corresponding payrolls. Louis de Gonzague, Mémoires du duc de 
Nevers, vol. 1 (Paris: Thomas Jolly, 1665), 577-99. 
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currency, the family remains not only the basic building block of traditional society but 

also a useful entity for measuring political change.  Families not only controlled multiple 

cities and territories, but they also dominated nations.  When "states" did not yet exist, 

houses trumped even national governments as families ruled the thrones of multiple 

nations and vied with one another for control of France.  With the rise of religious 

pluralism, members of these great noble families placed themselves on the ecclesiastical 

map and carefully considered whether their spiritual coordinates aligned them with or 

against traditional allies and rivals.  Once these great noble families aligned themselves 

with a religious party and inextricably linked religion, familial identity, and political 

ambition, they exploited family rivalries and seek political gain by fighting under a 

different banner of faith from their rivals.29 

When families overtly identified themselves with religious parties, they set off 

another series of events.  When great nobles aligned themselves with a political cause 

they imposed an obligation upon their clients to join them.  Much of early modern French 

society has been described in terms of a patron-client relationship in which superiors 

provided assets, positions, and protection while inferiors reciprocated with service and 

some sort of allegiance in a system that theoretically extended from the royal family 
 

29 For example, the Bourbon controlled portions of France and Navarre, the Guise portions of 
France and Scotland, the Valois France and Poland.  N. M. Sutherland argues that 1559 was the formative 
year in the process in which the Huguenots became a political party aligned to the Bourbon.  That year the 
churches held their first national synod in Paris and Henry II signed the treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis, turned 
his attention more to repressing the movement, died, and thus left the Guise to take control of Francis II.  
Antoine and Louis Bourbon's claims of regency were ignored.  Thus the Huguenots found themselves an 
organized national institution aligned with a politically disenfranchised family, a fate only exacerbated after 
their failed attempt to capture young Francis II known as the Conspiracy of Amboise.  N. M. Sutherland, 
The Huguenot Struggle for Recognition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980).  Salmon saw the 
Conspiracy of Amboise in 1560 as the determinant even by which the Huguenot nobility politicized their 
religious party.  Salmon, Society in Crisis, 124-26. 
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down to rural farmers.  As the great noble families declared their religious alliances, their 

clients, typically provincial noble families, enrolled in the camps of their patrons.  This 

supposedly created a second wave of conversions; great houses purportedly identified 

themselves with religious parties, then their clients would have placed themselves on the 

religious map, likewise considering whether their spiritual coordinates aligned them with 

or against their traditional fidelities and rivalries.30 

When nobles converted or deliberately remained within a religious community, 

they did so aware of the political consequences.  Historians of France, like their 

colleagues who study other lands, have debated whether individuals converted because of 

religious or material interests.31 In the Wars of Religion, noble families were the basic 

unit of political France.  According to some historians, nobles did not convert for purely 

religious reasons because membership in a religious party, just like in a noble family, was 

inherently a political affiliation.  According to one narrative, the Wars of Religion served 

as a pretext for clan warfare among noble houses unified around the banners of their 

 
30 Salmon, Society in Crisis, 124.  According to Holt, when the rural nobility converted, often 

following their greater noble patrons, they "seized the leadership of the Huguenot movement away from the 
Calvinist pastors," and thus "the new religion also became further politicized."  Holt, The Wars of Religion,
51. 

 
31 For the broad range of options, see J. H. M. Salmon, ed., The French Wars of Religion: How 

Important Were Religious Factors? Problems in European Civilization (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 
1967).  For a more pointed debate, see the exchange between Holt and Henry Heller.  Henry Heller, 
"Putting History Back into the Religious Wars: A Reply to Mack Holt," French Historical Studies 19, no. 3 
(1996): 853-61; Holt, "Religion, Historical Method, and Historical Forces: A Rejoinder," French Historical 
Studies 19, no. 3 (1996): 863-73; Holt, "Putting Religion Back into the Wars of Religion," French 
Historical Studies 18, no. 2 (193): 524-51.  For the debate as it applies to the nobility, see Jean Marie 
Constant, "The Protestant Nobility in France during the Wars of Religion: A Leaven of Innovation in a 
Tradition World," in Reformation, Revolt and Civil War in France and the Netherlands 1555-1585, ed. 
Philip Benedict (Amsterdam: Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1999), 73-77. 
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respective faiths.  This thesis, most forcibly established by Lucien Romier, has made its 

way into textbooks and studies on the noble family.  

For Romier, the relationship between the Huguenot nobility and faith is not 

complicated.  One scholar accurately described that relationship when he edited a book 

and placed a piece of Romier's work under the title: "A Dissident Nobility Under the 

Cloak of Religion."32 While this piece, Les Protestants français à la veille des Guerres 

civiles, is not as well known as Romier's other work, it clearly established the thesis that 

he narrated in detail elsewhere.  Romier argued that the nobility dominated the Huguenot 

movement and served the religious community as protectors (protecteurs).  They did not 

accept this role motivated by benevolence.  Rather, economically and politically 

disenfranchised nobles, who he described as "dissident nobility" (la noblesse dissidente), 

saw the wars as an opportunity for political and economic revitalization at the expense of 

their rivals.33 

In other words, the nobility were not courted by, or partners with, the Huguenot 

religious leaders.  Rather, the nobles mastered the religious leaders and highjacked the 

spiritual community in order to accomplish their own goals.  According to Romier, "The 

movement by which the dissident nobility superimposed a military organization upon the 

religious organization of the churches constitutes one of the essential facts of the period 

1560-1562."  By this he meant that when the great men joined the party, their clients 

converted along with them taking up their cause and thus, "Among the noble protectors 

 
32 Salmon, ed., The French Wars of Religion, 24. 
 
33 Lucien Romier, "Les Protestants français." 
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of the churches a true hierarchy was inevitably established, following feudal customs."  

By "feudal customs" (féodales habitudes), Romier meant that nobles converted along 

lines of "vassalage" (vassalité) and "kinship" (parenté) and followed the faith of "their 

relatives" (leur parents).  High nobility thus engaged in family rivalry on the royal stage 

while the provincial nobility gained material advantage and curried favor with their 

patrons, potentially settling their own feuds against rival families whose patrons 

presumably led the competing religious movements.34 

In this piece Romier established his thesis that religion served as pretext for clan 

warfare among the noble houses unified around the banners of their respective faiths; his 

other works provided the cast of characters and the action.  In his best-known book, Les 

origines politiques des guerres de religion, he sketched out the major family rivalry that 

dominated the antebellum court, a rivalry that extended throughout the religious wars as 

the families donned holy garb to settle their feud.35 The longstanding feud between the 

Montmorency and the Guise came to a head as Anne de Montmorency, Constable of 

France, and François de Lorraine, Duke of Guise, fought for military jurisdiction.  Each 

commanded rival armies (Montmorency the regular army of standing foot soldiers, and 

Guise the military household composed of cavalry and guards of the royal Valois) as the 

Habsburg-Valois wars ended with the peace of Câteau-Cambrésis in 1559.  The next 

generation of each house took the reins of their military assets and led them onto the 

battlefield under the banners of martial Catholicism and Calvinism.  Henry de Lorraine, 

 
34 Ibid.: 255, 260, 263. 
 
35 Romier, Les origines politiques.
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Duke of Guise (1550-1588), and his younger brother Charles de Lorraine, Duke of 

Mayenne (1554-1611), each headed the zealous Catholic League; and Anne 

Montmorency's Bourbon nephews Gaspard de Coligny, Admiral of France (1519-1572), 

and Henry de Bourbon, Prince of Condé (1552-1588) led the militant Huguenots. 

 Lucien Romier told a good story, captivate an audience with intelligent analysis, 

and provide formidable detail and evidence.  By the age of forty he had made his way up 

to the position of editor and chief of Le Figaro, one of the two most prominent and 

widely read newspapers in France largely because of his talents that were reflected in his 

historical work. 36 He riveted his reader to pages that contained all of the components of 

a Shakespearean play.  His thesis clearly explained why the French tore their country 

apart during decades of war (family allegiance, material rewards, noble honor and raw 

political power).  He provided painstaking details and examples of how the nobility 

transmitted political allegiances and corresponding religious professions along the lines 

of patronage and family. 

 Romier was no amateur.  He had studied at the prestigious École des chartes. He 

combined skill and dedication to primary documents with a forceful analytic ability and 

the courage to use it.  Despite his status as an outsider, much like Philippe Ariès, he 

forced the French Academy to read and consider his work. 37 They tended to judge it 

 
36 Born in 1885, editor in chief at la Journée industrielle in 1920, of Le Figaro in 1925.  The 

following information is drawn from his private and professional papers.  AN MS 408 AP. 
 

37 See Ariès, L'Enfant et la vie familiale. Cf. Patrick H. Hutton, Philippe Ariès and the Politics of 
French Cultural History (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2004). 
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favorably and as did their Anglophone colleagues who elevated his thesis, although often 

qualified, to a sort of orthodoxy.  

 Indeed, the Romier thesis has even worked its way into the best textbooks and 

surveys.  In Marc Greengrass's 88-page summary of the "French Reformation," he briefly 

discusses the nobility and their relationship to Reformed faith.  In this limited space, he 

makes sure to include the Romier thesis and broadcasts it to the next generation of 

scholars interested in the subject.  Greengrass carefully describes Romier's analysis of the 

wars as a result of the Montmorency-Guise family rivalry.  He notes his agreement: "As 

Protestantism got drawn into French noble sensibilities it also had to adapt to clan 

rivalries, feuds and traditions of violence which were already latent before 1562 [the 

outbreak of the first war], but which would emerge during the civil wars."38 

Greengrass then moves down from this first tier of high nobility to the lower 

nobility who took sides in the conflict.  Again, he agrees with Romier.  Noble clients 

followed their patrons in lock step with their respective religious parties.  When they 

converted to a new faith or remained within a traditional religious community it was a 

smooth, almost organic, process.  "Protestantism grafted itself on to noble networks like a 

new vine on to old stock−newly expressed faith reinforcing old-established fidelities."39 

Here, as in Romier, profession served as a means of solidifying networks and families, 

which tend to remain united in their faith.   

 
38 Greengrass, The French Reformation, 52. 

 
39 Ibid., 51. 
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Greengrass also gives examples of how seamlessly faith and family blended, how 

"intravenously" Protestantism "permeated" the noble family.  He takes up the example of 

the family d'Aussy, clients and "a distant cousinage" of the Bourbon-Condé.  Jean 

d'Aussy remained a faithful client of the Bourbon, serving as a captain in the army.  His 

son also served as a military captain, and "he followed Louis de Condé into Protestantism 

before the outbreak of the civil wars."  His grandson fought alongside François de 

Coligny, dying in the important battle of Ivry in 1590 while his great-grandson also 

served in the army under the prince of Condé.  While Greengrass admits that "the 

motives for noble acceptance of Protestantism are often unclear," by echoing Romier and 

providing such examples of clients seamlessly converting to the faith of their patrons, he 

implies that the most obvious reason for nobles to convert is the pressure and "the 

importance of the networks of blood, kinship, feudal and service ties-in short the whole 

range of noble sociability-which linked the provincial nobility to the court and the high 

aristocracy."  In short, nobles converted to the religious of their patrons because "they 

consider their loyalty more important than their faith."  This is a story best told within the 

Romier narrative. 40 

Surveys in which authors take more space to offer qualifications generally come 

to the same conclusions as Greengrass.  For example, in one of the most well respected 

traditional surveys, J. H. M. Salmon's Society in Crisis: France in the Sixteenth Century,

the family feud at the court again largely determined the religious affiliations of their 

respective noble clients.  "At the national level the patronage of Condé and the Châtillon 
 

40 Ibid. 
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[both Bourbon] in their conflict with the house of Guise would have created a strong 

impulsion on certain of the high provincial nobility to associate themselves with 

Calvinism."  Salmon, however, moved beyond the standard reasons for noble conversions 

such as "anticlericalism," "material greed," and "political machinations of the high 

noblesse."  He added to this list a limited "genuine conviction."41 

Salmon also portrayed the clientage system not only as a motivation for noble 

conversion but also as "an organization element," through which family members brought 

other members to genuine conversion.  However, in Salmon's view, the door for genuine 

conviction was only open for a little while, at the beginning of the movement, and it was 

usually restricted to women:  

A number of general explanations have already been advanced [by Salmon 
himself] to account for the influx of the nobility into the Huguenot 
movement.  With the exception of those concerning the Calvinist 
noblewomen, most of these explanations have suggested an element of 
religious insincerity….  However, the initial spread of evangelical 
doctrines among some of the oldest and most influential families of the 
noblesse was due less to the calculation of material advantage than to the 
spiritual conversion of a number of remarkable women.42 

By describing certain family members converting before others, and portraying them 

actively converting others in their households, Salmon raised the possibility that families 

did not always unite around religion seamlessly and organically.  He also introduced 

gender as a factor in the process. 

Authors of other surveys have built upon Salmon's work and argued for a greater 

role for "genuine conviction."  In his recent book, The French Wars of Religion, 1562-
 

41 Salmon, Society in Crisis, 124. 
 

42 Ibid., 126-27. 
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1629, Mack Holt makes this case.43 Holt has enthusiastically defended the religious 

aspect of these wars, most notably in his manifesto: "Putting Religion Back into the Wars 

of Religion." 44 Indeed, he openly admits, "The French Wars of Religion were fought 

primarily over the issue of religion."  He mentions the latest specialized works from both 

sides of the Atlantic that emphasize this approach and names those of "Philip Benedict, 

John Bossy, Denis Crouzet, Natalie Davis, Barbara Diefendorf, Jean Delumeau, and 

Robert Muchembled."45 

Holt agrees that nobles often converted along lines of family and fidelity and 

notes the breadth of the phenomenon, remarking, "It is striking that many of Condé's 

clients in Picardy, Coligny's clients in Normandy, La Rochefoucauld's clients in Poitou, 

and Rohan's clients in Brittany emulated their respective patrons by adopting the new 

religion."46 But despite the extent of the evidence, Holt maintains, "It is incorrect to view 

these noble conversion as primarily politically motivated."  Rather than demonstrating 

that nobles converted for political reasons, these "kinship relations and clientage 

networks tell us more about the pattern of transmission of Calvinism than about the 

intentions and beliefs of these noble converts."  Furthermore, nobles did not always 

convert along the lines of kinship and clientage and these "patterns of transmission do not 

always follow the expected routes or the paths of least resistance: "Clearly all their clients 

 
43 Holt, The Wars of Religion.
44 Holt, "Putting Religion Back." 
 
45 Holt, The Wars of Religion, 2. 
 
46 Ibid., 51. 
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did not adopt the new religion, nor did the nobles in question have the power to make 

them do so."47 

Salmon had described the process of nobles converting along lines of family and 

fidelity but distinguished between this as a motivation (in which traditional and political 

pressure meet familial ambition and material expectation) and as an "organization 

element" (in which faith passed along family lines as members converted one another out 

of "genuine conviction.")  Holt builds upon Salmon's observations by describing "kinship 

relations and clientage networks" as organizational elements that portray "patterns of 

transmission" rather than "intentions and beliefs."  Holt claims that "whatever" their 

motivation, nobles did not convert "primarily" because of political consideration.  Holt 

also claims that noble clients sometimes refused to follow their patrons.  In other words, 

faith did not move seamlessly and organically from patron to client, partially because the 

patrons could not enforce this. 

 Salmon and Holt raise a host of pointed questions. They distinguish between the 

ties as motivations for, and the patterns of, conversion, and thus open the door for 

additional explanations that produced conversions along these family lines.  Salmon 

offered one such explanation: family members with a genuine spiritual conviction 

converted their relatives and thus created a pattern of conversion that followed family 

lines.  Salmon tended to restrict this analysis to the early stages of the movement and to 

women, but it may be possible to find instances where the process continued beyond the 

movement's infancy and where others in addition to the great noblewomen participated.  

 
47 Ibid. 
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Furthermore, by portraying these ties as the mechanical explanation for conversion along 

family lines, Salmon opened the door to describe the "mechanics" of conversion within 

noble families in detail. 

 Both Salmon and Holt note religious division within noble households.  Salmon 

stated that certain members of households converted relatives.  Therefore these 

households, at least at one point in time, stood spiritually divided.  Salmon and Holt thus 

open the door to explore the nature of the relationships between relatives with different 

spiritual affiliations and the effects of these differences. 

 Rather than describing clients who followed their patrons' religious affiliations, 

smoothly and organically, Holt states that some clients refused to convert to their patrons' 

ecclesiastical parties.  Thus, within extended families bound together by ties of kinship 

and clientage, individuals chose for different spiritual communities.  He opens the door to 

examine the motives and mechanics behind relatives who made different choices.   

Holt also argues that nobles did not "primarily" convert for political gain 

"whatever their motivation" may have been and he thus raises the possibility of other 

stimuli.  Salmon recognized the faith of certain women, for a limited time, as a cause of 

conversion.  With the Pandora's box now open, it may be possible to discern motivations 

aside from the political and material.  Faith might have motivated others in addition to 

noblewomen early in the movement.  Various individuals might have converted for 

various reasons, perhaps for multiple reasons. 
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Dissident Nobility and the Cloak of Religion 

A small number of other scholars have joined Salmon and Holt in criticizing 

Romier and have taken issue with specific aspects of Romierian orthodoxy, mounting 

challenges to particular aspects of his thesis.  Their work will be examined, its 

significance explained and expanding upon.  Romier's thesis will then be judged 

according to his criteria.  Finally, the numerous questions that Salmon and Holt have 

inspired, along with others will be raised in an attempt to show how they relate to this 

study.   

The Romier thesis rests upon four pillars: 1) Religion as pretext; 2) 

disenfranchisement of the lower nobility; 3) efficacy, linearity, and exclusivity of 

clientage; 4) religious unity of kin and clan.  Each will be examined in turn beginning 

with religion as pretext.  In Romier's system, religion serves as pretext and faith as a 

façade.  The high nobility cloaked their feud in religious garb and forced their dissident 

noble clients to convert alongside them either by invoking traditional expectation or 

appealing to political opportunism.  Religion provided an excuse for resolving 

longstanding grudges.  The real motivation was the feud, a sixteenth-century version of 

the Hatfields and McCoys.48 

Salmon allows for other motivations beyond the familial and the material and 

denied that religion served exclusively as pretext.  Holt goes further, suggesting that 

religious motivation was in fact primary.  Other scholars have continued this line.  In 

 
48 Romier almost mocks the thought of these nobles motivated by religious concern.  Romier, "Les 

Protestants français," 257.  Ironically, Romier allows for more than material motivation in his poetry and 
correspondence with his wife and mother.  AN MS 408 AP, fols. 1, 3, 8-9. 
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Word of Honor: Interpreting Noble Culture in Sixteenth-Century France, Kristin B. 

Neuschel notes that very few Huguenot noblemen "are described as genuinely pious," 

then describes this as an effect of the Romier thesis: "The majority [of nobles] used 

religion as a cloak for personal ambition−for more power and riches, to be gained by 

armed rebellion if necessary.  Embrace of the Reformed religion was an expression of 

political disaffection by particularly desperate or ambitious noblemen, according to this 

view."49 

Neuschel writes her book in order to reassess the nobility's relationship with the 

state.  She argues that nobles acted in their own interests as opposed to unadulterated 

loyalty to their patrons, another component of the Romier thesis and a subject that shall 

soon be discussed.  She believes that most modern historians have imposed the modern 

rubric of unadulterated loyalty upon the clientage system, and she discusses religion-as-

pretext as another example of historians imposing their modern thoughts and values: 

These conclusions reflect some of the same limitations as the analyses of 
nobles' political behavior solely in terms of the state.  Both rest on 
twentieth-century assumptions about the relationship of inner life and 
public life, of thought and action.  The ideal, in both cases, has been 
"disinterested" loyalty: constant service without duplicity, sincere faith 
without ambition.  We would do well to adjust and amend these.50 

By this she implies that historians have assumed that nobles kept their inner religious life 

divided from their public political position.  She suggests historians should abandon such 

 
49 Kristen B. Neuschel, Word of Honor: Interpreting Noble Culture in Sixteenth-Century France 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), 31. 
 
50 Ibid. 
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anachronism and accept the possibility that nobles chose political parties for religious 

reasons.   

Other scholars share Neuschel's criticism of Romier on this point.  Ronald Love, 

in his Blood and Religion: The Conscience of Henri IV, 1553-1593, points out the 

particular irony of maintaining such a view in light of French historiography's tradition 

and recent works.51 Love writes about Henry IV's conscience, concluding that he 

actually had one and that he converted on that fateful Sunday morning of July 25, 1593, 

for religious reasons, or at least partially because of them.  Love feels the need to justify 

his decision to assert that a nobleman, particularly a king, acted out of religious 

conviction partially because the Romier narrative has insisted that "both popular and 

official manifestations of faith in daily life were relegated to an incidental or even 

irrelevant place in the discussion."  Love defends his position with some evidence drawn 

from Henry's conduct and argues that because Henry did not take the straightest route to 

political expediency (converting earlier), something motivated him more "than mere 

considerations of political advantage, but to find it, one must reassess the usual approach 

to understanding Henry's attempt to balance his goals and desires by looking at his 

personal faith and his past behavior in defending his religious independence."52 

Love also makes several observations on the place of this debate within French 

historiography.  He claims that the reluctance to admit faith to the table of motivation 

rests on modern presuppositions, or more precisely postmodern sensibilities, namely that 

 
51 Love, Blood and Religion, 9. 
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people did not believe, much less be moved to political action by religious beliefs, 

particularly religious claims that involve "absolute truth," an idea "ridiculed by those 

studying mentalities of the past."  Here he implies that the proponents of each religious 

party not only claimed that they possessed absolute truth but that one found the salvation 

it brought exclusively within its ranks.  The irony for these historians of France who 

judge the past according to modern mentalities lies in the fact that one of the greatest 

French experts about this period demonstrated the futility of such a method in a book 

typically acclaimed by these same historians.  Furthermore, Love argues, these same 

historians who ridicule the mentalities of the past will be ridiculed by those of tomorrow, 

another point made in Lucien Febvre's The Problem of Unbelief.53 

This modern determinism takes a particular form in relation to the nobility.  

According to Love, "the real sinister thing" is that while recent works have recognized 

religious aspects within the cultures of the lower socioeconomic strata, historians refuse 

to grant the privilege of belief to the privileged.  Love calls for a sort of religious equal 

opportunity for nobles and monarchs: "After all, if scholars have begun to study religion's 

close relationship with, and deep dependence upon, both the grassroots level of early 

modern society… then surely the same measure must be applied to the monarchs 

themselves."   Love calls upon historians to examine their presuppositions and allow for 

the possibility that for sixteenth-century French nobles, religion served as something 

 
53 Ibid., 9-10;  Lucien Paul Victor Febvre, Le Problème de l'incroyance au XVIe siècle. La religion 

de Rabelais (Paris: A. Michel, 1968). 
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more than pretext, a view consistent with some of the most universally acclaimed 

historiographic traditions and the most recent work on various strata of French society.54 

Of course, the battle for religion as pretext or as something more involves other 

scholars.  Holt wrote his religious manifesto and attempted to put this theory into practice 

in his survey where he lists a number of scholars with membership in the same school.  

He recognizes these individuals as the descendants of Lucien Febvre who practice the 

study of what he calls "religious culture."55 Neuschel and Love take their place within 

this family. 

The study of "religious culture" represents something of a consensus, a middle 

ground in a debate, and nearly a birthright for a generation of scholars.  It is worth taking 

a minute to examine the significance and merits of the movement and describe what its 

practitioners mean by "religious" culture in some detail.  In Holt's manifesto he describes 

his experience as a graduate student inundated with strict political and material 

explanations of the Wars of Religion.  Reading the works of Natalie Zemon Davis 

opened the door to another world, one in which religion had a role.  His experience, he 

writes, was entirely typical of that generation, with the exception of a few who came to 

serve almost as straw men in a post-Marxist age. 56 

If the scholars practice the study of "religious" culture; if, as Holt claims, these 

wars are "primarily" about "religion"; if, as Neuschel and Love argue, nobles converted 
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because of "religion," religion must be defined.  Holt defines it as "a body of believers 

rather than the more modern definition of a body of beliefs."57 Religions became 

communities, defined and circumscribed by religious acts.  Rituals, often described in 

anthropological terms, served as rallying points within the communities and marked out 

the parameters of the religions.  Membership is demonstrated by performing religious 

actions or rituals.  An individual converts by performing the actions of a given 

community, either by participating in its particular acts (Mass/Reformed Eucharist) or 

perhaps performing special rituals signifying entrance into the community 

(abjuration/profession of faith).   

This view of religion can be called the "performative solution,""performative" 

because religion is recognized by the actions that define and circumscribe the 

community, "solution" because it occupies the middle ground in a debate, solving 

problems from both sides.   The performative solution has an advantage in allowing 

motivation beyond raw materialism or rank political opportunism.  It also solves a 

problem as it allows historians to "objectively" verify religious affiliations.  Performative 

actions link the internal realm of religious thought, belief, and conscience to the external 

world where physical actions take place within a communal context.  Historians need not 

establish what someone believed in order to determine their religion; they can thereby 

avoid debates between confessionally biased historians who argue about which particular 

beliefs define a religion. 

 
57 Holt, The Wars of Religion, 2. 
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The performative solution has several merits and has produced some exciting 

recent literature, however, it also suffers from some problems.  According to Holt, 

proponents of "religious culture" practice a historically accurate method because they 

describe religion as community circumscribed by actions and thus define their subject "in 

contemporary terms."  According to Holt, they avoid the anachronism of describing 

religion according to "the more modern definition of a body of beliefs." 58 They note that 

the sixteenth-century French often described religion as community and defined religious 

communities by their performative actions.  Religion, however, defined in terms of the 

sixteenth century, also allows for something more. 

Holt claims that religion described as a "body of beliefs" is a "modern definition," 

but the sixteenth-century French defined religions by their beliefs.  When the conversion 

of nobles is examined in detail, it will be demonstrated that they often entered a religious 

community by participating in rituals and professing certain articles of faith.  Frequently 

those doctrinal statements divided a community from its rivals.  Henry converted at St. 

Denis only after he debated theological propositions with Catholics such as Duplessis's 

uncle Du Bec, then acquiesced to Catholic doctrine, and explicitly affirmed specific 

positions (the pope's apostolic succession, his supremacy over matters of faith, and 

Christ's physical presence in the elements of mass).  The theological claims were often 

woven into the fabric of ritual itself, intertwined with performative acts.  When Henry 

dressed in penitential garb and followed the traditional prescription of abjuration at the 

steps of St. Denis, he also read a text affirming these specific doctrinal positions.   

 
58 Ibid. 
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Belief in specific issues played a role in the conversion of individuals other than 

monarchs.  When Duplessis's conversion is examined, it will be shown that he described 

his move to the Reformed faith as a process with multiple components, including 

theological components.  It will also be demonstrated that belief, just like performative 

actions, not only marked the limits of these religious communities but defined their center 

as well.  When a Reformed church body questioned the membership of Duplessis's wife 

Arbaleste in the community, she proved that she was a good Huguenot by reminding it 

that she regularly participated in the performative actions (participating in public 

catechism, attending worship services, partaking in communion).  She also wrote a 

confession of faith with a series of theological propositions (Presbyterian government, 

Calvin's understanding of the Eucharist, forensic justification) and argued for her 

inclusion in the community because of shared ideological content; she believed what they 

believed.   

Furthermore, the religious members themselves were aware of the distinction 

between religious communities defined solely by action or by both action and belief.  

Huguenots made a particular effort to emphasize their superiority to Catholics in this 

regard.  Arbaleste participated in this tradition when she ridiculed the religion of 

Duplessis's Catholic father, whose faith was solely defined in terms of performative 

actions (his attendance at mass).  Often when Huguenots criticized the "superstitions" of 

their Catholic brethren, they condemned the divide between performative action and 

doctrinal belief (the Catholics act without knowing why).  When Arbaleste criticized 
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Duplessis's father she pointed out this division: although he went to mass he did not 

understand the doctrine that supported the ritual. 

 Those historians who follow Romier might take exception to the concept in which 

beliefs helped define a religion and potentially motivated nobles to convert.  Romier 

denies that most nobles had any doctrinal knowledge, even Salmon agreed.59 Henry read 

what he had to, and Catholics who recorded his doctrinal esoterica did so in order to paint 

themselves the theological victors in Rome's eyes; Duplessis described his conversion in 

terms of religious belief because that was expected discourse; Arbaleste defended herself 

in ways that she thought effective.  But nobles did know doctrine and wrote the majority 

of their party's religious ideology.  Nobles also claimed religious motivations for their 

conversions, to universally doubt their sincerity would be to impose modern priorities 

upon sixteenth-century mentalities.  When conversions in the Mornay family are explored 

multiple reasons will be discovered.  Religion will not only serve as pretext but also as 

real motivation and individuals will convert both because they wanted to join a 

community and participate in rituals but also because they believed specific doctrines. 

 The Romier thesis not only rests upon religion as pretext but also the 

disenfranchisement of the lower nobility.  According to Romier, the provincial nobility, 

particularly the old nobility of the sword, found their situation considerably worsened 

throughout the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, suffering under decades of 

deteriorating economic circumstances and diminishing political opportunities.  They 

readily joined the religious ranks of their patrons in the hopes of material gain and 
 

59 Salmon weighs various positions concerning the relationship between Huguenot nobles and 
their ideological attachment, ultimately rejecting Romier's adversaries. Salmon, Society in Crisis, 124. 
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expanded political power.  Because the dissident nobility had diminishing assets and 

political currency, they relied more and more upon their patrons for securing money and 

positions in an increasingly competitive market.  Therefore, when their patrons joined a 

religious community, Romier's noblesse dissidente felt a particular obligation to follow.60 

The claim that the provincial nobility of the sword had fallen into irrelevancy, 

impotency, and debauchery has been refuted by an increasing number of studies.  Recent 

work on the subject has revised the portrayal on multiple fronts.  Several studies 

challenge the bifurcation of and conflict between the nobility of the sword and the robe.  

Other works give examples of noble power, prestige, and practicality on the provincial 

level and beyond.  Still other detailed economic studies demonstrate that landed nobles 

actually gained economic advantage from the growing inflation and financial fluctuation 

that marked the period immediately before the religious conflicts.61 

When the economic status of the Mornay family is explored, the economic of the 

nobility at various levels and in multiple provinces will be demonstrated.  Financial 

incentives motivated family members' religious affiliations according to various degrees.  

 
60 Romier, Les origines politiques, 1.209; Romier, "Les Protestants français," 255. 
 
61 Donna Bohanan, "The Sword as the Robe in Seventeenth-Century Provence," in Society and 

Institutions in Early Modern France, ed. Mack P. Holt (Athens, Georg.: Georgia University Press, 1991), 
51-62; Jonathan Dewald, The Formation of a Provincial Nobility: The Magistrates of the Parlement of 
Rouen, 1499-1610 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980); Robert R. Harding, Anatomy of a Power 
Elite: The Provincial Governors of Early Modern France (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978); John 
Bell Hennemen, "The Military Class and the French Monarchy in the Late Middle Ages," Archiv für 
Reformationsgeschichte 83 (1978): 946-65; Holt, "Religion, Historical Method,"; P. S. Lewis, ed., The 
Recovery of France in the Fifteenth Century (New York: Harper & Row, 1972); J. Russel Major, "Noble 
Income, Inflation, and the Wars of Religion," American Historical Review 86 (1981): 21-48; William A. 
Weary, "The House of La Tremoille, Fifteenth through Eighteenth Centuries: Change and Adaptation in a 
French Noble Family," The Journal of Modern History 49, no. 1 (1977): 1001-38; James B. Wood, The 
Nobility of the Election of Bayeux, 1463-1666: Continuity through Change (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1980). 
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The Mornay family was not dissident nobility.  With this family, the old nobility of the 

sword integrated with that of the robe.  They exercised significant power, authority, and 

prestige on a local level and beyond.  They enjoyed economic gains before the religious 

wars.  

 The third pillar of Romier's thesis, the efficacy, linearity, and exclusivity of 

clientage, has been disputed by one specialist.  In her Word of Honor, Kristin Neuschel, 

challenged the view of religion as pretext in passing, but her entire book takes direct aim 

at Romier's description of the clientage system.  Romier and others described nobles, 

particularly the nobility of the sword, as linked to "one another by exclusive ties of 

loyalty and dependence."  The "resulting clientages' hierarchies were manipulated by a 

handful of court magnates who competed among themselves for control of royal 

largesse." They assembled their competing clients by strengthening traditional ties of 

fidelity while luring "non vassals by means of control of royal offices, particularly 

provincial governorships and the power of appointment in those regions."62 

Historians of this persuasion have described the Wars of Religion in terms of 

Anne de Montmorency and François de Guise fighting one another and mobilizing their 

clients to the military conflict.  Neuschel points out that Romier himself admits that his 

description of exclusive ties tightly binding together a direct chain of command did not 

actually account for noble behavior.  He could not directly trace the lines of clientage 

down from the Montmorency-Guise feud to their provincial subordinates.  Some clients' 

loyalty was contingent upon their patrons providing acceptable incentives; patrons other 

 
62 Neuschel, Word of Honor, 2-3. 
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than the Montmorency and Guise involved clients in entirely different programs; and 

clients served competing patrons (Montmorency and Guise) at the same time.  Neuschel 

concludes, "In the end we are left with a rather mechanical picture of the clientage system 

in the kingdom as a whole, and with plentiful hints that it functioned imperfectly."63 

She proposes a different system.  In her view, clientage is not a ladder linking 

noble client to patron but a web of affinities, political, familial, traditional, and financial, 

linking multiple clients to various patrons.  In this schema, a client chose allegiance 

among competing patrons for a variety of reasons including self-interest.  While this view 

might offend a modern conception of the fidelity of clientage based upon "disinterested 

loyalty: constant service without duplicity, sincere faith without ambition," she argues 

that her schema better explains noble behavior and that the historical actors saw little 

problem in reconciling self-interest and traditional fidelity.  Neuschel describes how 

clients exploited a plurality of ties to patrons.  By examining the Bourbon clientage in 

Picardy, she demonstrates how Romier's mechanical, direct, rigid, and exclusive lines of 

clientage, vassality, and family breaks down when one of his feuding families is closely 

examine.64 

Neuschel's description of clientage as a flexible web with dynamic clients has 

important implications for the discussion of religious conversion among nobles: "If the 

nobles were not linked to one another by exclusive hierarchical ties. . . then religious 

loyalties cannot have been transmitted neatly down a chain of command, from greater to 

 
63 Ibid., 7, 9-10. 
 
64 Ibid., 19, 31, 33. 
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lesser nobles."  Furthermore, if the lines are not direct, then clients picked and chose 

among their patrons for various reasons including religious motivations.  Neuschel admits 

that conversion worked along ties of clientage and "well-established kinship," but she 

argues that these ties merely demonstrate patterns of transmission rather than determining 

religious affiliation.65 Neuschel gives us a rationale for this claim: patrons could not 

force clients to convert because clients could simply select other patrons who better met 

their religious desires.  Thus religious conversion follows clientage post facto, and 

historians only see the pattern that successfully emerged; had the client chosen the faith 

of a different patron, the pattern would look different. 

For Neuschel, conversion followed clientage, and clientage naturally overlaps and 

intertwines with family because the great members of families served as patrons to their 

kin.  Family members converted other members; again, women lead their families and 

professed faith before they enjoined "their brothers, husbands, and sons to follow their 

example."  Patterns of transmission can be determined along the interwoven lines of 

clientage and blood, but Neuschel calls historians to push further and attempt to wrestle 

with the "meaning of conversion."  "We have much to learn about the sheer numbers of 

conversions among nobles, about patters and the meaning of those conversions, and 

above all about the nature and meanings of their religious experience-all of which call for 

full study in their own right."66 In examining the Mornay family and its networks of 

 
65 Ibid., 32. 
 
66 Ibid., 32-33. 
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clientage, the patterns, nature, and meaning of religious experience will be closely 

examined. 

 The Romier thesis rests upon a final pillar, the unity of the respective clans, a 

claim that scholars have not particularly challenged.  According to Romier, profession 

served as a means of solidifying networks and families tended to remain united in their 

faith.  He described families, notably the Montmorency and Guise, as joined around the 

banners of their respective faiths with their dependent noble families following their 

example, likewise bound by their faith.  Greengrass provided an example with his 

account of the family d'Aussy, who followed the Bourbon into the Reformed faith and 

there remained loyal for four generations.  Like the description of clientage, the portrayal 

of family unity simply does not fit the facts. 

 At every link in Romier's chain of command there is significant religious division.  

While the Guise remained united as loyal Catholics, the same cannot be said of their 

opponents.  By 1561, Anne de Montmorency was overtly hostile towards his Reformed 

Bourbon-Châtillon nephews.  Historians might chalk this up to happenstance and argue 

that the Guise had insulted the Bourbon directly and thus provided the crucial impetus for 

carrying the family rivalry onto the religious battlefield.  But that is not the only religious 

division among the leading families. 

 The Bourbon family exhibited anything but spiritual accord around Huguenot 

flags.  Condé and Coligny took up the Reformed cause along with their brother the 

Cardinal Odet Châtillon.  But other members of the family, even other cardinals within 

the kinship circle, remained Catholic and supported the militant Catholic League.  While 
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the Huguenot Henry of Navarre tried to secure his claim to the French throne, his chief 

rival was his uncle Charles, the Cardinal Bourbon, who had married Henry to Marguerite 

before the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  In order to prevent the Huguenot Henry 

from taking the throne, this uncle worked with the League.  Their only candidate with the 

requisite Bourbon blood, they tried to proclaim him King Charles X.  Under Navarre's 

orders, Duplessis prevented the cardinal from effectively challenging Henry by 

physically taking the cardinal prisoner and thwarting him from claiming the throne on 

behalf of the League.67 

The Catholic members of the Bourbon had their revenge when the cardinal's other 

nephew, Charles de Bourbon, Archbishop of Rouen and Cardinal of Vêndome (who later 

took his uncle's title as Cardinal Bourbon), worked with Duplessis's uncle Philippe Du 

Bec and other nephew.  Together they served as Henry's Catholic catechizers and 

successfully converted him to the Catholic faith at St. Denis.68 In this instance, two 

ecclesiastical Catholic uncles, each with two nephews, one a Huguenot leader and the 

other a Catholic ecclesiastic, fought over the religious affiliation of Henry and the future 

of France. Religious division also wove its way through several types of family 

connections and degrees of kinship as the Du Bec and the Mornay families were related 

to one another, and both were related to the Bourbon.  Regardless of which side Henry 
 

67 Duplessis's wife Arbaleste describes this act as one of his greatest accomplishments and one of 
those for which Henry was most grateful.  "M. du Plessis, ayant fait ce coup, en adverti S. M. par l'un des 
siens, nommé du Morier, lequel trouva le Roy à Diepe qui fust fort joyeux de ceste nouvelle; il s'enquit fort 
des particularitez; ses mots furent : 'Voilà un des plus grandz services que je pouvoy recevoir; M. du Plessis 
fait les affaires bien seurement' A la vérité, cela fut faict aussy en un temps qu'il estoit comme assiégé à 
Dieppe, et ses plus affectionnez désespéroient, non de ses affaires seulement, mais de sa personne." Witt 
1868-1869, 1.185-6.  
 

68 BNF MSS ffr. 3430, 4016, 5755.  LaFosse and Barthélemy, Journal d'un curé ligueur; Love, 
Blood and Religion; Wolfe, "The Conversion of Henri IV." 
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chose, he would further deepen the religious divide that ran throughout his immediate and 

extended family. 

 Aside from religious division between relatives, individual family members 

vacillation and thus represent another challenge any claim of religious unity within the 

feuding families.  Henry had a habit of converting.  By the time he took the mass at the 

hands of Du Bec, he had converted at least five times before, once as a child to the 

Reformed faith of his mother, then back to the Catholic faith of his father, then back 

again to the Reformed faith of his mother, then back to the Catholic faith at the St. 

Bartholomew's Day Massacre in order to save his life, then back again to the Reformed 

faith once he escaped confinement, then back again to the Catholic faith at his abjuration 

at St. Denis.  Although Henry's sister Catharine remained a loyal Huguenot along with 

their mother, Henry shared his religious flexibility with his father Antoine.  Antoine went 

for long periods without declaring a faith.  He refused to fight and turned down the 

mantle of Huguenot leadership to the dismay of Calvin, de Bèze, and their French 

coreligionists.  During his Catholic periods, Antoine viciously fought with his Reformed 

wife for the faith of their son Henry and launched Henry on his own path to religious 

vacillation among his religiously divided family.69 

All in all, the Bourbon failed to demonstrate any steadfast ecclesiastical concord, 

either within the Montmorency-Bourbon connection that linked the family feud to the 

religious parties or within the immediate or extended Bourbon family.  Nor did the 

Bourbon kin readily grab onto the banners of their faith in order to march to war when an 
 

69 Cf. Love, Blood and Religion, 17-78.  
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opportunity presented itself for them to settle scores with the Guise.  At crucial points 

when they might have picked up the sword under the pretext of religion, they waffled or 

refused.  Furthermore, not only did members of this family stand religiously divided, but 

they also fought with one another on the political front.  They took sides with their Guise 

rivals, such as when the Cardinal Bourbon made his bid for the crown and worked hand-

in-love with the Guise dominated League.  Even more importantly, their religious 

positions did not determine their political parties.  Family members of different faiths 

worked together, typically around a royalist program, such as when Henry's cousin the 

future Cardinal Bourbon and more distant relative Du Bec lent the Huguenot king support 

long before he seriously considered converting, or when Duplessis continued to support 

the new Catholic king after his conversion.70 

Religious unity not only fails to describe the upper echelons of the nobility but 

also the respective clientages that followed these feuding families into battle.  Greengrass 

describes this process of clients expressing religious unity with their patrons as "organic," 

with clientages readily unifying around the religion of their patrons, either the Reformed 

faith of the Bourbon or the Catholicism of the Guise.  While the Guise clientage tended to 
 

70 The following text provides an example of the tensions and dynamics involved in the 
relationship between a newly converted king, the Catholic constituency, and Duplessis as a Huguenot 
representative.  "Pour lequel point [a specific issue regarding the distribution of natural resources and their 
usage rights for Huguenots and Catholics] S. M. ayant convoqué les plus authorisés et modérés de son 
conseil à St. Germain, et les ayant préparés et faict préparer de son intention, mesmes par la bouche de 
monsieur du Plessis, fut conclu et arresté. . . à ceste fin que S. M. manderoit les principaux de ses courtz de 
Parlement et leur prononceroit absolument sa volonté, pour laquelle leur confirmer par raisons tirées de la 
nécessité du temps et de l'Estat, seroient préparez monsieur de Nevers, monsieur le Chancelier et autres, ses 
principaux conseillers.  En ce conseil estoit mon dit Sr de Nevers, M. le Chancelier, M. le mareschal de 
Rhetz, messieurs de Schomberg, de Villeroy, de Fresne; monsieur du Plessis y estoit seul de la Religion, 
duquel néantmoins les expédiens furent suyviz et approuvez de tous, qui autrement se trouvoient très 
empeschés à se developer de cest affaire pour n'offenser les Catholiques Romains, et estoient pour prendre 
des voies de longueur." Witt 1868-1869, 1.286; BNF MS Dupuy 169. 
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remain spiritually integrated, Bourbon clients did not and members not only stood 

religiously divided from one another (Mornay versus Du Bec) but also among themselves 

(Mornay versus Mornay, Du Bec versus Du Bec).  Duplessis's parents took different sides 

on the religious question and fought over faith while Duplessis's older brother converted 

along with Henry at the hands of Philippe Du Bec.  As for the Du Bec, Philippe Du Bec 

fought with his brothers and successfully persuaded them to lay down their Huguenot 

swords during the wars, while his Huguenot nephews learned their first lessons in the 

Reformed faith alongside young Duplessis.71 

Greengrass's account of the family d'Aussy, on closer inspection, provides not a 

picture of religious unity but a portrait of division.  According to Greengrass, this family 

exemplified the religious solidarity and fidelity as their patriarch Jean d'Aussy, the 

Seigneur de Coutures, followed Condé to Protestantism by the outbreak of war in 1562 

 
71 The account of Michel de Castelnau provides a good description of the interactions between 

these family members.  "Lancelot du Voisin S. de la Popeliniere donne l'honneur d'avoir commencé cette 
fameuse bataille [Battle of St. Denis in 1567] à Pierre du Bec S. de Vardes, qui commandoit avec le S. de 
Genlis au quartier d'Aubervillier, & qui engagea les deux armées par une fanglante attaque, qui fit rémuër 
& qui ébranla tous les corps de part & d'autre, soit pour le charger  ou pour le défender.  Luy & Charles du 
Bec Baron de Bourry son frere aisné, avoient amené & fourny la meilleure partie de l'Infanterie 
Huguenotte, outré le grand nombre de Volontaires, tant du Vexin que la Normandie, qui les suivit à cause 
de la reputation hereditaire qu'ils avoient dans cette Province.  Il y avoit moins de zele que de mauvaise 
humeur & de mécontement dans les interests de ces deux freres, qui estoient possedez d'un esprit 
d'ambition, & qui croyans estre en droit de compter les premieres Charges parmy leurs Prétensions, & 
n'ayans pas le credit qu'ils esperoient à la Cour, crurent qu'il falloit ester de party.  Ils s'engagerent dans 
celuy-cy avec Jacques de Mornay S. de Buhy leur beau-frere, mary de Françoise du Bec leur soeur, qui eut 
de luy entr'autres enfans Philippe de Mornay S. du Plessis, demeuré seul dans une Religion que ses oncles 
n'avoient professée que par prétexte, & dont ils se rétracterent après en avoir essuyé toutes les disgraces, 
par l'exhortation de Philippe du Bec leur frere puisné successivement Evesque de Vannes & de Nantes, 
depuis Archevesque & Duc de Rheims, & l'un des Prélats associez à l'Ordre du S. Esprit, personage de 
grande Doctrine, & qui jouït jusques en l'an 1605 de l'honneur d'avoir esté des plus considerables entre les 
Peres de l'Eglise Gallicane, qui assisterent au Concile de Trente." Michel de Castelnau and Jean Le 
Laboureur, Les memoires de messire Michel de Castelnau, seigneur de Mauvissiere, illustrez et augmentez 
de plusieurs commentaires & manuscrits, tant lettres, instructions, traitez, qu'autres pieces secrettes & 
originales, servans à donner la verité de l'histoire des regnes de François II. Charles IX & Henry III. & de 
la regence & du gouvernement de Catherine de Medicis, 3 vols. (Brussels: J. Leonard, 1731), 2.458-59. 
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and three generations remained united around their Bourbon patrons and their faith.72 

The family d'Aussy were tied to the Mornay by bonds of blood, marriage, and 

ecclesiastical polity for several generations before, during, and after the Wars of 

Religion.  Jean's nephew, François, who took the family title Sieur des Coutures, married 

Marie des Essarts in 1571, a direct descendent of Jeanne des Essarts who had married 

Duplessis's fifteenth-century ancestor Bouchard Mornay.  Marie received significant 

financial assets and lands from her childless brother-in-law Pierre Mornay, the governor 

of Orléans. Over a century later when Duplessis planted a Reformed church on his land 

Plessis-Marly, François' son Jacques (who then held the title Sieur des Coutures) served 

as an elder.  After Duplessis's death, his grandson Philippe de Jaucourt, who inherited the 

Mornay ancestral lands, married Marguerite de Guéribalde, the direct descendant of 

Marie des Essarts and also a cousin of Marie's husband, thus continuing a circle of 

contact between the two families for over three hundred years.73 

72 Greengrass, The French Reformation, 51. 
 
73 Bouchard married Jeanne des Essarts, Dame d'Ambleville.  Her brother-in-law, Pierre Mornay, 

was named "Chevalier Chambellan de Duc d' Orléans" on 3 June 1400, and Gouverneur et Bailli d'Orléans 
the following year.  He died 3 May 1423, married to Robine de Saint-Brisson (contract signed October 8, 
1400), the widow of his relative Robert d'Estouteville.  He had no heirs and passed the d'Ambleville to his 
sister-in-law because her husband Bouchard Mornay had died several years before (act passed 13 October 
1413).  Other houses within the Mornay family, such as the Mornay-Lioms, married into the Essarts as 
well.  

Information on the family d'Aussy can be found in Haag, 1.195.  Genealogical information on the 
Mornay is taken from "Généalogies," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1; "Titres de famille," BM Nantes MS D-M 77; 
MS 2; BNF MSS Cabinet des titres de la Bibliothèque nationale, Pièces originales 2057-2059, Dossiers 
bleus 473, Nouveau d'hozier 247.  The family papers in the national archives include several genealogical 
tables and books carefully detailing marriage alliances as well as various editions of multiple volumes of 
family histories.  For example, there is a five-volume manuscript, probably from the sixteenth or 
seventeenth century, entitled "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay." AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  

Additional biographical and genealogical information is drawn from the following modern 
references: P. Anselme, Honoré Caille Dufourny, and P. Ange de Sainte-Rosalie, Histoire de la maison 
royale de France et des grands officiers de la couronne, 9 vols. (Paris: Palais Royal, 1726); François-
Alexandre Aubert de La Chesnaye-Desbois, Dictionnaire de la noblesse, contenant les généalogies, 
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Just like their Mornay relatives, the d'Aussy, too, stood religiously divided, far 

from expressing the unity and exclusive religious fidelity towards Bourbon patrons that 

scholars have imputed to them.  Jean's nephew, François, the Sieur des Coutures who 

married Marie des Essarts, abjured his Reformed faith in 1588 in order to recover his 

goods and assets confiscated because of his Huguenot affiliation.  His son, Jacques the 

elder, who served at Duplessis's church, likewise abjured his Reformed faith.  Thus, not 

only did family members take different spiritual paths that led apart one another, but they 

also deviated from the faith of their Bourbon patrons and some changed their religion 

explicitly for material motivations.  But when François d'Aussy converted to regain 

possession of assets at the expense of religious solidarity with his patrons, he 

demonstrated another important point: rank material advantage did not necessarily follow 

lines of patronage.  Sometimes individuals secured the greatest benefits by breaking with 

their traditional ties to family and patron.  While Romier portrayed religious unity as the 
 
l'histoire & la chronologie des familles nobles de la France, l'explication de leurs armes et l'état des 
grandes terres du royaume. On a joint à ce dictionnaire le tableau généalogique et historique des maisons 
souveraines de l'Europe et une notice des familles étrangères, les plus anciennes, les plus nobles et les plus 
illustrés, 19 vols. (Paris: Schlesinger, 1863-1877); Pierre Louis Joseph Bétencourt, Noms féodaux. Ou, 
Noms de ceux qui ont tenu fiefs en France dans les provinces d'Anjou, Aunis, Auvergne, Beaujolois, Berry, 
Bourbonnois, Forez, Lyonnois, Maine, Saintonge, Marche, Nivernois, Touraine, partie de l'Angoumois et 
du Poitou, depuis le XIIe siècle jusque vers le milieu du XVIIIe : extraits des Archives du royaume, 2 vols. 
(Paris: Schlesinger, 1867); Henri Boulainvilliers, Essais sur la noblesse de France, contenans une 
dissertation sur son origine & abaissement (Amsterdam: n.p., 1732); Henri Jougla de Morenas, Grand 
armorial de France. Catalogue général des armoiries des familles nobles de France, comprenant les 
blasons des familles ayant possédé des charges dans le royaume et de celles ayant fait enregistrer leurs 
armoiries en 1696, de la noblesse de l'empire des anoblissements de la restauration, donnant les tableaux 
généalogiques de familles confirmées dans leur noblesse entre 1660 et 1830, 6 vols. (Paris: Les Éditions 
héraldiques, 1934-1949); Eugène Olivier, Georges  Hermal, and R. de Roton, Manuel de l'Amateur de 
Reliures Armoriées Françaises, 30 vols. (Paris: n.p., 1924); Léon Ray, Dictionnaire de généalogie 
(Brussels: Labor, 2001); E. de  Seréville and F. de Saint-Simon, Dictionnaire de la noblesse française 
(Paris: Société française au XXe siècle, 1976); Charles Weiss, Biographie universelle. Ou, dictionnaire 
historique contenant la nécrologie des hommes célèbres de tous les pays, des articles consacrés à l'histoire 
générale des peuples, aux batailles mémorables, aux grands événements politiques, aux diverses sectes 
religieuses, 6 vols. (Paris: Furne, 1841). 
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pretext for material gain, sometimes this opportunism explicitly led to ecclesiastical 

bifurcation. 

And so the final pillar of Romier's narrative shows significant cracks, as do the 

other three.  But the thesis need not be judged by external criteria, Romier offered a 

method by which his claims might be tested.  He enjoined historians to examine 

particular regions and families in order to determine his thesis' validity and to gain its full 

import.  "In order to grasp the entire significance, it would be necessary to carefully 

follow the smallest events of local life.  One would there really discover immediate 

causes of effects that escape us."74 

Few historians have taken Romier up on his challenge to carefully put his thesis to 

the test by focusing upon the noble family and its members’ relationship with their 

religious affiliations.  While historians have call for studies exploring the "nature" and 

"meaning" of noble conversion, there are few studies and they have mixed results.  Two 

established scholars, whose work constitutes the majority of the literature on the subject, 

have come to different conclusions. 

Barbara Diefendorf explores the relationship between faith and family in an 

article entitled, "Houses Divided: Religious Schism in Sixteenth-Century Parisian 

Families."  As the title suggests, she finds notable spiritual partition among families.  

While she limits her analysis to Paris, since the literature about the subject is largely non 

existent, she has to sketch out the contextual landscape and comment on various regions 

of France and beyond, including Calvin's Geneva.  She mostly uses legal manuscripts and 
 

74 Romier, "Les Protestants français," 263. 
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demonstrates the financial repercussions and limits of religious division.  While "most 

work on the history of the family in early modern times has emphasized the themes of 

paternal authority, the dominance of husband over wife, and the solidarity of the larger 

family," she examines "the effects of religious schism on these pattern of authority."75 

In her careful study she disputes claims of religious unity in the family and of 

religion solely as pretext for conversion.  In explaining the significance of her study on 

religiously divided houses, she claims spiritual separation was the status quo.  "The 

nature of the conversion process meant that few families were ever converted in their 

entirety.  There were probably few French Protestants who did not have a sibling, a 

parent, or even perhaps a spouse who remained Catholic."  Because the Reformed faith 

was a minority party, any family with a Huguenot member was statistically likely to also 

have members who remained Catholic.  In other words, families tended to convert 

piecemeal and certain members, often noblewomen, converted first and then entreated 

other members.76 

Diefendorf then turns to the repercussions of religious division, concluding that 

duties to faith and family formed two separate sets of obligations.  Most often, "Catholics 

and Protestants alike viewed the obligation all men owed to their spiritual father and 

family as complementary to, and not as conflicting with, their obligations to their earthly 

fathers and families."  And while they tried to hold both sets of obligations concurrently, 

the rapport broke down at points.  Sometimes "persecution became too intense and 

 
75 Diefendorf, "Houses Divided," 80. 
 
76 Ibid., 82. 
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personal danger too great"; at other times, "one family member chose to place personal 

gain ahead of mutual obligations."  The balance between family and faith also broke 

down when the religious mentalities of the members were simply too dislocated "to 

surmount the obstacles of misunderstanding."77 

For example, Diefendorf draws upon Duplessis's wife Arbaleste.  In making use 

of some of the Mornays' spectacular sources, Diefendorf turns to Arbaleste's account of 

her escape from the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  While taking mass would have 

saved her life, Arbaleste refused, to the dismay of her mother, who "could not understand 

[Arbaleste's] conviction that this bending of the knee was a submission to idolatry that 

would cost her immortal soul."  Because individuals such as Arbaleste often risked their 

lives for their faith, Diefendorf concludes that religion can serve as more than pretext.  In 

fact, she claims spiritual motivation tended to determine religious affiliation and helped 

resist pressure to convert for other considerations: "The crucial determinants of 

confessional choice were individual conscience and will.  Parental and husbandly 

authority could be exerted to enforce an outward show of religious practice, but they 

could not force the faith itself."78 

Diefendorf wrote this fifteen-page article fifteen years ago, but only one scholar 

has followed up her efforts with an extended discussion of the relationship between noble 

families and their faith.  Raymond Mentzer's Blood and Belief: Family Survival and 

Confessional Identity among the Provincial Huguenot Nobility stands as a work with 

 
77 Ibid., 94. 
 
78 Ibid. 
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which every historian interested in the subject must interact.  Mentzer came across a 

historian's gold mine of family manuscripts, carefully preserved, broad in scope and 

detailed in depth.  Furthermore, the modern descendants of the family assisted Mentzer in 

resolving "queries concerning the family's understanding of its own past" and helped him 

"appreciate the sense of continuity and tradition implicit in the experience."79 

The book also benefits from Mentzer's acknowledged expertise in the field and 

his skill as a historian.  One of its strengths lies in its well-conceived flow and structure in 

which readers easily follow his provincial noble Huguenot family, the Lacger, through 

various topics: historical issues and archives, conversion, patrimony, marriage and family 

life, inheritance systems, and intellectual traditions, in an 193 pages of text.  The 

question, how did family relate to faith, is simple.  The sources are significant because 

the Lacger family was so typical that historians may extrapolate from their experience 

and build conclusions about the nobility.  The answer is clear and offers an easily 

defendable thesis: faith unites family. 

 Mentzer is content to allow his description to rest and leaves the historiographic 

implications to others.  He very clearly describes the relationship between faith and 

family in terms of unity and mutual reinforcement.  "For this family and others like it, 

blood kinship and confessional identity made common cause.  The abiding symbiosis of 

blood and belief, corporately sustaining and reinforcing, empowered the Lacger for 

generation upon generation."  Indeed this symbiotic unity between family and faith, or 

blood and belief, actually supported the family throughout the difficult periods of the 

 
79 Mentzer, Blood and Belief, viii. 
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religious wars as "family structure and religious identity provided an essential stability 

and ongoing equilibrium."80 

Despite its obvious merits, Mentzer's book tells an incomplete story.  The book 

offers a simple structure and flows nicely because it shows only one side of the coin, the 

Huguenot.  By telling the Huguenot story, the book lends itself to the clear thesis that 

faith reinforces family.  Mentzer is faithful to his sources; the bias lies in the manuscript 

collection that the Huguenot Lacger and their descendants created, organized, and 

protected.  This Huguenot side of the family, rather typically, kept documents concerning 

their Huguenot relatives and passed them down to their children, all the while 

emphasizing their Huguenot identity and carefully portraying the religious solidarity 

around their faith.81 

Nevertheless, even in these Huguenot sources there are hints, allusions, and 

explicit evidence about the Catholic side of the coin.  In fact, according to Mentzer's own 

evidence, in the sixteenth century, religious division racked the Lacger family.  This kin 

group looked very similar to the spiritually separated Bourbon and Mornay and the 

Lacger followed Diefendorf's pattern of piece-meal conversion.  Of the family patriarch's 

five sons who lived to the Wars of religion, two professed the Reformed faith, two 

remained Catholic, and one converted to Protestantism before later returning to 

 
80 Ibid., 192-93. 
 
81 Other Huguenot families joined the Lacger in this process and either guarded their family 

documents on their estates or deposited portions of them in the various archives.  Those families wishing to 
further identify their family with the Protestant faith deposited their papers in the archives of the SHPF.  
For example, see those of the family Auzière (MSS 533-599) and de Coninck (MS 155). 
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Catholicism.  From this generation two family branches emerge, one Catholic (the 

Lacger-Lauragais), the other Protestant (the Lacger proper).82 

During the religious wars, then, spiritual bifurcation beset the first generation of 

the Lacger family.  In the second generation, the two branches, one catholic and one 

Protestant, split the greater family.  Mentzer follows the Huguenot branch and their 

sources, describing the family as religiously united, while disregarding the Catholic 

branch or interaction between the two sides of the family.  But even after the family 

splits, there was massive spiritual division in this Protestant branch.  By the third 

generation, faced with increasing pressure incrementally building towards the Revocation 

of the Edict of Nantes, members of the family returned to Catholicism.  Some of the 

descendant families converted back to Catholicism, some remained Protestant, and some 

stood almost equally divided. 83 

Mentzer acknowledges this religious division in the sixteenth century.  

Nevertheless, he describes a collective mentality that transcended the spiritual division, 

namely "restraint."  Mentzer claims that both Protestant and Catholic brothers "nearly 

always acted in a moderate fashion."  They did "not make an ardent public demonstration 

of belief," they "held officially to Catholicism, if for no other reason than to retain 

ecclesiastical office and revenues attached thereto," and they avoided "zealots of either 

camp."  In his description of the shared religious mentality, there is material motivation 

(not to lose sources of income), a potentially neutral religious position (interest in the 

 
82 Mentzer, Blood and Belief, 235. 
 
83 Ibid., 162-83, 236-39. 
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reformers but no desire to profess or join zealots), and what Mentzer calls "modern" 

religious mentality "of a distinctively private or personal nature."84 

But despite the common spiritual positions of the Lacger, Mentzer acknowledges 

real religious differences and their effects.  While some members did take a more 

restrained tactic, others "joined the protestant cause promptly and energetically."  On the 

whole, they converted to different parties because of genuine spiritual conviction.  

"Nothing here suggests a band of ideological opportunists, taking advantage of the 

religious issues for little more than personal gain."  Despite the private nature of religious 

mentality, their spiritual life had a public dimension for which they paid: Antoine I 

Lacger, a Protestant jurist, was hanged by Catholics in front of his parliament; Sébastien 

Lacger, a known Catholic canon, was shot by Huguenots at his family home.85 

Mentzer also offers glimpses into the relationships between these religiously 

divided family members.  He describes the execution of Antoine I and the murder of 

Sébastien from the vantage point of their brothers, who saw their kin "suffer violent death 

in quick succession" and grieved as members of their own party slaughtered them.  But 

despite the real religious divide, the Lacger family tied itself together with "amiable 

bonds."  The relatives worked together to advance their collective family interests 

because "they possessed a powerful sense of family interdependency."  In short, "ties of 

kinship and sociability overcame religious division."86 

84 Ibid., 39-30, 46. 
 
85 Ibid., 41-42, 45. 
 
86 Ibid., 42-45. 
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 Mentzer claims that this family stood religiously united, and, even when they 

experienced some division they still remained united by a common spiritual mentality 

and a familial self-conception and interest.  But a closer inspection of the evidence 

discloses a different picture.  "Blood kinship and confessional identity made common 

cause" only in one branch of the Lacger family, and the "symbiosis of blood and belief" 

endured for only a limited period.  Religious division dominated the greater family and 

members of particular households during the Wars of Religion.  Family members joined 

different ecclesiastical communities at least in part because of genuine spiritual 

differences, and they experienced significant effects, even lethal ones, as a result.   

 In portraying the family as religiously united, Mentzer stays true to his sources on 

two different levels.  Woven through the documents are two programs: the family viewed 

itself as a unit that enjoyed spiritual solidarity and it desired other to perceive them that 

way.  In other words, within the content of the documents resides a mentality, a program, 

and a power hierarchy, which all reinforce notions of religious union.  It might be fruitful 

to explore why the family perceived themselves and wanted others to perceive them in 

that way, but this program should be recognized.  The sources also lead the historian to 

an impression of religious unity, not only because of their content, but also because of the 

processes involved in their textual transmission. 

 No collection of documents drops into the historian's lap but rather represents a 

history of selective cultivation, preservation, and transmission.  This collection largely 

comes from, is organized by, and is passed down from Huguenot to Huguenot; the 

manuscripts represent the patrimony of the Protestant branch of the family.  There are 
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documents that reflect certain religious divisions within the first generation of the Wars 

of Religion, before the family split, and later when certain family members converted 

under the Revocation.  But this portrait might look different when painted with colors 

found in collection of the Catholic branch that ran parallel with the Huguenot Lacger 

since 1573, or with those Catholic "cadet" lines that later broke from their Huguenot 

stock.  The portrayal of religious unity might not stand if the sources written and kept by 

members that fell off the Huguenot family tree were considered.87 

Although Mentzer claims religious blood and belief reinforce one another within 

this family, this unity must be restricted and qualified, restricted to a certain portion of 

the family over certain periods; qualified to mean bonds of family trumping division of 

faith.  Mentzer does not describe a religious unity where family explicitly united around 

the same religious party and usually converted for pretext.  Mentzer finds massive 

confessional conversion motivated by spiritual concerns.  In this sense, his study expands 

upon Diefendorf's.  They, like other scholars, raise a series of question by admitting 

religious division within the family. 

 Salmon, Holt, Neuschel, and Love allowed for religion beyond pretext and family 

members converting one another.  Although they tended to limit the scope of division and 

the intensity of the division by recognizing multiple motives for spiritual separation, they 

raised several issues.  Individuals who were bound by ties of kinship and clientage opted 

for different religious communities.  The "mechanics" of their choices could be studied.  

The ways in which family members who belong to religious communities related to 

 
87 Ibid., 1, 45, 153, 59, 234-39. 
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relatives with different spiritual affiliations could be explored, so too could the manners 

in which these differences affected family assets and relationships.  The motivations 

behind their choices could also be examined. 

 Diefendorf and Mentzer being to address these issues.  Diefendorf argues that 

family members converted primarily for religious reasons.  They saw their obligations to 

family and faith as complementary and usually succeeded in executing these duties 

without conflict.  Mentzer also concludes that members converted for religious reasons.  

They also successfully worked for family advancement despite confessional conflict. 

 Aside from Diefendorf's article and the portions of Mentzer's book that mention 

spiritual division, there is little literature in which the issue is addressed.  Furthermore, 

the scope of their conclusions remains to be determined.  Diefendorf looks at Paris and 

claims that her findings may represent northern France.  Mentzer does not claim that his 

findings represent anything beyond the family under scrutiny, but he notes that the 

pattern may apply to others within the locale of Lacger.  Their findings should be tested 

against the experiences of other French noble families.88 

In this project, the questions raised by Salmon, Holt, and others about the 

mechanics, motivations, and outcomes of religious division within noble families will be 

explored.  Neuschel's call to mine the significance of conversion and to describe the 
 

88 It has been demonstrated in recent work that co-confessional cooperation extended to various 
socio-economic strata, even in Normandy dominated by the Guise network.  Carroll, Noble Power. For an 
example of how Calvinist and Catholic "peasants" joined forces and rioted, see Holt, The Wars of Religion,
50.  Religious officials in the wake of the Edict of Nantes focused attention on limiting this religious 
cooperation and hardening the lines of spiritual communities.  For instance, concerning the role of worship 
in Catholic-identity formation, see Katharine J. Lualdi, "Obeir aux commandements de Dieu et de l'église. 
Culte paroissial et contre-réforme gallicane," Revue d'Histoire de l'Église de France 84, no. 212 (1998): 5-
20.  For a good example of cooperation beyond French lands, see Pierre-Olivier Léchot, De l'intolérance au 
compromis. La gestion d'une coexistence confessionnelle, Le Landeron XVIe-XVIIIe siècle (Sierre: Editions 
à la Carte, 2003).   
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meaning of such division among family members will be heeded.  The findings of 

Diefendorf and Mentzer will be built upon and their conclusions perhaps confirmed, 

disputed, refined, or buttressed.  The scope and significance of their claims will be 

expanded as another group, the Mornay, is examined. 

 Rather than exploring the religious unity of families, the other side of the coin 

will be uncovered: French noble families in which faith did not reinforce fidelity, in 

which blood and belief did not seamlessly blend.  The Mornay stood squarely divided 

along confessional lines and boasted a membership that included Huguenot leaders and 

Catholic abbots, bishops, and archbishops along with an extended network of notable 

houses, both Huguenot and Catholic.  The parameters of this project will be sketched out 

and the nature of the Mornay family described.  The significance, nature, and extent of 

the family network will next be explored. 

 

Nature and Limits of "Family" 

The Mornay make a worthy choice for exploring the religious divide and the 

limits of religious hostilities for a number of reasons.  First, they boasted important 

individuals including numerous archbishops and Huguenot leaders who have received 

little treatment in the literature, particularly in English scholarship.  Second, the Mornay 

engaged in typical behaviors, and by examining their greater kin, clan, and patronage 

network they offer a reasonably broad data set.  Third, their religious division represented 

a greater trend.  Forth, they offer us an outstanding documentary source-base.  By taking 

up each reason in turn, the nature and limits of the Mornay family can be explored and 
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the manner in which the characters viewed themselves can be described.  The reasons 

why they left certain sources and their goals in doing can also be examined along with 

their degrees of success. 

First, the Mornay boasted important individuals including numerous archbishops 

and Huguenot leaders.  Despite the importance of these figures, notably Philippe 

Duplessis-Mornay (1549-1623), Huguenot polemicist, chief advisor to Henry of Navarre, 

and negotiator of the Edict of Nantes, also known as "pope of the Huguenots," few 

historical treatments address them, practically none in English.  There is little scholarship 

for several reasons.  Unlike his friend Henry IV, Duplessis was a loser; he died deposed, 

disgraced, disenfranchised, and disgruntled.  His political career defied easy description 

and his theological accomplishments remained ambiguous and disputed.  He also 

occupied an odd space between the periods of historical expertise, not the reform of 

Calvin or de Bèze, but rather the late sixteenth-century.  Indeed, Duplessis's career 

extended into the seventeenth century but not quite into Louis XIV's consolidation of 

power.  

Scholars who do treat him have tended to focus upon his political endeavors or his 

theological compositions, portraying him as a doer of great deeds or a thinker of great 

thoughts.  Political works have narrated biography, while intellectual studies have offered 

little historical context; both tend to engage in hagiography and most of these were 

written almost a century ago.89 Hugues Daussy's Les Huguenots et le Roi: Le Combat 

 
89 For a piece of fiction that encapsulates the "tragic" experience of Duplessis, see Johannes 

Heinrich August Ebrard, Duplessis-Mornay. Eine Tragödie (Frankfurt: H. L. Brönner, 1859).  For 
politically oriented biographies of Duplessis, see Joachim Ambert, Duplessis Mornay, ou, études 
historiques et politiques sur la situation de la France de 1549 à 1623 (Paris: Au comptoir des imprimeurs-
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Politique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (1572-1600) constitutes a notable exception.  

This work not only draws upon massive manuscript collections from all over Europe, it 

recognizes "religious aspirations" and the difficulty of balancing these with the political 

means necessary to accomplish them.  Because of Daussy's work and his organizing a 

colloquy dedicated to Duplessis in May 2004, there has been something of a renaissance 

in the scholarship surrounding Duplessis.90 

Daussy has brought attention to this understudied.  He has undertaken detective 

work that has helped discover manuscripts, work that will lead to better editions in due 
 
unis, 1848); Richard Brindley Hone, The Lives of Bernard Gilpin, Philip de Mornay, William Bedell and 
Anthony Horneck (London: John W. Parker, 1834); Raoul Patry, Philippe du Plessis-Mornay. Un huguenot 
homme d'État (1549-1623) (Paris: Fischbacher, 1933).  For theological studies on Duplessis, see Bernard 
Dompnier, "Histoire religieuse chez les controversistes réformés au début du XVIIe siècle. Le rapport de 
Du Plessis-Mornay et Rivet," in Historiographie et Réforme, ed. Philippe Joutard (Paris: Delachaux, 1977), 
16-36; Olivier Fatio, "La vérité menacée. L'apologétique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay," in Coexister dans 
l'intolérance: L'édit de Nantes (1598), ed. Béatrice Perregaux Allisson (Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1998), 
253-64; Henri Holstein, "Aux origines de l'apologétique moderne: La vérité de la religion chrétienne de 
Duplessis-Mornay," in L'homme devant Dieu: Mélanges offerts au Père Henri de Lubac: Du Moyen Age au 
siècle des lumières, ed. Henri de Lubac (Paris: Aubier, 1964), 235-48; Adolphe Schaeffer, Duplessis 
Mornay considéré comme théologien et principalement comme apologiste (Strasbourg: Veuve Berger-
Levrault, 1849).  There are also studies of aspects of Duplessis's literary works: Penny Pickett, "The 
Secretest Cabinet: The Theory of the Soul in Sir Philip Sidney and Philippe du Plessis de Mornay" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Brown, 1975); Mario Richter, "Due temi di Ph. Du Plessis Mornay e due sonetti di J.-B. 
Chassignet," Studi francesi 17 (1962): 276-9; Alan Sinfield, "Sidney, du Plessis-Mornay and the Pagans," 
Philological Quarterly 58, no. 1 (1979): 26-39.   

In the library of the SHPF the names of prominent Huguenots are guilded and placed  throughout 
the building.  The name "Duplessis-Mornay" is placed in the center of the structure, a hagiographical 
interest in him reflected throughout dozens of articles in the SHPF's journal, the Bulletin de la Société de 
l'histoire du protestantisme français. For one of the better examples, see Mathieu-Jules Gaufrès, "Du 
Plessis-Mornay," Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 29 (1880): 241-61.  They 
also house several theses and dissertations dedicated to Duplessis, usually extraordinarily hagiographic but 
often no more than fifty pages in length.  Good examples include: Auguste Alzas, "Duplessis-Mornay et La 
vérité de la religion chrestienne, contra les Athees, Epicuriens, Paiens, Juifs, Mahumedistes et autres 
infideles" (Bachelor of Theology thesis, Faculté de Théologie, 1872); Eugène Camus, "Essai sur Duplessis-
Mornay et son apologétique" (Bachelor of Theology thesis, Faculté de Théologie Protestante de 
Montauban, 1871); Paul-Fr. Martin, "Un chrétien du XVIe siècle, Du Plessis-Mornay" (Bachelor of 
Theology thesis, Faculté de Théologie Protestante de Montauban, 1898).  

 
90 Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi. See a review made by this present author in the Sixteenth 

Century Journal 34, no. 3 (2003): 855-56.  The colloquy was held May 13-15, 2004.  Daussy will publish 
its proceedings in 2005.  Hugues Daussy and Véronique Ferrer, eds., Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Servir 
Dieu, le Roi et l'État, vol. 18, Albineana (Paris: Champion, scheduled for publication in 2005). 
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course.   Many manuscripts have been lost, sold, misplaced, stolen, or are no longer 

found in catalogues.  They must be located and verified by handwriting or their particular 

characteristics as physical artifacts.  Daussy has made significant progress in this process, 

and other scholars have contributed.91 

Because of the burgeoning interest in Duplessis and the efforts to strengthen the 

documentary basis, scholars are currently participating in projects to bring these his 

sources to broader audiences and to rectify errors of the past.  Despite several attempts to 

create editions of Duplessis's documents, scholars had abandoned these plans, partially 

completed them, or completed editions of such poor quality that calls were immediately 

made for new editions to correct the deficiencies.  The previous editions do have certain 

problems as scholars have pointed out, but they can be used with reasonable success, the 

errors are typical of printed editions of other manuscript collections and memoirs.  In 

fact, editors have reproduced manuscripts that are no longer accessible and thus these 

"aberrations" may represent alternative, or even original, readings.  In this project the 

 
91 The project was begun almost immediately after the SHPF formed, and the regular exchanges 

between members were featured throughout the 1860 and 1861 editions of the journal: "Livres et 
manuscrits provenant de la bibliothèque de Duplessis-Mornay. Que sont-ils devenus?" Bulletin de la 
Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 9 (1860): 17-18; 10 (1861): 22-27, 205-09, 81-84, 377-78.  
Efforts are still underway, and even now new discoveries are being made. So much work remains to be 
done that even the author of this project has contributed to these efforts in his own invesitagtions.  For the 
most current published report on the state of the affairs, see Hugues Daussy and Pierre Gourdin, "Livres et 
papiers de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Le destin de la 'petite bibliothèque' et du chartrier de La Forêt-sur-
Sèvre," Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 147 (2001): 629-53.  Several 
manuscripts are listed but missing from the archives.  For instance, the AN MSS 402 AP collection has an 
entire carton with an index but is empty of documents (fol. 9).  For further study on archival difficulties, 
see Antoine Prost, "La crise des archives nationales.  Pourra-t-on encore écrire l'histoire de la France?" Le 
Figaro, Wednesday, 4 February 2004, p. 14. 
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printed editions are typically used because of their wide availability although these 

readings are verified when manuscripts are available. 92 

Despite the recent interest and ambitious projects, there still is room for 

improvement.  Although Daussy integrates religious motivation and political actions, he 

tends to focus on Duplessis-the-statesman and ends his treatment at 1600, leaving off 

perhaps the most important two decades of Duplessis's life.  The new articles also tend to 

follow traditional scholarly contours, considering Duplessis's theology or political theory 

with little context, or elaborating on specific events while remaining within conventional 

boundaries.  Duplessis's wife Arbaleste, who wrote his memoirs, remains confined to 

literary studies; his Catholic relatives, so instrumental in Henry's conversion, the Council 

of Trent, and the negotiations around the Edict of Nantes, remain nonentities. 93 Even if 

 
92 Complaints about the printed edition of 1824-1825 edited by Pierre René Auguis and Armand 

Désire de La Fontenelle de Vaudoré, Mémoires et correspondance de Duplessis-Mornay, pour servir à 
l'histoire de la Réformation et des guerres civiles et religieuses en France, sous les règnes de Charles IX, 
de Henri III, de Henri IV et de Louis XIII, depuis l'an 1571 jusqu'en 1623, 12 vols. (Paris: Treuttle et 
Würtz, 1824-1825), which is cited as M. et C. 1824-1825 began in the second volume of the society's 
journal.  M. Avenel, "Rapport au Ministre," Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 2 
(1854): 101-07.  Not only was the edition incomplete, terminating with material from 1614  (nine years 
before Duplessis's death) and falling several volumes short of the original number planned, but also several 
readings differed from known manuscripts.  The SHPF planned an extensive project that in order to correct 
the oversights, but it was never produced.  The detailed plans including bibliographic information remain in 
their archives.  SHPF MS 753, fol. 14.  Portions of the manuscript, particularly Duplessis's memoirs written 
by Arbaleste edited by Henriette Elizabeth Witt and her father the M. Guizot, which is cited as Witt.  
Guizot, like other select historians, invited the owners of the documents, in this case one Léon Audé, to his 
château in Val-Richer in October 1867 and borrowed them for his work.  Witt 1868-1869, 2.LIV.  On 
Guizot and his unusual relationship with his daughter Witt, see Henriette Elizabeth Guizot Witt and Mary 
Charlotte Mair Simpson, Monsieur Guizot in Private Life, 1787-1874 (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 1881).  
Auguis received materials from various Mornay descendants, including the Marquis Jules Mornay, who 
had a large number of original pieces in his collection and lent them to Auguis without restriction.  M. et C. 
1824-1825, 1.ii-iii.  Jules also lent these to the biographers Joachim Ambert, who offers extended 
transcriptions.  Ambert, Duplessis Mornay. Other historians such as Patry have collections of working 
copies of their biographies and transcriptions of some of these documents in their collection of papers in the 
SHPF archives (MS 1102).   

 
93 The forthcoming acts from the colloquy will demonstrate the traditional boundaries.  Sessions 

were divided according to strict theological, political, or biographical categories, with a limited exception 
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the Mornay did not shine light on questions about faith and family, they should be studied 

because they reveal important information about political actions and intellectual 

tendencies at the highest levels of government during a seminal period in France's 

history.  

The Mornay make a good study because they did things typical of nobles.  

Although stereotypes of nobility have been too fixed and inflexible, the Mornay did 

participated in military exploits, tactically managed land and assets through marriage 

alliance and inheritance, placed individuals in ecclesiastical positions, engaged in 

intellectual discourse, and took sides in religious conflict.  Moreover, in aligning 

themselves with other families, both through ties of kinship and clientage, the Mornay 

network provides a data set broader than a single family.  In this project the Mornay 

family, particularly the house to which Duplessis belonged, will serve as the focus, for 

there the best sources lie.  This exploration will also extend beyond Duplessis to other 

individuals, houses, and families that formed the Mornay network 

 
that focused on Arbaleste and the Mornay family.  This author of this project presented a paper, entitled 
"L'affaire de la coiffure: l'autorité théologique et l'identité matrimoniale chez Mornay," which placed in this 
latter session.  Biography and explorations of her relationships with Duplessis include: James Anderson, 
Les femmes de la réformation. Suisse, France, Italie, trans. Mme. Abric-Encontre (Paris: Grassart, 1865), 
151-82; Evelyne Berriot-Salvadore, Les femmes dans la société française de la Renaissance (Geneva: 
Droz, 1990), 127-41; Mathurin de Lescure, Les grandes épouses, études morales et portraits d'histoire 
intime (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1884), 105-28; Adolphe Schæffer, "Madame Duplessis-Mornay, née Charlotte 
Arbaleste. 1572-1606," Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 2 (1854): 649-66.  For 
her literary endeavors see Nadine Kuperty-Tsur, "Se dire a la Renaissance. L'emergence du genre des 
memoires et l'ecriture personnelle a la Renaissance, en France" (Ph.D. dissertation, Université de Paris X-
Nanterre, 1993); Catharine Randall, "Shouting Down Abraham: How Sixteenth Century Huguenot Women 
Found Their Voice," Renaissance Quarterly 50, no. 2 (1997): 411-42.  For a modern treatment of Philippe 
Du Bec, see Étienne Catta, "Les évêques de Nantes des débuts du XVIe siècle aux lendemains du concile 
de Trente et aux origines de la 'Renaissance catholique' (1500-1617)," Revue d'Histoire de l'Église de 
France 51, no. 148 (1965): 47-70. 
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In this project, the Mornay "family" is defined as the immediate Mornay house 

itself, along with the kin, clan, and patronage networks (including servants) that the 

historical individuals themselves repeatedly label "family."  By the sixteenth century, the 

Mornay family consisted of two separate branches, the Mornay and the Mornay 

d'Estouteville, with several houses under each.  Although Duplessis's biographer and 

confidant David de Liques could not precisely date this split, the branches probably 

divided before the beginning of the thirteenth century.  One of the houses of the Mornay-

d'Estouteville served under William the Conqueror and remained in England, while the 

other house married into the Bourbon.  The other branch, the Mornay proper, divided into 

several houses.  By the sixteenth century these included the Mornay-Lioms, the Mornay-

Montchevreuil, the Mornay-d'Ambleville, the Mornay-Labbeville, and the Mornay-

d'Ambleville and Villarceaux.94 

94 The Mornay-d'Estouteville terminated with Eustache d'Estouteville, whose goods fell into the 
hand of his wife of the house of Hugues Wake in 1242 with his death.  The Mornay-Lioms, founded by 
Anceaume Mornay in the mid-fourteenth century; the Mornay-Montchevreuil, founded by Guillaume 
Mornay at the beginning of the sixteenth century; the Mornay-d'Ambleville, founded by Jean Mornay at the 
end of the sixteenth century; the Mornay-Labbeville, founded by Charles Mornay in the sixteenth century; 
the Mornay-d'Ambleville and Villarceaux, founded by Guillaume Mornay at the end of the fifteenth 
century.  The genealogical information is taken from the manuscript collections and modern reference 
works cited above.  One of the family's manuscripts, typically entitled, Extrait Genealogique de La Maison 
De Mornay, offered the following account.  "Ceste famille, il y a desia plusiers siecles fut divisée en deux 
branches.  De l'une son sortis les Contes & Ducs d'Estouteville puissans en biens & en charges, qui ayans 
changé de nom en retiennent encor aujourd'hui & les armes & le cri de guerre au Mornay d'Estouteville.  
Une partie de ceste branche rendit de notables services à Guillaume le Conquereur en la conqueste 
d'Angleterre, & s'y arresta; tenus tousjours entre les grands du Royaume. . . L'autre partie qui demeura en 
France puissante pareillement en biens & en dignités alliée aux plus illustres familles du Royaume, fondit il 
y a quelque temps en celle de Bourbon.  Une partie fleurit encore aujourd'hui au Royaume de Naples, de 
laquelle sont les Contes de Sarno, qui portent les mesme armes.  L'autre branche est celle de Mornay que 
Froissart & du Tillet tesmoignent avoir esté honorés de grandes charges tant en paix qu'en guerre." MS 402 
AP, fol. 1.  David de Liques, who wrote the other contemporary biography of Duplessis aside from that of 
Arbaleste, included the same information to the letter in his brief genealogical account.  Duplessis may 
have provided Licques with this manuscript.  Often the family histories, both ancient and more modern, 
draw upon the same significant manuscripts (or exact copies of them) and reproduce the texts in their 
printed work.  This may be an example of that phenomenon. 
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These branches and their houses kept in close contact with each other, recognized 

one another as family, assisted each other, and competed against one another.  They held 

land within the French Vexin, a frontier region at the edge of the Île de France two days' 

ride north of Paris up the Oise River.  Their châteaux dotted the region, often a few miles 

from one another and their tributary lands sometimes shared borders.  Members regularly 

visited one another, attempted to convert one another, took shelter at the best-fortified 

châteaux during perilous times, and intermarried.  Occasionally disputes between the 

houses and branches flared up over seniority and honor. 95 

Aside from the branches and houses that compose the Mornay, their network 

included friends, patrons, clients, servants, godparents, and families aligned by marriage.  

Frequently individuals occupied more than one of these positions.  As in other families, 

various individuals often resided in Mornay households and had relationships that they 

described as "familial."  For example, Hubert Languet, a French Protestant who served 

the elector of Saxony as ambassador to France, had met Duplessis during Duplessis's 

grand tour of Europe and under Languet's patronage Duplessis moved onto the 

international political scene.  Languet and Duplessis saw themselves as religious 
 

95 The Vexin divides the Île de France from Normandy with the small river Epte dividing the 
French Vexin from the Norman Vexin.  The following information is drawn from the manuscript 
"Commune de Buhy," MS Val d'Oise, E and the following works: Christian Aubree, Les Huguenots du 
Mantois. Vie d'une communauté et mort d'une Eglise réformée dans l'Ouest parisien au XVIIe siècle 
(Mantes: CREDOP, 1996); Eugène Bougeâtre and Marcel Lachiver, La vie rurale dans le Mantois et le 
Vexin au XIXe siècle (n.p., 1966); Victor Bourselet and Henri Clérisse, Mantes et son arrondissement 
(Paris: Temps, 1933); M. Feuilloley, Notice sur le canton de Magny-en-Vexin (Magny-en-Vexin: Petix, 
1872); Jean-Luc Flohic and Hélène Audard, Le patrimoine des communes du Val d'Oise (Paris: Flohic, 
1999); Marcel Lachiver, Histoire de Mantes et du Mantois à travers Chroniques et Mémoires des origines 
à 1792 (Meulan: n.p., 1971); Georges Mercier, Le canton de Magny-en-Vexin. Mémoire en images 
(Rennes: Alan Sutton, 1995); Mercier, Répertoire des lieux-dits Hameaux, Ecarts et anciennes communes 
du Vexin Français, avec leur rattachement aux départements et communes actuelles, Oise(60)--
Yvelines(78)--Val-d'Oise(95)--Eure(27) pour Gisors (Guiry-en Vexin: C.R.A.V.F., 1987). 
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brothers, brethren in the faith; they shared religious and political ideologies and worked 

for a common program.  On more than one occasion they referred to one another as father 

and son.  When Languet died after nearly twenty years of friendship, patronage, and 

spiritual kinship, he did so in the arms of Duplessis's wife with Duplessis dedicating one 

of his most personal works to him.96 

Duplessis not only shared close relationships with his patrons, such as Languet, 

but also with his own clients.  For example, when Jean Daillé arrived in Saumur in order 

to attend Duplessis's theological academy, Duplessis immediately took to the young man.  

Duplessis helped launch him into a literary career, sponsored his candidacy to the office 

of pastor at the Reformed church in the city, positioned him as a member of his son's 

entourage, and placed him as tutor to his grandchildren, entrusting him to take them on 

their grand tour of Europe.  Daillé vigorously defended Duplessis and his program in 

print, followed Duplessis from residence to residence, comforted him on his deathbed, 

and helped execute Duplessis's literary program postmortem.  The same pattern applies to 

others such as Liques and Pierre Marbault, men who lived with Duplessis, kept in daily 

contact via letters when apart, served in churches together, wrote and published together, 

 
96 Arbaleste recounted: "M. Languet aussy, que nous tenions pour père, mourut en mesme temps. . 

. ne regretant rien plus M. Languet que n'avoir veu monsr. Du Plessis premier que partir du monde, et qui 
luy eust laissé son Coeur s'il eust peu." Witt 1868-1869, 1.133-4.  For Languet's biography and an 
examination of his relationship with Duplessis, see Béatrice Nicollier-De Weck, Hubert Languet (1518-
1581). Un réseau politique international, de Melanchthon à Guillaume d'Orange (Geneva: Droz, 1995).  
This pattern follows that of Duplessis's relationship with Philip Sidney and Francis Walzingham. 
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and spoke of one another in terms of affection, friendship, and family as spiritual kinship, 

clientage, and friendship met in the household.97 

97 This extended quotation from Licques is given because it is representative of the sentiments of 
those who published these works.  It provides a good glimpse of the characters' understanding of their place 
under the judgment of their compatriots and their goals in undertaking such literary projects.  They 
published such texts from abroad because they feared persecution and the sentiments that they offered were 
not merely rhetorical device.  "L'EMPIRE de la vertu & de la doctrine à tousjours esté tel sur les hommes, 
que quelque haine ou jalousie qu'on porte a ceux qui en sont douës si ont ils tousjours esté en estime, 
mesme entre leurs adversaires.  Car les grands esprits, par la splendeur de leurs actions extraordinaires se 
font admirer de ceux mesmes qui ne les aiment ps.  De là est ceste ancienne coustume de rediger 
songneusement par escrit les faits des personnes illustres, pour les laisser a la posterité; afin que ceux qui se 
sont rendus dignes par leur merite de vivre tousjours en la memoire des hommes, n'en eschappent par la 
nonchalance de ceux, ausquels ils ont servi, ou esté en exemple de servir.  Certes on ne scavoit assez 
deplorer la lascheté de ce siecle, auquel on ne met aucune difference entre la vertu & la vice, ou si on y 
met, c'est tousjours a l'advantage de ceslui ci, & au dommage de celle la; Jusques là que ceux qui sont en 
meilleure reputation se laissent le plus souvent emporter a la termerité, à la legerité du jugement du 
commun, au prejudice des gens de bien.  C'est pourquoy a l'imitation des anciens, degousté extremement de 
l'ingratitude de nostre temps, j'ay entrepris de descrire la vie de Messire Philippes de Mornay, Seigneur du 
Plessis Marly, Baron de la Forest sur Sevre, Conseiller du Roy en ses conseils d'Estat & privé, Capitaine de 
cinquante hommes d'armes de ses ordonnances, Gouverneur & Lieutenant general, pour sa Majesté, des 
Villes & Seneschaussée de Saumur, &c. homme non seulement des plus rares de ce temps, mais qu'on eust 
tousjours jugé tel, mesmes aux siecles passés.  Ce dessein m'a semblé d'autant plus necessaire, qu'en sa vie 
se comprend la meilleure partie de l'histoire de nostre aâge, emploié qu'il a esté aux plus grandes & 
importantes charges.  Tellement que nos Historiens ne se peuvent laver ou d'une passion demesurée contre 
nostre religion, ou d'une ignorance insupportable, d'avoir dissimulé tant & de si grands services envers les 
Rois & l'estat, ou de les avoir malicieusement attribués a d'autres.  Il importe certes grandement, que 
comme son zele & sa doctrine esclattent par toute la Chrestienté par ses escrits incomparables, il ne perde 
non plus l'honneur qu'il a acquis en tant d'actions signalées, si utiles & si honorables a sa patrie." Liques, 
Histoire de la vie, 1-2. 

Contrary to the assumption that Reformed preachers did not publish their sermons, Jean Daillé like 
other Reformed pastors published dozens of sermons on individual texts such as the Psalms, Philippians, 
Colossians, John, and others, as well as topics such as the Eucharist and the birth and death of Christ and 
those preached for Easter, many of these were even translated into English.  Often these sermons closely 
reflected the texts of those that he preached at the church of Charenton.  He also preached sermons on the 
reformed catechism.  For a good selection of these, see Jean Daillé, Mélange de sermons prononcez par 
Jean Daillé, à Charenton (Geneva: J. A. et S. de Tournes, 1666).  For a bibliography of the over twenty 
editions of these sermons and his polemical works see Haag, 4.182-186.  Pierre Marbault, Sieur de Saint-
Laurens, conseiller secrétaire du roi and elder in the reformed church of Paris served Duplessis as a 
secretary and friend.   The correspondence, almost daily, between Duplessis and Marbault was partially 
published in the M. et C. 1824-1825 edition although there remains thousands of letters in the SHPF 
archives and even an entire portfolio (95) in the collection Dugast-Matifeux.  When Duplessis's relative 
Maximilien Béthune, the Duke of Sully, released his memoirs bitterly criticizing Duplessis, Marbault 
responded, accusation by accusation, in Pierre Marbault, Remarques sur les "Mémoires des sages et 
royalles oeconomies d'estat, domestiques, politiques et militaires de Henry le Grand, etc.," de Maximilian 
de Béthune, duc de Sully (Paris: n.p., 1837).   
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The members of the Mornay family network also bound themselves together with 

ties created by the office of godparent.  The Mornay picked baptismal sponsors carefully.  

Typically, they choose individuals who reinforced ties of blood or clientage and they 

often selected candidates according to their financial and political currency.  For instance, 

when Duplessis's parents Jacques Mornay and Françoise Du Bec chose Duplessis's 

godfather, they selected Jacques's brother Bertin.  As Dean of Beauvais and Abbot of 

Saumur-au-Boz, Bertin's sponsorship of the boy sealed Duplessis's future career in the 

Catholic Church and ensured that Duplessis would receive Bertin's benefices and lands.98 

98 " Il naquit à Buhy, païs du Vexin le Françoys, mil cinq cens quarante neuf, le cinquiesme 
novembre, deux heures devant le jour, et fut baptizé le onziesme jour du dit moys; son père fut messire 
Jacques de Mornay, chevalier seigneur de Buhy, et cy sa mère dame Françoise du Bec Crespin, fille de 
messier Charles du Bec, vis admiral de France [et de dame Madeleine de Beauviller, fille du comte de 
Saint-Aignan et de Anthoinette de la Trémouille;] ses parrains messire Philippes de Ronserolles, baron de 
Heugueville, messire Bertin de Mornay, son oncle paternal, grand-doyen de Beauvais, abbé de Saumur au 
Boz, près Bolongne, ses maraines, Mme Jehanne de Beauvillier, dame du Puyset et du Plessis-Marly, sa 
grande tante du costé maternal, et dame de la Neuville, dame de Morvillier, sa nourrice, que je ne veux 
oublier, Marguerite Madon, du lieu mesme de Buhy, femme de doulce humeur." Witt 1868-1869, 1.9-10.  
Arbaleste carefully recorded the baptismal ceremonies and the sponsors involved throughout her memoirs.  
Her information can almost always be verified, in this case by the baptismal records in the AN MS AP 402, 
fol. 1, the SHPF MS 753, fol. 1, and BM Nantes MS D-M 77.   

In Arbaleste's description of the baptism, she included all of the relevant points of interest, not 
only who the godparents were, but also how they were related to Duplessis and what lands and offices they 
held.  This account also illustrates two other issues.   First, throughout her account of Duplessis, Arbaleste 
included personal information that can be found only in her text.  In this case, she mentioned a local nurse 
by name and commented upon her disposition.  Second, Arbaleste carefully edited the manuscript and 
included relevant information about female relatives; sometimes this information is crucial.  The phrase "et 
de dame Madeleine de Beauviller, fille du comte de Saint-Aignan et de Anthoinette de la Trémouille" is 
found only in the manuscript conserved the Sorbonne (MS 360), not in the manuscript held in the Archives 
Nationales (402 AP, fol.13).  The manuscript in the Sorbonne is the original, the autograph of Arbaleste 
that carries her distinctive handwriting.  She edited this text and frequently added information, such as the 
aforementioned phase, which is not found in the other manuscript.  This phrase is not found in the Auguis 
edition (M. et C. 1824-1825, 1.9-10) but in the Witt edition, the editor noted it.  This phrase demonstrates 
the precise nature of a link between the Mornay and the La Tremoille, which would be difficult to discover 
otherwise. 

Because of the high mortality rate, the Mornay had many opportunities to create a baptismal 
network.  Although only five of her children survived infancy, Arbaleste had baptismal ceremonies for nine 
children.  For an overview, of the subject, see John Bossy, "Blood and Baptism: Kinship, Community and 
Christianity in Western Europe from the Fourteenth to the Seventeenth Centuries," in Sanctity and 
Secularity: The Church and the World, ed. Derek Baker (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), 129-43; 
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Godparents helped seal potentially advantageous opportunities with blood 

relatives but the Mornay did not limit candidates to blood relatives.  For example, during 

Duplessis's St. Bartholomew's Day exile to England, where he took residence in 

Elizabeth's court, he and Arbaleste named their daughter Elizabeth in honor of the queen 

and selected her lady in waiting, Lady Strafford, and Philip Sidney as the sponsors.  

When Duplessis and Arbaleste's boys were born in the Low Countries, they followed 

similar patterns adapted to the new environment.  They named their eldest boy Philippe, 

after Duplessis, although Duplessis had wanted to name him after prince Maurice, and 

they selected Artus de Vaudray, a distant relative, and Marie de Nassau, eldest daughter 

of the Prince of Orange, as baptismal sponsors.  Duplessis succeeded in naming their 

second boy Maurice, and Languet served as sponsor. 

In addition to the branches and houses of the Mornay family, and the various 

patrons, clients, friends, and godparents, the Mornay network also included houses 

aligned by marriage.  For the purposes of this project three particular families deserve 

special comment: the Du Bec, the Arbaleste, and the Jaucourt.  In marrying Françoise Du 

Bec, Duplessis's father Jacques aligned himself to a family similar to his own.  In the 

twelfth century the Du Bec had served William the Conqueror.  A portion of them 

remained in England and married into English stock while other houses remained 

scattered throughout Normandy near the Mornay's estates in the Vexin.  When Duplessis 

married Charlotte Arbaleste, he aligned the Mornay to a family of a slightly different 

 
Karen E. Spierling, Infant Baptism in Reformation Geneva: The Shaping of a Community, 1536-1564 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005). 
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nature, one that held ancient titles of nobility but had of late made its name and fortune 

wearing legal robes in the Parlement of Paris.  Finally, when their eldest daughter Marthe 

married into the family Jaucourt, an old noble family more recently renowned for its 

ambassadors and royal officers, she not only tied the Mornay to another sphere of 

influence, but linked them to a power base in the southwest of France, near their new 

home in Saumur.99 

Members of these families aligned by marriage identified the Mornay as "family" 

and worked together for a collective social, economic, and political advancement.  They 

often sponsored one another as patrons and passed land and assets across the bridge of 

marriage alliance.  For instance, just as Duplessis's paternal uncle Bertin offered him his 

ecclesiastical benefices, so too did Duplessis's maternal uncle, Philippe Du Bec, offer 

Duplessis ecclesiastical opportunities and significant benefices in the Catholic Church.  

Duplessis's maternal great aunt, Jeanne de Beauvillier, gave him the land Duplessis-

Marly, the title of which he bore as "Duplessis."  Duplessis and his Arbaleste in-laws 

engaged in several business deals. Finally, because their sons had died young, Duplessis 

 
99 The same genealogical information is drawn from the same sources for the aligned families with 

the Mornay including the biographies of Arbaleste, de Liques, Ambert, and Patry.  In the ancestral papers 
(AN MS 401 AP, fol. 1) the Mornay kept a three-volume "List of Relatives of the Family" created in the 
seventeenth century, which details every family allied with the Mornay from the beginning of their 
recorded history in the twelfth century.  The Arbaleste, Du Bec, and Jaucourt figure prominently in these 
tomes.  There is also extended genealogical material from the national archives form the Jaucourt family 
that began in the twelfth century and paralleled the Mornay (AN MSS 86 AP).  Marthe married Jean 
Jaucourt, the Sieur Villarnoul, in 1599 and when Duplessis's son Philippe de Bauves died in 1605, 
Villarnoul served as his heir, at subject that shall later be explore in detail.  The Jaucourt papers then follow 
the Duplessis collections.   BM Nantes MSS D-M 44-47.    Finally, information has been drawn from the 
Cabinet des titres de la Bibliothèque nationale.  Arbaleste: Pièces originales 82, Carrés d'hozier 30, Cabinet 
d'hozier 12, Nouveau d'hozier 11; Du Bec: Carrés d'hozier 76, Dossiers bleus 78; Jaucourt: Pièces 
originales 3002. 
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groomed his son-in-law Jean Jaucourt, Sieur de Villarnoul, as his dynastic, ecclesiastical, 

and political successor.100 

Because there were different types of ties, various divisions within the Mornay 

family, and multiple alliances to other houses (which in turn had their own multi-faceted 

networks), the web of blood and affinity that tied the Mornay network together became 

complex and the bonds often overlapped.  This was earlier exemplified with the multiple 

connections between the Mornay kin and the Essarts family.  The Mornay, Du Bec, 

Arbaleste, and Jaucourt also shared similar connections.  For instance, the Du Bec stood 

as relatives and served as clients to the family Trémoille-Rohan, while the Jaucourt were 

also linked as relatives and clients to this family.  The Mornay shared this connection, 

and Duplessis likewise continued as their client.  The Mornay and the Arbaleste had ties 

to one another; they also shared bonds of blood with other specific families.  For 

instance, the Archbishop of Arles, Sieur de Lizy, of the family Montjay, helped broker 

ecclesiastical deals on behalf of Duplessis and his father Jacques, his family member and 

friend; when Duplessis married Arbaleste, the same Lizy stood at the wedding ceremony 

on behalf of Arbaleste's father.  Examples could be multiplied.101 

100 For example, Arbaleste and Duplessis purchased and divided the rent and profit from a house 
in Paris.  Extract of a contract between Duplessis and Guy Arbaleste in the year 1595, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 
5.  In 1590, Duplessis received royal approval to pass his governorship on to Villarnoul (Witt 1868-1869, 
1.205).  Seventeen years later he placed Villarnoul as one of two National Deputies of the Reformed 
Churches who represented the churches in Henry's court at Paris ("Memoir of Villarnoul and Mirnade," 
SHPF MS 93). 

 
101 "Ilz escrivirent aussy à monsieur de Lizi, Seigneur de qualité et autreffois fort favory du roy 

Henry IIe leur proche parent et entier amy, le priant en leurs absences d'assiter monsieur du Plessis en cest 
endroict comme Père.  Monsieur de Lizi donq me bailla leurs lettres, et, me parlant affectionnément de 
monsr. du Plessis, me dit n'avoir qu'ung filz, mais qu'il eust voulu qu'il luy eust cousté la meilleure partie de 
son bien, et qu'il eust ressemblé à monsr. Du Plessis." Witt 1868-1869, 1.87-88.  Cf. Ibid., 1.13-5. 
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In this case, the precise link between the families Arbaleste, Mornay, and Montjay 

cannot be identified; the connection remains beyond the veil of recorded genealogy.  

Nevertheless, the Mornay carefully cultivated and retained ties that bound them across 

several degrees and generations.  These distant ties, often outside the margins of either 

ancient or contemporary genealogy, help explain their relationships to one another and 

provide another dynamic to what otherwise appear as strictly professional interactions.  

For instance, Theodore de Bèze, Calvin's successor, frequently wrote to Arbaleste.  

Although the ancient royal genealogists, sixteenth-century genealogists, or scholars of the 

Mornay of de Bèze have been able to make the exact connection, Arbaleste and de Bèze 

shared bonds of blood and occasionally mentioned this fact in passing throughout their 

correspondence.  Thus, when Duplessis exchanged greetings and made ecclesiastical and 

political plans with de Bèze, he did so not only with a professional colleague and a 

political ally, but also a "relative."102 

On other occasions, the Mornay recognized links that stretched back over 

centuries and across several branches but can be found within recorded genealogies.  For 

instance, when Duplessis and Henry IV greeted each other as "relatives," they invoked a 

connection between the Mornay-d'Estouteville, a branch of the family that had aligned 

itself by marriage with a branch of the Bourbon and was therefore distantly related to the 

house of Navarre.  The family members considered these distant bonds strong enough to 

 
102 The most notable work by Béatrice Nicollier-De Weck, an editor of the recent edition of de 

Bèze's correspondence and the author of the a paper entitled "Du Plessis-Mornay et Théodore de Bèze" 
given at the colloquy dedicated to Duplessis and to be published next year.  Cf. Hippolyte Aubert et al., 
eds., Correspondance de Théodore de Bèze, 1579, vol. 20, Travaux d'humanisme et Renaissance (Geneva: 
Droz, 1998); Daussy and Ferrer, eds., Philippe Duplessis-Mornay.
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serve as the basis of recognizing each other as family.  They also saw these ties as 

powerful enough to create obligations among one another.  For example, when an 

assassin tried to murder Duplessis, a whole host of family members from degrees far 

removed stepped forward to acknowledge their familial responsibility to assist him and 

uphold their collective honor.   

The Mornay relied upon memory to correctly designate the limits of kinship.  

Family also transcended the divide between the dead and the living.  Their dead ancestors 

remained very much alive.  Not only did the dead Mornay make themselves known 

through monuments, markers, and effigies that dotted the Vexin landscape but also 

through representations in the halls of their châteaux and religious structures.  The 

Mornay also invoked their dead in order to remember their deeds and to learn from their 

successes and mistakes. 103 

For instance, before young Duplessis departed on his grand tour of Europe, his 

mother, Françoise Du Bec, took him aside and gave him some motherly advice: "Before 

we separate, my son, I want you to understand how great your obligations are towards 

God, France, and your house (maison)."  Françoise proceeded to give Duplessis a history 

lesson about their family.  Because the origins remain outside of memory, "lost in the 
 

103 For a treatment of the importance of porous death to the ancient worlds, see Alan E. Bernstein, 
The Formation of Hell: Death and Retribution in the Ancient and Early Christian Worlds (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1993), 84-106.  The early modern Mornay kept libraries of classic texts that addressed the 
relationship between life and death.  For the function of the living dead in the popular culture of Early 
Modern France, see Natalie Zemon Davis, "Ghosts, Kin, and Progeny: Some Features of Family Life in 
Early Modern France," Daedalus 106, no. 2 (1977): 87-114.  The earliest representations of the Mornay 
came in the statues of Philippe and Hodierne Mornay, the principal benefactors who donated substantial 
funds to the Cistercian abbey of Frontmorigny in 1152, a donation conditioned on the monks creating 
images of the donors and their predecessors in building.  Duplessis kept a large gallery of portraits of his 
family and friends hanging in the château at Saumur.  Benjamin Fillon, "La galerie de portraits de Du 
Plessis-Mornay au château de Saumur," Gazette des Beaux Arts 20 (1879): 212-28. 
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night of time," she had to begin with eldest family records, a charter of 1085 signed by 

André and Étienne Mornay.  She offered her son accurate information.  When she said a 

charter exists, it does.  When she presented external evidence, such as mention of the 

Mornay in Froissart, it can be confirmed.104 

Françoise gave examples of the great deeds of the Mornay in order to excite 

Duplessis to emulate their piety, courage, talents, and virtues.  These deeds were to be 

expected from a family whose veins flowed with such noble blood and she took pains to 

mark the family's repeated alliances with the royal household.  She specifically 

mentioned Jean de Mornay who refused offers from Louis XI, who therefore confiscated 

Jean's lands and assets and imprisoned him.  She drew upon his direct quotations in order 

to tell his story of virtue and vice and specifically challenge Duplessis with it.  Françoise 

then venerated her own family Du Bec in the same fashion.  She gave Duplessis all these 

 
104 "Avant de nous séparer, mon fils, je veux vous apprendre combien sont grands vos devoirs 

envers Dieu, la France et votre maison.  L'ancienneté des Mornay se perd dans la nuit des temps.  Il existe 
une charte signée en 1085, par André et Étienne de Mornay, personnages illustres qui se distinguèrent à la 
conquest de la Terre-Sainte." Ambert, Duplessis Mornay, 23.  Ambert reproduced the text of Françoise's 
speech, a document to which historians longer have access; he borrowed this from Jules Mornay.  The chart 
that Françoise described is found in AN MS AP 402, fol. 1.   She mentioned a relative described by 
Froissart.  Ambert, Duplessis Mornay, 27.  This reference can is also confirmed.  Kervyn de Lettenhove, 
ed., Oeuvres de Froissart. Chroniques, 25 vols. (Brussels: Devaux, 1867-1877), 9.255.   

For a broader view of the role of memory, see Patrick J. Geary's Living with the Dead in the 
Middle Ages (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994) and his Phantoms of Remembrance: Memory and 
Oblivion at the End of the First Millennium (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).  For the role of 
women, see Elisabeth Van Houts' Memory and Gender in Medieval Europe, 900-1200 (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1999) and her Medieval Memories: Men, Women and the Past, 700-1300 (Harlow: 
Longman, 2001).  For a study in the sixteenth century, see Erica Bastress-Dukehart, The Zimmern 
Chronicle: Nobility, Memory, and Self-Representation in Sixteenth-Century Germany (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2002). 
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examples in order to teach him great obligation, he had to live a life worthy of his 

illustrious ancestors and relatives.105 

Family members such as Françoise kept records and retained memories of their 

relationships for generation upon generation and formed a complex, detailed, thick, and 

often overlapping network.  The network also stretched across international boundaries.  

In Françoise's account to her son, she reminded him that although he was leaving home 

and traveling throughout Europe, he could not go beyond the domain of his family.  The 

eldest Mornay had participated in the crusades to the Holy Land and both the Mornay and 

the Du Bec had joined William the Conqueror, a portion of the family remained in 

England.  The Du Bec had married into the Italian family Grimaldi, while the Mornay 

 
105 "Depuis les croisades, mon fils, ceux de notre maison ont sans cesse donné l'exemple de la 

piété, du courage, des talens et des vertus.  La fidélité au prince et le dévûment au pays, sont de notre 
heritage.  Je ne vous parlerai ni des trios Guillaume de Mornay, qui de 1152 à 1300 méritèrent le nom de 
chevaliers des oeuvres pieuses.  Je ne vous entretiendrai même pas des deux chanceliers de votre maison, 
dont l'un fut évêque d'Orléans, aumônier et ami du roi saint Louis.  Pierre, cet aïel était chef du parlement et 
de la justice du royaume de France.  Vous étudierez l'arbre généalogique de notre maison, mon fils, et vous 
y trouverez les exemples de Guillaume de Mornay fait chevalier en 1322 par le roi Charles IV lui-même, de 
Pierre Ier, vainqueur des Anglais à Bergerac, de Pierre II, fidèle ami de Charles VII.  Vous apprendrez que 
les Mornay ont deux descendances avec la maison royale de France; la première, par le marriage de Louis 
Ier, duc de Bourbon petit-fils de saint Louis; la seconde par Louis-le-Jeune, roi de France qui épousa 
Alienor, duchesse de Guienne.   

Mais, mon fils, si vous pouvez être fier de l'antiquité de votre race, vous devez l'être encore plus 
des nobles traditions de vos aïeux. . . C'était Jean de Mornay, seigneur de Lioms.  Louis XI n'étant encore 
que daupin, se laissait domineer par le desire de régner.  Il voulut entraîner dans son parti, votre ancêtre 
Jean de Mornay. . . voici la réponse que fit au dauphin, son future Maître, votre aïeul Jean de Mornay. . . 'Je 
sais, monseigneur, le profond respect qui vous est dû. . . Mais je vous supplie très humblement de 
considerer, monsiegneur, qu'ayant l'honneur d'être gentilhomme, je suis obligé de garder plus 
religieusement la fidélité qui est due roi'. . .  Mais, hélas!  Dieu seul pouvait récompenser tant de vertus.  
Louis XI étant monté sur le trône ne reconnut pas la magnanimité de Jean de Mornay.  La vengeance du roi 
atteignit le gentilhomme. . . Mon fils, Philippe, dussiez-vous mourir comme mourut Jean de Mornay, vivez 
comme il vécut.   

En vous parlant de vos aïex, je suis loin de vouloir exciter l'orgueil dans votre âme; loin de là, je 
desire vous faire comprendre que la gloire des ancestres est un grand abbrégé aux bons courages pour les 
porter auc choses grandes." Ambert, Duplessis Mornay, 23-26. 
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had followed Louis I, Duke of Anjou, in his conquest of Sicily, where some of the family 

remained.106 

The family members continued to build international alliances throughout the 

sixteenth century as they fought in foreign wars and took European tours.  They served as 

ambassadors, members of foreign courts, and carried out business affairs in German 

lands, Swiss lands, the Low Countries, Navarre, Poland, England, Italy, and elsewhere.  

The Mornay network also extended beyond the borders of France because the Huguenots 

in the family fled as refugees.  Family members left for Geneva during the early 

persecutions, escaped to England after the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, and later left 

for new lands as they fled the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.  Nevertheless, despite 

the oceans that divided these members, they continued to recognize one another as 

family.  They also assisted one another when necessary.   

For example, when Charles Mornay, a member of the house Mornay-Lioms, 

professed the Reformed faith, he had to escape the persecution of Henry II.  He planned 

to flee to Scotland but stopped in Sweden along the way.  He took residence in the court 

of King Erik XIV and distinguished himself in several battles with Denmark before 

returning to France in 1564 as Erik's ambassador.  When the king's brother deposed Erik, 

Charles returned to Sweden and fought on Erik's behalf and lost both his life and his 
 

106 "Vos aïeux après avoir dignement servi en la conquête de l'Angleterre, obtinrent la dignité 
héréditaire de connétable de Normandie.  Les barons anglais de Willugbie, et l'illustre famille italienne des 
Grimaldi sont isssus de notre maison.  Ainsi, mon fils, partout où vous irez en Europe, vous aurez une 
obligation à remplir, celle d'être digne des illustres parens que vous rencontrerez.  Au nord, dans le 
royaume de Suède, vous trouverez en grand credit Charles de Mornay, seigneur de Varennes, maréchal, 
grand mestre du royaume, issu de notre maison.  Je vous en ai dit assez, mon fils.  Partez puisque tel est 
votre désir.  Que l'exemple de vos pères vous soit en aide, et que Dieu vous protégé." Ambert, Duplessis 
Mornay, 27-28. 
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goods in the effort. Charles had married Anne Trölle, a relative of Erik, and they had a 

son, Jean.  Jean attempted to reclaim his father's confiscated lands and goods from the 

new king but he needed help.107 

In 1596 Jean voyaged to France to visit his relative Duplessis, who was famous 

in Sweden and in good favor with the king.  Duplessis welcomed his relative, wrote a 

letter on his behalf and successfully convinced the king to return the lands and assets to 

Jean.  Several generations divided the two houses and the two men had never contacted 

one another.  Despite the ocean that separated them, Jean requested assistance from 

Duplessis because of their blood relationship.  Duplessis willingly provided aid, 

acknowledged their kinship, and wrote on his behalf.108 

The Mornay network included several branches, houses, patrons, clients, friends, 

godparents, and families aligned by marriage, all of which formed a thick web of 

overlapping connections.  Relatives carefully guarded the memory and documentary 

basis of these bonds that reached back centuries and extended over greater Europe.  The 

Mornay network thus constituted a reasonably broad data set.  Their experiences, in these 

and perhaps other regards, represented possibilities for other French nobility.   

The Mornay represent a greater trend in their religious pluralism, which is the 

third reason why they make a worthy subject.  The Mornay family, clients and relatives 

 
107 Cf. Haag, 7.512; AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  
 
108 "Celui-ci [Jean] fit un voyage en France en 1596, et alla visiter à Saumur le fameux Du Plessis 

Mornay, son cousin, qu'il pria en faveur de leur parenté de lui donner des lettres pour le duc Charles de 
Finlande, alors régent, et depuis roi de Suède, afin d'être rétabli dans les biens que don père avait perdus.  
Jean de Mornay, de retour en Suède, fut assez heureux pour rentrer dans ses domains." "Notice historique 
sur la maison de Mornay" AN MS 402 AP, fol.1. 
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of the Bourbon, stood religiously and confessionally divided from one another at every 

conceivable level.  Duplessis's parents took different sides on the religious debate.  His 

mother Françoise believed Protestant doctrines, attempted to convert her husband, and 

tried to raise her children in that faith.  His father Jacques resisted Françoise's advances 

and held fast to his Catholicism.  He wanted his children raised Catholic, and so she took 

steps to educate them in secret, hired a Protestant tutor, and arranged for their education 

to take place at a relative's house in order to keep Jacques from becoming wise.  Jacques 

converted on his deathbed only after his wife and his relatives from the house Mornay-

Ambleville and Villarceaux came to his bedside along with their Reformed pastors and 

worked on his conscience until he made a last profession.109 

While Jacques died a Huguenot, his siblings, including his brother Bertin (Dean 

of Beauvais and Abbot of Saumur) and his sister (a nun), remained firmly committed to 

their Catholic faith.  The other houses of the Mornay, such as the Mornay-Ambleville and 

Villarceaux also contained Protestants, notably those who converted Jacques.  

Nevertheless these households also retained Catholics and remained mixed.  Members of 

the Mornay-Montchevreuil tended to remain Catholic.  Members of Mornay-Lioms 

converted to Protestantism and fled France under Henry II.  But certain individuals 

converted back to Catholicism under Louis XIII. 
 

109 "Il mourut l'an 1559, le pénultième de novembre, Dieu luy faisant cest grace qu'à l'article de la 
mort, il se ressouvint de plusieurs bon propos que journellement Mademoiselle du Buhy, sa femme, luy 
tenoit touchant les abus de l'Eglize Romaine dont elle avoit dès lors congnoissance, et ne voulut avoir 
aucun prebstre ny recevoir aucune cérémonie superstitieuse, s'assurant de son salut par le mérite et passion 
d'un seul, Jésus Christ.  Il fut visité, assisté et amonesté en sa maladie de messieurs d'Ambleville et de 
Villerceaux père et filz, ses proches parens de mesme nom aussy de maistre Anthoyne Quarré, médecin de 
Gisors, et de mademoiselle de Buhy, sa femme, qui les envoya tous quérir, d'aultant qu'elle savoit qu'ilz 
avoient lors congnoissance de la pure doctrine; et ainsy passa ceste vie pour aller avec les bienheureux la 
veille Saint-André sur le midy." Witt 1868-1869, 1.10-11. 
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Of Duplessis's siblings, one brother and one sister probably remained Catholic, 

one brother and one sister converted to Protestantism, and his eldest brother, Pierre, 

converted to Protestantism before reconverting back to Catholicism along with Henry IV. 

While Pierre's children tended to remain Catholic and Duplessis's Huguenot, their cousins 

remain religiously mixed.  The servants of the household of Duplessis's parents professed 

different faiths, as did those of the households that Duplessis and Pierre led as adults.  

Duplessis not only had close Catholic friends including bishops, ambassadors, and 

cardinals, but he and Arbaleste prided themselves on these relationships, although he 

repeatedly attempted to convert them.110 Duplessis and his siblings' godparents stood 

almost equally divided according to their religious parties.  While his and Arbaleste's 

children tended to have Protestant sponsors, they also included Catholics. 

The Mornay reflected religious pluralism in their marriage alliances.  While 

individuals tended to marry partners from their own faith, their partners' families divided 

themselves along religious lines just as the Mornay did.  Turning back to the Du Bec, 

Arbaleste, and Jaucourt, when Duplessis's mother Françoise Du Bec began to hold to 

Protestant doctrine and attempted to raise her children in her faith secretly, she dispatched 

them to the house of her eldest brother Charles, Sieur de Bourry, a Huguenot, who 

 
110 Arbaleste broadcasted that Duplessis "openly admits" that he was "more intimate" with Paul de 

Foix, Ambassador to Venice, and Arnand Du Ferrier, Chancellor of Navarre, than with any other 
Frenchmen and that they "loved him very much."  Witt 1868-1869, 1.27-8.  Although they disagreed over 
the degree of the public celebration of his profession, Du Ferrier professed the Reformed faith in 1582.  
Witt 1868-1869, 1.141; Letter from Duplessis to Du Ferrier, MS 4110, Receuil Conrat, Tome V, 
Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal; Letter from Duplessis to Du Ferrier, 11 April 1582, BM Nantes MS D-M 92. 
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educated them along with his children.111 While the second eldest Du Bec boy, Pierre, 

Sieur de Vardes, also professed the Reformed faith and fought alongside Charles in the 

first war of religion, the youngest brother, Philippe Du Bec, the future Archbishop of 

Rheims who converted Henry IV, converted his own brothers back to the Catholic faith 

but failed with his sister Françoise.  Charles' children converted back and forth and 

remained religiously mixed and one of them, Jean Du Bec, took up Philippe Du Bec's 

offers of ecclesiastical patronage and even helped him convert Henry IV. 

The Arbaleste followed a similar pattern.  Charlotte Arbaleste's father Guy 

professed the Reformed faith shortly before the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, while 

his wife, Magdalene Chevalier, remained Catholic.  Guy's siblings took different sides in 

the religious conflict, as did Magdalene's, with one brother remaining Catholic as the 

Bishop of Senlis, and the other dying as a Huguenot at Coligny's bedside during the 

Massacre.  Arbaleste's siblings stood likewise mixed, with some remaining Catholic, 

some professing the Reformed faith, some abjuring at the Massacre, and some of those 

who abjured at the Massacre later professing Protestantism again.  With the Jaucourt, 

some members continued to profess Catholicism and even served the French crown as 

ambassadors to Rome, some converted and served as national deputies of the Reformed 

 
111 "[Gabriel Prestat, a Protestant tutor] avoit sous sa charge, Pierre de Mornay et Philippes de 

Mornay ses duex filz; les autres estoient trop jeunes; il avoit aussy ung de ses nepveux Georges du Bec 
Crespin, à présent seigneur de Bourry; et affin que monsieur de Buhy ne s'aperceust point de la religion du 
dit Prestat et de l'instruction qu'il leur donnoit, quand ses escholliers avoient été à Buhy quelques temps, 
mademoiselle de Buhy les envoyoit chez son frère aisné, monsieur de Bourry, qui le savoit bien, et trouvoit 
bon que son filz et ses nepveux fussent ainssy instruitz." Witt 1868-1869, 1.15-6. 
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churches in France, and some reconverted to Catholicism, an increasingly frequent 

occurrence as the likelihood of the Revocation became increasingly clear.112 

A review of more related families, such as the Essarts, the Trémoille-Rohan, the 

Montjay, the de Bèze, and the Vaudrey, would reveal similar religious pluralism.  The 

Essarts remained confessionally divided, and their daughters married into the Mornay 

family and typically took the faith of their husbands.  The Trémoille-Rohan tended 

towards Protestantism, but some family members remained Catholic.  The Montjay 

included the Sieur de Lizy, who, although he held the archbishopric of Arles, professed 

the Reformed faith during the first religious war. Theodore de Bèze's relationship with 

his Catholic father and siblings motivated his religious work, and the Vaudrey not only 

boasted the Sieur de Mouhy, godfather to Duplessis's child and his co-combatant in the 

wars, but also George Vaudrey, Sieur de St. Phal, the Catholic cousin who tried to 

assassinate Duplessis.113 

112 Haag, 6.44-55.  Also see Marquise de Jaucourt, "La famille Jaucourt," Bulletin de la Société de 
l'histoire du protestantisme français 1 (1853): 399-404; Simone Zurbuchen, "Jaucourt, Republicanism, and 
Toleration," in New Essays on the Political Thought of the Huguenots of the Refuge, ed. John Laursen 
(Leiden: Brill, 1995), 155-69. 

 
113 For the Sieur de Lizy, see Haag, 1.109-110, 4.353-354; Baudrillart, Meyer and Aubert, 

Dictionnaire, 10.859-860; Gallia Christiana, 1.589-590.  For the relationship between de Bèze and other 
Huguenots see Diefendorf, "Houses Divided"; Alexandre Ganoczy, Le jeune Calvin. Genèse et évolution de 
sa vocation réformatrice (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1966); Donald Kelley, The Beginning of Ideology: 
Consciousness and Society in the French Reformation (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
1981); Kelley, François Hotman: A Revolutionary's Ordeal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973).  
For the affair of St. Phal, see Witt 1868-1869, 1.324-32.  Cf. BNF MS ffr. 3585, fol. 29; BNF MSS Dupuy 
136, 344, 495, 844. 
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Literary Patrimony 

Thee Mornay left an amazing source-base that includes the detailed testimony 

necessary for assessing motives and analyzing exchanges.  Greengrass describes families 

as religiously united altered his conclusion and called for further exploration based upon 

these sorts of sources.  In exploring family memoirs, Greengrass finds spiritual 

dichotomy and claims that if there were more such meticulous documents, historians 

could "make more sense of the varied and contradictory responses of the French nobility 

to the unfamiliarity of religious pluralism."114 With the Mornay, there is such detailed 

personal testimony in the form of thousands of manuscripts, memoirs, letters, legal 

contracts, and a wide variety of printed materials.  Although statistically gauging the 

extent of religious division within French families remains outside the parameters this 

work, these qualitative sources will be employed as a means of elucidating the tensions 

generated by, and the limits of, these spiritual divisions.115 

The Mornay records stretch back to the eleventh century.  They portray a 

medieval setting within which the dynastic division of the sixteenth century can be 

measured.  They also give rare insights into the conversion process.  They offer glimpses 

of motivation and decision, heartbreak and delight.  Finally, they continue up until today, 
 

114 Greengrass, The French Reformation, 53-54. 
 

115 In speaking about the difficulty of discerning the quantitative extent of noble conversion, 
Greengrass notes, "The difficulty is partially because the judicial records give an inaccurate picture of it, 
partly because the nobles were not often cited before criminal chambers and also because, unlike the first 
estate, their influence became more important in the period after 1559.  We are, therefore, forced to rely on 
more impressionistic evidence and individual example, and it is difficult to get an overall view." Ibid., 49.  
Diefendorf is more blunt: "A major obstacle to approaching this subject is that it is impossible to know just 
how many families divided along religious lines.  Although some statistical evidence exists, the best way to 
demonstrate the tensions that arose out of these religious disputes and the ways in which families dealt with 
them is to discuss concrete examples."  Diefendorf, "Houses Divided," 82-83. 
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making it possible to examine the outcomes of religious pluralism and to explore the 

family members' attempts to interpret their religious history and form their own identity.   

In many ways, the Mornay left sources similar to the Lacger family of Mentzer's 

study.  There is a broad collection of manuscripts, letters, and financial documents, which 

they kept in order to prove their noble status and secure their rank as military officers, a 

collection frequently organized by family members who even wrote their own history as 

they explored their ancestors' accounts.  However, there are also differences.  Because the 

Mornay left detailed memoirs, they allowed the significance, dynamics, and emotions 

involved in their religious division to be explored.  Rather than measuring division and 

union only by land and patronage, it can be described by examining the characters' 

detailed interactions with one another.  

Furthermore, there are accounts from both sides of the Mornay family, Catholic 

and Huguenot.  The textual history of the sources shall briefly be traced because it reveals 

what the Mornay valued, what they hoped to accomplish, and how the Catholic and 

Huguenot relatives fared, and how they related to one another within the broad kinship 

network.  Families kept collections of records partially to ensure and perpetuate their 

identity; Françoise did this when she recited the litany of their family's exploits and cited 

specific sources.  They also kept papers to preserve their noblesse and the rights, tax 

exceptions, and military privileges thereof.  In the sixteenth century, the Mornay, like 

other nobility, periodically had to produce proofs of noblesse in order to retain their 

status because many families simply purchased land and claimed the noblesse in this 
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period of noble inflation.116 When family members, such as Duplessis or his elder 

brother Pierre, sought military positions as officers, they also had to provide proofs of 

their rank.  Thus there are numerous proofs of noblesse in the family papers, typically 

genealogies officially validated by notaries.  Often these crucial papers bear the arms of 

the houses and members in stunning color and gold leaf. 

In making their case to the notary, the family brought in a portfolio that included 

genealogies, previous proofs of noblesse, and other documents demonstrating their noble 

stature.  The proofs of noblesse often contain a series of references to these and other 

documents in the portfolio, all coded and organized in appendixes.  Often they employed 

professional archivists to help facilitate the process.  In their châteaux safes families kept 

entire collections of these records that began as far back as they could manage (the 

Mornay's collection began with their charter of 1098), along with their baptismal 

certificates, marriage contracts, wills and testaments, business contracts, and legal 

records.  These papers formed a literary patrimony, usually passed by father to eldest son, 

specifically mentioned in their wills along with the rest of their significant property.   

The families in the Mornay network followed this pattern and passed the ancestral 

documents down to Duplessis's eldest brother Pierre, who in turn left them to his son.  

The Mornay line ended with Pierre's grandchildren as his grandson died young and his 

granddaughters became nuns.  Thus the ancestral lands and literary patrimony passed 

over to Duplessis's grandson, Philippe Jaucourt.  Nevertheless, at some indeterminate 

date, Philippe Jaucourt passed these papers on to members of the house Mornay-
 

116 Baumgartner, France in the Sixteenth Century, 47-55; Holt, The Wars of Religion, 204-08; 
Major, "Noble Income." 
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Montchevreuil.  They transmitted them down the family line to Jules Mornay in the early 

twentieth century, who lent them to historians who composed Mornay family histories 

and genealogies and biographies of Duplessis, drawing heavily upon and partially 

reproducing these sources.117 

The house Mornay-Montchevreuil ended in Jules' great granddaughter Yolande de 

Broglie, who deposited a portion of these documents in the national archives of France.  

She kept some of these and apparently passed them on to other members of the Mornay 

who still retain and periodically sell them.  The editions based on the manuscripts that 

Jules had loaned out do not include recent finds and verifications and they often err, as 

previously discussed.  Indeed, some of their authors exercised judgment so poor in 

ancillary matters that their scholarly credibility might be questioned.  Auguis, the head 

archivist of the Mazarine Library, borrowed several of these documents from Jules, kept 

them for years, then sold them as part of his own private collection and pocketed the 

money.  Because these historians worked directly with the Mornay descendants, often at 

their châteaux, and borrowed materials that today remain in Mornay, their works remain 

important because they provide copies of sources to which there is no longer access.118 

117 These papers form the bulk of the AN MSS 402 AP collection.  Pierre's last granddaughter, 
Marie, died as an Ursuline in the nearby abbey at Magny, April 11, 1664.  She left the land Buhy and the 
literary patrimony to Philippe Jaucourt.  Will and testament of Dame Buhy and Acts of Parlement 
pertaining to the exchange, 24 November 1671-9 January 1679, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  The documents 
show up in the hands of Jules Mornay of the Montchevreuil-Mornay, who lent them to Ambert, Auguis, 
Guizot, Moisand. 
 

118 For the descendants of the Mornay and their deposition of the materials in the AN, see the 
introduction to the materials in AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1 and Nicole Gotteri, "Archives et Noblesse. Le 
démembrement d'un patrimoine écrit est-il un signe de déclassement? L'exemple du fonds Soult," Histoire 
et Archives 11 (2002): 21-45.  For sales of materials to the city of Saumur and for an exposition dedicated 
to Mornay, see SHPF MS 753, fol. 14.  Auguis was arrested several times by Louis XVIII before being 
elected as depute of the Revolution and conservator of the Mazarine Library.  Auguis "borrowed" volumes 
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The Mornay also sent these family documents to royal repositories.  They house 

their legal acts and parliamentary records.  In these archives there are references to family 

members such as records of royal commissions and pensions.  Moving towards the 

Revocation, there are orders for arrests and receipts of pensions in the records of the royal 

council.  Royal officials also collected and organized their own genealogical materials for 

the nobility and there are distinct collections of proofs of noblesse, titles, and charters, 

both originals and copies, in the genealogical cabinets of the national library.119 

Aside from these ancestral documents, passed from father to eldest son, and the 

assortment of sources kept in royal repositories, there is a significant collection of 

materials from women and from younger members, most notably those of Duplessis and 

Arbaleste and their children Jaucourt.  These papers represent an amazingly detailed and 

rich collection.  Duplessis and his family took great pains to keep not only his family 

documents but also his correspondence and memoirs, literally tens of thousands of pieces.  

They collated and copied them as they prepared them for publication.120 Because 

 
I, II, and IV of Duplessis's manuscript correspondence, putting it into the Mazarine collection without 
authorization (under the call numbers MSS 2093-2095).  The Sorbonne was eventually able to exchange 
other books for the missing tomes from the Mazarine.  See Émile Chatelain, "Les manuscrits de Duplessis-
Mornay," Revue des bibliothèques 1 (1891): 431-66.  Auguis had also taken several other volumes from the 
Sorbonne and from the Marquis Jules Mornay as he worked on his printed addition.  He kept these in his 
private collection, selling the texts off at various auctions.  For an example, browse the Catalogue des 
livres et autographes composant la bibliothèque de M. Auguis, homme de lettres, dont la vente se fera le 
lundi 8 octobre 1827 et jours suivant, rue de Savoie, No 12, faubourg Saint-Germain (Paris: Edouard 
Garnot, 1827). 

 
119 The royal repositories of the family papers can be found in the BNF MS ffr collection; the 

pertinent records form the royal council can be found in "Secrétariat de la Maison du Roi ," AN MSS O1.  
The royal genealogical materials in the Cabinet des titres de la Bibliothèque nationale in the various series 
cited earlier. 

 
120 In his will and testament 24 October 1623, Duplessis explicitly stated that he did not want his 

library scattered or divided.  "J'avons disposé de ma Bibliotheque en faveur de l'Eglise de Saumur, pour ne 
la voir point dissipée par ester partagée." AN MS 402 AP, fol. 13.  
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Duplessis the Huguenot did not enjoy the stability of his elder Catholic brother, the chain 

of textual transmission is a little more complicated.  While his Catholic brother Pierre 

remained on the ancestral lands in the Vexin, Duplessis frequently fled as a refugee.  

When his Huguenots descendents fled the Revocation, they further scattered his 

documents.   

In moving about Europe and repeatedly relocating his family as they pursued their 

religious agenda, Duplessis lost portions of his literary patrimony in a variety of ways.  

When sailing on a diplomatic mission on behalf of Henry of Navarre, he jettisoned papers 

overboard as pirates raided his ship and enslaved him.  He also lost documents by 

entrusting them to secretaries who simply kept them for themselves.  When Louis XIII 

deposed Duplessis from his governorship of the city of Saumur in 1621, Duplessis and 

his family quickly fled and left a significant portion of their literary patrimony in the city 

château's safe.  Although Duplessis's eldest daughter Marthe stayed behind and attempted 

to save them, she only collected a portion before Catholic troops tossed his some of the 

documents into the moat and burned the balance.121 

121 Throughout Duplessis's grand tour he kept papers on military and cultural findings.  Arbaleste 
complained that although he gave the to a Burgundian from Franche-Comté named Metellus, he was never 
able to get them back.  Duplessis also wrote several treatises on theology and a commentary on Salic law 
that Metellus kept.  Witt 1868-1869, 1.31-6.  (Nevertheless the brothers Haag believed that the commentary 
on Salic law made its way back to Duplessis and was published.  Haag, 7.541.)  In December 1576 
Duplessis left for England as an ambassador of Navarre to Elizabeth.  Before being boarded by pirates, he 
tossed his papers overboard in order to play the part of a merchant.   "Et n'eut loisir, tant furent prévénus, 
que de jeter ses commissions, instructions, lettres et blancz en la pompe."  Witt 1868-1869, 1.115.  Further 
accounts of the Catholic responses were reprinted in: Liques, Histoire de la vie;  "Livres et manuscrits 
provenant de la bibliothèque de Duplessis-Mornay. Que sont-ils devenus?" Bulletin de la Société de 
l'histoire du protestantisme français 9 (1860): 17-18; 10 (1861): 22-27, 205-209, 81-84, 377-78.  Roger 
Kuin has given a detailed analysis of the royal troops sacking Duplessis's library and argued that the 
Catholics pillaged the library because it represented a "public danger."  Roger Kuin, "Private Library as 
Public Danger: The Case of Duplessis-Mornay," in The Sixteenth-Century French Religious Book, ed. 
Philip Conner (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 319-57.  The desecration could also be seen as a ritualistic 
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When Duplessis and his family left Saumur they traveled to their recently 

purchased estate in the area, La Forêt-sur-Sèvre, where Duplessis died two years later.  

He passed the property and papers on to his son-in-law Villarnoul, who made an 

inventory of the documents and, with the help of client and friend Jean Daillé, began to 

publish some of the works with presses installed in the château basement.  They later sent 

these documents to their friends in the Low Countries to continue the work.  150 years 

later, the last descendant, Anne-Louis-Alexandre de Montmorency, Prince of Robecque, 

sold the property and took a portion of the papers with him.  Those that remained on the 

property fell to the new owner, who had little respect for anything to do with the 

Huguenot Mornay and desecrated their family tombs, destroyed their graves, and melted 

the metal work of their tombs in order to create cookware for himself.  A frugal man, he 

chose not to destroy the papers but sell them off; a portion of these form the collection 

Dugast-Matifeux in the municipal library of Nantes and the collection Dom Fontenau in 

the municipal library of Poitiers, while other pieces have made their way to individual 

collectors and to the archives of the Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français.122 

cleansing.  For an exploration of this phenomenon, see Zemon Davis, "The Rites of Violence," in Society 
and Culture in Early Modern France: Eight Essays (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1975), 152-88. 

 
122 For the history of Villarnoul and his printing project, see Henri Clouzot, Notes pour servir à 

l'histoire de l'imprimerie à Niort et dans les Deux-Sèvres (Niort: Société Historique et Scientifique des 
Deux-Sèvres, 1994).  Villarnoul made an inventory on December 25, 1631of the papers that he inherited, 
allowing historians to track their dispersion.  Although it has recently been lost it was printed in the 
nineteenth century.  Auguste-François Lièvre, "Livres et manuscrits de Du Plessis-Mornay," Archives 
historiques du Poitou 4 (1873): 351-61.  The last descendant Montmorency- Robecque sold the land to 
Charles-François Audayer in 1770.  "Famille de Montmorency-Robecque, Titres de propiété," BM Nantes 
MS D-M 49.  For Audayer's treatment of Duplessis's estate, see Lièvre, Histoire des protestants et des 
églises réformées du Poitou, 3 vols. (Pairs: Grassart, 1856-1860), 3.285.  The collection Dom Fonteneau 
contains a history of the textual transmission, BM Poitiers, MSS, Tome 73.  For the acquisition of Dugast-
Matifeux, René Blanchard, ed., Collection Dugest-Matifeux. Catalogue des manuscrits, 2 vols. (Nantes: 
Bibliothèque Publique de Nantes, 1903), iv-xv.   Finally, various correspondence negotiating acquisitions 
can be found among the papers of Fernand de Schickler (SHPF MSS 785-794) culminating in his 
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The last descendant of the line, Montmorency-Robecque, took his portion of the 

literary patrimony to his primary estate Maisonneuve-en-Montournais.  These papers, like 

those he left at the family estate La Forêt-sur-Sèvre, have also been scattered.  When 

Montmorency-Robecque fled the Revolution for the Low Countries, agents of the 

Republic seized a portion of these and deposited them in the state's literary warehouse, 

from where they made their way to the Sorbonne and the Mazarine Library.  Other papers 

have fallen into private collections, as evidenced by Auguis' private sales.  While libraries 

such as the Sorbonne and Harvard's Houghton have added to their collections in this 

manner, many pieces frequently turn up at auction and in dealers' inventories.  A portion 

of Duplessis's documents also made their way back to the house Mornay-Montchevreuil 

at an indeterminate point; Jules offered access to historians and his granddaughter 

Yolande de Broglie deposited a portion of these in the national archives along with the 

Mornay ancestral documents. 

Because Duplessis sent thousands of letters to individuals, there are additional 

documents in various archives throughout Europe.  Fortunately, he made copies of the 

correspondence that he sent as he prepared his collected works.  His secretaries René 

Chalopin and Jean de Meslay copied letters and memoirs (after Duplessis's eyesight 

failed around 1618 they wrote the originals as he dictated) and placed them in folio along 

with received documents. The secretaries then copied these autographs in a legible hand.  

Duplessis edited and annotated the working copy creating a print-ready edition. 

 
announcement of the bulk of the collection in the society's journal.  Schickler, "Rapport de M. de le baron 
F. de Schickler, président, sur les travaux de la Société en avril 1882," Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du 
protestantisme français 32 (1882): 442-43. 
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Duplessis selected and scrutinized the documents that formed this master edition, 

which he intended to publish in its entirety.  However, he did not realize his dream.  At 

over fifteen thousand pages, his son-in-law Villarnoul and friends had to edit and the 

printed volumes they produced represent only a small portion of Duplessis's design.  

Furthermore, when Duplessis died, the secretaries, who also signed his testament at his 

deathbed along with Daillé the publisher, had not yet finished copying and editing the 

work.   The job was only completed with the last descendant of the line, the Catholic 

Montmorency-Robecque, who finished the task some 150 years later.123 

This master edition of Duplessis's correspondence formed an important part of 

Duplessis's most prized possession, his little library (petite bibliothèque).  While 

Duplessis held thousands of volumes in his library, he kept this little library in a special 

cabinet in the corner of his room in his château at Saumur.  He bound these manuscripts 

in red leather, Turkish in origin of the highest quality and at an astronomical price.  He 

also had the tomes gilded with his family arms and motto and his personal insignia, the 

Greek letter "Φ," which represented the "Ph" in Philippe.  He granted access to this 

collection only to family or his most trusted friends.124 

123 The Sorbonne acquired the volumes of Montmorency-Robecque (MSS 2376-2379).  This 
portion of the collection covers the years 1617-1621, Duplessis's last years at Saumur, and was copied by a 
hand contemporaneous to Montmorency-Robecque; the tomes are not bound in Duplessis's characteristic 
red leather and his arms, but Montmorency-Robecque's brown leather and and embossed with his arms.  
The Sorbonne also acquired a manuscript copy of Licques' biography of Duplessis, also bearing 
Montmorency-Robecque's arms (MS 359).   

 
124 Licques gave a first hand description of the library when it was looted by royal troops.  "Sur 

tout se plaignoit M. du Plessis d'une grande Armoire au bout de la Gallerie par luy construite au Chasteau, 
qu'il appelloit sa petite Bibliotheque, en laquelle estoyent gardez tous ses Oeuvres, escrits por la plus part 
de sa proper main, ou imprimez en parchemin avec les additions en marge, reliez tous d'une façon en 
Maroquin de Levant avec ses Armes dedans & dehors, de partie desquels on n'eut point de honte d'arracher 
les fermoirs d'argent, mesmes d'en jetter quelsques uns dans les fosses.  Mesme fortune couroyent plusieurs 
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He used this little library as a working copy for other publication projects.  After 

binding and gilding his printed works he annotated them and often incorporated notes 

from his loose manuscripts in order to form a draft for the next edition of a given work.  

He included some of the tomes in the library with no intention of revising them, such as 

printed translations of his books in German and Italian and tomes with specific 

sentimental value such as his family Bible.  Often these bear extended dedications to 

family members in which they were urged to maintain their faith, such as the family 

Bible dedicated to the eldest daughter.  In these dedications they also professed love and 

affection; Duplessis did so in his treatise on life and death that dedicated to Arbaleste, 

who had asked him to write the book as an engagement present to her.  Other dedications 

commemorate significant events in their lives such as Institution usage et doctrine du 

Sainct Sacrement de l'Eucharistie, Duplessis's mammoth polemical work that ended in 

his disgrace, bound in the arms and insignia of his wife, which they gave to their eldest 

daughter Marthe at her marriage to Villarnoul.  Mother, father, and brother Philippe de 

Bauves all signed this.125 

Volumes des affaires & Depesches de son temps qui avoyent passé pas ses mains, si Dieu ne luy eust donné 
de prevoir ce malheur & d'y pourevoir a temps." Liques, Histoire de la vie, 614.  There are inventories of 
the collection of books that formed the large library.  SHPF MS 753, fol. 2.  Duplessis spent roughly ten 
times the money on this red leather as his regular high-quality bindings.  BM Nantes MS D-M 79.  His 
family motto "Arte et Marte," is best understood to emphasize skill and military valor.  When Duplessis left 
Saumur on business, he typically placed his library and the care of his family under the oversight of his 
friend Pastor Bouchereau and appointed Daillé tutor of his grandchildren.  Letter from Duplessis to 
Bouchereau, 15 October 1615, BM Nantes MS D-M 102. 
 

125 Sometimes Duplessis took the marginalia from the books of his little library and transcribed 
them into separate folios before he incorporated them in new editions.  The bulk of these can be found in 
BM Nantes MS D-M 106.  The family Bible is located in the SHPF (Rès 555), usually kept under glass in a 
prominent display.  The Institution is the only tome in the set bound with floral gilding and Arbaleste's 
insignia, a "C" superimposed upon an "A" for Charlotte Arbaleste.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Institution 
usage et doctrine du Sainct Sacrement de l'Eucharistie en l'Eglise ancienne (La Rochelle: Hierosme 
Haultin, 1598) (Houghton Library, Harvard University, f FC5 M8285 598da).  The ongoing process of 
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Duplessis's wife Arbaleste participated in this project far beyond requesting works 

from her husband, gilding books with her arms and insignia, and inserting her own 

dedications.  She also wrote Duplessis's biography.  Just as Duplessis's mother Françoise 

had invoked the memory of past family members, urging him to piety and greatness, so 

too did Arbaleste pick up the pen and write an account of the man she believed her son 

should emulate, her husband Duplessis.  Just like Duplessis, she wrote a draft, edited it, 

had the secretaries copy it, bound her original in the red leather with her own family arms 

and plates adjoined to Duplessis's.  As with Duplessis's other projects, they intended to 

print the biography.126 

In undertaking these projects the family had an agenda.  They wanted to defend 

Duplessis's life, career, and religion.  Licques, their friend and client who wrote 

Duplessis's biography, explicitly stated this.  Arbaleste took a subtler approach than 

Licques but admitted multiple motivations.  She wrote in order to instruct her son and 

thus she offered personal information.127 

identifying these books is difficult because often they are in standard manuscript or printed collections in 
libraries but simply not identified as part of the Duplessis's set.  For instance, the author of this project 
discovered a manuscript of Duplessis's De veritate religionis Christianæ in the Sorbonne (MS 245), 
confirmed that the handwriting matches Duplessis's, and verified this with Hugues Daussy.  This text was 
printed and the corresponding printed edition, also bound as part of Duplessis's set, has also been located 
(BNF D. 5724).  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, De veritate religionis Christianæ liber. Adversus Atheos, 
Epicureos, Ethnicos, Iudæos, Mahumedistas, & caeteros infideles (Anvers: Plantin, 1581).  

 
126 The original manuscript, bound in the characteristics leather and including Arbaleste's arms and 

motto, is found in the Sorbonne (MS 360) and the copy in the BNF (MS ffr. 10629).  The original clearly 
matches Arbaleste's handwriting and contains the addition that she wrote this text with "ma proper main," a 
phrase not found in the copy.  Here, Witt failed to make the appropriate annotation his text Witt 1868-1869, 
1.3. 

 
127 Arbaleste claimed that she wrote so that Duplessis's life and deeds will be known and thus 

serve as an appropriate model for their son de Bauves.  "Mais, afin encor que vous n'y ayés point faute de 
guide, en voicy un que je vous baille par la main, et de ma proper main, pour vous accompagner, c'est 
l'exemple de vostre père, que je vous adjure d'avoir tousjours devant vos yeux. . . mais surtout, mon Filz, je 
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For example, Arbaleste described one of Duplessis's most important missions for 

Henry IV, who charged Duplessis with capturing and securing Henry's uncle the Cardinal 

Bourbon, his potential rival as Charles X.  Duplessis succeeded.  He was unable to 

personally deliver the cardinal to Henry because, as Arbaleste described in painstaking 

detail, Duplessis fell ill with a bad case of diarrhea.128 She provided plenty of other 

personal details that allow their relationships with one another, their religious division, 

their reasons for conversion, and their inter-confessional cooperation, to be described 

with detail.  Nevertheless, Arbaleste clearly intended her piece for publication and 

explicitly attempted to advance their religious program and personal honor.  She always 

portrayed Duplessis in the best light, vindicated his decision, condemned his adversaries, 

and demonstrated the righteousness of their cause (often evidenced this by claiming that 

God acted directly on his behalf, giving him premonitions and sending him angles). 

Duplessis and Arbaleste had their programs and biases.  So too did the family 

members who originated and preserved the ancestral documents.  They emphasized 

contact with great families and their positions at the expense of their failures and more 

menial roles.  Most troubling for the attempts to discern genealogical links, they were 

patriarchal and often minimized, relegated, and even completely overlooked the deeds 

and lineages from the maternal sides of the families.  Nevertheless, the authors' programs 

 
croiray que vous vous souviendrez de moy quand j'oiray dire, en quelque lieu que vous aillez que vous 
servez Dieu, et ensuivez vostre Père." Witt 1868-1869, 1.3-4.  For an exploration of Arbaleste's dedication 
in its greater context, see Mary C. Ekman, "Destinataire et/ou héritier du texte: Figuring the Child in Early 
Modern French Memoirs," French Literature Series 31 (2004): 109-20. 

 
128 "Le mal fut que le soir [Duplessis] tomba malade, à Loudun, d'une grand diarrhée qui estoit 

estimée dangereuse, à cause de sa foiblesse, après quature mois de fiève tierce, qui fut cause qu'il ne peut 
conduire M. le cardinal plus outre, dont il fut extrêmement en pene." Witt 1868-1869, 1.185. 
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need not be dominate this project.  Rather, the values laden in the documents can be used 

as a means to discover the families' priorities.  For instance, the Mornay valued their 

noble status and did their best to emphasize it.  This demonstrates that this status was 

important to them.  It preserved their social standing, offered them financial incentives, 

afforded them military opportunities, preserved their dynastic success, and upheld their 

family identity.   

The biases in the printed projects of the Mornay can be used in order to illuminate 

their mentalities.  For example, Duplessis and his network believed that they fought for 

God; they believed that God fought for them.  The Mornay felt obligated to publish in 

order to publicize the righteousness of their cause and their own actions lest their 

adversaries malign them.    Catholics in the family engaged in similar tactics to vindicate 

their own cause and created a competing discourse, then attempted to forge a unified 

family identity despite the religious division, a subject that will later be explored. 

By printing and disseminating manuscripts, the Mornay allow their discourse and 

relationships to be observed on multiple levels by comparing their private 

correspondence to their public discourse.  Because there are various layers of manuscripts 

that formed the printed collections, the Mornay also shed some light on the role of the 

handwritten text and its relationship to the printed word.  Recent scholarship has focused 

on French books with specific projects dedicated to cataloguing them and compiling 

bibliography.  There is much to be learned from these studies, and this project uses some 

of their latest findings.  The Mornay, however, offer us an unusual opportunity to move 

outside of the binary print-script dichotomy by examining what manuscripts they 
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included in printed editions, why they discarded others, what marginalia and revisions 

they undertook as they responded to new pressures, and which dedications they hand-

wrote in their printed works for personal reasons, all of which lie beyond the scope of 

new databases of books.  Furthermore, when the Mornay circulated manuscripts rather 

than printed a text, they disseminated information but retained a greater degree of control, 

as manuscripts had to be copied or set to print by scribes to disseminate the information.  

They further restricted access by writing in code and giving only select individuals the 

keys.  Thus the various levels of confidentially among the network can be discerned by 

observing who wrote and retained the codes of whom.129 

The Mornay left a spectacular source-base that included manuscripts and printed 

materials of different types of documents.  Although the multiple copies and 

miscellaneous editions can be bit confusing, the different documents can be used to 

recreate the selection process of the Mornay and shed light on their goals.  While the 

dispersion of the papers throughout various locations can make it difficult to reconstruct 

the data, the diverse fates of the collections reflect the different experiences of the 

Mornay of different faiths.  Duplessis's brother Pierre converted back to Catholicism, 

remained in the Vexin, and inherited the ancestral lands and the family papers.  He kept 

them safe under the protection of traditional continuity.  Duplessis, however, remained a 

 
129 Thanks are due to Professor Andrew Pettegree, who allowed the author of this study to visit 

and utilize information from the St. Andrews Reformation Studies Institute's Sixteenth Century Book 
Project, a project in which a bibliographic database of every book published in France or in French in the 
sixteenth century is being constructed.  With the findings, historians will be able to better elucidate the 
relationship between the Mornay's print and manuscript projects.  Of the hundreds of code keys between 
the members of the network, the bulk resides in AN MS 402 AP, fol. 13 
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Huguenot to his death, took refuge in foreign lands, and returned to a distant part of the 

country only to be deposed and lose his literary patrimony despite his best efforts.   

Furthermore, the complicated history of textual transmission demonstrates that the 

Mornay of different religious affiliations worked together.  They passed documents 

across the confessional chasm, as evidenced by Duplessis's Huguenot grandson Philippe 

Jaucourt, who received a portion of the family papers from Pierre's Catholic grandson 

and then returned them to his Catholic relatives in the house Mornay-Montchevreuil 

before he fled the Revocation.  They also helped one another complete their literary 

programs, as demonstrated by the last member of the Duplessis's descendants, the 

Catholic Montmorency-Robecque, who finished compiling and copying the edition of 

Duplessis's correspondence and memoirs.  150 years after his death, Robecque bound 

these volumes and gilded them with his own coat of arms to match Duplessis's other 

tomes.  Finally, they not only carefully preserved these documents and finished 

compiling them, they also loaned them to historians and deposited them in public 

archives in order to disseminate their content and aggrandize their family name; Jules 

Mornay and his great granddaughter Yolande de Broglie both did this.  These sources 

stretch back to the Middle Ages and offer a picture of the family's traditional strategies 

upon which they successfully accumulated wealth up unto the Wars of Religion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONTEXT: TRADITION AND STRATEGY 

 

Since time immemorial, the Mornay family worked to accumulate wealth and 

power.  They labored to augment their influence in a variety of domains and over an 

expanding geography.  They succeeded because they engaged in various strategies and 

carefully followed traditions that served them well.  By passing assets and offices to their 

descendants, they maintained and augmented their money and status from generation to 

generation.  Most importantly, they cooperated with one another, bound together by ties 

of mutual affection, the desire to accomplish collective goals, and a common religion.   

In the first chapter, a series of questions was raised about the relationship between 

family and faith.  In this chapter, those questions will attempt to be answered by 

exploiting the remarkable sources of the Mornay in order to provide the context 

necessary to understand the threat of creedal division that they faced in the Wars of 

Religion.  Their ancient and medieval history, one that they diligently guarded and from 

which they drew their identity in the sixteenth century will be examined.  The landscapes 

and structures that defined their family and linked them to their ancient and distinguished 

past will be explored.  Finally, the specific strategies they used to advance their fortunes 

and examines how they worked together to achieve their goals will be described. 
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Landscapes and Structures 

The Catholic Secretary of State Nicolas de Neufville, the Sieur de Villeroy, 

arrived at the Mornay château of Buhy on April 13, 1590.130 He made the trip to meet 

Duplessis only because the bishop of Paris, Pierre de Gondi, had asked him to do so.  

Villeroy did not trust Duplessis, but Gondi had vouched for him as a "neighbor and friend 

with whom I would negotiate public affairs and my personal business."131 Gondi had 

already met with Duplessis and urged Villeroy, a supporter of the Catholic League, to do 

the same in order to negotiate for peace.  The Catholics now had little choice; the tide 

was turning. 

Henry IV had just captured the village of Mantes near Buhy with a stunning 

victory, having already swept through the Vexin; this region of France dominated by the 

League and laid siege to Leaguer-controlled Paris.132 Although Philip II's troops had 

 
130 For an analysis of the political implications of this negotiation, see Hugues Daussy, Les 

huguenots et le Roi. Le combat politique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (1572-1600) (Geneva: Droz, 2002), 
446-49. 
 

131 "Du Plessis Mornay. . . mon voisin et amy, avec lequel je pourrois conférer des affaires 
publiques, et des miennes particulières." Nicolas de Neufville Villeroy, Apologie et discours de Monsieur 
de Villeroy, pour monstrer la peine qu'il a pris de faire la paix entre le roy et Monsieur de Mayenne, et de 
sa continuelle poursuitte à la pacification de nos misérables troubles, vol. 6, Collection complète des 
mémoires relatifs à l'histoire de France, depuis le règne de Philippe Auguste jusqu'au commencement du 
dix-septième siècle, ed. Claude Bernard Petitot (Paris: Foucault, 1824), 155.  The events are also recorded 
in detail in a manuscript history of the commune: "Commune de Buhy," MS Val d'Oise, E, 17. 
 

132 Known as the 1590 battles of Ivry.  Mack P. Holt, The Wars of Religion, 1562-1629 
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 138-40.  Duplessis and his older brother Pierre 
fought for the king and took several small towns.  "Monsieur de Buhy son frère et luy réduirent Vernon à 
l'obëissance du Roy, par la confiance que les habitans prirent d'eux, ce qui servit fort à esbranler ceux de 
Mantes qui receurent le Roy duex jours après." Witt 1868-1869, 1.193.  After Mantes opened its doors to 
the king, Henry rewarded Duplessis by asking him to enter his council of the state, and thus Duplessis 
served in this capacity as he negotiated at Buhy along with Pierre and other members of the council.  "Et à 
Mantes, le Roy commanda à monsr. Du Plessis d'entrer en son conceil d'Estat, et à M. le mareschal de 
Biron de l'y installer, ce qui fut au gré de tous, dont il fit le serment quelques jours après, ce qu'aucun de la 
Religion n'avoit encores fait." Witt 1868-1869, 1.193.  Château Buhy hosted further negotiations between 
these parties.  "Monsieur du Plessis fut nommé par S. M., avec messieurs le maréchal de Biron et viconte 
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broken through to Paris, Gondi knew that Henry would try again and probably succeed.  

Furthermore, the Parisian cries of support for Spanish troops disturbed not only the 

French clergy supporting Henry, such as Gondi, but also the more moderate Leaguers 

such as Villeroy, who wondered whether victory over heresy was worth the price of 

Spanish domination.  Perhaps they could negotiate a peace or at least a ceasefire that 

would allow them to dispel the Spanish threat.  If Villeroy had doubts about whether he 

could negotiate in good faith with an arch-heretic such as Duplessis, or whether such a 

negotiation compromised his Catholic faith, an endorsement from the bishop of Paris 

calmed any fears. 

Villeroy arrived at Château Buhy greeted by a massive structure that dwarfed the 

small town of two hundred souls that surrounded it.  The château had thick stone walls 

that formed a thoroughly protected courtyard flanked by two prominent towers allowing 

archers and sharpshooters clear lines of sight to any threat.  Despite the recent 

renovations, the ancient military origins still showed as polished stone covered walls of 

huge boulders stacked upon one another.  The château had stood as a primary defense 

between France and Normandy, along the little river Epte that divided the French Vexin 

from the Norman Vexin.  Because the château stood at a strategic location between the 

two countries and along a river transportation network from the open sea to Paris, the 

inhabitants had built it for extraordinary defense against the Franco-Norman wars and 

barbarian invasions throughout the Middle Ages.  
 
de Turenne, pour ouyr M. de Villeroy, ce quit fut à Buhy, maison de son frère aisné; là fut trouvé bon des 
deux partys de traciter de paix; pour y parvenir, commencer par une tresve ou suspension d'armes qui 
addoucit les humeurs, et icelle générale afin que tous les subjectz du Roy s'en ressentissent."  Ibid., 1.200-
201. 
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Henry and other Huguenots frequently utilized the château's extraordinary 

defenses.  They often took shelter there throughout the Wars of Religion and used it to 

host important meetings of Henry's council of state.  The protected site, near Henry's 

most recent victory in Mantes, provided an ideal location to host Villeroy and the 

meeting.  By taking the territory, Henry opened a channel from Paris to the sea, from 

where English assistance came as he began his final military push to break the back of the 

resistance and take his seat in the capital.  When Henry and Duplessis required Villeroy 

to travel to Buhy and negotiate within a Huguenot safe haven and the launching pad for 

the final assault, they demonstrated their position of power. 

As Villeroy approached the front gates, he passed two noteworthy religious 

structures on his left.133 The church of Saint Saturnus had the more ancient history of the 

two, first built upon the remnants of a pagan temple by disciples of the fifth-century saint 

who had traveled up from the South.  Further to the left stood the church of Saint Clarus, 

 
133 Throughout this chapter, geography of the region, general history, and specific history of the 

land and structures is drawn from general dictionaries such as: Alfred Baudrillart, Albert de Meyer, and 
Roger Aubert, eds., Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, 28 vols. (Paris: Letouzey et 
Ané, 1912- ); Emile Lambert, ed., Dictionnaire topographique du département de l'Oise (Amiens: Musée 
de Picardie, 1982); Albin Michel, ed., Dictionnaire national des communes de France (Paris: n.p., 1991); 
Charles Oudiette, ed., Dictionnaire topographique des environs de Paris, jusquà 20 lieues à la ronde de 
cette capitale. Comprenant le département de la Seine et celui de Seine-et-Oise en entier, avec partie de 
ceux de Seine-et-Marne, de l'Oise, de l'Eure-et-Loir et du Loiret (Paris: J. Dentu, 1817); Denis de Sainte-
Marthe, Léon Paul  Piolin, and B. Hauréau, eds., Gallia Christiana in provincias ecclesiasticas distributa 
qua series et historia archiepiscoporum, episcoporum, et abbatum franciae vicinarumque ditionum, 16 
vols. (Paris: V. Palme, 1739-1880).  Specialized studies have also been consulted including: Eugène 
Bougeâtre and Marcel Lachiver, La vie rurale dans le Mantois et le Vexin au XIXe siècle (n.p., 1966);
Victor Bourselet and Henri Clérisse, Mantes et son arrondissement (Paris: Temps, 1933); M. Feuilloley, 
Notice sur le canton de Magny-en-Vexin (Magny-en-Vexin: Petix, 1872; Jean-Luc Flohic and Hélène 
Audard, Le patrimoine des communes du Val d'Oise (Paris: Flohic, 1999); Marcel Lachiver, Histoire de 
Mantes et du Mantois à travers Chroniques et Mémoires des origines à 1792 (Meulan: n.p., 1971; Georges 
Mercier, Le canton de Magny-en-Vexin. Mémoire en images (Rennes: Alan Sutton, 1995); Mercier, 
Répertoire des lieux-dits Hameaux, Ecarts et anciennes communes du Vexin Français, avec leur 
rattachement aux départements et communes actuelles, Oise(60)--Yvelines(78)--Val-d'Oise(95)--Eure(27) 
pour Gisors (Guiry-en Vexin: C.R.A.V.F., 1987). 
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which held the saint's bones and hosted a large community of monks and pilgrims who 

visited the site along with its healing well.  This place served as a popular pilgrimage 

destination for those in nearby Paris and provided fame, pride, and revenue for the local 

populace.  The bishop of Paris knew the location well not only because he held land near 

his neighbor "Duplessis" but also because many of the souls under his care made the trek 

to this holy place. 

To Villeroy's right, stood another religious structure attached to the courtyard of 

the château itself.  The Mornay had recently built this structure, called the "place of 

Huguenot sermons," a renovated space that served in place of a Huguenot temple.  

Although this land was in the heart of territory controlled by the Catholic League, other 

local Huguenot families joined the Mornay in their religious services, walking up to the 

structure along a path still called "the Huguenot road."134 As Villeroy rode by the 

structure, he saw two statues guarding the entrance, one of Moses, the other of Aaron.  

This structure itself signified Reformed resistance.  The Huguenots not only took shelter 

behind the thick walls of the château in order to conduct military negotiations but also to 

worship, taking safety in this fortification surrounded by their Catholic neighbors 

Buhy stood in the Île de France to the north in a region called the Vexin, a center 

of Leaguer activity. 135 Although Catholics dominated the landscape, several families 

 
134 "Les localités voisines n'ayant pas de temple de leur culte, se rendaient à certains jours à Buhy 

pour y assister aux prêches et aux diverses cérémonies.  Le chemin que que suivaient les familles 
protestantes de Boury, de Vaudancourt, de Parnes, du Chêne d'Huy, etc., s'appelle encore le chemin des 
Huguenots." Victor Le Ronne, "Souvenirs du Château de Buhy," SHPF MS 753, fol. 14. 
 

135 Henri Le Charpentier, La Ligue à Pontoise et dans le Vexin français (Pontoise: A. Seyès, 
1878).  Both the southern "French Vexin" and the northern "Norman Vexin" served as centers of League 
activity.  Le Charpentier describes both in his own studies and his editions of manuscripts from participants' 
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professed the Reformed faith, carving out Huguenot pockets in the countryside and 

building specific structures to facilitate their interest.  The Mornay renovated and 

reinforced the defensive aspects of the château while constructing a place to worship.  

The political representatives of each religious party met in an attempt to forge a tepid 

religious peace.  When they came together, they did so in the midst of a multi-

confessional landscape surrounded by structures, both military and religious, which 

reflected the interests of divergent religious parties.  

The Vexin lies one hard day's ride to the north of Paris along the Seine on the way 

to the port city of Le Havre, terminating to the north against Picardy and Normandy. 

Tributaries of the Seine run throughout the territory, creating an effective transportation 

system throughout the region and a good route from the ocean to Paris.  One of these 

rivers, the Epte, runs down the middle of the territory and forms a natural division 

between the northern plains and the southern hills.  The hills still bear traces of their 

volcanic origins, and the rich soil produces lush forests and thick vegetation.  Claude 

Monet, whose Giverny estate lies in the region, best portrays the picturesque scenery.  

Today the area serves as a national park, preserving the landscapes and the numerous 

Neolithic structures throughout the region. 

The mild conditions, extensive waterways, thick forests, plentiful wildlife and 

fish, and numerous stones offered early peoples an excellent environment.  Although 

peoples had settled here since long before the beginnings of recorded history, migrating 
 
journals such as: Le Charpentier and Alfred Fitan, eds., Journal d'un bourgeois de Gisors. Relation 
historique concernant les événements accomplis à Paris et dans les environs et notamment dans et entre les 
villes de Rouen, Amiens, Beauvais, Pontoise (1588-1617), La ligue dans le Vexin normand (Paris: Ducher, 
1878).  
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up and down the corridor from the sea to the point where the rivers converged in modern 

Paris, the first records of people come from the age of Roman domination.  When Caesar 

marched to meet the Parisii in the northern marshlands in 52 BCE, this Gallic tribe 

burned the city and fled, allowing the Romans to rebuild it and to establish their presence 

in the region.136 The Romans pressed north through the marshes into the fertile hills, 

where they met the Véliocasses.  Although the Romans conquered the people they called 

the pagus Veliocasinus and razed certain defensive structures and religious buildings, 

they allowed these "pagans" to exercise a large degree of autonomy such as maintaining 

provincial assemblies and continuing with their religious rites.137 

Throughout the second and third centuries, "barbarians" swept in from the sea and 

down to Paris, successfully pushed back Roman rule, and reduced Paris to a small, 

fortified island.  The Véliocasses reconstructed military outposts and religious shrines, 

which remained beyond the sphere of influence of Paris' Christian bishops.  Although the 

Roman Empire fell, the conflict between Christian missionaries and traditional pagan 

religion continued in the area for centuries.  For example, Saint Nicasius, the chief 

 
136 Romans called the area "Lutetia," a Latinization of Loukteih the Celtic word for marsh. Once 

he was proclaimed emperor of Rome in 360 CE, Julian the Apostate renamed the city Civitas Parisiorum. 
Some modern scholarship places the location of the Parisii along the Seine at modern city of Nantaise.  
"Pendant la domination romaine, toute la region fut comprise dans 'la lyonnaise'." "Commune de Buhy," 
MS Val d'Oise, E, 13. 
 

137 The following information is drawn from the previously cited dictionaries and studies along 
with the Mornay's own accounts of the history of this land.  Although the family held land throughout all of 
France and even greater Europe, they considered the Vexin their homeland.  They began their own histories 
with extended accounts of the "barbarian" inhabitant, Roman domination, Christian conquest, Norse 
invasion, and medieval ascendancy.  "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1; 
"Généalogie," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 3; "Commune de Buhy," MS Val d'Oise, E; René de la Villetertre 
Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens seigneurs de la maison de Mornay avec leur généalogie (Paris: Jean 
Baptiste Coignard, 1689). 
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apostle to the area, made repeated trips from his base in Rheims to the region, attempting 

to convert the locals from their traditional religion.  He died at the hands of these pagans, 

who beheaded him in front of his church and ritualistically murdered his disciples.138 

Other Christian converters followed Nicasius' lead and continued the religious 

conflict.  The disciples of Saint Saturnus moved up into the region from Toulouse and 

followed a strategy described by one historian as "seek and destroy," in which converters 

targeted spiritually significant temples, shrines, or trees that traditional religion identified 

with a deity and then destroyed these places, thus demonstrating the impotence of the 

corresponding deity.139 For added effect, they built Christian holy places on the sites of 

traditional ones and even used the rubble from their destruction as building material, 

cutting up a sacred tree for timber or rearranging boulders into the walls of a Christian 

church.  The thus cleansed the land of pagan contamination and established the superior 

power of the Christian God.  The disciples of Saturnus did exactly this.  They demolished 

a traditional holy place along the river Epte and used the rocks to rebuild the Church of 

Saint Saturnus, the patron saint of the location.  Although locals renovated the structure at 

various times, this was the church that Villeroy saw when he met Duplessis at Buhy. 

 
138 According to Jacobus de Voragine in his Legenda Aurea (II.XIV), Vandals swept down from 

the sea on their way to sack Rome, stopped in Rheims, and beheaded Nicasius in front of his church along 
with his disciples. 
 

139 For a general survey, see Peter Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and 
Diversity, A.D. 200-1000, 2nd. ed. (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 2003).  See his discussions of Christians 
suppressing paganism, (e.g. 73, 146-55).  Brown argues that pagans successfully resisted Christian attempt 
to convert throughout the early and late Middle Ages.  "It would be a long time (perhaps not until the death 
of peasant Europe itself in the course of the nineteenth century) before the mentalities denounced by 
Caesarius changed irrevocably." Ibid., 153.  For a survey of the region's most notable structures, ancient, 
medieval, and early modern, see Édifices et mobiliers historiques classes. Arrondissement de Mantes et 
Canton de Meulan (Mantes: Commission départementale des antiquités et arts de Seine-et-Oise, 1933). 
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The second church that greeted Villeroy was that of Saint Clarus, a building 

likewise forged from intense conflict.  Under Merovingian reign, the kingdom of Neustria 

annexed Normandy and the Vexin.  By the middle of the ninth century, Sydroc and his 

pirates began waves of Norsemen invasions, traveling along the Seine to the Vexin.  

Although emperor Charles the Bald employed Norsemen to defend the region from other 

invaders, they often murdered local Christians such as the bishop of Beauvais in 859.   

During this period of religious conflict, however, Norsemen were not the only 

ones to move across the oceans and take residency in the Vexin.  In another corner of the 

world a young Englishman was having second thoughts about his engagement to a certain 

wealthy woman.140 He fled to the sea and traveled the well-worn path along the Seine 

and the tributary Epte, stopping next to church Saint Saturnus.  He built a reputation by 

converting Norsemen and healing people with the holy water of a sacred well next to the 

church, a well upon which pre-Christian religious practitioners had previously relied.141 

When the woman's agents arrived in the region, they had little trouble locating the holy 

man with a reputation and a community of disciples living in a rudimentary structure. On 

the fourth of November, 884 CE, they decapitated him and took his head back to England 

as proof of their deed.   

 
140 "Clarus" was born in Kent in 845 CE.  Thanks are due to two decendents of local families, 

Nevin Sinclair and Susan Grady, who were kind enough to pass on family papers and pictures, archival 
materials both from repositories in England and the Vexin, and recent historiography and current accounts 
of communities' interpretation of the events in their locale concerning Clarus and others who shall soon be 
examined. 
 

141 The name Clarus is quite possibility a play on the Latin for sight, as in one who sees clearly, 
referring to the domain of his particularly healing abilities or his spiritual illumination as well.  The Latin 
word also refers to fame, which Clarus gained as a result of his ability to heal eyesight and his spiritual 
enlightenment. 
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According to tradition, his headless body stood back up, washed itself off in the 

holy well, walked back into its residence, and lay down in prayerful solitude.  

Immediately the group of disciples enshrined the site of the well and his holy residence, 

rebuilt the structure into a church, embalmed Clarus' body, and spread his cult.  The 

church still stands, his disciples still celebrate his cult, and his embalmed body remains 

intact, suspended from the ceiling of the church in a box covered with white lace.  Clarus 

continued to bring pride, renown, and religious devotion to the people of Buhy for over 

one thousand years.  In the sixteenth century, he helped crystallize the Catholic identity 

of the people in this Leaguer-controlled territory. 

Both Villeroy and Gondi knew of the church that housed the bones and hosted the 

festival of Saint Clarus for another reason, one intricately tied to the region's past.  After 

Clarus' death, the church became a center of military and spiritual activity and played a 

particularly important role in the conversion of the Norsemen.  Once Weland the 

Norseman converted in 862, some Carolingians considered Weland and his followers 

Christian allies.  Nevertheless. The Carolingians still fought with the Norsemen along the 

rivers and continued conversion activities throughout the region.  Charles the Bald 

fortified settlements along the river, including the church of Saint Clarus and the nearby 

settlement.   

The church also served as a center of conversion.  Perhaps the most important 

conversion helped close a military treaty.  Rollo the Norseman had sailed in from the 

ocean in 886, destroying Bayeux, pillaging Lisieux, besieging Paris, and finally settling 

near Rouen.  In 911, Rollo signed a treaty that gave him land for his promise of peace.  
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The agreement, known as the treaty of St. Clair-sur-Epte, bears the title because Rollo 

met with Charles the Simple at the church of Saint Clarus on the river Epte.  Charles 

granted Rollo the land north of the Epte, and Rollo agreed to Christian baptism, which he 

celebrated in the structure that Clarus' disciples built near the holy well.  Charles 

commemorated the event by sculpting a statue and placing dragonheads (resembling 

those from Rollo's ships) near the bones of Clarus. 

By giving the Vexin land north of the river Epte to Rollo the Norseman and 

retaining the Vexin land south of the river for France, Charles created a division between 

Norseman (later Norman) Vexin and French Vexin.  Attempts to remove this divide 

dominated much of the military policy in the Middle Ages.  The Epte was no longer just a 

travel corridor, threatened by invasion from Norsemen, but a natural boundary that 

divided nations.  Here Normandy and the Norman Vexin met France and the French 

Vexin; thus the river needed a suitable defense.142 Work began immediately on a series 

of defensive structures, one near the church of Saint Clarus, begun by Charles the Bald 

and surrounded by a thick forest with trees of white bark, became Château Buhy. 

Rollo, Duke of Normandy, remained faithful to the Carolingian dynasty in its 

struggles with the future Capetians.  His descendant, Robert the Devil, supported King 

Henry I of France against his brother and the counts of Champagne and Flanders.  For his 

fidelity Robert was rewarded with the territory north of the river Epte, thus bringing the 

entire Vexin under Norman control.  Robert's nephew Andergot took Charles the Simple's 

 
142 The scars of this distinction still remain clear today; even today the Epte divides regions with 

markedly different languages, architectures, and cultures, a division between the "French" and the 
"Norman."  
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daughter for a wife, sealing an alliance that began the line of the family Du Bec, the 

family of Duplessis's mother Françoise Du Bec.  The Mornay took great pride in this 

lineage.  When Françoise reminded her young Duplessis of his family's relationship with 

Rollo, this was the link of which she spoke.143 

Robert passed the Vexin on to his illegitimate son William the Bastard.  William 

sailed back up the path from the Vexin to conquer England and earned the name William 

the Conqueror.  He rewarded his relatives and companions faithful in the conquest with 

land in the Vexin.  He granted a fief for the important land and crucial defensive structure 

near the church where his ancestor Rollo converted, giving the white village of Buhy to a 

friend and family member.144 Buhy's family retained the property and renovated, 

augmented, and further fortified the château throughout the long series of wars fought 

over this very barrier. 

The region was constantly contested, and the landscape hosted endless warfare.145 

Throughout these wars, as the tides of French, Norman, and English control washed 

 
143 "Votre mere est aussi d'illustre source.  La maison du Bec Crespin vient d'Andergot, neveu de 

Roll, le Danois, premier duc de Normandie, qui régnait en 911; après avoir vaincu le roi de France, notre 
aïeul, le duc de Normandie épousa Gisèle, fille du roi Charles-le-Simple.  Guillaume-le-Conquérant, chef 
de dynastie, et arrière-peti-fils de Roll appartient à notre famille. Vos aïeux après avoir dignement servi en 
la conquête de l'Angleterre, obtinrent la dignité héréditaire de connétable de Normandie." Joachim Ambert, 
Duplessis Mornay, ou, études historiques et politiques sur la situation de la France de 1549 à 1623 (Paris: 
Au comptoir des imprimeurs-unis, 1848), 26.   
 

144 "L'ancien nom de la commune de Buhy s'écrivait: Buhui.  On écrit aussi Buhi."  The word was 
probably derived from BU-Wi, the Saxon word for white village,.  The first records of Robert de Buhui and 
his son began in 1116 when they gave donations to the nearby abbey of Saint-Martin de Pontoise. 
"Commune de Buhy," MS Val d'Oise, E, 13. 
 

145 Conflict began immediately with William's sons, Robert Courte-Heuse and William Rufus.  
Fighting continued between Henry Plantagenet, grandson of Henry I of England, and Thibaut of 
Champagne, grandson of William the Conqueror, then between Henry Plantagenet and his sons backed by 
Louis VII and Philip Augustus, then between Richard the Lionhearted and Philip Augustus, who won back 
both the French and Norman Vexin for the French crown.  King John Lackland would recover the Norman 
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through the region, Buhy remained a frontier post, a pivotal structure hardened by waves 

of military activity.  By the mid-twelfth century, when the first significant records begin 

to run in succession, the château was built into a massive defensive structure 

disproportionate to the small villages that surrounded it, still under the control of the 

family Buhui.146 The land remained in Buhui's hands until their male descendants failed 

and they passed it on to a daughter, Catherine de Florigny, who married Renaud de Trie.  

The Trie held it for only one generation before their male line ended, and they left it to 

their daughter Jeanne.  When Jeanne married Charles Mornay in 1449, she brought the 

land under the control of the eldest branch of the Mornay family.147 

The Mornay family held lands and positions throughout France and greater 

Europe.  They aligned themselves with the French crown in the wars against England 

and, as reward for their fidelity, received lands in the Vexin.  King Charles VII appointed 

Jean, a member of a cadet branch of the family, governor of the French Vexin in 1450.148 

Vexin for England but recognized Philip's sovereignty over the French Vexin, declaring himself Philip's 
vassal and again splitting the region in two along the Epte.  When Lackland abducted Isabella of 
Angoulême in 1202 CE and refused to appear before Philip, the court of peers declared John a felon and 
dissolved his right to hold the fief for Norman Vexin.  Philip II Augustus invaded two years later and 
reclaimed the terrain for the French crown. 
 

146 "En 1245, Jean de Buhui, qui contestatait le patronage de l'église à l'archevêsque de Rouen, 
renonça à ses prétentions. . . Buhy faisant partie de: archidiocèse Vexin Français, Doyenné de Magny, 
Gouvernement de Île de France, Parlement Chambre des Comptes of Paris, Cour des Aides of Rouen, 
Baillage of Senlis, Châtellerie de Magny, Généralité de Rouen, and Election Chaumont et Magny." 
"Commune de Buhy," MSS Val d'Oise, E, 14-15. 
 

147 Marriage contract between Catherine de Florigny and Renaud de Trie signed 23 April 1432, 
AN MS 402 AP, fol. 3; Marriage contract between Jeanne de Trie and Charles de Mornay signed 20 
November 1449, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 4. 
 

148 Charles VII appointed Charles Mornay to the office, but Charles was killed in battle in 1450 
and the office fell to his son Jean.  The Mornay exercised control greater over a region that the family 
dominated.  After Charles acquired the land Buhy through marriage the year before, the family now 
controlled a series of little lands throughout the region and along the frontier of the river Epte, such as St. 
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With this governorship and the marriage between Jeanne de Trie and Charles Mornay, the 

Mornay consolidated their power in the region.  Charles, a member of the eldest line of 

the family, had recently come up from the south, joined this branch of the family in the 

Vexin, and took control of the dominant military structure in the area, Château Buhy. 

The château remained in Mornay hands, passed from Charles to his great 

grandson Jacques, who raised his sons Pierre and Duplessis in the massive 

fortification.149 When Pierre, the oldest son, inherited the land in 1559 and assumed the 

title Sieur Buhy, he provided the Huguenots with a significant military asset.  From this 

outpost he effectively orchestrated military campaigns aimed at nearby cities such as 

Mantes and even Paris.  He used the same geographical defenses, fortified structures, and 

natural transportation systems that had played crucial roles in the region's military 

history.  Pierre helped Henry take Mantes, received foreign aid that traveled along the 

Seine from the sea, and formed his armies on the plains before riding down into the 
 
Clair-sur-Epte, Ambleville, Villarceaux, Omerville, La Chapelle-en-Vexin, Montchevreuil, etc. along with 
various hamlets and dependencies such as Buhy's Bouchet.  Constant Moisand, Histoire abrégée de la 
maison de Mornay. N.p., 1853, 341.  This is a typeset article kept in the family papers without any 
bibliographical information.  Apparently the author belonged to the same society as Jules Mornay and 
wrote this article as a tribute to him.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1 
 

149 Jacques inherited the land from his father in a testament signed 4 March 1511, AN MS 402 AP, 
fol. 6.  Jacques left no testament for his own children but left the division of the patrimony to his wife 
Françoise's discretion.  "[Jacques] ne voulut point tester, disant à mademoiselle de Buhy, sa femme, qu'il 
luy remettoit ses enfans et sa maison soubs sa conduit, et s'en assuroit en elle." Witt 1868-1869, 1.11.  She 
did, however, prepare a document in which the property was divided between the two boys and followed 
tradition in giving the ancestral land Buhy to the oldest boy Pierre.  That document has no date and was 
never submitted to a notary but left with Pierre and deposited in the National Archives by his descendants 
(AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6); Duplessis's copy (BM Nantes MS D-M 77) bears an annotation of the year 1578.  
Apparently this arrangement was acceptable to both the boys.  Duplessis's wife noted that because the 
brothers cooperated so well in this matter they had no need to draw up a formal document and submit it to a 
notary.  "Ce fut ce voyage qu'ilz firent leurs partages monsr. De Buhy, don frère et luy, avec un notable 
exemple de fraternité, s'en estans tous deux remis à ce qui en seroit dit par madamoyselle de Buhy, leur 
mère, encor qu'ilz ne fussent pas sans difficulté pour plusieurs raisons, sans qu'ilz y entrevinst autre que le 
notaire." Witt 1868-1869, 1.149. 
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marshes of Paris.  He used the land to his advantage as so many of his ancestors had done 

before.  When Villeroy rode up to the massive château with hardened defenses in order to 

forge a military treaty with religious implications, he followed significant precedent. 

The château that Villeroy saw was more than a heavily fortified military outpost.  

Pierre had undertaken massive renovations.  It had taken years to haul hundreds of 

mammoth pieces of polished stone up from Paris, which covered the ancient boulders that 

formed walls.  Pierre had imported finely wrought, but thoroughly solid, iron gates to 

close the walls of the courtyard.  He had hired artists to paint the beams that supported 

the château ceilings, along with those of the farmhouse and watermill, with the Mornay 

arms and Huguenot symbols, motifs also carried over to the carved bones that likewise 

adorned the structures.150 

The most significant renovation Pierre made to the château was the Huguenot 

sanctuary, marked by the statues of Moses and Aaron that Villeroy saw upon entering the 

courtyard.  These figures frequently adorned Huguenot structures and represented God's 

law, public preaching, and the fight against a tyrannical monarchial power, which was 

ultimately waged by God himself.  Inside the structure stood a table for communion and a 

 
150 Most historians assume that Duplessis renovated the land because he is the better known of the 

two brothers.  Even the author of the "Commune de Buhy" made that claim.  "Le château fut 
reconstruitsous le régne de Henri IV par Duplessis-Mornay." MS Val d'Oise, E, 15.  The land, however, 
was Pierre's; he lived there, held the title, and managed the estate.  Le Ronne accurately described the 
renovations and the contents of the Huguenot structure and noted the fate of the contents after the 
Revolution.  " A la vente après décès de M. Rivet, à Magny, collectionneur de débris de la révolution, une 
dame Valle, de Mantes, acheta deux bas-reliefs provenant de l'oratoire de Buhy, représentant l'un Moïse, 
l'autre Aaron, presque grandeur nature et vus à mis-corps. . . les matériaux de démolition furent achetés en 
partie par M. Passy, qui s'en servit pour bâtir le Moulin sur l'Epte en face de sa ferme du Fayel.  On voit 
dans ce moulin des poutres ornées d'arabesques peintes, provenant du châteu de Buhy." Le Ronne, 
"Souvenirs."  These can be further explored by visiting the location, which currently houses a working 
farm. 
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more unusual object, a large lead piece, cast in the form of a human heart held by a 

human hand that contained a thick oily substance.  This piece was dug out of the 

revolutionary rubble and has mystified collectors.  The symbol is probably that of Jean 

Calvin who used the image of a hand holding a heart to represent service to God.  The 

Mornay most likely used the oil for ceremonial anointing.151 

Although Pierre finished the renovations, his mother Françoise Du Bec had begun 

the structure and frequently used it for worship.  Françoise did not worship alone; 

numerous families throughout the region traveled the "road of Huguenots" that led to the 

structure.  Most studies of Huguenot populations have focused on the south of France, 

along a crescent of communities that stretched from Languedoc to La Rochelle.  These 

communities had the largest populations and the greatest success in converting Catholics 

and forming churches.  Historians argue that Huguenots succeeded in the south because 

of the region's tradition of religious dissent or because the communities lay far away from 

royal Catholic power in Paris.152 

The Vexin had a smaller Huguenot population, but the region does offer a largely 

unexplored religious landscape.  Although much recent attention has been focused on the 

South, almost every region of France had Huguenot congregations.153 Some of the most 

significant families in the movement held lands in the North.  Beyond the forests of the 
 

151 For the greater context, see Joseph Leo Koerner, The Reformation of the Image (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2004). 

 
152 Philip Conner, Huguenot Heartland: Montauban and Southern French Calvinism during the 

Wars of Religion (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002); Mark Greengrass, The French Reformation (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1987), 30-33; Samuel Mours, Les Églises réformées en France. Tableaux et cartes (Paris: 
Librairie Protestante, 1958.

153 Mours, Les Églises réformées.
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Montmorency family lie the hills of the Rohan near the valley of the La Rochefoucauld, 

and the Huguenot network in the Vexin included one other person of note, Jean Calvin.154 

Families whose sons dominated the movement in the next generation traveled down the 

Huguenot road to Buhy; Pierre Du Moulin was born at Château Buhy in the same room 

that had hosted Duplessis's birth.155 

The region facilitated contact between various peoples and diverse religions and 

was a hotbed of conversion activities, a tradition that continued throughout the sixteenth 

century, partially as a result of this geography.  Scholars have noted the influence of trade 

routes, along which individuals spread books and disseminated ideas, as a major cause of 

the spread of Protestantism.  Usually, they discuss the influence of Calvin and his works 

throughout France.  When they describe the earlier phenomenon from the first generation, 

they typically point out Luther's influence in Paris or note the "indigenous Protestantism" 

in centers such as Meaux and Beauvais.156 

154 M.E. Grave, Calvin et les protestants du Vexin (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1909); Jacques 
Pannier, L'enfance et la jeunesse de Jean Calvin. Ses études, sa conversion, ses voyages en France 
(Toulouse: Société d'Édition de Toulouse, 1909). 
 

155 Du Moulin sought asylum behind the walls of Château Buhy and his son followed Duplessis to 
Saumur.  "Un autre personage de Duplessis-Mornay, et qui eut aussi une heure de célébrité: Pierre 
Dumoulin naquit à Buhy, en 1568 – Professeur de philosophie." "Commune de Buhy," MS Val d'Oise, E, 
17. Cf. Haag, 4.420.  Genevan missionaries had their desired effect, and the active Huguenot community in 
the region increased; by the first war in 1562 a large community from the area readily fought.  Michel de 
Castelnau and Jean Le Laboureur, Les memoires de messire Michel de Castelnau, seigneur de Mauvissiere, 
illustrez et augmentez de plusieurs commentaires & manuscrits, tant lettres, instructions, traitez, qu'autres 
pieces secrettes & originales, servans à donner la verité de l'histoire des regnes de François II. Charles IX 
& Henry III. & de la regence & du gouvernement de Catherine de Medicis, 3 vols. (Brussels: J. Leonard, 
1731), 2.458; J. H. M. Salmon, Society in Crisis: France in the Sixteenth Century (New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1975), 118. 

 
156 For an excellent summary, see Jonathan Andrew Reid, "France," in The Reformation World, ed. 

Andrew Pettegree (London: Routledge, 2000).  For the best recent study of this early reform including the 
Meaux circle, see the same author's dissertation: "King's Sister-Queen of Dissent: Marguerite of Navarre 
(1492-1549) and Her Evangelical Network" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Arizona, 2001). 
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Meaux held a community of reform-oriented individuals, under the sponsorship of 

the bishop Guillaume Briçonnet and others from nearby Paris, a circle of early reform 

that scholars have effectively explored; Beauvais has received less attention in this 

connection. 157 Beauvais was only a day's ride from Buhy, along the river Oise, a 

tributary of the Seine and in the same transportation system with the Epte on which Buhy 

lies.  Individuals including the bishop of Beauvais, Odet de Bourbon, the brother of 

Coligny and Condé, who later obtained the office of cardinal of Châtillon, formed a circle 

of reform-oriented individuals in the city who dispersed such ideas throughout the Vexin.  

Even some of the Mornay family members lived out their ecclesiastical careers there 

frequently returning to Buhy and spreading reform-oriented ideas.  For instance, 

Duplessis's uncle and godfather Bertin Mornay, a cleric in Beauvais under Odet's 

jurisdiction, returned to Buhy for Duplessis's birth and baptism, and offered to resign his 

office in Beauvais to the young Duplessis and place him in this reformist community.158 

Aside from the influence of Beauvais, reform-oriented ideas spread throughout 

the Vexin because of its location as a travel and trade route.  Individuals traveled between 

the open sea and Paris and imported reformist and Protestant books.  Merchants discussed 

political affairs and religious ideas as they moved throughout the region. Protestant ideas 
 

157 For an excellent survey of reform at Beauvais and the activity of Odet Châtillon, see 
Baudrillart, Meyer and Aubert, Dictionnaire, 7.280-302. 
 

158 Their kinsmen Lizy likewise served as an abbot in the city where he knew Odet well.  Haag, 
4.353-354.  Finally, at the outbreak of the second war in 1567, young Duplessis broke his leg by falling off 
a horse.  During his rehabilitation he wrote verse and ave it to Odet.  Arbaleste bemoaned that the text was 
lost when Odet's library was burned.  "Pendant ce mal, [Duplessis] passa ses ennuys à faire un déploration 
des guerres civiles de France, en vers françoys qu'il donna après la paix à monsieur le cardinal des 
Chastillon, avec quelques sonnetz à la louange des troys frères de Colligny.  Cest essay de sa jeunesse fut 
perdu quant la bibliothèque du dit Seigneur cardinal fut pillée à Bresle, près Beauvais." Witt 1868-1869, 
1.24-25. 
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had long circulated in English and Scottish lands, but when Henry VIII of England 

officially broke from the papacy, he created a Protestant land across the sea, close enough 

to act as a religious influence upon the Vexin.  Merchants smuggled Protestant works 

along the Seine to Paris, and families in the territory often bought literary contraband.  

Duplessis's uncle, Philippe Du Bec, a reform-oriented bishop much in the mold of Odet 

de Bourbon, purchased many of these imported books and even gave some as gifts to 

Duplessis's mother Françoise.159 

Reform-oriented ideas and Protestantism also spread throughout the Vexin 

through personal contact between noble families.  Noble families such as the Mornay 

extended throughout multiple regions in France and even across international borders.  

Like many noble families in the Vexin, the Mornay had ancestors who fought in England 

and married into English families.  Families in the Vexin, such as the Mornay, continued 

to marry families across the English Channel throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries.  These families included some of the more notable in the region that married 

Protestants in England and Scotland.160 

159 "Messire Philippe du Bec, évesques de Vannes et aujourd'huy de Nantes, avoit quelque 
congnoissance des abus et en parloit à madamoyselle de Buhy sa seur assez librement, Dieu s'estant 
mesmes servy de luy pour l'instruyre, par quelques livres qu'il luy avoit autreffois apportés d'Angleterre." 
Ibid., 1.18. 

 
160 Perhaps the best-known examples are the Guise and Stuart although the family Rohan, which 

was related to both the eldest house of the Mornay and the Du Bec (Witt 1868-1869, 1.328), also had 
multiple alliances with Scottish families, frequently traveling between the regions.  "Notice Généalogique 
sur la famille de Mornay, alliance," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  Families also married partners in other 
Protestant lands such as Sweden, as evidenced with Charles Mornay, the Sieur de Lioms, who married into 
the royal family.  Charles served as the Swedish ambassador to France, returning to the homeland in the 
Vexin that he fled in 1564 (Haag, 7.512) and disseminating Lutheran doctrine proper.  After the St. 
Bartholomew's Day Massacre, Duplessis fled to England and thought of journeying to Sweden, where his 
name was held in esteem because of his relative Charles.  " La face de la France estoit sy horrible qu'il ne 
pouvoit penser à y retourner, qu'elle ne fust changée, encor que ses parens, l'y conviassent assiduellement; 
et là dessus tenté de divers desseingz, tantost d'aller en Suède où estoit en crédit Charles de Mornay et de 
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Contacts between English and Scottish Protestants and families in the Vexin were 

not limited to marital alliance.  John Knox and his representatives traveled through the 

region, down the Huguenot road on the way to Geneva.  After Henry VIII's Catholic 

daughter Mary Tudor took the throne in 1553 and attempted to repress the growth of 

Protestantism in her realm, hundreds of English Protestants participated in the Marian 

Exile, leaving their homeland and taking to the road as religious refugees.  This road 

often led through the Vexin to Strasbourg and frequently to Geneva.  With Elizabeth's 

ascension in 1558, the majority traveled back along the road to England.   

The sustained contact between Elizabeth's Protestant England and the Vexin 

continued throughout the Wars of Religion.  Numerous members of the Mornay family 

took refuge in England during periods of repression in France, particularly after the St. 

Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  Some members remained in England and married into 

English families and others returned to the Vexin when they felt safe.  The Mornay had 

extended contact with English Protestants as members of the family frequently traveled to 

England on behalf of the French crown or Huguenot leaders.  Both Duplessis and his 

elder brother Pierre represented Henry III and Henry of Navarre and undertook missions 

to England and used their contacts at court to solicit money and arms from Elizabeth.161 

Varennes, grand maistre du Royaumme, yssu de sa maison, tantost en Irlande pour s'employer en la 
nouvelle conqueste contre les sauvages, et tantost mesmes au Pérou ou en Canada, à laquelle enterprise il 
estoit induict par feu Charles de Boisot son singulier amy." Witt 1868-1869, 1.72. 
 

161 Although Duplessis's numerous trips to England are well known, his elder brother Pierre also 
represented both Henry II and Henry of Navarre in England.  For example, he returned to England on 
September 7, 1589 as part of a royal commission to repay Elizabeth for arms and troops and to request 
additional assistance.  BNF MS ffr. 3342, fol. 59.  Family members other than Duplessis or Pierre had 
experience at the English court, having fled the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  Fernand de Schickler, 
Les églises du refuge en Angleterre (Paris: Fischbacher, 1892), 185-91, 223-27. 
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Although the Vexin held numerous Huguenot families, they nevertheless 

remained a minority in the region.  The majority of the inhabitants fiercely professed 

Catholicism and reveled in their region's rich religious history dating back to the time of 

Christian conversion.  Even Buhy boasted structures from this past that held memories 

and served as a source of local pride and Catholic identity.  The Vexin also lay much 

closer to the center of power in Paris than the Huguenot South.  Although the region was 

somewhat shielded from Paris by topography, the Huguenots protected themselves in the 

massive military structures that sheltered them not only from the Catholic military 

operating out of Paris, but also from local supporters of the Catholic League. 

The thick château walls of Buhy sheltered Huguenot families throughout the 

region and afforded them safety to worship.  The provincial nobility held the power to 

worship with their households and control the local assembly; they responded to the 

Calvin's call to convert and establish these communities.  The Mornay followed this 

pattern with their château.  After Françoise began reading the "Lutheran" books from 

England, she started to hold worship services in their courtyard.  Numerous families 

attended the services, which often did not include a formal pastor, but only someone who 

read Scripture or prayed.  By the late 1550s, "pastors" led the services, these were men 

who happened to be passing down the Huguenot Road or individuals whom the family 

retained and financially supported. 

The family protected these pastors behind their walls and even, depending upon 

the level of popular resistance, allowed them to preach in the open on their dependent 

lands.  The Mornay accepted the Calvinist pleas to sponsor such activities, at their 
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expense and with their protection.  When Calvin called upon them to offer themselves to 

God, they accepted, and even cast the symbol of this plea, a heart held by a hand, in 

metal, and placed the relic in their shrine.  In all aspects of the early Huguenot 

ecclesiastical activities, lay family members remained in firm control.  The national 

assembly of churches prescribed checks and balances and formal organizational 

structures from afar, but behind the walls there were no elders and the pastors were lucky 

to have a salary and protection; here the noble family held sway. 

This noble protection allowed the Huguenot communities to grow, and noble 

power formed the backbone of the movement at a local level.  Although the national 

assembly may have envisioned a greater degree of control for their ecclesiastical 

officials, Huguenot leaders recognized the importance of noble protection and 

encouraged noble families to continue supporting the religious communities.  The 

Mornay rallied to this call and used the château effectively.  "Even in the time of the St. 

Bartholomew's [Day Massacre], 1572, when Scripture was silenced throughout France, it 

was it always continued in [Françoise Du Bec's] house."162 

Riding up to this house along the Huguenot road to negotiate with Duplessis, 

Villeroy would hardly have noticed the Huguenot meeting place; the Catholic church of 

Saint Saturnus and the church and shrine of Saint Clarus dwarfed that little structure.  The 

Huguenot enclave was not even a separate building but merely a renovated space in the 

corner where two walls met.  The Mornay never enjoyed a period of peace long enough 

 
162 "Mesmement du temps de la Saint-Barthélemy, 1572, que l'Evangile se taisoit presque par toute 

la France, il continua tousjours en sa [Françoise's] maison." Witt 1868-1869, 1.12. 
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to construct a full temple.  In any case, constructing such a structure might have enraged 

local Catholics by placing an edifice devoted to heresy so close to the well-known 

Catholic churches, defiling the sacred sites of the ancient religion by its mere proximity.  

It was one thing to have to tolerate heretical overlords, another to allow them to construct 

Towers of Babel.  The makeshift Huguenot site was hastily thrown up behind the thick 

walls for good reason. 

The Huguenot structure was never built into anything more permanent.  The 

success of these communities in the Vexin rose and fell with the tides of war, certain 

edicts ratified the Mornay and other families in their ancient right to hold worship 

services on their lands; at other times such services were forbidden or simply too 

dangerous.  Nevertheless, even during periods of intense persecution in which Catholic 

Leaguer passions flamed, the walls of Château Buhy provided solid protection.  They did, 

however, accomplish something far more significant, they began a process that 

culminated in a peace that extended far beyond what the participants had originally 

envisioned.  Duplessis and Villeroy attempted to resolve a religious problem, to find a 

way with which the parties could create a treaty in good faith with adversaries bent on 

establishing the other party's heresy in the realm.  Duplessis, Villeroy, and others used the 

1590 negotiations at Buhy as the launching pad for a series of meetings throughout the 

next three years.  These negotiations concerned not a mere ceasefire but a more 

permanent solution.   

The impasse between the parties did not remain.  The Catholic majority would not 

accept the rule of a heretical king.  Ultimately Henry converted theoretically solved the 
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problem.  When Henry converted, he Huguenot captains in his train.  While Duplessis 

clung to his Reformed faith, Pierre followed Henry to the Catholic altar.163 

With Pierre's conversion Huguenot services at Buhy ceased; Scripture read in 

Château Buhy by Huguenots fell silent.  Pierre's children followed him to the Catholic 

faith, and the Huguenot structure fell into decay.  Duplessis turned elsewhere in France to 

carry on his Huguenot cause.  He moved away from his ancestral Vexin to the unknown 

South in Saumur where he built a series of Huguenot structures that included a more 

elaborate and fully functional temple.  These structures, like the Huguenot enclave at 

Buhy, likewise fell silent, not from disuse but at the hands of a hostile Catholic populace 

who razed them as soon as they deposed Duplessis from his governorship in the Catholic 

consolidation of Louis XIII.164 

On the Mornay land in the Vexin, four structures, the church of St. Saturnus, that 

of St. Clair, Château Buhy, and the Huguenot enclave provide a backdrop against which 

the religious division and military conflict of the sixteenth-century Wars of Religion can 

be placed in perspective.  The Church of St. Saturnus testified to the conflict between 

traditional religions and Christianity.  The church of St. Clair helped solidify the 
 

163 Pierre converted shortly after Henry and received membership into the Order of the Holy Spirit, 
a Catholic Order that Du Bec effectively used to convert Huguenot nobles.  Duplessis mentioned the event 
to his wife, but he did his best to describe it in terms of Pierre's commitment to the king rather than dwell 
on Pierre's conversion.  Letter from Duplessis to Arbaleste, 12 February 1595, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.182-
4. 
 

164 Catholic soldiers and inhabitants of Saumur, the city Duplessis governed, destroyed his literary 
patrimony in 1619 when he was deposed.  They also damaged and destroyed several of the structures he 
had built including the Huguenot temple.  Éric Cron presented a paper entitled, "La politique constructive 
de Duplessis-Mornay et ses conséquences dans les domaines architectural et urbain," at the international 
colloquy dedicated to Duplessis, which will be released in Hugues Daussy and Véronique Ferrer, eds., 
Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Servir Dieu, le Roi et l'État, vol. 18, Albineana (Paris: Champion, scheduled 
for publication in 2005). 
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inhabitants' Catholic identity.  Château Buhy witnessed eons of warfare that repeatedly 

swept through the region.   

The nobility, both the Norman peoples and the French royalists, proudly 

identified themselves with this rich martial tradition.  The marriage between Jacques 

Mornay and Françoise Du Bec united these two clans of warrior-nobles who held the 

significant religious and military structures in the area.  They built upon this heritage, 

adding a forth edifice to these structures: the Huguenot enclave.  As Protestantism took 

hold in the Vexin, the latest undulation in an ancient series of religious waves to wash 

through the region, some of the Mornay converted, and others fought for their faith.  

They participated in rich traditions of spiritual devotion and martial conflict.  The 

Mornay built, maintained, and gloried in the religious and military structures of their 

land, structures that served as tangible markers of their dual interests.   

The Huguenot enclave, in this extended perspective, was a brief aberration.  It 

physically represented their participation in this movement, quickly fell into disrepair, 

and was ultimately destroyed during the Revolution.  Just as during the middle of the 

sixteenth century, the Huguenot corner stood side by side with Catholic churches, so too 

did Huguenot members of the Mornay live side by side with Catholic members of the 

family and the overwhelmingly Catholic population.  The relationship between members 

of the two communities of faith, however, was not without conflict.  Religious war raged 

throughout the land and the Huguenot Mornay only worshipped behind thick walls.   

The Huguenot enclave did not fall at the hands of the hostile local populace or 

Catholic soldiers who tried to take the battle-hardened château.  It slowly decayed 
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because of the religious decision of the man who held its title.  Pierre Mornay, the Sieur 

de Buhy, re-converted to Catholicism, rejoined the faith of his Catholic family, and left 

the Huguenot structure to gather dust.  By the end of the sixteenth century, the family 

members who remained in the Vexin uniformly professed Catholicism.  The Huguenot 

members had fled to the stronghold of the South and the Vexin remained safe from the 

heretical threat.   

Nevertheless, the Catholic family did not destroy the Huguenot structure.  Pierre's 

descendants refused to purge the structure and raze the edifice dedicated to heresy that sat 

upon their land, despite pressure from the local populace and neighboring Catholic 

nobles, such as the bishop of Paris.  After all, Pierre had made his name and a large 

amount of money  (some of which he used to renovate the building) in the service of the 

Huguenot cause.  Even when Pierre's line failed two generations later, his descendant 

turned the land and structures over to Duplessis's Huguenot progeny.  Duplessis's 

grandson, Philippe Jaucourt, could not keep the land as a Huguenot, partially because of 

the local religious hegemony and partially because of the rise of Catholic supremacy on 

the national level, which culminated in the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.  Philippe 

Jaucourt sold his patrimony and mortgaged the structures and fled not only the Vexin but 

also the realm of France.165 

165 Pierre's granddaughter Marie died on April 11, 1664 and left the land to Philippe Jaucourt in an 
act ratified in 1668.  "Famille de Jaucourt, Titres de famille," BM Nantes MS D-M 45.  He sold the land the 
next year to the family de Broglie in 1669, relatives of Yolande de Broglie, the descendent of Jules 
Mornay-Montchevreuil, who left the literary patrimony to the national archives, the same family who kept 
it until 1855. The Jaucourt fought with Pierre's in-laws in order to inherit the land in a series of contests that 
sustained Marie's donation to Philippe Jaucourt.  "Extrait des registres de Parlement," 24 November 1671.  
AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6. 
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The Mornay family had seen plenty of war and religious conflict.  Until now they 

had been able to weather the storms.  By engaging in a series of strategies designed to 

enhance their status and accumulate wealth, they had survived the conflict and even built 

a substantial fortune that only increased throughout the gales of the sixteenth century.  By 

persisting with these strategies, such as donating land to cousins when a line terminated, 

they showed a high degree of flexibility.  Members of competing religious communities 

here cooperated with one another in order to preserve their patrimony and maintain the 

structures. 

This cooperation and flexibility had served the Mornay well throughout the 

Middle Ages, but it was not enough to keep the patrimony within the family; ultimately 

these family strategies did not survive a broader religious division.  Members of different 

faiths cooperated with one another in order to preserve and even augment their literary 

patrimony, yet ultimately they failed to sustain this.  Catholic branches retained certain 

collections and them to cast their Catholic lineage in the best light by commissioning a 

series of histories and editions.  Huguenot Mornay saw their papers scattered as they lost 

their positions, their assets, and even their ability to remain in France.  The lands and 

structures followed a similar pattern.  Despite a limited cooperation between the Catholic 

and Huguenot Mornay, Huguenot members were not able to maintain family privileges 

and rights in the face of a growing Catholic hegemony.  Catholic members, in 

cooperation with a zealous populace, razed the Huguenot structures and erased the 

memory of the heretical threat.   
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In the tiny town of Buhy, the bones of Saint Clarus remain in a plexiglas 

enclosure and his feast still draws crowds that often stop at the neighboring church of 

Saint Saturnus along the way.  In a region where even minor military, governmental, and 

religious figures are commemorated with seemingly unlimited statues, squares, and 

festivals, the Huguenot members of the Mornay, who dominated regional affairs and 

helped craft national policy, do not exist; locals do not speak their names.  In this town of 

roughly two hundred souls, Duplessis, the "pope of the Huguenots," has no street sign, no 

plaque, and no memory.  Just as the man who inherited Duplessis's château in the south 

tore down the tombs of Duplessis's family and melted the metal for cookware, so too the 

inhabitants of Buhy, under the oversight of Catholic Mornay, demolished the Huguenot 

enclave, covered over the Huguenot road, cleansed the land, and expunged the record. 

 

Vocational Diversity and Marital Alliance 

 Two hours before dawn on November 5, 1549, the crowd that had gathered at 

Château Buhy congratulated Jacques Mornay and Françoise Du Bec on the birth of their 

son Duplessis.  Six days later they baptized the infant in the ancient church of Saint 

Saturnus next to the château.  His godmothers included his maternal great-aunt Jeanne 

Beauvillier, Dame of Puyset and Duplessis-Marly; and his godfathers included his 

paternal uncle, Bertin Mornay, Dean of Beauvais and Abbot of Saumur-au-Boz near 

Bologne.166 Dame Beauvillier left her godchild the land Duplessis-Marly, whose name 

 
166 This village lies about half way between La Rochelle and Nantes, not to be confused with the 

city of Saumur in Poitiers that Duplessis governed. 
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he took.  She had no children of her own but had a particularly close relationship with her 

godchild, and so she chose him from among her descendants to receive the rich territory 

in a relatively simple transaction consisting of a series of acts passed without incident.   

Bertin Mornay also wanted to leave the boy a legacy.  However, this transaction 

was much more complicated.  As a clergyman, Bertin could not produce legitimate 

offspring, and so he wanted to leave his estates to his brother Jacques's boy.  Bertin lay 

dying in his abbey in October 1556, and since Françoise was pregnant, Jacques made the 

trip to his brother's abbey by himself.  With his last breath, Bertin signed his testament 

and left his patrimonial land and wealth to his Jacques.  But he wanted to turn his 

formidable benefices over to Duplessis and he left Duplessis all of his property that he 

had acquired that he had acquired, which was not part of the patrimony that he returned 

to Jacques, to Duplessis.  According to Arbaleste's account, Bertin showed only regret at 

dying without having yet done at that he had wished and intended for his brother and his 

nephews."167 

By "done all that he had wished," Bertin referred to the fact that because he had 

fallen ill so quickly, he did not have time to ratify the exchanged benefices.  The 

benefices alone were worth a huge sum.  These would be sure to attract individuals 

challenging the donation.  The Mornay had to act fast to avoid a contest.  Furthermore, 

 
167 "Bertin de Mornay, grand doyen de Beauvais et abbé de Saumur, près Boulogne, qui jouissoit 

de plus de vingt mil liv. en bénéfices, l'aymoit fort et les luy vouloit résigner tous. . . Il lessa seul héritier 
son frère de tous ses biens patrimoniaux et donna à son nepveu, Philippes de Mornay, tous ses meubles, 
acquetz et conquetz, et monstroit n'avoir regret de mourir que n'avoir pas encores fait pour son frère et ses 
nepveux ce qu'il avoit prétendu et désiré." Witt 1868-1869, 1.14. 
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the family faced an additional challenge because the seven-year-old Duplessis was too 

young to take possession of the ecclesiastical benefices.    

Jacques had loyally served the king and had acquired respectable military honors.  

He also occupied a strategic military structure, Château Buhy, and thus held a fairly 

important position in the region.  Nevertheless, he would have a difficult time in securing 

the benefices for his son, both in gaining access to the court and in successfully lobbying 

in an ecclesiastical matter in which he had no direct authority.  Furthermore, the name 

"Mornay" had already been associated with heresy at the court.  Jacques's "cousin" had 

fled Henry II's wrath and taken refuge in Sweden, and thus Jacques faced another 

obstacle in asking the king to give young Duplessis a dispensation and confirm him in the 

benefices. 

After much consultation, the Mornay family decided upon a plan and recruited a 

number of extended family members to participate in the stratagem.  Since the power of 

the sword would not advance their interests here, they called in the power of the staff.  

Their "cousin" Monsieur de Lizy acted on behalf of Duplessis and successfully gained 

access to the court.  Lizy was a good choice; because he was several degrees removed 

from the Mornay, his name avoided directly invoking and Henry II's memory of his 

conflict with Jacques's relative and the specter of Mornay heresy.  Furthermore, as 

archbishop of Arles and recently appointed as such by Henry II himself, Lizy easily 
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gained access to the court.  He brought ecclesiastical credentials of the highest order and 

further increased the odds of success.168  

Despite gaining access to the court, the family still faced an obstacle in 

Duplessis's age.  In order to resolve this problem, they brought in yet another family 

member, Monsieur d'Isque, Jacques's maternal uncle.  D'Isque had served Queen Eleanor 

of Austria, the widow of François I and sister of Charles V, as chancellor and held an 

impeccable record of devout Catholicism.  D'Isque would act as a launderer, holding the 

benefices himself and turning them over to Duplessis once he was of age.  Lizy 

successfully persuaded Henry II to transfer the benefices to d'Isque.   

Thanks to the efforts of Lizy and d'Isque, the family succeeded with this phase of 

the plan, but the strategy fell apart when d'Isque died two years later before he turned the 

benefices over to Duplessis.  At d'Isque's death, a rival, Monsieur d'Estrée, persuaded the 

king to reverse the decision and took possession of the benefices himself.  Bertin had 

previously passed land to the boy using family members and clients to broker the deals.  

He failed to secure his ecclesiastical benefices for Duplessis; they slipped from the 

family's grasp.  In the words of Duplessis's wife Arbaleste, "they passed out of the 

Mornay family."169 

168 Nominated by Henry II in 1551.  Sainte-Marthe, Piolin, and Hauréau, eds. Gallia Christiana,
1.159. 

 
169 "Cependant, pour la fascherie que recevoit monsieur de Buhy de la perte de son frère que qu'il 

aymoit fort, il ne voulut jamais que l'on luy parlast de résigner ses bénéfices, et le malade aussy ne s'en 
souvint et n'en parla aucunement, nonobstant la bonne volonté qu'il tesmoigna jusques à la fin leur porter, 
surtout au dit Philippes de Mornay pour lequel seul il testa.  Luy estant mort, feu monsieur de Lizy, 
archevesque d'Arles (de la maison de Monjay) qui leur estoit parent et bon amy, lors en credit à la court, se 
employa si bien que ses bénéfices furent donnés par le feu Roy Henry à feu monsieur Disgue, chancelier de 
la Royne Elénore d'Austriche en leur faveur, lequel estoit leur oncle maternel, en espérance qu'ilz 
retomberoient en mains du dit Philippes; mais estant agé près de quatre vingts ans, à l'huere mesmes le 
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Although this deal failed, it provides a good example of a traditional strategy that 

the family employed to advance their interests.  The Mornay cooperated with "family" 

members that extended out several degrees in order to achieve a collective goal.  They 

carefully orchestrated a complex strategy involving multiple people, one designed to give 

them the best opportunity to secure their dynastic and financial desires.  They selected 

participants based upon their particular strengths.  In this case, they utilized members 

with impeccable Catholic credentials, ecclesiastical power and honor, and access to court. 

While the family failed in this particular case, they had followed strategies with 

which the extended family worked together and carefully exploited particular positions 

and power for centuries.  By all measures, the Mornays had used such strategies 

effectively and accomplished their financial and dynastic goals.  They acquired and 

amassed lands and assets by military service.  They diversified their interests by placing 

their offspring in various vocations: in the military, the government, the courts, and the 

church.  They successfully transmitted their lands and assets to their descendants, either 

directly to sons and daughters, or, when that possibility did not exist, to select relatives.  

Duplessis's childless great-aunt left him the land Duplessis-Marly, and his uncle Bertin, a 

childless cleric, left him the land Ouatimesnil.170 

Sieur d'Estrée, grand maistre de l'artillerie, en demanda la réserve au roy Henry 2, tellement que venant à 
mourir deux ans après sans les résigner au profit de ses petitz nepveux, ilz furent hors de leur maison." 
Ibid., 1.14-15.  Bertin had purchased other lands, such as Ouatimesnil in the Vexin near Buhy for the boy 
and charged Jacques's client Crespin Guaultrin with managing the land and its revenues until Duplessis 
came of age. Cf. Witt 1868-1869, 1.19-20. 
 

170 Testament of Bertin signed November 1556, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  Jeanne Beauvillier had 
left the boy the land Duplessis-Marly.  She left the land Du Plessis-Marly to the boy in her testament signed 
24 January 1550 AN MS 402 AP, fol. 5.  Françoise acted as the boys tutor, transferring the land to him two 
years later when he was nine years old.  "Arrêt du Parlement," 13 March 1558, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.; 
"Arrêt du Parlement," 4 March 1558, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 5.  Many of the documents hereafter cited are 
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The family participated in a second strategy: they placed a large number of family 

members in the ecclesiastical vocation.  This strategy was advantageous for several 

reasons.  It limited the number of their legitimate offspring because clerics tended to 

remain celibate and theoretically refrained from producing legitimate offspring.  Thus a 

family with large numbers of clerics had a smaller pool of potential inheritors and tended 

to grant those inheritors a larger and more concentrated degree of wealth.  For example, 

because Duplessis would be placed in the church, Jacques and Françoise could leave the 

vast majority of their lands to their eldest son Pierre.  Furthermore, because Bertin had no 

descendants, he left all of his lands to his nephew Duplessis and further consolidated his 

wealth by funneling it to this boy rather than spreading it out among other relatives. 

Placing family members in the church not only allowed the Mornay to limit their 

potential inheritors and to consolidate their wealth, it also allowed family members to 

acquire additional wealth from their ecclesiastical positions and thus created a parallel 

stream of patrimony.  For example, Bertin accumulated lands such as Ouatimesnil 

primarily with income generated from his ecclesiastical benefices.  Bertin not only 

wanted to leave Duplessis lands acquired through church incomes, but the benefices 

themselves that generated this money.  Such a course came with obligations; Duplessis 

would have to enter the ecclesiastical vocation himself, take the vows that his uncle had 

taken, and refrain from generating legitimate heirs that would dilute the patrimony.  

 
available as later copies, often errant or only indexed while missing the document, in the Cabinet des titres 
de la Bibliothèque nationale (Pièces originales 2057-2059, Dossiers bleus 473, Nouveau d'hozier 247).  I 
have used the originals held in the National Archives of France (AN MS 402 AP).  These originals are 
likewise in extraordinary disarray, held loose in folios according to no particular order. 
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Ideally, Duplessis would generate income from this revenue and acquire more land, and 

he would pass it and his benefices on to his own nephews, who would presumably take 

the same ecclesiastical vows. 

Once Duplessis was five years old, he left his nurse's house, and took his place in 

the château as a member of the family whose contribution to their dynastic interest would 

be determined.  At that time the family deliberated whether Duplessis should enter the 

church.171 The family decided upon this course and placed the child under the care of a 

priest from the nearby reform center of Beauvais who taught him to read and write and 

began to instruct him in Latin.  With this decision, Duplessis would follow tradition.  As 

the youngest son, he would enter the church and allow his older brother Pierre to inherit 

the Château Buhy and the title of Sieur de Buhy from their father Jacques.  Nevertheless, 

the family did not slavishly follow tradition.  Rather, members decided upon a particular 

course of action by weighing the merits on a case-by-case basis and selecting the option 

that promised the greatest benefits to their dynastic goals.  In this case, the substantial 

benefices available from Bertin made the decision easy.   

When the family made the decision to place Duplessis in the church, the members 

looked to more than numbers on a ledger; they did not pit financial interest over and 

against personal relationships between family members and shared affection.  Bertin had 

several nephews and could have spread his lands, assets, and benefices among them.  He 

nevertheless offered his entire estate (land, title, money, benefice income, and 
 

171 " Or, iceluy ayant été en la maison de ses père et mère soubs la garde de sa nourrisse eslevé 
jusqu'à cinq ans, luy fut baillé un Adrian, prebstre de Beauvais, pour commencer à luy aprendre à lire et 
escrire, et ses commencemens de la langue latine, car ilz se délibérènt de le faire d'Eglize." Witt 1868-1869, 
1.13-14. 
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ecclesiastical positions) to Duplessis because he liked the child.  Bertin had held the 

newborn infant Duplessis and promised to act as his spiritual father when he stood as his 

godfather.  By all accounts, he was very fond of Duplessis.  In this case, personal and 

affective dimension of family relationships reinforced dynastic concerns.   

In such instances, the affective element of dynastic strategies extended beyond the 

donor and recipient of a particular transaction.  When Jacques and Françoise asked Bertin 

to serve as the boy's godfather, they honored him.  They knew that by doing so they 

increased the odds that he would deal with Duplessis generously.172 Nevertheless, 

Jacques, Françoise, and Bertin shared a close relationship.  Jacques traveled across 

France to be with his brother at his deathbed for reasons other than financial advantage. 

 For Bertin's part, he wanted to keep his wealth in the family and he left the 

legacy in the hands of his nephew, his godchild and spiritual progeny.  When Bertin 

offered his entire estate to Duplessis, it made the decision easier for Jacques and 

Françoise to place Duplessis on the ecclesiastical path.  At the same time, had they 

refused Bertin's offer they would have utterly insulted their brother and friend.  By 

following this strategy the family had obtained significant wealth.  Ecclesiastical 

patronage had constituted a cornerstone of their medieval success.  The family also 

assigned specific roles to other children as the members skillfully administered their 

assets and offices in order to secure multiple goals. 

 
172 Jacques and Françoise also exercised this strategy in selecting her maternal aunt, Jeanne de 

Beauvillier, who possessed the land Du Plessis-Marly but had no descendents, as Duplessis's godmother.  
In this case they succeeded as she passed the land on to her godson.   
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In carefully managing land, assets, and roles, the Mornay participated in a greater 

phenomenon among the provincial nobility.  Certain scholars had denied the nobility the 

ability to strategically manage their wealth and dynastic concerns.  These historians 

portrayed the nobility as inept and unconcerned, more interested in hunting than in 

constructing portfolios.  They have tended to view the early modern noble from a post-

Revolutionary perspective.  They foresaw the downfall of the Old Regime at the hands of 

the more industrious, more concerned, and more motivated rising bourgeoisie, a vision 

reflected in their negative depiction of the ancient nobles.173 

There is evidence that nobles forsook ambition for personal pleasure.  For 

instance, when Arbaleste first introduced Jacques Mornay, she seemed to portray a 

nobleman disinterested in fortune.  She described him as a man with opportunities galore, 

yet one who was indifferent to court life and ambition and who preferred to retire to Buhy 

and attend to his horses and hunting.174 But Jacques was not an uninterested recluse.  He 

managed his son's fortune with a marked concern for advancing his fortunes. 

Some scholars have challenged the conception of the disinterested, opulent, and 

inept noble.  However, few of these scholars have focused on the French noble family, 

 
173 In looking back from his vantage point in 1977, William Weary surveyed the literature and 

concluded that at that time historians were just beginning to move away from these stereotypes of ancient 
nobility.  William A. Weary, "The House of La Tremoille, Fifteenth through Eighteenth Centuries: Change 
and Adaptation in a French Noble Family," The Journal of Modern History 49, no. 1 (1977): 1001-1038.  
Over a decade later, Kristen Neuschel looked back on progress made erasing these stereotypes but noted 
that as long as historians viewed clientage as mechanical and thus the nobility as  "economically desperate 
and hence a parasite on the state," rather than clientage as a dynamic facet of nobles' careful approach to 
wealth management, there is work to do.  Kristen B. Neuschel, Word of Honor: Interpreting Noble Culture 
in Sixteenth-Century France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), 1-4. 
 

174 Nevertheless, Arbaleste noted, "encor qu'il luy en fust offert beaucoup d'occasions." Witt 1868-
1869, 1.10. 
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and fewer still have worked from an archival backbone or followed a single family over 

an extended period of time.175 In a rare jewel of an article, William Weary provides one 

of the exceptions as he traces the fortunes of the family Trémoille, a family that boasts 

remarkable archival sources.176 The Trémoille and the Mornay shared lines of blood and 

patronage, had neighboring lands, and held both Protestant and Catholic members.  

Weary argues that, contrary to the previous generation of scholarship, the Trémoille 

carefully managed their fortunes by employing various family strategies throughout the 

sixteenth century, strategies that stood in marked continuity with those of the late Middle 

Ages.  Furthermore, by demonstrating significant flexibility and adaptation, the Trémoille 

were able to continue their success up until the Revolution. 

During the religious divisions of the sixteenth century, Weary notes that the 

Trémoille family split into distinct confessional groups.  It divided into a group of 

zealous Catholics such as Louis III Trémoille, a participant in the League, and groups of 

"ardent Huguenots" such as Louis III's son Claude, a "friend of Duplessis-Mornay and 

Agrippa d'Aubigne," and Claude's sister Charlotte, who married Henry the Huguenot 

prince of Condé.177 Nevertheless, Weary doesn't explore the formation of these religious 

 
175 Some examples of excellent studies of families throughout Europe include: James C. Davis, A

Venetian Family and its Fortune, 1500-1900: The Dona and the Conservation of their Wealth 
(Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1975); Mentzer, Raymond A. Mentzer, Jr., Blood and 
Belief: Family Survival and Confessional Identity among the Provincial Huguenot Nobility (West 
Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Press, 1994); Helen Nader, The Mendoza Family in the Spanish 
Renaissance, 1350 to 1550 (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1979).  
 

176 This family served as the patrons of both Mentzer's Lacger family and patrons and relatives of 
the Mornay.   This family's archival material are some of the best kept and organized. "Archives de la 
Maison de la Trémoïlle" AN MSS 1 AP.  Duplessis corresponds frequently with his cousins and patrons in 
this family, the majority of which is located in folios 343 and 345.  Weary, "The House of La Tremoille." 
 

177 Ibid., 1002. 
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divisions or their implications for the family fortunes but opts to describe the family as a 

unified whole.  He does describe the late medieval backdrop of the Trémoille.  According 

to Weary, the Trémoille began to diligently track their income, expenses, and gains and 

losses in detailed notebooks from the fifteenth century onwards and followed a careful 

management strategy "long before any so-called "bourgeois mentality" was supposed to 

have influenced the old nobility."178 

Weary cites careful management of lands and assets as evidence for his thesis that 

nobles exercised dynastic dexterity and financial acumen.  The Mornay follow this 

pattern.  While the Trémoille sources began in the late fifteenth century, those of the 

Mornay reach further back.  They kept such records dating from the mid-twelfth century 

and passed these accounts, in meticulously coded files typically composed and kept by 

professional archivists employed by the family, down to their descendants as their literary 

patrimony.  These accounts reveal the particular family strategies that the Mornay 

employed to advance their interests.  They exploited various strategies such as vocational 

diversity, beneficial marriage alliances, and inheritance flexibility, from the middle of the 

twelfth century. 

The earliest traces of the Mornay financial records portray a family already 

wealthy.  The family accumulated wealth at an accelerating pace throughout the late 

Middle Ages and received significant lands and monies as reward for their participation 

in the crusades.  André and Etienne Mornay first record the Mornay name in a charter in 

 
178 "Georges de La Trémoille−who regularly pillaged the royal treasuries, exacted ransom from 

cities and led his private army at will against personal enemies−prepared a detailed memorandum on estate 
management." Ibid., 1004.  
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1085, a decade before departing for the Holy Land at Pope Urban II's call in 1095.179 

One hundred and fifty years later, Guillaume Mornay followed family tradition and 

joined the Sixth Crusade (the second called by Saint Louis).  In order to meet the 

financial needs of such a voyage, Guillaume borrowed 500 pounds silver from two 

wealthy citizens of Genoa and promised that they would be paid upon his return or his 

lands forfeited along with his movable and immovable.  The kind brokered and 

underwrote the deal.180 King Louis did not do this for all of his knights, and his 

assistance to Guillaume demonstrates that Guillaume held a position of some importance.   

Guillaume returned and honored the debt, kept his lands and goods in the family, 

and received substantial financial rewards for his service.  After Guillaume, the Mornay 

no longer fought in the crusades, but they continued to amass wealth by following 

Guillaume's lead.  They continued to participate in the two dimensions of Guillaume's 

religious warfare, the ecclesiastical and the military.  The Mornay donated significant 

lands and money to various religious organizations and sponsored religious reform, 

 
179 The chart is found in AN MS AP 402, fol. 1. 

 
180 "Moi, Guillaume, seigneur de Mornay, chevalier, fais savoir à tous ceux qui ces présentes 

letters verront que, comme j'ai reçu en prêt de Joannino de Marnes et Lanfrancino Ceba, citoyens de Gênes, 
500 livres tournois, à leur render à Provins, à la prochaine foire de mai, mon très-cher seigneur l'illustre 
Louis, roi de France, sur mes prières et mes instances, a promis de payer lui-même ladite somme d'argent 
aux susdits citoyens ou à l'un d'eux, ou à tout porteur des présentes, bien et dûment accrédité par eux, s'il 
m'arrivait de manquer audit payement à la époque fixée ci-dessus; quant à moi, j'ai remis et livré en la main 
dudit seigneur roi toutes les terres que je possède en quelque lieu que ce soit, ma volunté et mon 
consentement étant que, si je n'ai pas rendu ladite somme d'argent au terme plus haute désigné, il retienne 
mes dites terres en sa possession, et en perçoive les fruits et revenues entièrement et sans obstacles, et 
même s'en prenne à tous mes autres biens meubles et immeubles, jusqu'à ce que laditte dette ait été 
entièrement acquittée.  En foi et pour sûreté de quoi j'ai fait sceller les présentes letters de mon sceau.  Fait 
au camp, près de Damiette, l'an du Seigneur mil deux cent quarante-neuf, au mois d'auôt." AN MS AP 402, 
fol. 13. 
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sometimes to commemorate their name, to aid their chances of salvation, or to testify to 

their piety.  Sometimes they donated in order to atone for their sins.   

Although the first records of the Mornay donating to their local abbey 

Fontmorigny came in 1150, the family had been offering such gifts for ages.  When 

Geoffroy Mornay and his wife Ildiarde gave the abbey a large portion of land, the act was 

passed with the consent and testimony of their relatives, such as their uncles Guillaume 

and Raoul, and followed the grants of their previous relatives, all of whom had been 

immortalized in stone in the abbey halls in appreciation for their gifts. 181 While 

Geoffroy and Ildiarde continued the tradition of giving to the abbey, their cousin Pierre 

became enamored of Bernard of Clairvaux and supported his work at the abbey, 

financially supporting the new Cistercian colony at Fontmorigny.  Other relatives 

supported Pierre's reformist agenda and continued to donate to the abbey, receiving honor 

in the form of effigy.  In 1152, a year before St. Bernard's death, Pierre and his wife 

Hodierne donated all of their lands within a specified area and the monks, in return, said 

prayers for their souls and hung a wooden representation of the Mornay arms in their 

structure.   

In this act, Pierre and Hodierne stated that they made this donation for "the cure 

of their souls," language typical of other donations made by the Mornay and other noble 

families.182 All accounts portray these two as deeply pious and religiously devoted.  The 

 
181 A later annotation in French described the limits of the land donated: "tout ce qu'ils possédaient 

entre le ruisseau de Saligny et le ruisseau de Godefroi."  AN MS AP 402, fol. 1. 
 

182 "Ego Petrus per Dei gratiam Bituricensis Ecclesiae Archiepiscopus, innotescere volo 
praesentibus pariter & futuris, quod Philippus de Mornaya, & soror eius Hodierna, pro remedio animae 
suae & antecessorum suorum, donaverunt per manum nostram Ecclesiae Fontismauriniaci, & Fratribus 
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Mornay gave significant lands and money to the abbey, including those that they had 

acquired as payment for their family members' service during the crusades.183 

Occasionally donations served functions.  For example, Philippe Mornay, Guillaume the 

Crusader's younger brother, had been excommunicated because of a legal dispute 

involving the details of donations he made to the abbey, but he was received back into 

communion after he contributed additional funds to the abbey.184 

Just as the Mornays gave money to the church, they also made money in the 

ecclesiastical vocation.  From Guillaume the Crusader on, each generation of the Mornay 

boasted high-ranking members of the clergy, typically bishops.  Often they used the 

ecclesiastical platform as a springboard to political positions and the family reached its 

highpoint with Philip the Fair.  Guillaume the Crusader designated his youngest son 

Pierre for the ecclesiastical life.  Despite his uncle Philippe's excommunication, the 

young Pierre quickly rose to become the archdeacon of Sologne, then almoner to King St. 

Louis, then an intimate advisor to Philip the Fair who helped place him as bishop of 

 
Domino ibidem servientibus, quidquid habebant in Andre ab haya de Ferraria usque ad Sallas, praeter 
partem suam quam habebant in bosco de Corpeis. . .  Actum est anno Incarnati Verbi millesimo centesimo 
quinquagesimo secundo, Pontificatus vero nostri duodecimo." AN MS AP 402, fol. 1.  "Bituricensis 
Ecclesiae Archiepiscopus" is the "Archbishop of Bourges" (Bituricense is Bourges).  Also note that 
although Hodierne is called Pierre's "sister" (soror eius Hodierna), she was his wife and the phrase must be 
understood in the sense of spiritual sister; the same holds true of the previous donation of Geoffroy Mornay 
and his wife Ildiarde. 
 

183 Pierre donated more land to the abbey in 1169, another cousin in 1254.  For a history and 
description of this abbey in Berry (in between Orléans and Clermont-Ferrand), see Baudrillart, Meyer, and 
Aubert, eds., Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, 17.983-85.   Family authors stated 
that numerous family members donated lands earned as the result of the crusades to the same abbey, 
forming a family tradition for generations.  "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay," AN MS 402 AP, 
fols. 1, 1.1-2. 
 

184 Apparently the dispute revolved around whether the original donation included specific woods 
considered dependant upon the land donated.  Moisand, Histoire abrégée de la maison de Mornay, 313-14. 
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Orléans in 1288.185 Seven years later, the king moved Pierre back to his side in Paris 

then placed him, with Pope Boniface VIII's blessing, as bishop of the more prestigious 

and lucrative seat of Auxerre.   

The cooperation between king and pope was limited from this point forward and 

the Mornay reaped rewards from the conflict.  The king and the pope locked horns over 

revenue and power in a series of the most spectacular exchanges since the contest 

between King Henry IV of Germany and Pope Gregory VII, which culminated in Henry's 

penitence at Canossa in 1077.  This exchange between Philip and Boniface ended 

differently.  While Boniface asserted temporal authority in the famous Unam sanctam,

French forces captured him and Philip gained greater control of the French church.  

Throughout the conflict, Pierre unflinchingly supported the king and journeyed to Rome 

in 1302 to negotiate on his behalf.  For his service and role in the victory, Philip named 

Pierre chancellor of France.186 

185 The entire third chapter (tome four) of the "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay," AN 
MS 402 AP, fol. 1 is dedicated to Pierre.  René Mornay, a descendant working from the ancestral literary 
patrimony, which includes many of the same documents now in public repositories and numerous others 
presumably in the hands of Mornay descendants, likewise devotes chapters to significant Mornay ancestors 
with extended quotations from original documents, such as Pierre, Bishop of Auxerre and Chancellor of 
France.  Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 30-41.  Papal bulls confirming each of Pierre's seats are in BNF 
MS Dupuy 417. 
 

186 Pierre led the 1302 assembly of French clergy at Notre-Dame, which supported King Philip at 
the expense of the pope, a crucial step in Philip's fight against Boniface's claims of temporal authority.  In 
his exchange with Philip, Boniface asserted this authority with his Unam sanctam, a document read by 
countless students of western civilization in which the pope asserts temporal authority.  Pierre was named 
chancellor, not vice-chancellor as Réne describes (ibid., 36.) when he was sent to Rome to negotiate with 
Boniface on behalf of Philip.  "Philippus Dei gratia francorum Rex dilecto & fideli nostro. . . Episcopo 
Antissiodorensi [Auxerre] salutem super prosecutione guerrarum nostrarum, facto monetarum, & aliis 
nostris quae in praesenti nobis incumbunt exequenda negotiis, honorem & statum nostrum, ac regni nostri 
deffesnionem & utilitatem Ecclesiarum & personarum Ecclesiasticarum non mediocriter tangentibus 
vobiscum deliberare volentes, ac de consilio vestro procedere in praemissis, mandamus vobis quatinus ad 
nos omnibus aliis postpositis & omissis parisus visis praesentibus personaliter accedatis, vestrum consilium 
impensuri, id omni difficultate, dilatione & excusatione rejectis nullatenus omittentes.  Actum apud sactum 
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Pierre was not the only chancellor of France in the Mornay family.  He took his 

nephew Etienne under his ecclesiastical patronage, placed him as dean of Saint-Martin de 

Tours, and supported his successful bid in 1313 to become chancellor to the count of 

Valois, Philip the Fair's brother.  Etienne negotiated peace for the king with Louis, the 

eldest son of the count of Flanders, an act for which Etienne was rewarded with the office 

of chancellor of France.  His uncle Pierre attempted to resign his bishopric of Auxerre to 

Etienne in 1330, but the bid failed because of a coordinated effort from his political 

enemies.  Nevertheless, Etienne retained his office of chancellor and served five kings.  

He returned to Fontmorigny, died, was buried in his monastic dress, and followed family 

tradition in leaving the abbey significant donations.  In return, the monks had his stone 

image placed therein for time immemorial.  Etienne left significant money and lands to 

his nephew, who would presumably succeed him in this family trade.187 

The Mornay continued to accumulate wealth by serving in the church, to offer 

nephews ecclesiastical patronage, and to pass lands and wealth to them throughout the 

late Middle Ages and even into the sixteenth century, as demonstrated with the exchange 

between Bertin and young Duplessis.  But the Mornay did not place all their proverbial 

eggs in the ecclesiastical basket.  The spiritual vocation was a cornerstone of their 

success, but it stood as only one leg under a platform of vocational diversity.  Guillaume 

 
Germanum in Laya die Martis post festum sancti Joannis ante portam Latinam anno Domini millesimo 
trecentesimo tertio." Letter from King Philip to Pierre, "Wednesday after the feast of Saint John," 1303, AN 
MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  Cf. Letter from Pope Boniface VIII to Pierre, 6 October 1297, BNF MS Dupuy 421. 
 

187 Pierre served the monarchs from Philip the Fair to Philip of Valois.  He purchased lands such 
as Odennay with his ecclesiastical income, then left this and others to his nephew Etienne.  As with Pierre, 
an entire chapter (the fifth, tome six) of the "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay" (AN MS 402 AP, 
fol. 1) is dedicated to Etienne; so too is a chapter of Réne's history (50-59). 
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the Crusader had fought under the banner of religion and launched his family on a 

trajectory that included successive clerics in each generation.  But when Guillaume 

crusaded, he fought and thus placed his family on another trajectory that each subsequent 

generation followed, with sword in hand.   

The direct descendants of Guillaume the Crusader obtained positions, transferred 

them from uncle to nephew, and held them through the reigns of multiple kings.  At the 

same time, the Mornay cousins were experiencing the same success in the military 

vocation, parlaying their service into governmental positions, and likewise passing these 

on to their descendants.  For instance, Guillaume Mornay, Sieur de Ranches, faithfully 

served five kings from Philip the Fair to Charles IV the Fair, and received substantial 

rewards in land, money, and other items for fidelity and success in military campaigns.  

Guillaume obtained the position of chevalier (knight) in an act from Charles the Fair in 

the first year of his reign, and sénéchal of Périgord, Cahors, and Quercy the same year.188 

Meanwhile, Guillaume's cousin Jean, the Sieur de Vulaines, also won the office of 

chevalier, along with money and lands, for his military service to the same kings.189 

Just as Guillaume fought for the French crown against rival kings, counts, and 

dukes, so too did his cousin Jean; the two literally fought side by side for Charles the 

Fair.  Jean's son, Jean, followed tradition and served his father's patron, the duke of 

 
188 For example, in one receipt for payment of services rendered dated 18 July 1317, Philip the 

Tall gave him a prized warhorse worth over two hundred pounds of silver, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  A 
Sénéchal served the court administering by a seigniorial jurisdiction responsible for "justice" and "war."  
Act of creation, 2 June 1323, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1. 
 

189 Réne claimed that the "tradition des Maisons" point to his death in Aragon, where he died at 
battle suppressing rebels. Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 27.  
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Burgundy, following him to battle at Cocherel against Charles of Evreux, king of 

Navarre, in order to secure the interests of the duke's father, King Charles the Wise of 

France.  Jean made his name in the battles with the English and faithfully followed King 

Charles' orders even while the duke of Burgundy took a different strategy.  According to 

Froissart, in 1380 King Charles wanted his troops to allow the English to pass on a road 

defended by the French and delay battle until a more opportune time.  The French under 

the command of the duke of Burgundy could not stand to see their adversaries march by 

unchallenged, and so they initiated the fight but were unsuccessful and scattered.  Jean 

Mornay stood his ground, remembered that he had given his pledge to the king to refrain 

from fighting, and was thus captured and eventually ransomed.190 

Despite Jean's riches and office, he had no direct male descendant to whom he 

could pass on his titles or place under his patronage, so he turned to his younger cousin 

Guillaume and placed him as chamberlain to his former employer, the duke of Burgundy.  

Although Jean placed Guillaume under his patronage and arranged for him to receive the 

office of chamberlain at the court of the duke, he was unable to pass his own office as 

chamberlain of France on to this his relative.  Other family members did achieve this goal 

and passed on their own offices, obtained through military service, to their descendants.  

Guillaume Mornay, Sieur de Ranches, had first obtained the office of sénéchal of 
 

190 "Toutesfois Jehans de Mornay ne se sauva pas, mais demora sus la  place en bon covenant, son 
pennon devant luy, et se combaty ce que durer pot, moult vaillaument; mais finablement il fu pris et X 
homes d'armes en se compagnie." Kervyn Lettenhove, de, ed., Oeuvres de Froissart. Chroniques, 25 vols. 
(Brussels: Devaux, 1867-1877), 9.255-56.  Jean was a rich prize; he had acquired much land through his 
military service.  Several proofs of nobility list his acquisitions through service as lands "of great value" 
including Voulton and Trainel, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  He did not have to pay his own ransom.  On the 
king's orders, the duke paid Jean's English captors 1,500 pounds to hold him safe and 500 the following 
year for his release.  Jean, as reward for faithful service did not receive more land, but rather the title of 
chamberlain of France.   
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Périgord in 1322.  He successfully transferred the office to his son, Pierre Mornay, 

known as Pierre the Elder, who had already obtained the office of sénéchal of 

Carcassonne and Béziers.191 He had fought against the English in several battles 

recorded by Froissart, who named him and a cousin who was under his command.  Pierre 

the Elder had an extraordinary military career, serving in the armies of Bretagne, 

Xaintonge, Angoumois, Limousin, Périgord, Guyenne, Flandres, Courtray, and as a result 

eventually obtained the office of chamberlain of the king.192 

Pierre the Elder passed on the office of sénéchal of Carcassonne to his son Pierre 

the Younger.  Pierre the Younger received the position "in recognition of his services and 

those of his father," both of whom had fought in the wars of Guyenne.  He also obtained 

the office of chamberlain, not of France like his father but of Orléans, where his great 

uncle Pierre had served as bishop a century before.  Pierre the Younger successfully led 

troops to battle in Calais and received the governorship of the city of Orléans and the 

duchy of Orleans for his service.193 

191 Act of creation for Béziers, 22 March 1389, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1; for Carcassonne, 17 March 
1390, BNF MS ffr. 23271. 
 

192 The members of the Mornay recounted with pride that famous historians such as Froissart 
mentioned their relatives and ancestors.  Many of the proofs of nobilities from the fourteenth century on 
included specific citations in making their case that they were well-known nobilities and mentioned the 
Froissart's Chronicles as evidence (témoignages). (AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.)  Duplessis's Huguenot 
biographer, client, and relative, David de Liques, described these members of the Mornay in his work in 
glowing terms and further expanded the formula.  "L'autre branche est celle de Mornay que Froissard et du 
Tillet tesmoignent avoir esté honorés de grandes charges tant en paix qu'en guerre, et nomment entre les 
plus notables du Royaume, Philippe, Pierre, Guillaume et Jean de Mornay.  Ceste famille s'est espandue par 
toute la France, en Normandie, Beauvoisin, Champagne, mesmes Savoie.  Liques, Histoire de la vie de 
Messire Philippes de Mornay, 3.  The Catholic Réne made extensive use of Froissart and his accounts of 
other members of the Mornay such as Pierre the Elder and his military career.  Mornay, Vie de plusieurs 
anciens, 91-93. 
 

193 "Extrait des registres de Parlement," 1415, manuscript copy in sixteenth-century hand included 
in the appendix of proofs of nobility, sustains Pierre the Younger in the offices of Pierre the Elder, "pour 
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Just as the Mornay passed the offices of sénéchal and chamberlain to their 

descendants, they also transferred the office of governor to their relatives.  After putting 

down rebels in the town of Beauvais, Anceaume Mornay was captured at the battle of 

Poitiers in 1356, shipped to England, and ransomed by his father-in-law Jean de Melun, 

chamberlain of France.  While in captivity, Anceaume lost his land of Lioms in the 

French Vexin, but King Charles VII promised to restore it to Anceaume's grandson, 

Charles, in consideration for Anceaume's services against the English.  That never 

happened.  The land Lioms fell out of their hands; but the king rewarded Charles with 

other lands, money, and offices, including the governorship of the French Vexin.  When 

Charles died in battle in 1450, his son Jean not only retained the office of governor of the 

French Vexin but also succeeded in reclaiming the territory of Lioms.194 

The Mornay received substantial offices, lands, and assets as rewards for their 

military careers, partially because they chose the winning side in most conflicts.  As 

clerics they used their spiritual staffs to support the king against the pope; as soldiers they 

used their swords to defend the French crown against the English, the Spanish, and rival 

claims to the throne.  But on occasion such allegiance proved counterproductive.  When 

the dauphin was rallying nobles to fight against his father Charles VII, he solicited Jean, 

the governor of the French Vexin, but Jean remained fiercely loyal to the king.  When the 

 
reconnoissance de ses services, & de ceux de son pere, ayant été tous deux long temps occupez à faire les 
guerres de Guyenne," along with titles and dates obtained.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 4. 
 

194 "Ce monarque promit de lui restituter les biens que ses ancêtres avaient autrefois possédés." 
Moisand, Histoire abrégée, 341. 
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dauphin took the throne as Louis XI, he remembered Jean, imprisoned him, and deprived 

him of his governorship and lands; the family never recovered either.195 

Although Jean lost these, his descendants took pride in the fidelity that he had 

shown the king.  Françoise Du Bec told this story to young Duplessis before he left on his 

grand tour of Europe and implored him to follow Jean's honorable example.  Jean's 

descendant, Charles Mornay, took comfort in his ancestor's righteous defiance of the king 

when Charles professed the Reformed faith and fled the realm.  Charles stopped in 

Sweden and remained faithful to King Erik XIV, turning down an offer to serve Erik's 

brother, who subsequently took the throne.  As a result, Charles lost his land in that 

country.  Unlike his ancestor Jean, Charles' descendants recovered the land when 

Duplessis successfully intervened on their behalf.196 

Aside from church and the military, the Mornay practiced a third vocation by 

means of which they generated wealth.  While Pierre Mornay, the bishop of Auxerre, was 

serving Philip the Fair, chancellor of France, and Guillaume Mornay, Sieur de Ranches, 

was leading troops for him against the English, their cousin Philippe Mornay, Sieur 

Villiers-Haguenon, occupied a seat in his parlement and served as a lawyer.197 The 

 
195 Réne, Moisand, and Ambert, another commissioned by Jules Mornay, Réne's descendent, all 

cited the same document, word for word, in which Jean rejected the dauphin's solicitations. Ambert, 
Duplessis Mornay, 24-26; Moisand, Histoire abrégée, 341-42; Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 108-09.  
This document was never deposed in the repositories and is probably part of the collection still in Mornay 
hands. 
 

196 Réne mistakenly called Charles "Philippes." Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 110-17.  One of 
the reasons that noble families valued memory and kept records was because they had a lot to remember 
and protected their wealth by doing so as illustrated in this episode. 
 

197 Philippe, Sieur Villiers-Haguenon, oversaw the Jewish expulsion from Normandy in 1317 and 
traveled to the Avignon papacy in order to negotiate the dissolution of the marriage between Charles the 
Fair and Blanche de Bourgogne.  Ibid., 46-50. 
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family continued to place members in positions as counselors, clerks, and lawyers 

throughout the successive generations.  When Duplessis married Charlotte Arbaleste and 

aligned with the family Arbaleste, which boasted lawyers for several successive 

generations, he further incorporated the legal profession into his family's fortunes.  He 

was not being innovative but following family tradition.  Duplessis, as his ancestors, 

seamlessly united the sword and the legal robe.  

The Mornay passed offices and assets from generation to generation by selecting 

specific individuals to enter certain vocations, sometimes by aptitude, but usually 

according to order of birth and opportunity.  Traditionally, the eldest son inherited the 

familial title and the ancestral land and the military calling and command.  Families 

tended to designate the youngest son for life in the church.  The Mornay may have relied 

more heavily on the church for wealth than other families.  They often placed their 

second eldest son in the church, rather than gambling on having another boy.  Jacques 

and Françoise had another son after Duplessis, but at the time when Bertin offered the 

benefices, Duplessis was the youngest.  By placing Duplessis in the church, they took no 

chances in continuing their ecclesiastical success.  For over three hundred years before 

Duplessis stood ready to enter the church, the family had followed a strategy of turning 

their title and ancestral lands over to the eldest son, placing the second son in the church, 

and finding something else for any younger sons to do, either in the army, or in the 

courts.  From the first records of multiple children with Guillaume the Crusader, the 

Mornay followed this pattern in almost unbroken succession down to Jacques and 

Françoise.   
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While the Mornay tended to follow a definite pattern, assigning specific roles to 

sons based on the order of their birth, members participated in more than one domain.  

They used one vocation as a springboard for greater ambition.  The family tended to 

achieve the most success with the ecclesiastical platform.  Guillaume the Crusader's 

second son, Pierre the bishop of Orléans, and then of Auxerre, obtained the office of 

chancellor of France.  Pierre, in turn, sponsored his nephew Etienne, the dean of St. 

Martin de Tours (the second son of his elder brother), who obtained the same office.   

Even though some members practiced more than one vocation, the Mornay tended 

to follow the strategy of vocational diversity very strictly and rarely departed from it.  

Vocational diversity allowed them to broaden their spheres of influence, minimize risk, 

and pool diverse resources, consolidate land, and maintain their patrimony.  By limiting 

the ancestral lands to the eldest son, the Mornay accumulated wealth throughout the 

centuries.  They accumulated it more rapidly by concentrating it in the hands of one of a 

few children than they dissipated it by sharing it with multiple children.  Thus, careful 

management of the number of children was of paramount importance.  Ideally, the 

system left the vast bulk of land for the eldest son, as the second entered the church, and 

the youngest, if there were one, fended for himself, receiving token land from the family, 

perhaps acquiring supplemental land from military deeds or service at the court of a 

provincial lord as did Errard, the youngest son of Guillaume the Crusader.   

Of course, the Mornay had both sons and daughters.  For the most part daughters 

were dynastic liabilities.  The family tended to designate them for the religious vocation 

and frequently placed them in convents.  As nobles, they rose to the position of abbess.  
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Aunts frequently passed this office on to their nieces under their own monastic 

patronage.198 

Placing a daughter in a convent freed the family from having to generate a dowry 

(dowries were typically no larger than the token land allotted the youngest son).  Family 

members may have made a gift to the convent but that was a better option than marrying 

their daughters because to have had to create a dowry would have further dissipated the 

family's wealth and fragmented its assets as it married into new blood and produced heirs.  

When no sons survived, daughters could carry the ancestral lands and titles.  If these 

daughters had married they would have carried the family's wealth away.  The Mornay 

tended to take another route.  If a given line had no male, the eldest member of that line 

typically donated his titles, land, and rents to the next eldest member of the closest line, 

usually his brother. 

 
198 The Mornay tended to place their daughters in Cistercian nunneries, following the tradition of 

their ancestors who sponsored Bernardine reform, or else Ursuline.  The family members did positively 
describe their women with vocations in the church often in the same breath that they mentioned their male 
counterparts.  For instance, one of the family's manuscripts, typically entitled, Extrait Genealogique de La 
Maison De Mornay, described Duplessis's relatives in the church and speculated about the influence that 
such as tradition would have on Duplessis.  "Qui aurais cru, d'ailleurs, que l'enfant pas devenir autre chose 
qu'un bon catholique?  Son oncle paternal, Messire Bertin de Mornay, qui fut aussi son parrain, était grand 
doyen de Beauvais et abbé de Saumur-au-bois, près de Boulogne.  Il avais un oncle maternal evesque de 
nantes, et une tante, Blanche de Mornay, religieuse à Maubuisson . . . telle parenté."  MS 402 AP, fol. 1.  
Probably the most famous nun in the family, who received the greatest honor from family members was 
Marie Mornay.  This was Duplessis's great-niece (Pierre's granddaughter), the last of the eldest Mornay line 
who left Château Buhy to Duplessis's descendant Philippe Jaucourt.  René wrote her life as an example of 
this rich tradition of monastic piety among women in their family.  René de la Villetertre Mornay, La Vie 
de Mademoiselle de Buhy (Paris: Lambert Roulland, 1685).  Almost every daughter after from the house 
Montchevreuil, the house of Réne, was placed in the Ursuline nunneries, often in the same location such as 
Gisors.  Even into the seventeenth century they were placed into nunneries at their baptisms.  For example, 
Charles Mornay-dit-Chenu placed his first daughter Catherine then his next daughter Suzanne in the 
Ursuline community at Gisors (where they served with their aunts, both at their baptisms).   Baptismal 
certificates and entrance to Gisors, 10 September 1647 and 11 June 1653, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  
Duplessis's Huguenot descendants were placed in Ursuline communities as part of their re-education in the 
wake of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.  Amiée Jaucourt and her sisters, for example, were placed in 
the community at Bourges in 1695. AN MS O1 39 fol. 105. 
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When a man without a male heir left his patrimony to his brother rather than his 

daughter, the daughter and her husband typically challenged the act.  For example, Jean 

Mornay had purchased several lands before marrying Marie d'Amily, a near relative of 

the countess of Flandres and Artois.  They produced only one child, a daughter, 

Marguerite, who likewise married a Flemish man Jean d'Havesquerque.  Jean Mornay 

gave one of his lands to his daughter.  He opted to give the remainder of his patrimony to 

his paternal relative.199 Marguerite and d'Havesquerque immediately sued to gain the 

lands Jean that had donated to his Mornay relative.  Jean argued that he was simply 

giving the lands to an impoverished relative, in consideration of his name so that he 

might live a life worthy of his rank, a view echoed by the later Mornay descendants.200 

Jean Mornay probably wanted to keep his new wealth in Mornay hands and out of 

foreign control.  In any case, Jean successfully defended himself and his donation to his 

paternal relative.   

The Mornay not only managed their wealth by carefully selecting their inheritors 

in an attempt to keep land and assets in the family, they also fought in order to retain or 

reclaim their property.  They appealed to the courts when necessary, such as with the 
 

199 Jean had acquired several lands.  According to Réne, "En 1377, il acheta la Terre de la Motte 
Tilly, des executeurs testementaires de Guillaume de Melun, Archevêque de Sens, l'Artillerie qui étoit dans 
la Forteresse & plusiers autres meubles.  Oudart de Trenel luy vendit ensuite la Terre, Justice & Chatellenie 
de Trenel, avec toutes ses apartenances. . . il acquit encore dépuis la Terre du Plessis Poil-Chien." Mornay, 
Vie de plusieurs anciens, 74.  Jean gave only the land Trenel du Plessis Poil-Chien to his daughter, turning 
the rest of his patrimony over to his cousin Guillaume.   
 

200 Réne offered an editorial comment on the event: "Quoy qu'il en soit, cette donation eût des 
fruites comme nous verrons cy-aprés, & les sentimens se trouverent partagés selon les differens interests 
ausquels chacun prenoit part; cependant j'estime que si on peut avoir quelque consideration pour ceux de 
son nom, ce doit être plûtôt en faveur de ceux qui sont dans l'éclat & dans l'abondance; car il est plus 
honteux de souffrir que nos proches soient dans la poussiere, que de contribuer à l'élavation de ceux qui 
sont déja dans l'honneur & ont dequoy soustenire leur rang." Ibid., 74. 
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exchange between Jean and his daughter Marguerite.  They also directly appealed to the 

king, as did Anceaume Mornay, Sieur de Lioms, when he lost property during his English 

captivity, and his descendant Jean succeeded in recovering it, thanks to royal 

intervention.  Likewise, when Charles lost property in Sweden, his descendant, working 

with Duplessis, recovered it, likewise thanks to royal intervention.  They also sued and 

appealed to royal favor in order to obtain and retain positions and offices.201 

Only rarely did the Mornay dispute among themselves over land, and even then 

these disputes tended not to interrupt their dynastic drive.  Typically, these conflicts 

occurred in the rare case when male members had only female heirs and they attempted 

to pass their patrimony to male relatives, such as with Jean and his daughter Marguerite.  

Other disputes tended to revolve more around the timing of succession than whether an 

heir would succeed.  For instance, while Pierre, sénéchal of Périgord, was absent fighting 

the English, his son contracted a marriage that required him to take possession of the 

ancestral land from his father.  His father acquiesced to an early succession after a 

dispute, and he received an endowment and pension for his cooperation.  Despite hurt 

feelings the land made its way into the eldest son's hands. 202 

The Mornay fought to protect their patrimony and strategized to keep from losing 

it to other families through their daughters.  They also attempted to obtain wealth from 
 

201 For instance, Pierre's son sued in order to obtain the office of Lieutenant, a position that he was 
granted and one that not only gave him greater honors but an additional six thousand pounds of silver.   
"Par ces moyens & autres que vous Monsieur sçaurez trop mieux supplier, conclude ledit sieur de Buhy au 
payement de la somme, avec l’interest du jour de la demande & aux despens." "Factum," 3 February 1620, 
AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.   
 

202 Jean and his wife did grant Pierre a pension.  "Il est vray que le fils & la belle fille luy creérent 
une pension de deux cens livres d'or." Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens seigneurs de la maison de Mornay 
avec leur généalogie, 92-93. 
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other families through strategic marriage alliance.  The Mornay were wildly successful at 

gaining land by marrying wealthy heiresses.  From their first marriage records, when 

Guillaume the Crusader's eldest son Jean married Isabeau de l'Isle, he acquired a rich 

heiress who brought land into the family.  They continued this tradition in unbroken 

succession for seven generations after Jean's marriage to Isabeau and the eldest line 

netted the lands La Salle, St-Germain-sur-Indre, Ambleville, Buhy, Coucy, St. Phal, and 

Duplessis-Marly.203 

The Mornay were unusually successful in acquiring land through this marriage 

device.  Several wealthier noble families failed to come close to emulating the success of 

the Mornay.  No other family obtained land through marriage over eight continuous 

generations.  The Mornay even surpassed their peers and patrons in the sixteenth century 

in this regard.  Neighboring families and distant relatives had a difficult time landing a 

single piece of land in this manner.204 

The Mornay were successful for three reasons.  First, their success fostered more 

success.  They successfully acquired lands through sons in multiple vocations, who 

funneled wealth back into the family, often with two threads of inheritance (ancestral 

land from father to son; land acquired through ecclesiastical income from uncle to 

nephew) operating in parallel.  They moved lands and wealth from terminating lines to 

the nearest male relatives and assiduously retained wealth within the family by passing it 

from branch to branch when necessary.  They also limited the number of their potential 
 

203 The Mornay kept a thorough inventory of lands acquired through marriage "Notice 
Généalogique sur la famille de Mornay, alliance," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1.   
 

204 Cf. Joan Davies, "The Politics of the Marriage Bed: Matrimony and the Montmorency Family, 
1527-1612," French History 6, no. 1 (1992): 92. 
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inheritors by placing their daughters and younger sons in the church, thus consolidating 

their patrimony for their eldest son and making them more financially attractive marriage 

partners than their peers.   

Second, the Mornay targeted heiresses for their marriage partners.  Duplessis's 

wife Arbaleste includes a plethora of personal details when she mentions almost any 

individual in her accounts, but when she describes the wife of Duplessis's eldest brother 

Pierre, Sieur de Buhy, Arbaleste mentions one thing: she is an only daughter, a rich 

heiress with extensive lands.205 The Mornay tended to choose heiresses whose land came 

from their mothers.  This presumably decreased the likelihood the heiress' father, who 

had not held the land, would sue the Mornay when his daughter passed her land on to the 

Mornay children.  By selecting these heiresses, the Mornay gained the majority of their 

lands, and perhaps their biggest prize, Château Buhy.  In 1449, Charles Mornay, 

Duplessis's great-great grandfather, married Jeanne de Trie, daughter of Louis de Trie, 

admiral of France, an extremely rich heiress who possessed numerous lands including 

Buhy, inherited from her mother Catherine de Florigny.206 

Third, the Mornay showed extreme flexibility in order to gain a marriage with 

heiresses; they did whatever it took.  For instance, Péronne Chenu was no ordinary 

heiress.  She held the land of Montchevreuil in the French Vexin, the only rival to 

Château Buhy, along with a host of other lands that she stood to inherit not only from her 
 

205 "L'ainé est messier Pierre de Mornay, seigneur de Buhy, etc., marié avec dame Anne d'Enlezy, 
seule héritière d'une bonne maison de Bourbonnois, et duquel le père avoit beaucoup de bien en Normandie 
dont elle a hérité." Witt 1868-1869, 1.13.  Marriage contract signed 14 April 1568, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.   
 

206 Marriage contract signed 23 April 1449.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 3.  Jeanne had inherited the land 
from her mother "Généalogie des seigneurs de Trie," Ibid.. 
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parents but also from her cousin and his wife.207 Guillaume was a younger son; his eldest 

brother Philippe (Duplessis's great-grandfather) would inherit Buhy.  At first glance 

Guillaume had little chance to land the rich heiress Péronne Chenu, perhaps the greatest 

prize since Jeanne de Trie, who gained his family Château Buhy.  But Guillaume offered 

Péronne's father something that none of the other suitors dared: he promised to change 

his name to "Chenu" and bear their arms in order to keep the Chenu name and line alive.  

The gambit worked, the Mornay family acquired the lands, and Guillaume and his 

descendants were henceforth known as "Mornay-dit-Chenu." 

Péronne Chenu passed the land on to the Mornay children, who now formed their 

own house.  Since her husband Guillaume was a younger brother, their descendants did 

not follow the eldest Mornay line but rather formed their own house, the Mornay-

Montchevreuil, taking their name from the greatest parcel (Montchevreuil) that Péronne 

brought to the family.  The eldest Mornay sons married heiresses, but so too did many of 

the younger sons, such as Guillaume who married Péronne, thus forming the numerous 

houses in the Mornay family including the Ambleville, the Villarceaux, and the 

Abbeville.208 When the family obtained land through marriage, they could acquire 

another source of income, they could consolidate their patrimony for the eldest son, and 

they could endow younger sons with the land the heiress brought to the family as mothers 
 

207 Péronne was the sole inheritor of her parents, Jean Chenu, Sieur de Montchevreuil and 
Labbeville, and of Nicole de Guiri as well as her childless cousin Martin Chenu.  Marriage contract signed 
16 January 1521, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  
 

208 Their eldest son, Pierre, took the name Mornay-Montchevreuil, their second son the land 
Ambleville, which Péronne had also inherited from her father.  Bouchard Mornay married Jeanne des 
Essarts, who brought the land Ambleville to Charles, who married Jeanne de Trie.  Their eldest son Jean 
took Buhy, while their other son Guillaume took the name Ambleville.  Guillaume's eldest son Jacques 
married Madeleine Pilavoine who brought the land Villarceaux to the family. 
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left those lands to their Mornay children.  For instance, Duplessis's eldest brother 

received Buhy and Duplessis received the land Duplessis-Mary and its title, which his 

mother brought to the family. 

As the Mornay acquired land through marriage, they produced houses, lines 

sprung from younger sons, with independent territories that did not tax the ancestral 

patrimony.  Such marriages allowed them to broaden their geographical domain, move 

from region to region, and further expand their circles, clientage, friendships and 

financial opportunities.  Like many other families, the Mornay intermarried with relatives 

in an attempt to converse and further consolidate their patrimony.209 Thus, the family 

formed a tight web bound by blood and allegiance in specific areas such as near 

Fontmorigny, in Orléans, or throughout the Vexin.  But the family dominated regions at a 

local level while attempting to achieve dynastic goals on a much larger stage.   

By the sixteenth century, the Mornay family defined itself as an international 

entity with "family" in Sweden, Italy, England, and throughout France.  They traced their 

roots to ancestors who had fought throughout Europe and settled over a broad 

geographical range and formed these specific tightly knit pockets throughout France.  

When family members gained significant positions at a national level, such as the 

chancellors of France, they moved throughout the country and tended to reside in Paris.  

Younger sons in the ecclesiastical vocation also held territory in various areas, they often 
 

209 For example Guillaume, Mornay-dit-Chenu's nephew, who inherited Buhy, married his cousin 
François, a frequent occurrence.  The family des Essarts intermarried with the Mornay multiple times from 
the fourteenth to the seventeenth century.  It was so closely interwoven that it is not possible to discern the 
precise links between them.  Duplessis was also related to the family Rohan on both his father and mother's 
side and previously and Duplessis and Arbaleste shared numerous relatives, such as Lizy, the archbishop of 
Arles. 
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bought lands near their current ecclesiastical assignments, and they passed on the local 

office and the neighboring lands to their dynastic successors.  Often, a cleric had lands 

scattered throughout France near various assignments, like Bertin, who offered Duplessis 

land in the Vexin near Buhy, near Beauvais in Picardy, and near Saumur-au-Boz in the 

Loire valley. 

When the Mornay acquired land through marriages, they not only expanded their 

geographical domains, but they consolidated power in particular regions.  For instance, 

the Mornay had maintained lands in the French Vexin since time immemorial.  They held 

land in other regions as early on as Guillaume the Crusader, but they considered the 

Vexin their ancestral homeland.  In their family myths, they settled in the Vexin after 

migrating up from Rome after its fall to the barbarians.210 They had a firm presence in 

the Vexin for generations and even obtained control over the region as governors. 

However, the family only began to dominate the region when they married 

heiresses and acquired the heiresses' lands in the region.  Two generations before 

Guillaume married Péronne Chenu and obtained her numerous lands, Bouchard Mornay 

married Jeanne des Essarts, who brought the land Ambleville to the family.  Their son 

Charles married Jeanne de Trie who brought the neighboring land Buhy and its château 

under Mornay control.  He passed the dominant land, Buhy, on to his eldest son Jean and 

give Ambleville as a token land to their younger son.  This son, in turn, married the 

 
210 An untitled manuscript written in a sixteenth century hand describes the origins of the Mornay 

family.  The myth is not chronologically oriented but contains specific elements such as their ancestor's 
(named Leo, hence the Lion that adorns their family arms) residency in Rome, his quest to fight barbarians, 
and his settling in the Vexin, from where they began their familial conquest of France. AN MS 402 AP, fol. 
3. 
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heiress who held the land Villarceaux, which stood between Buhy and Ambleville, 

bringing the region under their control.  

The Mornay further solidified their hold on the region by trading lands among 

siblings to keep family members in the Vexin.  For instance, Charles and Jeanne de Trie 

gave the dominant land Buhy to their eldest son Jean; they gave a younger son André a 

token land named Vaux, a half-day's ride south of Paris; and they gave their youngest son 

another token land, named La Chapelle-la-Rein, which lay in the Vexin.  When their 

youngest son died, Jean took possession of the land La Chapelle-la-Rein.  Since André 

had no land in the Vexin, he exchanged Vaux with Jean and took possession of La 

Chapelle-la-Rein.  This allowed André to make his residence in the Vexin near his 

brother's estate in Buhy.211 

But the Mornay also exchanged lands to consolidate their territory.  For example, 

André had no heirs.  His eldest brother Jean had died, and so he turned the land La 

Chapelle-la-Rein over to Jean's eldest son, Philippe (Duplessis's grandfather) in order to 

consolidate the patrimony under the care of the eldest member of the direct line.  While 

La Chapelle-la-Reine lay in the Vexin, another land, La Chapelle-en-Vexin, lay 

immediately next to Buhy.  Philippe sold La Chapelle-la-Reine in a deal that allowed him 

to acquire La Chapelle-en-Vexin and solidify family control over all the territory along 

the river Epte bordering Château Buhy.  

 
211 The exchanges are reflected in their titles, as well as their various proofs of nobility (AN MS 

402 AP, fol. 1) that bear both original descriptions of the lands and exchanges as well as annotations 
concerning the exchanges next to the descriptions of the individuals.  Genealogists such as Moisand 
occasionally noted these exchanges in passing: "André, baron de Vaux, qui fit échange de la seigneurie de 
La Chapelle-la-Rein, en 1499." Moisand, Histoire abrégée, 71. 
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The Mornay balanced competing goals, such as local dominance and geographical 

expansion.  They also held together divergent tensions within their dynastic program.  In 

his "Making of the Medieval Family," David Herlihy describes the "symmetry, structure, 

and sentiment" of the medieval noble family.  Among his theses, he claims that a change 

occurred with the medieval noble family during "the central Middle Ages (approximately 

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries)."212 According to Herlihy, "a new kinship system, 

agnatic or patrilineal in basic design, came to be superimposed upon an older system, 

especially a cognatic or bilineal" one.  

In the earlier system, the family goal "was the preservation of the bilineal descent 

or kin group."  In other words, "strands of relationship run through both men and 

women."  This older system  "assumes that women, as authentic kin, also enjoy rights of 

inheritance."  It tends to be "ego-focused," as "all lines stretch out and are measured from 

the place that the ego holds in the descent group."  Thus in each generation a new family 

member occupies the position of ego as the limits of family, restricted in precise degrees, 

are constantly redefined as the new generation pushes out the old. 

The newer system, agnatic and patrilineal, "increasingly favored the interest of a 

single son, usually the eldest."  The new family now held the goal of "the promotion of 

the agnatic lineage within it."  It is "ancestor-focused" and "traces its line of descent back 

to a particular ancestor."  In this system, "the family" grows with every generation and 

"members are never lost" as "solidarity is proclaimed through the adoption of an agnatic 

 
212 The following summary and quotations are drawn from Herlihy's discussion of this particular 

thesis (pages 122-124) among the many topics he explores in his article. David Herlihy, "The Making of 
the Medieval Family: Symmetry, Structure, and Sentiment," Journal of Family History 8 (1983): 116-30. 
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family name, a coat of arms, mottoes, and sometimes even a mythology."  With the new 

system "daughters and their offspring" are excluded from the "lineage."  

According to Herlihy, the new system did not "replace" the older.  Rather, the 

new system was "superimposed" upon the old.  Therefore a family attempted to 

simultaneously follow different sets of rules in order to obtain divergent goals.  Because 

the sources began in the twelfth century, the Mornay remained silent about whether they 

changed their family structure and goals from the eleventh to the twelfth century.  From 

the twelfth century on, they evidenced both systems and revealed a tension between their 

competing goals very much as Herlihy predicts.   

By all measures, the family was wildly successful in balancing this tension and in 

accumulating additional wealth.  The Mornay were so successful because they worked 

together as a community to secure their dynastic goals.  The family cooperated in various 

exchanges throughout the late Middle Ages, something they continued to do so up into 

the sixteenth century as the family attempted to secure Bertin Mornay's benefices for 

young Duplessis.  Members cooperated with one another in order to further the family's 

collective interest and because members shared a common religion and affective bonds; 

Bertin had a special relationship with the boy who would succeed him, a bond sealed 

with a religious ceremony at Duplessis's baptism, where Bertin promised to act as his 

spiritual father.  All this would soon be challenged by religious pluralism. 

The Mornay considered the Vexin their ancestral residence and throughout the 

Middle Ages they had been building wealth there and rising to become a strong regional 

power.  They had established control over the region and consolidated their land in the 
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territory.  On the eve of the Wars of Religion, they had deep roots in a land with a rich 

religious and military history befitting their own.  From here they were be swept up in the 

ecclesiastical and military events of the sixteenth century and once again step forward to 

participate in religious and military affairs at the highest levels, exactly as their 

forefathers had done so often before.  However, their ancestral land also bore scars from 

religious and military conflict, something in which the Mornay had not only participated 

but also made their fortunes. 

On the eve of the Wars of Religion, things looked good from the windows of 

Château Buhy.  Jacques Mornay, the Sieur de Buhy and owner of the château, had 

married well.  He had followed family tradition and mated an heiress who brought in land 

for their younger son.  Far from the traditional caricature of the impoverished, 

disenfranchised noble, eager to expand his fortunes on the battlefield under the pretext of 

religion, Jacques's family fortunes had risen.  He had married a daughter of a vice-

admiral of France and the family had been doing well in all vocational realms.  Members 

obtained the offices of archbishop and chancellor, in France and throughout Europe.  

These family members continued to eagerly cooperate with one another in order to obtain 

greater wealth and safeguard their legacies.  

As the eldest son of the eldest line of the ancient Mornay, Jacques tended to 

follow his family's traditions, particularly those traditions that had served his relatives 

well for centuries.  The ecclesiastical vocation had been a cornerstone of his family's 

medieval success, and there was little reason to break from this tradition as he dressed 

Duplessis in the clerical garb that signified his destination in the church.  The extended 
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family had traditionally cooperated, they had shared religious bonds that sealed dynastic 

concerns and sustained affective relationships, and they had come to rely on the church as 

a source of patrimony.  But all of this changed.  Communities were split, antagonism 

replaced cooperation, relationships between family members were ripped apart, and 

loyalty to the church was replaced with rampant heresy.  The storm was brewing, but 

Jacques could not see it out on the horizon; the threat was in his own house.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MATRIX: RELIGIOUS SPECTRUMS 

For centuries, the Mornay had built their fortunes by working together as a 

community and passing land and offices to descendants in complex exchanges.  In 

chapter two this cooperation was explored.  The family worked together for collective 

goals united by bonds of affection and a common faith and the family relied on the 

church to build wealth.  In the sixteenth century, some of the Mornay converted to 

Protestantism.  This change split the family, threatened the cooperation necessary for 

dynastic success, jeopardized relationships between members, and excluded a portion of 

the family from a traditional and lucrative source of income: the Catholic Church. 

In this chapter, members of the Mornay converted and placed themselves in 

various locations in the spiritual landscape of early modern France.  In order to better 

describe this process, a model of religious France as a spectrum, replete with a variety of 

possibilities and programs, is offered.  Attempts of various parties to define the array 

according to their agendas are explored.  Then, the Mornay are placed within this model 

and their movement along the continuum described.  The manner in which family 

members changed their location on the spectrum according to dynamic contexts and goals 

is also examined 
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Conflict and the Continuum 

The Mornay had not amassed their fortune by easily giving up, but they faced a 

new challenge, one that they did not successfully meet.  Bertin had offered his benefices 

to Duplessis in 1556, when the boy was seven years old.  When that deal failed 

Duplessis's maternal uncle, Philippe Du Bec, the bishop of Vannes, stepped in.  In 1564, 

eight years after Bertin had tried to pass his benefices on to Duplessis, Du Bec upped the 

ante and offered not only a portion of his benefices but also the possibility of his 

bishopric.1

Du Bec genuinely liked Duplessis and selected the boy from among his numerous 

nephews to make him an astounding offer.  The bishopric generated incomes greater than 

even Bertin's benefices.  Having a bishop in the immediate family would bring them even 

greater honor.  Furthermore, in offering to take Duplessis under his wing, the young 

man's fortunes could extend further.  As Du Bec made his way up the ranks to larger 

bishoprics and even an archbishopric, Duplessis had the possibility of riding his uncle's 

coattails to great heights indeed. 

 And so when Duplessis declined the offer, three hundred years of tradition came 

to a halt.  The young man publicly dishonored his uncle and his family, damaged their 

reputation, and lost them an astronomical sum of money and the prestige of having a 

bishop in the family.  Worse still, Duplessis did not merely turn down the offer.  He did 

so because he was a heretic, publicly joining the Huguenot church. 
 

1 "Or monstroit [Philippe du Bec] d'aymer monsieur du Plessis son nepveu, et espérer de luy, et 
désiroit luy résigner partie de ses bénéfices, tellement qu'au commencement qu'il fut mis au college, on 
l'habilloit comme ceux prétendent à l'Eglize."  "Puis quelques jours après, [Philippe Du Bec] parla de luy 
vlouloir résigner son evesché." Witt 1868-1869, 1.18-19, 22. 
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 Throughout the Middle Ages, the Mornay enjoyed religious unity, a necessary 

component of the ecclesiastical patronage on which they built their fortune.  Duplessis's 

conversion broke down the process, cost the family wealth and honor, broke affective 

bonds and hurt feelings, and threatened the family's ability to continue their success.  At 

first glance, Duplessis's conversion from Catholicism to Protestantism appears fairly 

straightforward, a move from one camp to another according to the traditional portrayal 

of religious France.  According to this schema, "Evangelicalism," or "pre-reform," met 

royal resistance, and so individuals such as Du Bec remained in the Catholic Church 

while others such as Duplessis joined the Reformed churches.2 While it is tempting to 

 
2 Historians typically describe a period of religious "anarchy" in the years under Francis I. Lucien 

Paul Victor Febvre, Au coeur religieux du XVI siècle (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1968), 66.  This period of "pre-
reform" included individuals who may have been very far apart from Luther (e.g. Erasmus) and others 
closer to him (e.g. those surrounding Marguerite of Navarre and Guillaume Briçonnet).  For the breadth of 
this movement, see Augustin Renaudet, Préréforme et humanisme à Paris pendant les premières guerres 
d'Italie, 1494-1517 (Paris: Librairie d'Argences, 1953).  Mark Greengrass echoes Imbart de La Tour in 
claiming that this group shared a vision of reform within the Catholic Church.  Mark Greengrass, The 
French Reformation (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1987), 12.  In 1525 the Sorbonne shut down Briçonnet's 
experiment, and after 1534 and the affair of the placards, Francis I cracked down on dissent.  According to 
the traditional narrative, this group either reintegrated back into the Catholic Church or fled as refugees 
along with Calvin, to return as an organized alternative to the Catholic Church, thus creating an 
institutional ecclesiastical dichotomy and bifurcating religious France.  Frederic J. Baumgartner, France in 
the Sixteenth Century (New York: St. Martin's, 1995), 136-47; Greengrass, The French Reformation, 9-41; 
Holt, "Putting Religion Back into the Wars of Religion," 13-30. 

In this author's opinion, the best recent treatment of the historiographic landscape of France is 
Jonathan Reid's dissertation:  "King's Sister-Queen of Dissent: Marguerite of Navarre (1492-1549) and Her 
Evangelical Network" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Arizona, 2001).  Reid demonstrates that 
confessional interests helped establish the traditional typology; he then shatters the construct as he carves 
out a space for Marguerite, her circle, and their program.  In this present project, some of Reid's 
implications will be fleshed out, some of his conclusions built upon, and the map of religious France 
redrawn as a spectrum in order to offer a model capable of explaining the issues and events surrounding 
conversion in the Mornay family.  Nevertheless, Reid's work should be carefully distinguished from this 
present project lest his appear susceptible to the criticism that will follow this author's.  Reid does not posit 
religious France as a theoretical spectrum, but rather limits his analysis to carefully demonstrating that 
Marguerite and her circle represented an alternative to staunch Catholicism and the program of Calvin and 
the Huguenots.  In this present project, religious France is portrayed as a spectrum and his demonstration of 
Marguerite's alternative program is invoked as evidence of spiritual plurality.  Other movements such as 
Anabaptism and Radicalism and Gallicanism will also be considered in order to further broaden this 
plurality.  In this project, religious France as a spectrum is used as a model; such a heuristic or pedagogical 
tool is not reality, but a device that helps explain behavior addressed in this chapter. 
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accept this clear schema and move on to explore the motivations and mechanics behind 

conversion in the Mornay family.  Their motivations in converting and the mechanics of 

these actions can be better understood within a different framework.  

The exchange between Du Bec and Duplessis can best be explained with a model 

of religion as a continuum along which members moved from point to point.  Duplessis 

and Du Bec had originally stood together, not in a generic Catholicism, but on a 

particular location within the religious spectrum, a middle ground of Catholic reform.  

Duplessis converted, and Du Bec was enraged because each of them had left his common 

location on the spectrum and traveled on divergent trajectories towards opposite poles.  

This was the culmination of a process that involved numerous family members and began 

much earlier, at the hands of Du Bec himself.  Du Bec had handed his sister Françoise 

"certain books" that he had obtained "from England" when he acquired some of the 

reformist literature that merchants brought in from the sea and through the Vexin to Paris.  

These books sat on the shelves in the library at Château Buhy as Jacques and Françoise 

arranged for Duplessis to enter the ecclesiastical vocation.  Françoise began reading 

them.  She discussed the ideas they contained with her brother Du Bec, who "was 

awakened to the knowledge of some of the abuses of the Roman Church, and she spoke 
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with some freedom on the subject with his sister."3 After some time, she had "knowledge 

of the papacy's errors."4

Françoise tried to sway her husband Jacques's opinion on religion.  She urged him 

to examine both the need for practical and doctrinal reform in the Catholic Church.  She 

often spoke with him on the subject and sometimes he found her reading the Bible or the 

Psalms, or some other book, at which he did not at all show displeasure.  She was not, 

however, successful.  Rather, he warned her not to bring trouble upon him in light of "the 

cruelness of the times."5

Françoise was not successful with Jacques, but she took no chances with her 

children lest they followed their father's Catholicism and apathy towards reform.  She 

educated them in reformist doctrine while they sat on her knee, and she hired a 

professional to finish the job.  In 1556, Jacques and Françoise dressed Duplessis in garb 

signifying that he would lead a life in the church, and they attempted to secure Bertin's 

benefices towards that end.  At the same time, Françoise began asking well-known 

Parisian reformers to recommend an educator for her children.6 They referred her to one 

 
3 "Messire Philippe du Bec, évesques de Vannes et aujourd'huy de Nantes, avoit quelque 

congnoissance des abus et en parloit à madamoyselle de Buhy sa seur assez librement, Dieu s'estant 
mesmes servy de luy pour l'instruyre, par quelques livres qu'il luy avoit autreffois apportés d'Angleterre." 
Witt 1868-1869, 1.18 

 
4 "Or, y avoit-il six ou sept ans qu'elle avoit congnoissance des abus de la Papauté." Ibid., 11. 

 
5 "Elle ne laissoit touteffois de lui en parler par occasions, et quelquefois aussi il la touvoit lisant 

en la Bible, aux Psalmes ou en quelque autre livre, dont il ne s'offensoit point; seulement il l'advertissoit 
qu'elle ne le mist en paine vu la rigueur du temps." Ibid., 11-12. 
 

6 "Mais c'estoit mademoiselle de Buhy sa mère qui avoit mis paine par le moyen de monsieur 
Morel, homme docte et réputé de ce temps là, de le recouvrer, affin qu'ill commenceast d'heure à instruyre 
ses Enfans en la crainte de Dieu." Ibid. 15.  Morel was part of the Parisian pre-reform.  He studied under 
Erasmus and taught both the Huguenot Agrippa D'Aubigne and Henry d'Angoulême, son of Catholic King 
Henry II. 
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Gabriel Prestat, whom she employed as the tutor of Duplessis and his elder brother 

Pierre. 

Previously, Jacques and Françoise had placed Duplessis in the care of a priest 

who had taught him to read and write both French and Latin along with instructing him in 

Catholic doctrine.  This was the expected formation of one destined for the church.  

Prestat continued to educate Duplessis by teaching Greek and introduced him to ancient 

texts in Latin and Greek.  Prestat also taught him Hebrew and established him in the 

practice of reading the Christian Scriptures in their original languages.  Prestat gave the 

boy a theological education, expanding upon the reformist ideology with which 

Duplessis's mother had educated him.  But Prestat did not do so "openly," partially so as 

not to confuse the boy, and partially because he and Françoise conspired to keep this 

aspect of Duplessis's education secret from Jacques, "who was ignorant that his son's 

tutor was a Lutheran, as they were called at the time."7

Within the span of a few months, Françoise feared that Jacques catching on to her 

ruse and embarked upon a stratagem involving other members of the family.  In order to 

keep Jacques ignorant of the religion of the aforementioned Prestat and of the instruction 

that he was giving the boys, after Prestat and his students had lived at Buhy for a while, 

Françoise sent them all to the house of her elder brother where Prestat was well known 

and where her elder brother approved of the instruction given to his son and nephews.8

7 " Et ne luy en parloit touteffois aucunement, tant pour son bas aâge que par la crainte de 
monsieur de Buhy qui ignoroit que son précepteur feust luthérien (comme on les nommoit lors)." Ibid., 14. 
 

8 " et affin que monsieur de Buhy ne s'aperceust point de la religion du dit Prestat et de 
l'instruction qu'il leur donnoit, quand ses escholliers avoient été à Buhy quelques temps, mademoiselle de 
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Despite their efforts, by late 1557 Jacques discovered the conspiracy.  He responded 

forcibly.  He would no longer tolerate his wife's religious dissent but would do his best to 

fight those who threatened the religious and marital authority within his household.   

Jacques took Duplessis by the collar and dragged him to Paris.  He put the boy in 

the College of Lisieux, an institution known for its rigorous Catholicism and placed him 

under the care of a master who promised to give Duplessis an orthodox formation.  "This 

Maître Liberge was very devoted to the Roman religion and in his company he had a 

canon named La Chapelle who never let a day pass without having Monsieur Duplessis 

say his hours and vigils, and thus he filled the boy up with these that Duplessis practiced 

them very diligently from his own desire."  Aside from placing Duplessis in an orthodox 

environment and commissioning others to oversee the boy's spiritual education, Jacques 

took an active role in his son's theological formation.  "Journeying to Paris, [Jacques] 

carefully watched his son and begged him to grow up as an honorable man and daily 

attend Mass, in which the whole of religion appeared to consist."9

Duplessis's Catholic education lasted two years, until Jacques died and Françoise 

called him back to Buhy.  Françoise was now faced with rehabilitating her son.  She 

began by assigning him a reading list, one partially composed from the books that her 

brother Du Bec had obtained from England, which still sat on their shelves.  She included 
 
Buhy les envoyoit chez son frère aisné, monsieur de Bourry, qui le savoit bien, et trouvoit bon que son filz 
et ses nepveux fussent ainssy instruitz." Ibid., 16. 
 

9 "Maistre Marin Liberge, natif du Mantz, aujourd'huy docteur régent à Angers, qui, oultre ce qu'il 
estoit fort adonné à la religion romaine, avoit en sa compaignie ung chanoine nommé la Chapelle qui ne 
passoit joir qu'il ne feist dire à monsieur du Plessis ses heures et vigils; et l'avoit tellement nourry à cela que 
de luy mesme il s'en rendoit très songneux; monsieur de Buhy allant à Paris, le voyoit songneusement 
auquel il recommandoit sur tout d'estre homme de bien et d'aller tous les jours à la messe, en quoy sembloit 
alors consister toute religion." Ibid., 16. 
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other books printed in France.  She eased the boy's conscience by selecting a book 

acceptable to French Catholics, "a New Testament in both Latin and French, printed by 

Rouville of Lyons with the privilege of the king and with the approbation of the 

Sorbonne."10 

Since both the king and the Sorbonne approved the book, it presumably could not 

do any harm.  Thus, Duplessis obeyed his mother and took to the task.  He zealously 

studied in order to enlighten himself and prayed for the assistance of God.  The results of 

his study are best described in Duplessis's own words, as recorded by his wife Arbaleste: 

As [Duplessis] frequently read over the pericope, he perceived that purgatory and 
prayers to the saints were never mentioned; whereas, idolatry was explicitly 
forbidden, which discovery caused him to start to doubt other matters and to read 
more carefully, even other books, so that little by little he came to a true 
understanding of the sacrament of the Eucharist.  Thus by the grace of God, who 
had given him the desire to search for the truth, he investigated doctrine after 
doctrine, and from the instant that he was enlightened he resolved to no longer go 
to Mass although his mother still attended.  Soon after, and a little before the 
Colloquy of Poissy in 1561, God gave them all the grace in order to renounce 
idolatry and make open profession of the religion in which we all, with his 
assistance, hope to live and die.11 

After Duplessis studied theology, after he changed his beliefs, after he made his 

profession of the Reformed faith, he returned to Paris to finish his education.  Despite his 

 
10 "Il recouvra ung Nouveau Testament de l'impression de Rouville, de Lyon, latin et françoys, 

avec privilege du Roy et l'approbation de la Sorbonne, où il estudia très diligemment, et le leut plusiers 
foys, ayant désire de s'esclaircir et invoquant Dieu pour ester adressé." Ibid., 17-18. 

 
11 "Et comme il réitéroit la lecture, il remarquoit tantost que le pourgatoire et prières des saincts 

n'y estoient pas mentionnées, tantost que l'idolâtrie y estoit expressément défendue, etc.; ce qui le fit entrer 
en doute du surplus et lire plus songneusement, mesmes quelques autre livres, tellement qu'il vint peu à peu 
jusques à s'esclaircir du Sacrement de la Cène.  Et ainsy pièce à pièce, par la grace de Dieu qui luy avoit 
donné la volonté de chercher la vérité, y fut adressé; et de l'heure qu'il leût congnue, combien que 
madamoyselle sa mère allast encorres à la messe, se rézolut de la quitter, mais tost après, qui fut un peu 
devant le Colloque de Poissy, 1561, Dieu leur fit à tous la grâce de renoncer à l'idolâtrie et faire profession 
ouverte de la Religion en laquelle nous voulons tous, moyennant sa grâce, vivre et mourrir." Ibid. 
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"public" profession, Duplessis continually played the role of a good Catholic student.  

Although he never participated in "any act of idolatry," such as attending Mass, he never 

identified himself as a Huguenot or admitted to believing Reformed doctrine, which 

would have cost him his life even the very next year when the first War of Religion broke 

out.12 While Duplessis was in Paris, living under the pretense of Catholicism, Du Bec 

returned to resign his bishopric to the boy.  Duplessis refused and enraged his uncle and 

the Catholic constituency within his family; even his mother Françoise put up no 

resistance to the young man acquiring these lucrative rewards. 

Duplessis's conversion and the events surrounding it touch upon several issues 

and raise many questions.  The reform-oriented Mornay, either those who had already 

joined the Huguenot Church such as Françoise, or those who had advocated reform while 

remaining in the Catholic Church such as Du Bec, expressed outrage when Duplessis 

rejected the opportunity to become bishop.  Some family members were disappointed 

because Duplessis spurned such tradition, honor, money, and power, others including Du 

Bec were outraged because conversion was simply unnecessary.  Numerous members, 

including clergy such as Du Bec, had envisioned reform within the Catholic Church.  

They were upset with Duplessis not because he wanted reform or because he criticized 

both the doctrine and the practice of the Catholic Church, but because he was leaving the 

Church, as all heretics did, preemptively. 

 
12 "Il ne peut continuer que deux mois, parce que les troubles qui commencèrent alors en France 

(1562), furent cause qu'on le voulut contraindre en sa conscience." Ibid., 19.  Arbaleste annotated the date 
"1562" in the margins of the Sorbonne manuscript (MS 360). 
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The Catholic and Reformed faiths may have formed distinct options but they did 

not represent the only two possibilities.  Rather, spiritual positions formed an array and 

Duplessis could have placed himself on a religious spectrum.  Historians have 

traditionally portrayed the landscape of religious France by depicting two regions, one 

Catholic the other Huguenot, partially because they view the landscape anachronistically.  

The historian already knows the outcome of the religious conflict: two dominant churches 

formed, failed to resolve competing visions of reform in an ecumenical fashion, and their 

members fought a seemingly interminable series of Wars of Religion.  Historians tend to 

project the schema of two discrete religious camps and confessional possibilities upon 

sixteenth-century France.  They also tend to focus upon explicit conflicts between the two 

dominant religious parties and thereby reinforced a binary perception of religious life in 

France with clearly marked boundaries.  Furthermore, historians of either church have a 

vested interest in describing the religious parties as unified with clear boundaries and 

they often have theological reasons for portraying potential religious unity or a middle 

ground as impossibility, a clearly unworkable solution because of the inherent doctrinal 

differences that became apparent later.13 

13 For a survey of the polemical interests involved on French soil, see Thierry Wanegffelen, La 
France et les Français, XVIe-milieu XVIIe siècles. La vie religieuse (Paris: Ophrys, 1994), 7-10.  Some of 
the best sources come from explicitly confessional individuals and societies, such as the Société de 
l'Histoire du Protestantisme Français, as clarified by the first president's description of the organization. 
Charles Reid, "Allocution de président," Bulletin de la Société de l'Histoire du Protestantisme Français,
no. 1 (1853): 497-503.  Members of this society, such as the brothers Haag, tell the story of the Wars of 
Religion explicitly from this confessional perspective.  "Coup-d'oeil sur l'histoire du Protestantisme en 
France," Haag, 1.IV-XCVIII.   

As Reid cogently argues, the portrayal of a religious dichotomy, between confessional 
Catholicism and Protestantism, began in the sixteenth century itself and the participants judged alternative 
groups, relegating them to the realm of miscellaneous deviancy.  Reid, "King's Sister-Queen of Dissent: 
Marguerite of Navarre (1492-1549) and Her Evangelical Network."  "Ultimately, the confessional 
historiographies of the Calvinist and Catholic 'victors' effaced the record of Marguerite and her network's 
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A different schema works better.  All typologies have intrinsic liabilities, every 

model fails to explain all phenomena, and care must be taken in order not to confuse a 

pedagogical rubric with an historical entity.  Nevertheless, religious France is best 

envisioned as a spectrum with support of Rome on one end, Protestantism on the other 

end, and various ideologies of reform (including Gallican independence) in the "middle."  

Each section of this spectrum includes a range of positions and individuals.  Despite the 

efforts of Catholic historians to portray their party as unified, supporters of Rome might 

include members of the Catholic League, individuals willing to cede political control to 

Rome or Spain in exchange for French allegiance to the Pope and a "pure" Catholicism, 

people firmly committed to a Catholic king sanctioned by the Pope rather than a Leaguer 

independence, supporters of reform within the boundaries outlined at the Council of 

Trent, and those firmly committed to a Catholic king rather than a Leaguer independence. 

Protestantism likewise included a range of possibilities.  By "Protestantism," most 

historians mean the institutionalized churches or ecclesiastical structures supported by the 

magistrates.  In France, "Protestantism" typically refers to Reformed churches, which 

officially organized in 1559 around a Reformed confession of faith, a Presbyterian 

ecclesiastical structure, and close ties with Geneva.  "Protestantism," however, is difficult 

 
covert campaign for moderate evangelical renewal." Ibid., 12.  He argues that Calvin and the Huguenots 
dominated this discourse.  "As survivors of the horrors of the Wars of Religion, they judged Marguerite and 
her circle by what they had failed to become." Ibid., 581.  Furthermore, he notes that most modern scholars 
have adopted this perspective.  "Modern historians of all confessional and non-confessional stripes have in 
one way or another reprised the Genevan perspective of Marguerite and her network." Ibid.  Reid then calls 
historians to reject "the anachronistic confessional yardsticks of the victors, Tridentine Catholicism and 
Protestantism." Ibid., 20.  In this project, efforts are made to heed his call and religious France is described 
not as a dichotomy but a spectrum that included not only a place for Marguerite and her network, but also 
other religious options since "effaced" by the history of the confessional "Calvinist and Catholic 'victors'." 
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nomenclature for the French situation.  French "Protestantism," as the term is used in this 

project, occupies a pole on the religious spectrum and covers an array of positions. 

Technically, "Protestantism" refers to those churches that trace their lineage from 

those in 1529 who protested at the second Diet of Spires in Germany.  Several members 

of these churches, including Lutherans, moved to French soil.  The Reformed churches 

defined themselves as "Protestant" and traced their lineage to this movement.  Several 

other groups in France also identified themselves as Protestants, groups of a more radical 

nature, both in doctrine and practice.  Although modern Protestant historians engage in 

the same practices as their Catholic counterparts and attempt to portray their party as 

unified, the struggle between different "Protestants" dominated the movement through 

the latter half of the sixteenth century. 

 

Radicalism and Legitimacy  

French Protestantism included individuals and groups outside the veil of 

Lutherans and Huguenots.  Historians identify these individuals as "Anabaptists" or 

"radicals."  They tend to focus on these groups in German, Swiss, and Dutch lands and 

neglected the French components of the movement or deny their existence outright.14 

Nevertheless, Anabaptism and radicalism occupied a range of the French religious 

landscape.  Anabaptists and other radicals such as Andreas Carlstadt, Caspar 

Schwenckfeld, Sebastian Franck, and Martin Borrhaus wrote literature, printers in 

 
14 For example, even in its third edition, there is no mention of French Anabaptism in George 

Huntston William's authoritative 1,500-page work. George Huntston Williams, The Radical Reformation,
3rd. ed. (Kirksville, Mo.: Truman State University Press, 2000).   
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Strasbourg printed it, adherents circulated it throughout France, and French Catholics and 

Protestants, such as Calvin, responded to it.15 Radicals such as Michael Servetus and 

Andrew Benoît also wrote in French; in their commentaries, lectures, sermons, and 

polemical treatises they explicitly rejected paedobaptism. 

These radicals challenged early French Calvinism.  Calvin was not a Swiss urban 

reformer but a Frenchman who worked for reform in France from his Genevan staging 

area.  He and his French compatriot Guillaume Farel constantly battled radicals, 

including French adherents such as Benoît.  Benoît and his collogue Herman Gerbehaye 

traveled throughout France and attempted to convert individuals to their movement.  

They arrived in Geneva, fresh from France, in 1537.16 

Geneva had recently adopted the Reformation in 1536 after a debate between 

Catholic and Protestant representatives.  Calvin had only joined Farel in Geneva that 

year.  When Benoît and Gerbehaye arrived the following year they immediately 

requested another debate before the city council.  In this debate, four Frenchmen, two 

who represented competing visions of Protestantism, squared off.  The Genevan council 

allowed the debate, declared Calvin and Farel the victors, and banished Benoît and 

Gerbehaye.  Nevertheless, Calvin faced other challenges from other French Anabaptists; 

 
15 See Benjamin Wirt Farley, ed., Treatises against the Anabaptists and against the Libertines by 

John Calvin (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1982). 
 

16 Williams offered an excellent summary of these individuals and events.  Neverthless, he placed 
the entire discussion under the heading of "Swiss Anabaptism."  Williams, The Radical Reformation, 912-
34.  The following descriptions are drawn from Williams' work but attempts have been made to place 
Calvin and others in their French context.  Perhaps only one study attempts to do this throughout its 
description: Eric Frugé, "Anabaptism and the Reformation in France, 1534-1648" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1992). 
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less than three weeks after the first disputation, Calvin debated two other missionaries 

from France, Jean Boeromenus and Jean Stordeur, with similar results. 

While the city council may have supported Calvin against his radical adversaries, 

several prominent citizens sympathized with his Anabaptist and radical opponents.  

Scholars have often cast the citizens' sympathies as evidence of their resistance to 

Calvin's reforming program.  Upon closer inspection, several of these citizens, such as 

Jane la Gibessière and Jacques de Lesture, were condemned for holding radical beliefs.  

Furthermore, Geneva hosted several religious refugees who had fled from France.  The 

majority held beliefs similar to Calvin and the council, but others, such as Jacques 

Merauld of Lyon, were convicted for holding Anabaptist doctrine. 

A little over a year after Calvin's disputation on Anabaptism his civic employers 

banished him.  He accepted a position in Strasbourg, where he served as pastor of a 

French refugee church.  His time in Strasbourg provides another point of contact between 

him and the French Anabaptists.  Upon arriving in the city, Calvin wrote a letter to Farel.   

At Metz… the plague of Anabaptists, as it were, has arisen, for the purpose of 
inciting fresh scandal.  Two were cast head over heels into the Moselle, a third 
banished with the mark of infamy.  In so far as I was able to ascertain by 
conjecture, that barber, who was the friend of Hermann, was one of them.  I fear 
that this plague is widespread among the simpler sort [of people] in the city.17 

By all accounts, Metz, a city near Strasbourg, teemed with French religious 

refugees who represented the entire spectrum of French Protestantism.  After they were 

 
17 "Apud Mediomatrices. . .  illuc quoque fex anabaptistarum, ad excitanda nova offendicula, 

penetravit Duo in Mosellam praecipitati, tertius exilio cum stigmatis ignominia mulctatus.  Quantùm 
assequi potui conjectura, tonsor ille et comes Hermanni unus eorum fuit.  Vereor ne lues ista latè inter 
simpliciores grassata sit ea in urbe." A. L Herminjard, ed., Correspondances des reformateurs dan les pays 
de langue française, 9 vols. (Geneva: Georg, 1866), 5.112-13.  
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banished from Geneva, Gerbehaye, Benoît, Stordeur, and others arrived at Metz.  There 

they met others hailing from France, one from Lille, one from Mouzon, and another from 

Paris.  These three French Anabaptists were tried and convicted of denying 

paedobaptism.  As Calvin described in his letter to Farel, two were drowned while one 

repented and was exiled. 

As the pastor of the French refugees, Calvin was charged with both preventing his 

flock from converting to Anabaptism and also converting those Anabaptists he found 

within the French religious refugee community.  On this score, he experienced reasonable 

success, converting Gerbehaye and others.  Perhaps Calvin's most important conversion 

was that of Stordeur, who had "come to his senses" and had allowed Calvin to baptize his 

son.  Calvin later regarded this act as particularly important because he was baptizing his 

future stepson.  In August of 1540, after Stordeur's death, he married Stordeur's widow, 

Idelette de Bure. 

Both Metz and Strasbourg contained numerous French Anabaptists.  When Henry 

II of France annexed the city of Metz as part of the realm in 1552, France officially 

inherited an extensive Anabaptist community.  Calvin fought Anabaptism and radicals 

throughout his career, early on in Geneva, and later in Strasbourg and Metz.  When he 

returned to Geneva in 1541, he redoubled his efforts and worked to convert them or to 

exile them if they would not convert.  He worked incessantly to combat radicalism 

because he was deeply offended by its teachings and because these groups threatened 

communal identity and the legitimacy of his movement.   
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When Anabaptist parents refused to baptize their children, they rejected the 

child's membership not only in the church, but also the city, territory, or kingdom.  Those 

who refused seemed to hold the Christian foundations of these political structures in 

disdain.  Members of these communities reinforced this perception when they refused to 

swear loyalty to these structures, denied that Christians could be magistrates, and refused 

to carry out civic and military duties that were essential for the survival of religious and 

political institutions.  Furthermore, reports of Anabaptist polygamy demonstrated that 

these communities threatened the foundations of society as were believed to pervert the 

institution of marriage.  Finally, when Anabaptists rejected ecclesiastical offices and 

hierarchical structure, they directly challenged the authority of the Reformed magistrates. 

Anabaptism also threatened the French Reformed in another, perhaps more 

significant way.  Calvin and his fellow believers fought with Catholic polemicists to 

define the relationship between their Protestant movement and radical Protestantism.  

Catholic polemicists portrayed Calvin's devotees and radicals as occupying the same 

location on the religious spectrum.  This group constituted a political threat and bred 

anarchy.  This fact was demonstrated by the history of Cathar and Waldensian dissent in 

the south of France and more recent events on German soil in 1525, in which religiously 

dissident "common" people took to the sword and attempted to restructure society 

according to a new religious schema; or in the low Countries in 1534 when radicals 

captured a city and executed political authorities.  Therefore, if the Catholic crown took a 

lenient view of Calvin's devotees, it could expect similar political instability in the realm, 

a point apparently borne out with the outbreak of the Wars of Religion in 1562.  
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In order to bring his vision of reform to France, in order to effectively court and 

convert the nobility and obtain their resources, and in order to establish Reformed 

churches as legitimate alternatives to Catholic communities, Calvin had to redraw the 

religious landscape.  He had to place his movement far away from Anabaptists on the 

religious spectrum.  He had to persuade the crown to take a more lenient approach and 

allow Protestants to practice and organize churches.  He had to distance himself from the 

radical movements that often sought to annihilate the distinction between classes, 

redistribute wealth, and restructure the political order.  He had to portray his movement 

as Magisterial Protestantism, a religious movement that could respect hierarchical 

distinctions and work together with magistracy.  

In order to establish the legitimacy of his movement, Calvin first purged his ranks 

of Anabaptist and radical elements by converting or exiling them.  He also attempted to 

distance himself from anything unsavory that might cause needless scandal.  When his 

mentor, the elderly Farel, married a teenager and provided endless fodder to Catholic 

polemicists, Calvin parted company with him and ended their relationship.18 He 

publicized the theological distinctions between his doctrine and that of Anabaptists and 

radicals by printing condemnations of dissident theologies, naming names.  He directly 

appealed to the political authorities, either corresponding with the nobility or printing 

appeals to the crown, a strategy that he employed from very early on in his career.  In 

 
18 Hieko A. Oberman, "Calvin and Farel: The Dynamics of Legitimation in Early Calvinism," 

Journal of Early Modern History 2, no. 1 (1998): 43-51.  Legitimizing a movement was not unique to 
Calvin.  Marguerite and her network attempted to do the same with their own program, albeit facing 
different challenges.  See Reid's discussion entitled "Legitimizing the Evangelical Movement (1531-
1539)."  Reid, "King's Sister,"481-500. 
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dedicating the first edition of his Institution to King Francis I, he pleaded for leniency and 

attempted to dissociate his movement from the radicals and argued that members of his 

movement respected and obeyed political authority.19 

In making this sort of argument, he faced numerous challenges, both external and 

internal.  Catholic polemicists responded that Calvin's support of a Catholic French 

monarchy was limited, a façade.  Just as Anabaptists and radicals threatened the political 

and religious stability of the realm, so too did Calvin's Protestants.  They rejected the 

religious foundations of the monarchy; they refused to submit to the religious authority 

that validated the king's rule.  They were supposed to have been obedient to royal 

command but they refuse to submit to the king when he commanded them to remain 

Catholic. 

Calvin had to answer these charges.  In his preface to Francis I, he argued that his 

Protestants obeyed the crown, but only insofar as the crown obeyed God.  When the king 

commanded them to remain Catholic, he asked them to bend the knee to Baal, something 

that God forbade.  Furthermore, when a Catholic ruled contrary to God's decrees, they 

had a duty to disobey.  Despite Calvin's best attempts to sugarcoat his message by 

extensively describing how his faithful should submit even to tyrannical political 

authorities, he allowed for military intervention from the lesser magistrate.  This was 

more than a loophole; it was an effective battle cry calling the nobility to revolt.   
 

19 Oberman argued that Calvin was pessimistic about his chances, already hostile to the crown, 
and criticizing "what he saw as the emerging absolutism," while envisioning "a political blueprint" of 
exactly what Catholics feared, "Gallican federalism in which the royal Île de France functions only as the 
primus inter pares among self-governing French territories." Furthermore, Oberman argued that all this 
was in place from his "dedicatory letter to King Francis I." Heiko A. Oberman, "Europa afflicta: The 
Reformation of the Refugees," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 83 (1992): 106-107. 
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Calvin faced an external threat of being portrayed as a political dissident and he 

attempted to resolve the tension between pledging obedience to the king and to God.  

Individuals who joined the movement faced the same threat and struggled with the same 

tension.  Catholics continually portrayed Huguenots as political dissidents, threats to the 

stability of the realm.  Huguenots attempted to justify their fight against royal troops 

throughout the Wars of Religion and searched for a stable religious pluralism in France.  

Duplessis played crucial roles in both of these aspects of the Huguenot quest for 

legitimacy. 

Nevertheless, Huguenots did not successfully meet this threat.  When Richelieu 

deposed Duplessis from his governorship of the city of Saumur, he began a process that 

culminated with the fall of the last Huguenot city of La Rochelle and the Revocation of 

the Edict of Nantes.  Richelieu and other Catholic polemicists described Huguenots as 

dissident groups and their state within the state as a threat to the crown as justification.  

Catholics continued to draw a religious spectrum on which the Reformed churches 

occupied a place immediately next to the politically destabilizing Anabaptists and 

radicals.  Even the Catholic Mornay descendants participated in this polemic and 

described Duplessis and his churches as members of a greater dissident group that 

included Anabaptists.20 

20 For a survey of the phenomenon in which the roles of Richelieu's and Duplessis are briefly 
described, see Arthur L. Herman, "The Huguenot Republic and Antirepublicanism in Seventeenth-Century 
France," Journal of the History of Ideas 53, no. 2 (1992): 249-69.  For a more extended examination of 
Duplessis's role in the various phases of the discussion, see Hugues Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi. Le 
combat politique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (1572-1600) (Geneva: Droz, 2002), 215-29, 89-346, 515-
72.  Henry IV's catechizers, including Du Bec, also made the argument that a strong monarchy could not 
tolerate heresy. BNF MS ffr. 3706, fol. 21.  The Catholic René later continued the debate in his family 
history and connected his ancestor Duplessis and the Huguenots with dissidents such as the Anabaptists.  
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Calvin and the Huguenots faced an external threat of becoming identified with 

radical religious elements and political instability.  The internal threat they faced, 

however, was perhaps even greater.  Calvin purged his ranks of radical elements in order 

to prevent becoming identified with them.  He also did this in order to prevent these 

individuals from highjacking his movement, as Anabaptist and radical missionaries and 

proselytizers, such as Benoît and Gerbehaye, tried to do in publicly debating him in 

Geneva.   

The Anabaptists also occupied a range on the religious spectrum.  They included 

individuals who that held various radical positions outside of denying infant baptism.  

There was no formal "Anabaptist" church with an official "Anabaptist" confession that 

rivaled the Huguenots, but only loosely affiliated groups with a broad array of beliefs 

typically organized around charismatic personalities.21 These groups adopted this 

particular structure partially because magistrates prevented them from organizing, 

partially because they tended to renounce formal ecclesiastical hierarchy, and partially 

because some of the members of these groups already considered themselves Protestants 

and even devotees of Calvin, individuals who merely wanted him to extend his program 

and break from Catholicism on additional points such as infant baptism.  These 

individuals believed that conversion to another ecclesiastical organization was 
 
"D'ailleurs l'Ecriture nous ordonne de travailler à nôtre salut avec crainte & avec tremblement, parce que 
l'homme ne sçait s'il est digne d'amour ou de haine, & l'Apôtre même craignoit d'être reprouvé, outré que 
les Donatistes, les Anabaptistes & les libertines peuvent se former par la force de l'imaginiation une pareille 
assurance, qui se trouve neanmoins vaine & inutile, selon la croyance même des Calvinistes." René de la 
Villetertre Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens seigneurs de la maison de Mornay avec leur généalogie 
(Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1689), 220. 
 

21 For the diversity surrounding the Schleitheim Confession, see Williams, The Radical 
Reformation, 288-313. 
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unnecessary.  Just as the earliest Protestants had wanted to reform the Catholic Church 

rather than form an alternative church, these individuals worked to reform the 

Reformation, often remained in Protestant churches while participating in small reform-

oriented communities, or attempted to persuade Protestant authorities to further reform.22 

These individuals, such as those in Strasbourg, Metz, and Geneva, professed a 

whole range of radical positions, in addition to denying infant baptism.  Some of Calvin's 

earliest opponents such as Caroli and Servetus professed radical beliefs other than 

denying infant baptism.  Servetus, an old acquaintance of Calvin from their days in Paris, 

denied the doctrine of the Trinity.  He arrived in Geneva after escaping a death sentence 

by Catholic authorities in Vienna and attempted to persuade Calvin to broaden his reform 

program to include these positions.  Calvin's strove to establish his legitimacy by purging 

such elements from his program; in high profile cases he had to exile them as with Benoît 

and Gerbehaye or, as in Servetus' case or execute them.   

Even though the civic authorities officially recognized and civically sponsored the 

Reformed Churches in Geneva, Calvin had only limited success in purging his ranks of 

these radicals and controlling the life and doctrine of his colleagues and the laity.  Farel 

had even less success in nearby Neuchâtel.  In France, the churches had even less 

political support and the ecclesiastical authorities still less control.  The French Protestant 

groups often had no pastors or elders.  These communities relied upon the financial 

 
22 For instance, see Bucer and his "conventicles" in Interim Strasbourg. Jean Rott, "Martin Bucer, 

réformateur strasbourgeois et européen," in Investigationes historicae. Eglises et societe au XVIe siècle, ed. 
Marijin de Kroon (Strasbourg: Oberlin, 1986). 
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support and military protection of by provincial nobles, especially before the Reformed 

churches organized on a national level in 1559.   

Before that turning point, various evangelicals and radicals preached very 

different messages of reform.  This is a period of wild growth with almost no institutional 

control, perhaps more divergent than the Wildwuchs of their Lutheran counterparts in 

German lands.  Even with organized churches little is known about the spectrum of 

beliefs.23 Less is known about the degree to which radical doctrine permeated the French 

Reformed community and historians have only begun the process of collecting and 

editing the manuscripts of consistory records, perhaps the best window into dissident 

beliefs at the local level.24 At the national level, the Huguenots continued Calvin's efforts 

to distance themselves from radicals, even explicitly denying Anabaptist and radical 

 
23 The term Wildwuchs denotes a vision of early Protestant preaching in Germany that extended 

beyond the strict parameters of Luther's message.  See Susan C. Karant-Nunn, "What Was Preached in 
German Cities in the Early Years of the Reformation? Wildwuchs Versus Lutheran Unity," in The Process 
of Change in Early Modern Europe: Essays in Honor of Miriam Usher Chrisman, ed. Sherrin Marshall 
(Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1988), 81-96; Franz Lau and Ernst Bizer, Reformationsgeschichte 
Deutschlands bis 1555, vol. 3, Die Kirche in ihrer Geschichte (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 
1964).  While such a view might seem apparent in light of Luther's difficulties with his own congregation 
and Karlstadt and the Revolution of 1525, confessionally oriented Lutheran historians have argued for a 
vision of preachers replicating Luther's message with almost no discrepancy, deviation, or 
misunderstanding.  Bernd Moeller and Karl Stackmann, Städtische Predigt in der Frühzeit der 
Reformation. Eine Untersuchung deutscher Flugschriften der Jahre 1522 bis 1529 (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1996).  Confessionaly oriented Reformed historians have done the same with 
Calvin.  Neverthless, as already explored in this project, radical preachers and later Huguenots roamed 
France and advocated various messages.  Throughout the military camps monks also preached messages 
beyond late medieval anticlerical doctrine though not yet Huguenot, particularly before the churches 
organized in 1559.  For instance, Arbaleste's first husband Feuquères began his conversion after hearing a 
monk preaching in the camp of Coligny.  "Là il ouyt souvent un cordelier qui soubs son habit preschoit la 
vérité, et dès lors y print guout, et commencea à congnoistre les abus de l'Eglise Romaine." Witt 1868-
1869, 1.51. 

 
24 Bernard Roussel has begun editing the acts of the political assemblies, while Raymond Mentzer 

has begun assembling and editing consistory records from throughout France. 
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doctrine in the published confession of faith.  Nevertheless, there are hints about radical 

beliefs and dissident individuals scattered throughout the acts of the national synods.25 

In order to equip themselves against radical beliefs and rogue pastors, the 

Huguenots organized their churches in a Presbyterian or federal structure.  In doing so 

they gave more fodder to Catholic polemicists who continued to decry the Huguenots as a 

political liability, a threat to create republican states (particularly in the south of France), 

as their coreligionists had successfully done in the Low Countries.  Not all of the 

Huguenots desired this sort of organization and some fought for a looser structure with 

greater local control.  Calvin and his successor Theodore de Bèze, another Frenchmen 

and a relative of Arbaleste, fought for the Presbyterian structure and its greater degree of 

hierarchical control in order to establish the churches as a legitimate alternative to 

Catholicism with the apparatus to repress deviancy.  Their party won the fight when de 

Bèze won the office of moderator of the first national synod of La Rochelle in 1571.  

When the swords loosed at St. Bartholomew's Day claimed these leaders as their victims 

the resultant vacuum permitted victory of Calvin's party.26 

25 Scattered throughout the limited printed editions of the acts of the national assemblies are 
instances where the national body censored pastors for deviant beliefs or individuals who claimed to be 
pastors but had no official charge. Jean Aymon, ed., Tous les synodes nationaux des églises reformées de 
France; auxquels on a joint des mandemens roiaux, et plusieurs lettres politiques, sur ces matières 
synodales, intitulées doctrine, culte, morale, discipline, cas de conscience, 2 vols. (La Haye: Charles Delo, 
1710). 

 
26 For a survey of some of the tensions, see Robert McCune Kingdon, Geneva and the Coming of 

the Wars of Religion in France, 1555-1563 (Geneva: Droz, 1956).  For an exploration of the competition 
over ecclesiastical structures, see Robert McCune Kingdon, Geneva and the Consolidation of the French 
Protestant Movement, 1564-1572. A Contribution to the History of Congregationalism, Presbyterianism, 
and Calvinist Resistance Theory (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967).  Perhaps the major 
proponent of the alternative ecclesiastical structure was Pierre La Ramée (Ramus). Haag, 6.329-339. 
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Although it is not possible to accurately discern the extent of radicalism in the 

French Reformed communities, either before or after the Reformed churches organized, it 

is possible to know that the nobility, such as the Mornay, tended to avoid it.  Perhaps 

nobles like the Mornay shied away from radicals because radicals' antipathy towards 

government, class privilege, and private wealth threatened their family's vested interests; 

perhaps they simply found the lack of hierarchy distasteful.  The Protestant members of 

the Mornay family tended to support the Genevan vision of a legitimate church, one 

hierarchical in nature that functioned in cooperation with a civic magistrate and repress 

radical elements. Duplessis himself spent the better part of his career fighting for a 

Huguenot church of France with a Huguenot king who would rule over the Huguenot 

cities of Saumur as governor.  With the Mornay, as with other nobles, Calvin had 

succeeded in establishing the Reformed churches as a legitimate alternative, a crucial 

element of his movement that would only succeed by converting the nobility. 

 

Middle Ground 

The Mornay had members located at various points on the religious spectrum.  

Some members fell within the range of staunch support for Rome, either taking 

membership in the Catholic League or supporting a king with papal sanction.  Other 

members fell within the Protestant range but not along an even distribution.  The Mornay 

tended to participate within magisterial Protestantism and join Reformed churches and 

shy away from radicalism.  Indeed they supported Calvin and continued his work in 

attempting to legitimize their movement by disassociating it from radicalism.  In between 
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these two parties lay middle ground that attracted members of the Mornay and helps to 

explain their conversions, the events surrounding them, and their reactions to conversions 

within the family. 

Like both Catholicism and Protestantism, this middle ground covered a range on 

the religious spectrum.  Because it occupied the space between the two confessional 

poles, this middle ground extended over a broader range.  Its boundaries changed over 

time as the two polar confessional communities defined their memberships.  Finally, 

because it did not have an organized church structure with rituals to define entrances and 

exits and to circumscribe its boundaries, its membership is more difficult to delineate.  

Yet far from serving only as a "catch-all" category, these members were bound together 

by a shared, albeit blurry, vision: the Gallican dream.   

Historians often describe "Gallicanism" by appealing to the 1438 Pragmatic 

Sanction of Bourges, with which King Charles VII applied the canons of the Council of 

Basel and attempted to exercise rule over the Gallican Church in virtually everything but 

doctrine and ritual.  They mention the 1516 Concordat of Bologna, with which Francis I 

gained virtually unprecedented power to appoint bishops and archbishops.  They point to 

the 1682 Declaration of Four Articles, with which French clergy asserted royal 

independence from the Church, the superiority of the council to the pope, papal 

subordination to traditional canons, and papal subjugation to the consent of the entire 

Church as the culmination of the Gallican movement.27 

27 Mack P. Holt, The Wars of Religion, 1562-1629 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), 8-14; Joseph Lecler, "Qu'est-ce que les libertés de l'Église gallicane?" Recherches de Sciences 
religieuses 23 (1933): 385-410, 542-68; Ibid. 24 (1934): 47-85; Martin Victor, Les origines du gallicanisme 
(Paris: Bloud et Gay, 1939).   
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The movement to impose limitations on the pope's power began long before the 

Pragmatic Sanctions and even involved members of the Mornay, such as Pierre Mornay, 

bishop of Orléans and Auxerre.  Pierre won the office of chancellor of France by 

successfully representing King Philip the Fair against Pope Boniface VIII and led the 

1302 ecclesiastical assembly at Notre-Dame, which favored King Philip and began the 

events that culminated in a French papacy in Avignon.  Between the 1302 assembly at 

Notre Dame and the 1682 Articles, individuals attempted to form and reform some sort of 

Gallican, or French Catholic, church by appealing to Gallican principals and liberties, 

which admittedly meant very different things to different people.  Nevertheless, this 

Gallican solution was an especially attractive alternative to the religious conflict between 

"zealots" of the two confessional poles. 

Recently, scholars have demonstrated that a significant portion of the French 

people wanted neither a church that staunchly supported Rome (as they viewed their 

Italian, Spanish, and German counterparts) nor reform in the mold of Calvin's Geneva.28 

These individuals admitted the need for doctrinal and practical reform within the church 

and envisioned a reformed Gallican church, with a certain independence from Rome, as 

the solution.  The word politique has often been used to describe these people, however, 

this term is an historical construction.  There never was a "politique" party that defined 

itself as such; rather, the word is a pejorative utilized by Leaguers in polemic designed to 

 
28 For example, Greengrass called Sieur de Gouberville a "wavering catholic" because he 

remained in the Catholic Church but entertained reformist and even Protestant visions of reform. 
Greengrass, The French Reformation, 53-54.  Perhaps the best treatment of the issue is found in Thierry 
Wanegffelen, Ni Rome ni Genève. Des fidèles entre deux chaires en France au XVIe siècle (Paris: 
Champion, 1997). 
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illicit emotive responses from Catholics.  Those who supported Henry IV's claim to the 

throne, either as a Huguenot or after he converted yet was still a suspect Catholic without 

legitimate approval from Rome, were individuals who operated out of political 

expediency at the expense of their religious obligations.  They were politiques.29 

Recent work has described these individuals as moyenneurs, or "middlers."  These 

individuals occupied a range in the middle of the religious spectrum and opted for a path 

that led neither to Rome nor Geneva.30 The path along with its travelers changed over 

time in response to how the confessional poles progressively defined the boundaries of 

their communities.  The groups who stood at the confessional poles defined their 

boundaries most forcibly with two major events: the Council of Trent (1545-63) and the 

organization the Reformed churches in 1559.  One of the most significant circles of these 

individuals will be explored before the manner in which the membership in the 

movement changed in response to Trent and the Huguenot organization will be 

examined. 

While Luther was still on his own road to conversion, French reformers were 

already at work.  They were undertaking projects that looked strikingly similar to 

 
29 Cf. Edmond M. Beame, "The Politiques and the Historians," Journal of the History of Ideas 54, 

no. 3 (1993): 355-79.  Mario Turchetti makes the same argument, claiming that the word is an "historical 
invention."  He notes that a Guise polemicist first used the word in 1568 in order to describe the party 
patronized by Catherine Medici. Turchetti, "Middle Parties in France during the Wars of Religion," in 
Reformation, Revolt and Civil War in France and the Netherlands 1555-1585, ed. Philip Benedict 
(Amsterdam: Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1999), 177-78. 
 

30 Turchetti describes the party as "Moyenneurs."  Turchetti, Concordia o tolleranza? François 
Bauduin (1520-1573) ei "moyenneurs" (Geneva: Droz, 1984).  Others note that while historians speak of 
them as a party, they were loosely affiliated and "lacked formal organization."  Donald Nugent, Ecumenism 
in the Age of the Reformation: The Colloquy of Poissy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974, 
3. 
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Luther's later results, whether vernacular translations of the Christian Scriptures based on 

Greek and Hebrew texts rather than the Vulgate, or doctrinal works that influenced 

Luther.31 These reformers worked within the Catholic Church, had royal approval, and 

even practiced reforms at Meaux with Francis I's sister Marguerite and the bishop 

Briçonnet.  They formed a circle that included such notables as Gérard Roussel, François 

Vatable, Martial Mazurier, and Guillaume Farel.  Once Luther was excommunicated, 

outlawed, and his movement placed under anathema by both Rome and the Sorbonne, 

anything bearing a resemblance to it was labeled "Lutheranism."  The circle at Meaux 

was disbanded in 1525, and members fled to Strasbourg and Geneva, while others took 

refuge with Marguerite in Nérac. 

These "Middlers" did not advocate reform in the manner of an external church, 

distinct from Rome.  Even at an early date this option was known.  The Sorbonne first 

began burning "Lutherans" in Meaux in 1524 and claimed the life of one Louis de 

Berquin in 1529, a prominent nobleman who had Lutheran books in his procession and 

espoused their doctrines, threatening the church with external reform.  Indeed, people 

who read these books and those who professed the Lutheran faith filled the Vexin by 

1530 to such a degree that Martin Bucer described the region as a little Germany.32 

Briçonnet and others, however, did not pursue the Lutheran course of external reform but 

 
31 For Jacques Lefèvre d'Etaples' influence on Luther, see Steven Ozment, The Age of Reform, 

1250-1550. An Intellectual and Religious History of Late Medieval and Reformation Europe (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1980), 69-72, 232. 
 

32 Greengrass, The French Reformation, 10. 
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maintained a program of reform within the Church, reaffirmed Catholic doctrine when 

necessary, and carefully calculated the effects of reform so as not to cross the line. 

According to the traditional narrative, once Briçonnet's Meaux circle was 

curtailed, the Gallican dream of reform within the French Catholic church died.  Small 

groups of exiles from France, such as Calvin and Farel would "take matters into their 

own hands and organize the French reformation from without rather than from within."33 

Calvin specifically attempted to link his work, reform from outside the church, to the 

earlier generation, and further legitimize his movement as the natural extension of the 

earlier reformers and the only reasonable response to Catholics who had rejected the 

Gallican vision of internal reform.  He attempted to persuade individuals from the early 

movement, such as Marguerite, to profess their faith openly.  Although Marguerite 

refused to do so, many of these individuals, including the female nobility of her court, 

joined the Reformed churches.  

But not all of these individuals moved from the middle ground of Gallican reform 

to the confessional pole of the Reformed churches; the Gallican dream did not die.  Some 

nobles from Marguerite's court followed her and refused to profess faith.  They 

maintained reformist, even specifically Protestant religious opinions, but remained in the 

Catholic Church, much to Calvin's dismay.  Calvin and the Huguenots attempted to 

publicly identify their movement with the early reform.  They sought to convert these 

reform-oriented nobles to enhance their movement's legitimacy.34 

33 Ibid., 20. 
 

34 Huguenots went out of their way to target "people of the better sort" in order to further enhance 
their legitimacy and distance themselves from radical anarchy that might threaten the social order.  In Paris 
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Calvin succeeded in convincing a large number of these reform-oriented nobles to 

join the Reformed churches, to move from the middle ground of the religious spectrum to 

the confessional pole of the Reformed faith.  These nobles provided not only legitimacy, 

but also military, financial, and ideological strength to the movement.  But some nobles, 

such as Marguerite, occupied a middle ground; they were not content with Catholic 

doctrine and blind allegiance to Rome but opted not to move to the Protestant pole.  

Consequently, the traditional chronology in which "pre-reform" was replaced by the 

reformation of the Reformed churches cannot be accepted, nor can a schema in which 

individuals who worked for early internal reform faced a religious dichotomy and either 

had to join the Huguenots or maintain staunch support for Rome.  Individuals such as 

Marguerite opted to remain within the Catholic Church working for reform.   

The Gallican dream did not die, and a Reformed French Catholic Church 

remained a goal.  Individuals in each successive generation had to visualize what a 

Gallican church would look like.  Inhabitants of this middle ground had various solutions 

and envisioned various reforms.  Their goals for reformation were circumscribed by the 

two competing dreams of improvement from each of the confessional poles.  These 

confessional communities established their programs for change and set the boundaries of 

their communities on the spectrum with two specific events, the Council of Trent and the 

organization of the Reformed churches. 

 
they paraded in front of the city gates in "their finest clothes."  Barbara B. Diefendorf, "Houses Divided: 
Religious Schism in Sixteenth-Century Parisian Families," in Urban Life in the Renaissance, eds. Susan 
Zimmerman and Ronald Weissman (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1989), 81. 
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When the Council of Trent began to meet in 1545, individuals who supported 

Rome created an agenda for transforming the entire Catholic Church, including its French 

members.  The council provided a Roman vision of reform.  Trent, which rejuvenated 

papal prestige and power, forbade lay judges from intervening in ecclesiastical affairs and 

subordinated the judgments of French bishops to the pope.  A certain party, mostly 

composed of those who had professed support for Rome, such as the Cardinal of Lorraine 

who represented the French clergy at Trent, supported a Roman plan for reformation for 

the French Church.  Although Lorraine led this party, individuals who had previously 

envisioned greater Gallican liberties and more "Protestant" doctrine in the Gallican 

Church joined Lorraine, such as Philippe Du Bec who accompanied the Cardinal 

Lorraine to Trent.35 

Other parties opposed Roman plans for reform.  The French kings had 

reservations about the council.  Francis I never replied to the pope's call for a council; 

Henry II refused to allow French bishops to attend it.  Courts, most notably the parlement 

of Paris, refused to register the canons of the council, which would have rendered Trent's 
 

35 H. O. Evennett, The Cardinal of Lorraine and the Council of Trent. A Study in the Counter-
Reformation (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1940); Thierry Wanegffelen, Une difficile 
Fidélité. Catholiques malgré le concile en France XVIe-XVIIe siècles (Paris: P.U.F., 1999).  For Du Bec's 
role, see Alain Tallon, La France et le Concile de Trente, 1518-1563 (Rome: École française de Rome, 
1997), 361-62.  Ironically, Du Bec changed his position and supported Henry IV while still a heretic and 
thus the Leaguers of Nantes deposed him.  They wrote to Rome for a new bishop and promised to publish 
the decrees of Trent.  Nicolas Travers, Histoire civile, politique et religieuse de la ville et du comté de 
Nantes, par l'abbé Travers, imprimée pour la première fois sur le manuscrit original appartenant à la 
bibliothèque publiqu. . . . de Nantes, avec des notes et éclaircissements, sous la direction de M. Aug. 
Savagner, ed. Aug. Savagner, 3 vols. (Nantes: Forest, 1836-1841), 3.75.  Huguenots such as Duplessis saw 
Trent as the door shutting on legitimate reform within the church and they attempted to demonstrate to 
Catholics on the middle of the spectrum the danger the council posed to Gallican liberties.  Philippe 
Duplessis-Mornay, Advertissement sur la réception et publication du concile de Trente (Paris: 1583).  
Arbaleste recorded, "En ce même temps aussy, sur le point qu'on prétendoit faire publier le Concile de 
Trente en France, M. du Plessis fit une remonstrance au contraire laquelle fut imprimée et bien receue de 
tous les bons François."  Witt 1868-1869, 1.141. 
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disciplinary decrees law.  Despite repeated requests from Roman officials, French kings 

never required the parlements to do so. 

Kings had a vested interest in a Gallican church with reforms that allowed the 

crown greater control than the papal tiara, a rivalry that had extended back centuries.  

Some of the kings such as Henry II sought to exterminate Protestant heresy but still 

fought against Roman domination.  Other more reform-oriented kings, such as Francis I, 

the Renaissance king who had called Leonardo Da Vinci himself to his court, had 

supported humanist programs and reform experiments and tolerated those of his sister 

Marguerite.  But the threat of heresy had placed this program in check and Rome used the 

"reform" at Trent as an opportunity to stifle Gallican independence, which had allowed 

heresy to spread throughout Christendom and now in France.  Even the location of the 

council at Trent, on imperial soil, signified victory by their German and Spanish 

adversaries; the pope was in their rival's back pocket.   

Faced with a sort of ecclesiastical absolutism by religious authorities aligned with 

their political adversaries on either side, certain parties looked elsewhere for reform.  

Jurists distinguished between powers of the crown and tiara, and clergy pointed back to 

the Gallican traditions of independence, in order to craft a model in which the Church 

remained Catholic yet independent of Rome.  The devil was in the details.  The nature of 

such a church and its precise relationship to Rome was a difficult issue.  So too was its 

leadership; the crown might do so as Henry VIII of England had led the Anglican 

Church.  Such a church also might lure back the heretics who wanted reform. 
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The historical characters themselves wrestled with these issues, and no clear 

alternative emerged.  Despite having no clear vision of Gallican reform, these parties 

fought Lorraine and his party's ideas of Roman reform.  These parties were by no means 

small and they included such notables as Catherine de Medici's chancellor, Michel de 

l'Hôpital, and other individuals who were often labeled by their adversaries as 

"Protestants."  These parties also enjoyed royal support as the Valois sought to balance 

the influence of their Guise rivals, including Lorraine, who had aligned with their foreign 

adversaries.36 

The Valois sponsored alternatives to Roman reform in another context.  Just as 

the Catholics who supported Rome had attempted to circumscribe their confessional 

communities and created a border between their pole and the middle ground on the 

religious spectrum by offering a Roman vision of reform at Trent, the Huguenots 

circumscribed their groups and offered plan for external reform by organizing their 

churches on a national level in 1559.  Before then, individuals who wanted reform 

outside the Catholic Church had few alternatives.  If they left the Catholic Church they 

had few places to go.  There were a few organized churches scattered about, but most 

individuals tended to join loose associations sponsored by nobles while still remaining in 

the Catholic Church.  In 1559, many of these congregations organized into an official 

 
36 For an overview of the interactions between Catherine and the Valois, the Guise, and the 

Bourbon, see N. M. Sutherland, The Huguenot Struggle for Recognition (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1980).  For l'Hôpital's role and vision, see Seong-Hak Kim, Michel de L'Hôpital: The Vision of a 
Reformist Chancellor during the French Religious Wars, vol. 36, Sixteenth Century Essays & Studies 
(Kirksville, Mo.: Sixteenth Century Journal Publishers, 1997). 
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Church and now individuals could convert; individuals could then leave the Catholic 

Church and enter the Reformed Church.   

When the Reformed Church organized and obtained patronage from members of 

the Bourbon family, it acquired a measure of political protection; but in doing so it 

aligned itself with a political party.  The Valois attempted to play that party against their 

Guise rivals.  They offered the Huguenots leniency and limited edicts of toleration, 

attempted to grow a credible rival to the Guise and their Roman reform, placed Huguenot 

nobles under their patronage, and further legitimized the movement.  The Valois 

attempted to find a middle ground, perhaps more for political expediency, but one that 

included ideological components nonetheless.  They fought against the version of reform 

preferred by the Cardinal of Lorraine, a Guise, and Du Bec, a Bourbon relative and client, 

a fight led by their Chancellor Michel de L'Hôpital. 

Catherine de Medici, the matriarch of the Valois, attempted to create yet another 

solution, a Gallican church that united both Huguenots and French Catholic clergy.  She 

sought to find a middle way through ecumenical union between Geneva and the French 

Catholic clergy.  She invited Calvin's successor de Bèze to preach at her court and had 

her young sons attend the sermons.  She sponsored specific ecumenical events, such as 

the Colloquy of Poissy, and invited representatives of Geneva such as de Bèze and select 

French Catholic clerics.37 Should she find a middle way, some sort of Gallican Church, 

reformed in light of a vision other than Rome's at Trent, yet still Catholic, she would 

 
37 See Nugent, Ecumenism in the Age of the Reformation. 
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potentially place her Guise adversaries in check and unite her Valois faction with the 

Bourbon party. 

Although her efforts at Poissy failed to achieve doctrinal consensus, she continued 

her attempts to unite the confessional poles, looking for some other means.  Perhaps if 

doctrinal consensus lay beyond reach for now, she could unite the parties in another way, 

such as a marriage between her daughter Marguerite and Henry de Bourbon, king of 

Navarre.  The marriage involved more than political and dynastic dimensions; a royal 

marriage between Catholic princess and Huguenot king demonstrated that religious 

difference could be bridged for specific interests, a cornerstone of her program.  If 

members of the different faiths could join in the institution of marriage, surely they could 

do so on the battlefield against either rebels in France or their foreign adversaries.  And 

so the marriage on St. Bartholomew's Day in 1572, which moved Henry of Navarre 

closer in succession to the French crown, was also to seal the support of Huguenot troops, 

something rendered unfeasible in the days after the marriage when the Huguenots lay 

dead in the streets. 

The Saint Bartholomew's Day saw the leadership of the Huguenot party fall by 

the sword in a massacre that swept through France, decimate the old Huguenot guard, and 

allow youths such as Duplessis to rise rapidly through depleted ranks.  Because the major 

proponents of a more congregational ecclesiastical polity died, the Reformed churches 

retained the Genevan model of presbyterian organization.  The massacre also effectively 

ended any potential union between the Huguenots and the Valois.  It did not matter 

whether or not the king had order the massacre, Catholics believed that he had.  
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Huguenots, too, believed that the king had ordered the massacre, and they turned to 

military solutions in order to combat such a tyrant and in order to impose their version of 

reformation.38 

Even among those Huguenots who sought a prince to impose the Reformation by 

the sword, the Gallican dream still remained.  Duplessis played perhaps the most active 

role in this party, which served Henry of Navarre.  Although Henry had no claim to the 

throne at the time, with Duplessis's aid he tried to take the crown by appealing to 

international allies such as Elizabeth of England for help and attempting to unite the 

realm in a Gallican Church, much as Elizabeth herself headed the Anglican Church.  

Elizabeth had effectively ruled a Protestant church and controlled both Catholic and 

radical dissidents.  The Church of England served as a model for the Church of France.  

France had an even greater history of independence from Rome, this party imagined, and 

the crown shared the same political adversaries with England. 

Henry fought to impose this plan for reformation upon France.  As the leader of 

the Bourbon, he aligned himself with the Valois Henry III in order to defeat the Guise 

 
38 For an exploration of the massacre, see Diefendorf, Beneath the Cross: Catholics and 

Huguenots in Sixteenth-Century Paris (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 95-100; Kingdon, 
Myths about the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacres, 1572-1576 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1988).  For a survey of the massacre, its spread throughout the provinces, and Huguenot reactions, 
see Holt, The Wars of Religion, 85-101.  Du Bec as bishop of Nantes beseeched his laity to refrain from 
participating, but the arch-Leaguer and his rival the duke of Mercoeur, produced a document 
"demonstrating" that the crown had commanded the massacre and thus his loyal subjects should participate.  
Camille Mellinet, an archivist in Nantes, gave a detailed account of the events and even reproduced the text 
of the letter that Mercoeur had produced.  Camille Mellinet, La commune et la milice de Nantes, 12 vols. 
(Nantes: Camille Mellinet, 1840-1843), 3.222-66.  Duplessis participated in the Huguenot reaction by 
turning to the sword and aligning with Henry in order to impose the reformation.  Duplessis also penned 
political propaganda and built upon Calvin's call to arms against tyrannical kings.  Although Duplessis had 
written his Vindiciae (the most radical of the calls to arms) years before, he published it in the same of the 
massacre.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Vindiciae contra tyrannos: sive, de principis in populum, populique 
in principem, legitima potestate (n.p., 1579). 
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and their ideas of Roman transformation before turning his back to the Valois and their 

plans for Gallican reform.  However, with Henry III's death, Henry of Navarre now 

claimed the throne of France.  The Huguenots were close to realizing their dreams of 

imposing a reformation from above with Henry as head of the Gallican Church.  In order 

to take the throne, Henry fought against the Guise party and his uncle the Cardinal 

Bourbon, who now directed the League. 

In order to defeat the Guise, Henry needed help from Catholics.  Catholics were 

faced with either breaking royal succession and ignoring the foundations of the sacred 

institution or crowning a heretic.  Duplessis did his best to deconfessionalize the debate 

by advocating royal blood as the basis for the monarchy.  At the same time, they offered 

a program for reform, a Gallican Church that included both Huguenots and Catholics, 

much as Catherine de Medici had tried to create earlier.  Again, the devil was in the 

details and the religious parties had to address the same enduring questions that dogged 

the country for decades. 

Despite the lack of a clear vision, Catholic clergy such as such as Du Bec himself 

supported Henry and also attempted to attract other Catholics by appealing to the 

potential for Gallican reform and invoking the sacred principle of succession.  Even 

though Henry was a heretic, Catholic bishops including Du Bec supported him, even if 

Rome did not.  Thus the question was not whether a king needed Catholic sanction to 

take the crown, but whether he needed Roman sanction.  For individuals who asserted 

Gallican liberties such as Du Bec, French clerical support was enough.  In any case, a 
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heretical king with Catholic support and Gallican designs was a better alternative than 

allowing a Catholic puppet of France's political rivals to take the crown. 

Despite Catholic support, Henry could not take the throne without converting.  

When Henry converted, he again invoked the Gallican dream, or rather he redefined it.  

Henry had adopted Duplessis's idea of a Gallican Church in which the Reformed faith 

was professed, a church completely independent of Rome with Henry at the head.  Henry 

looked away from that vision and turned towards for Du Bec's picture of a Gallican 

Church in which Catholic faith was professed, a church somewhat independent of Rome 

with the pope and Henry sharing authority.  Henry explained to Duplessis that he was 

simply exchanging one dream of Gallicanism for another.  The situation was already a 

mess; the earliest reformers had not wanted to break from the Church, but reform it; 

Henry would be able to do so by first converting to Catholicism and then reforming the 

Church from within as he invoked royal power and Gallican liberties.39 

39 Holt describes Henry's ascendancy and his work with the Edict of Nantes, as "The remaking of 
Gallicanism." Holt, The Wars of Religion, 153-72.  Henry's Catholic vision of Gallicanism differed sharply 
from Duplessis's.  When Henry summoned Duplessis in order to explain his conversion, the two debated 
about the precise nature of authentic Gallicanism.  "Là pour son regard, S. M. luy monstra le mesme visage 
et luy donna le mesme accez à ses affaires, mais particulièrement s'enferma trios heures avec luy seul en sa 
chamber pour luy discourir par le menu de ce qui s'estoit passé et des causes qui luy avoient meu.  La 
somme estoit qu'il s'estoit trouvé sur le bord d'un tel precipice, par les monopoles des siens propres qu'il 
particularisoit, qu'il n'avoit peu s'en échapper par là; que d'ailleurs aussy, il n'avoit pas esté assisté de ceux 
de la religion comme il eust esté requis, mais que son coeur demeuroit tousjours de mesme envers la 
Religion et ceux qui en faisoient profession et qu'il espéroit que Dieu luy feroit miséricorde.  Est certain 
aussy qu'il le trouva imbu d'une opinion qui luy sembloit alléger sa faute, que le différend des religions 
n'estoit grand que par l'animosité des prescheurs, et qu'un jour par son autorité, il le pourroit composer.  Et 
le discours passa plus avant sur ce point, monsieur du Plessis luy faisant voir par plusiers raisons qu'on ne 
pouvoit parvenir à la réunion des religions et extinction du schisme en France que deux choses ne 
précédassent, l'une que S. M. fust fort absolument estabilie en son Estat, l'autre que la puissance du Pape ne 
fust abolie en France et la liberté restituée à l'Eglize Gallicane." Witt 1868-1869, 1.266-67. 
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A Gallican Church meant doctrinal sacrifices on both sides, but particularly from 

the Huguenots because Henry remained Catholic.  Henry was prepared to make those 

sacrifices and hinted at the possibility of moving the church more in line with Huguenot 

doctrine.  The pope refused to accept the conversion and backed the Catholic Leaguers, 

the Guise party, and the Spanish whose troops lay outside Paris.  The French clergy took 

matters into their own hands, accepted Henry's repentance, and welcomed him back to 

the Catholic Communion.  The playing field had changed; Catholics no longer needed to 

answer whether a heretical king with Catholic sanction and Gallican designs could take 

the throne.  They only had to answer whether French clergy could welcome back a 

repentant sinner, or whether the pope held absolute authority over bishops' judgments, as 

stated by the Council of Trent. 

When Du Bec fed Henry Christ's Body at the Mass of reconciliation, he helped 

reform the Gallican church.  Leaguers and the Guise, who rejected Henry's conversion, 

demonstrated their unflinching allegiance for papal authority, Roman reform, and their 

willingness to risk their kingdom to foreign influence.  On the other hand, the French 

Catholic clergy, led by Du Bec, had asserted their Gallican liberties and effectively 

gained Gallican reform, successfully forcing the pope to accept Henry as king.  Although 

this Gallican Church remained Catholic and rejected Reformed doctrine, its members 

nevertheless granted the Huguenots a series of rights, which Du Bec and Duplessis 

agreed upon during their negotiations over the Edict of Nantes.  In this sense, Henry 

made good on his promises; he had reformed the Catholic Church from within, not 
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bringing it over to Reformed doctrine, but at least redrawing the lines so as not to 

included the destruction of Huguenot heretics explicitly. 

 

Movement 

The traditional portrayal of religious France in which static Catholicism endures 

and "pre-reformers" turn to Huguenots, thus forming two alternatives, should be rejected.  

Rather, religious France is best portrayed as a spectrum with Catholicism and 

Protestantism on the poles.  Each of these movements occupied a range on the spectrum 

and included multiple positions.  In between the poles lay a particularly dynamic middle 

ground that included Gallican independence, a vision that appealed to both Protestants 

and Catholics and meant different things to different people at different times.  The 

borders and boundaries of each position shifted over time, particularly as the 

communities at the poles defined their membership and visions of reform.   

This model helps explain some of the tensions within the religious communities 

and the relationships among them.  Protestants and Catholics debated about the distance 

between Protestant movement and radicalism as Catholics tried to conflate the two and 

Protestants attempted to separate them.  Many individuals rejected both support for Rome 

and Protestantism; they rejected Roman plans for reformation offered at Trent and the 

Huguenot conception of external reform with separate churches.  They entertained 

reformist ideas while remaining Catholic and envisioned various portraits of Gallicanism, 

such as a reform from within the Catholic Church that included a measure of liberty from 

Rome.  Various groups and individuals ranging from jurists and members of the 
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parlement of Paris, to Marguerite and Catherine, to Duplessis and Du Bec, to Henry the 

Huguenot and Henry the Catholic, invoked this vision in various forms in response to 

numerous circumstances. 

This model also helps explain conversions in the Mornay family, the events 

surrounding them, and family members' reactions to them.  According to the traditional 

narrative, Catholicism endured while "pre-reform" morphed into Protestantism.  Thus 

individuals chose between two communities.  But conversion in the Mornay family can 

best be explained by describing its members' as moving along a religious spectrum.  This 

strategy uncovers the paths to conversion that some members took, it helps clarify 

apparent inconsistencies in their behavior, and it demonstrated the range of movement 

within which family members operated.  In order to illustrate the exchange between 

Duplessis and his uncle Du Bec and the events surrounding it will be explored. 

When the sources first mention Du Bec, he occupied the middle ground on the 

religious spectrum.  He was Catholic cleric advocating internal reform of the Catholic 

Church.  At the time, he was even considering a reformed Catholic Church that professed 

Protestant doctrines.  Du Bec had read and distributed "Lutheran" literature to his sister 

Françoise since the 1530s.  Other individuals, such as Berquin who was burned at the 

stake, also read this same literature and advocated a vision of reform of the Catholic 

Church that involved Protestant doctrine. 

Du Bec and Berquin were not alone in their position on the religious spectrum.  

Bucer had described the entire Vexin as a little Germany.  That did not mean that 

inhabitants of the region were Protestants who forsook the Mass and worshipped in 
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Lutheran churches, but that they read and believed Protestant doctrine and wanted to 

reform the Catholic Church in practice and doctrine, including doctrines associated with 

Protestantism.  Numerous other high-ranking clergy from the area, such as Beauvais, 

participated in this movement.  Closer to home, Du Bec's sister Françoise read the 

literature, changed her opinions, and became convinced of the need for practical and 

doctrinal reform within the Catholic Church.  The books she read were not only 

"Lutheran" in the proper sense, but also reformist works produced by early communities, 

such as at Meaux, and approved by the king.  In her account, Françoise's daughter-in-law 

Arbaleste took pains to point out that the king approved these books; in effect he 

sanctioned such a vision of reform and occupied this middle ground on the religious 

spectrum himself.  But individuals such as Du Bec and Françoise also read Lutheran 

books in the proper sense, including works of Luther that were officially censored.  When 

Françoise asked her husband Jacques to read them, he refused, knowing full well what 

had happened to others who had done so and how the books had served as evidence of 

heresy at Berquin's trial.  While he did not attempt to prevent her from reading them, 

perhaps because of Du Bec's involvement, he begged her to be careful.  

Françoise complied with Jacques's request to cloak her religious opinions.  When 

she hired a tutor to teach her children Protestant doctrine, she kept the tutor's religious 

views secret, even from Jacques.  Yet still she did not break from the Catholic Church.  

She continued to envision Catholic reform that included doctrine adopted by Protestants.  

This was not an implausible hope in the early part of the sixteenth century. 
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When the Council of Trent met for its sixth session in 1547, it came very close to 

adopting the forensic view of the doctrine of justification, a view at the heart of 

Protestantism and one advocated by the early French reformers.  This demonstrates that a 

number of clergy believed that the Catholic Church should make that sort of doctrinal 

reform. 40 Even if Trent rejected specific Protestant doctrine, numerous members of the 

high-ranking clergy in France continued to hold these positions.  In any case, the 

parliaments tended not to register the final decrees of Trent that rejected Protestant 

doctrine and the kings never required them to do so.  Françoise's brother Du Bec, the 

Bishop of Vannes, had been advocating similar reform closer to home.  When he first 

offered to resign his benefices to Duplessis, both he and Françoise continued to envision 

reform within the Catholic Church.  They had educated the boy in doctrine identified 

with Protestants; nevertheless, they believed that he could enjoy a long career in the 

Catholic Church.   

While Françoise and Du Bec occupied the same location on the religious 

spectrum, Françoise and Jacques did not.  While she stood along with her brother in the 

middle of the continuum, advocating reform, even radical doctrinal reform, he remained 

tethered to the Catholic pole.  He opted for a traditional Catholicism; complete with 

traditional beliefs and practices.  When he moved young Duplessis to Paris, he attempted 
 

40 For a fascinating study of Girolamo Seripando, the General of the Augustinian Hermits, who 
advocated a position close to the Protestants in the debate at Trent and unsuccessfully defended a doctrine 
of two-fold righteousness previously accepted by Gasparo Contarini at the Colloquy of Regensburg, see 
Anselm Forster, Gesetz und Evangelium bei Girolamo Seripando, vol. 6, Konfessionskundliche und 
kontroverstheologische Studien (Paderborn: Bonifacius-Druckerei, 1963); Hubert Jedin, Girolamo 
Seripando. Sein Leben und Denken im Geisteskampf des 16. Jahrhunderts (Würzburg: Rita, 1937).  For 
Seripando's own views on the doctrine, see Girolamo Seripando, De iustitia et libertate Christiana, vol. 30, 
Corpus Catholicorum (Münster: Aschendorff, 1970). 
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to ensure that the boy stood near him on the spectrum.  With Jacques's death, Françoise 

brought the boy back to Buhy and attempted to bring him back over to her place on the 

spectrum. 

As she brought Duplessis back to Buhy, she was herself moving along the 

religious continuum.  She was embracing more and more Protestant doctrine.  As Trent 

officially anathematized individuals who held these beliefs, she slowly came to the 

conclusion that she could not stay within the confines of the Catholic Church.  She had 

begun to assemble a reform-oriented community under her protection, which gathered 

behind the walls of Château Buhy to read Scripture and hold services.  This was not a 

Huguenot church but one of the loosely organized communities that dotted the landscape.  

Françoise and her family continued to attend Mass.  But after the Reformed churches 

organized, she had an option; she could openly profess the Reformed faith and join a 

Reformed church or even have her group join the greater structure.   

When Duplessis returned to Buhy she attempted to move the boy a long distance 

on the religious spectrum, not just from his Catholic devotion and allegiance to Rome to 

the middle ground of Catholic reformism, the position that she had occupied when he had 

left.  She now had to move him to the Protestant pole.  She did this through conversation 

and by having him read literature.  Even though they claimed to believe Reformed 

doctrine, they waited and they continued to attend Mass.  Finally, they openly professed 

the Reformed faith and join the newly organized Huguenot Church.   

In openly professing faith, they firmly attached themselves to the Protestant pole 

and theoretically reconciled their public identity with the location of their beliefs on the 
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religious spectrum.  They professed their faith in 1561.  As Arbaleste noted, this was 

"shortly before the Colloquy of Poissy."41 This was a good time to convert.  Catherine 

was attempting to lay the groundwork for an ecumenical Gallican Church, courting 

Huguenots, and offering them limited protection; the number of Huguenots reached its 

peak. 

During this time, Françoise and Duplessis were not the only ones who had been 

moving along the religious spectrum.  Du Bec for his part had been moving as well, but 

in the opposite direction.  He had received the patronage of the Cardinal Lorraine and 

accompanied him to Trent, where they both represented France.  At Trent, he had 

adopted Lorraine's vision of Roman reform for France and moved from the middle 

ground of Gallican reform to the pole of staunch support for Rome.  Arbaleste described 

his progression in a slightly less theoretical analysis: "having attended the Council of 

Trent with the Cardinal de Lorraine, he had repressed the knowledge of the truth that he 

had formerly had."42 

When Du Bec returned to Paris to find Duplessis, he believed that reform was 

already being accomplished in the Catholic Church and that Duplessis could work for 

reform as outlined by Trent as his protégé and successor to his bishopric.  Du Bec entered 

Duplessis's room, glanced through several books containing reformist and Protestant 
 

41 "Se rézolut de la quitter, mais tost après, qui fut un peu devant le Colloque de Poissy, 1561, 
Dieu leur fit à tous la grâce de renoncer à l'idolâtrie et faire profession ouverte de la Religion." Witt 1868-
1869, 1.18. 
 

42 "Sur le milieu de ses quattre ans qu'il estoit à Paris, y arriva monsieur de Nantes, son oncle, 
lequel, après avoir sondé, par l'ouverture de divers livres, ce qu'il avoit proffité en la langue grecque, luy 
entra en propos de la religion, car depuis les troubles, ayant esté au Concile de Trente avec le cardinal de 
Lorraine, il avoit estouffé cette congnoissance qu'auparavant il en avoit eue." Ibid., 21-22. 
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ideas, and tested him on his knowledge of Greek, a prerequisite for doctrinal reform and 

disputation.  He then brought up "the question of religion" and gauged where the fifteen-

year-old stood on the spectrum.  Duplessis had after all joined the Huguenot church.  Du 

Bec would have to bring him over from the Protestant pole to opposite end of the 

spectrum.  Duplessis's footing on Protestant terrain was less than entirely solid.  

Duplessis still studied in Paris and played the role of a Catholic student, continuing to 

wear the Catholic garb that demonstrated that he was destined for the Catholic Church, 

although Arbaleste, his biographer, claimed that he did so "without participating in 

idolatry." 43 

Duplessis refused Du Bec's offer, preferring to continue to literally cloak his 

identity as Huguenot with his Catholic dress.  But Du Bec was not be easily dissuaded.  

After all, he had played some part in moving Duplessis to this point on the spectrum.  He 

had convinced Françoise of the necessity of religious reform and even supported 

Duplessis's Protestant education including his study of Greek and Hebrew.  Besides, Du 

Bec had himself shared a commitment to reform; he had stood where Françoise and 

Duplessis had once stood; he would bring the boy over. 

Du Bec began the exchange and subtly stated "that he had no wish to press 

[Duplessis] before he had arrived at a more advanced age," suggesting "that [Duplessis's] 

opinions on religion would change with maturity."  Duplessis took the bait and replied, 

"Sir, if it is nothing but an opinion, it would be better for me to immediately change it.  I 

 
43 "Quelque temps après donc il fut renvoyé à paris chez monsr. Prebet qui logeoit derrière le 

college de Boncourt, et fréquentoit lors les leçons de la seconde classe, avec progrez et sans participer à 
l'idolâtrie." Ibid., 19. 
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am very prepared to receive instruction and to justify my faith."  Defiance, confidence, 

and eagerness are all obvious.  Duplessis had learned his languages and his theology.  He 

had converted after careful study and was willing to debate and test his adherence to his 

doctrinal positions.44 

Du Bec chose the terrain: the Church Fathers.  He arranged for a bookseller to 

lend Duplessis the appropriate books.  Du Bec assigned Duplessis passages to read and 

study.  He employed the same method that Françoise had used with the boy.  When Du 

Bec returned to Brittany, Duplessis "wrote to him every week, meditating upon the 

passages in the writings of the Fathers that he zealously read as instructed, which 

progressively confirmed him in the main articles of the [reformed] religion."45 

Debating the Church Fathers might seem an odd choice; they could have begun 

with the doctrine of justification or the Mass.  But both participants were humanists, 

linguistically equipped, trained to turn back to the original sources, and possessing a love 

of all things of antiquity.46 They could have debated the Christian Scriptures, perhaps 

from the Hebrew and Greek.  In centering the debate on the Fathers, Du Bec determined 

to bring Duplessis back into the fold by fighting over the history of the church and the 
 

44 "[Du Bec] dit qu'il ne [Duplessis] vouloit point presser de changer de religion tant qu'il est plus 
de jugement et que c'estoit une opinion qui s'en iroit avec l'aâge; il lui répondit: 'Monsieur, sy c'est une 
opinion, il n'est que de l'oster et l'aracher d'heure; je suis tout prest d'estre instruict et de vous render raison 
de ma foy' et pour l'heur ne passa oultra." Ibid., 22. 
 

45 "Le lendemain, il luy dit quil désiroit qu'il leust les doctes anciens et les lui feit bailer par ung 
libraire. . . Or, monsieur de Nantes s'estant retiré en Bretaigne, tous les quinze jours monsieur du Plessis luy 
escrivoit, et luy remarquoit les passages qu'il avoit luy commandé dans les anciens docteurs qu'il luy avoit 
commandé de lire, esquelz si se confirmoit en la religion." Ibid. 
 

46 Throughout his grand tour of Europe, Duplessis constantly catalogued "les antiquités" and 
created a series of histories of artifacts, cultures, and texts, the tomes of which have since been lost.  Cf. 
Ibid., 30-31. 
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legitimacy of either Catholic or Huguenot reform.  The Fathers that Duplessis read would 

have been selected to emphasize the unity and apostolic succession of the Catholic 

Church, and the illegitimacy and heresy of groups, such as the Donatists, who set 

themselves outside the Holy Mother Church.47 

This debate extended far beyond the immediate exchange between Du Bec and 

Duplessis.  Du Bec later used these arguments when converting Henry IV, and later 

Mornay descendents echoed these sentiments.  Duplessis, having already read his 

Protestant responses, would have advocated doctrinal succession: the Catholic Church 

had theologically separated itself from the church founded by the Apostles, and the 

Protestants, in recovering biblical teaching, stood as the legitimate successors to the early 

Christian Church.  The bulk of Duplessis's polemics against Catholicism explained, in 

thousands of pages of detail, how the papacy had usurped Christ's Church. 48 

47 Scholars used the Church Fathers, Erasmus in particular, as a means of minimizing confessional 
differences.  Irena Backus, "Erasmus and the Spirituality of the Early Church," in Erasmus' Vision of the 
Church, ed. Hilmar M. Pabel (Ann Arbor: Edward Brothers, 1995), 95-114.  Backus also demonstrates how 
they could use them as a means of polemics.  Backus, Historical Method and Confessional Identity in the 
Era of the Reformation, 1378-1615, vol. 94, Studies in Medieval and Reformation Thought (Leiden: Brill, 
2003).  Du Bec attempted to do the latter.  The list of books he selected is found among Duplessis's papers: 
SHPF MS 753, fol. 2.   
 

48 For a description of the catechism immediately preceding Henry's conversion and Du Bec's role 
therein, see Michael W. Wolfe, "The Conversion of Henri IV, King of France (1584-1595)" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University, 1985), 465-87.  Love also sheds some light on the religious 
particulars of the conversion, including issues of history and apostolic succession of the Papacy, and 
demonstrates Henry's familiarity with the doctrines and issues.  Ronald S. Love, Blood and Religion: The 
Conscience of Henri IV, 1553-1593 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001), 288-93.  Henry 
had in fact written to Du Bec among other clergy for theological advice on these issues.  BNF MS Dupuy 
770, fols. 225-226.  His converters had discussed a wide range of theological issues with him.  BNF MS ffr. 
3706, fols. 21-25.  Du Bec's secretary also described the exchanges in his journal.  BNF MS ffr. 5755.  Du 
Bec's nephew Jean who assisted his uncle in these meetings emphasized these doctrines, at least in part for 
polemical reasons, in his accounts.  Jean Du Bec, Bon augure au roy de Navarre, de sa grandeur 
retournant au gyron de l'Église catholique, apostolicque et romaine nostre mère (n.p., 1593).   

These events must be seen as the culmination of a process.  Du Bec had known and served Henry 
for years and had made the arguments before.  He made these arguments, among others, with other 
members of the family, including Duplessis, throughout their lives (as observed from Duplessis's responses 
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Despite Duplessis's recalcitrance, Du Bec kept his offer on the table.  He 

promised Duplessis the bishopric should he see his way to working for reform within the 

Catholic church, the original goal of the early reformers.  Duplessis could accomplish this 

as a bishop and actually participate in the reform process, perhaps even accompanying his 

uncle to Trent, a much better option than preemptively estranging himself.  This was a 

powerful argument.  Although it did not persuade Duplessis, Du Bec later appealed to the 

same logic with great success when working on Henry.   

The bishop's style in conversion was never to force but to lure.  He offered to hold 

the bishopric for Duplessis, granting him the office of prévôté, which Duplessis could 

take without making any change in his religion, solely on the power of the Catholic garb 

that he already wore.  Duplessis turned the offer down, much to the dismay of his 

extended family, passing up the financial rewards.  He knew his uncle's methods.  The 

 
to his uncle's overtures).  Letter from Duplessis to Du Bec, 8 February 1583.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 2.186-8.; 
Letter from Duplessis to Du Bec, 12 February 1595.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 5.519-21.  Mornay descendents 
carried on these arguments.  Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 220.   

Duplessis held this position from his first piece of theological polemic.  Philippe Duplessis-
Mornay, Traité de l'Église auquel sont disputées les principales questions, qui ont esté meues sur ce point 
en nostre temps (London: Thomas Vautollier, 1578).  He constantly developed his theses and expanded the 
arguments that culminated in his last piece of polemic, a monstrous tome in which he argued from a more 
historical point of view.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Le mystère d'iniquité, c'est-à-dire l'histoire de la 
papauté, par quels progrez elle est montée à ce comble, et quelles oppositions les gens de bien lui ont faict 
de temps en temps. Où aussi sont défendues les droicts des empereurs, rois et princes chrestiens, contre les 
assertions des cardinaux Bellarmin et Baronius (Saumur: Thomas Portau, 1611).  Throughout his attacks 
on specific doctrines, such as that of the Mass, he constantly argued from history: the papacy abrogated its 
apostolic authority by deviating from apostolic doctrine; the Protestants held that authority by continuing in 
doctrinal succession of the Scriptures.  In perhaps his most famous theological polemic, on the Eucharist, 
he attempted to chronicle the Catholic Church's movement away from biblical doctrine and practice.  
Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Institution usage et doctrine du Sainct Sacrement de l'Eucharistie en l'Eglise 
ancienne (La Rochelle: Hierosme Haultin, 1598). 
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office would place him under obligation to his uncle and serve as a stumbling block and a 

reason for adopting his uncle's counsels.49 

Mentioning the Catholic garb that Duplessis wore, which indicated that Duplessis 

was destined for life in the Catholic Church, was more than a dig.  Du Bec was pointing 

out that despite Duplessis's noble goals, he was already compromising himself by 

identifying himself as a Catholic.  He would reap the rewards of that method.  But Du 

Bec was also pointing out that Duplessis was simply unable to lead life openly as a 

Huguenot.  Should Duplessis become bishop, he could openly work for reform, albeit 

following a very different program.  

As he stood in his Catholic garb, Duplessis failed to live up to the call of Calvin 

and the Huguenots.  So did his mother.  Calvin had prescribed immediate public 

profession, then life openly as a Huguenot, regardless of potential consequences.  

Arbaleste took pains to portray Duplessis and Françoise as honest and noble.  She noted 

that even when Duplessis played Catholic, "he never participated in idolatry."  She 

specified that after Françoise professed her faith, "she persevered in the same faith 

despite wars, persecutions and massacres.  Nor did she refrain from doing everything that 

 
49 "Luy parla de luy vouloir résigner son evesché, et en attendant l'aâge que présentement il luy 

résigneroit la prévosté de Verton, pour jouir de laquelle il ne luy faudroit point changer de religion, et 
n'auroit besoin que de la simple tonsure qu'il avoit déjà.  Monsieur du Plessis luy remercya, luy disant qu'il 
se fioit en Dieu qui ne le lerroit despourvu de ce qui luy seroit besoing, car il craingnoit que, en l'acceptant, 
ce ne luy feust ung achoppement et une obligation de suivre de là en avant ses conseilz." Witt 1868-1869, 
1.22. 
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lay in her power for even in the time of the St. Bartholomew's [Day Massacre], when 

Scripture was silenced throughout the land; it always continued in her house."50 

Despite Arbaleste's noble depiction, both Duplessis and Françoise failed to live up 

to Calvin's and the Huguenots' ideals.  Duplessis and Françoise remained Catholic even 

after they had expressed their belief that reform could not take place within the Catholic 

Church and that they must therefore join the Huguenot Church.  They did not openly 

profess faith because they were afraid of the consequences.  Duplessis portrayed himself 

as a Catholic because, "as everyone knows, in those days men and women were murdered 

by the mob in Paris at the slightest suspicion."51 Françoise, who had "had her eyes open 

to the errors of the papacy and had desired to profess the reformed religion," did not do 

so because "the fires of persecution were still ablaze in France at that time and fear for 

the ruin of her house caused her to hesitate, also her the deceased Monsieur Buhy did not 

demonstrate the same desire."52 

When Jacques died in 1559, the same year the Reformed Churches organized, she 

faced less resistance and had even greater reason to convert, but she still refused.  She 

did, however, begin to take small steps and slowly distance herself from the Mass.  "Later 

 
50 "Et du depuis, en a tousjours fait, comme elle fait encores aujourd'hui, profession ouverte, et 

nonobstant les guerres, pérsecutions et massacres, a continué et persévéré, et n'y a épargné chose qui ait 
esté en sa puissance; mesmement du temps de la Saint-Barthélemy, 1572, que l'Evangile se taisoit presque 
par toute la France, il continua tousjours en sa maison." Ibid., 12 
 

51 "Chacun sait combine lors il y faisoit dangereux, et que pour moindre suspition, au cry du 
moindre d'une populace, on tuoit homes et femmes à Paris." Ibid. 

 
52 " Or, y avoit-il six ou sept ans qu'elle avoit congnoissance des abus de la Papauté, et desire de 

faire profession de la Religion réformée; mais les feus qui estoient lors encor allumés en France, et la 
crainte qu'elle avoit de la ruyne de sa maison la faisoit dissimuler, joint que feu monsieur de Buhy n'en 
monstroit aucun sentiment." Ibid, 20. 
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and bit by bit she stopped attending Mass, now on the pretext of mourning [for Jacques's 

death], now on the pretext of sickness, but she continued to send her children."  Only 

after she nearly died, "warned by God with a horrible sickness," did she profess faith 

along with Duplessis.  Even after professing faith, they both still portrayed themselves as 

Catholics, particularly when in Paris, and Françoise seriously entertained Du Bec's offer 

to place Duplessis in the Catholic clergy. 53 

In continuing to reside in the Catholic Church and attend Mass even when they 

"knew the errors of the papacy," and in passing themselves off as Catholics in difficult 

circumstances, Duplessis and Françoise were not alone.  Their evidence yet another range 

within the religious spectrum.  This group fit neither within the Catholic camp, believing 

Catholic doctrine and identifying themselves as such, nor in the Huguenot camp, 

believing Reformed doctrine and openly professing the faith as a result.  Calvin 

constantly wrote to people he labeled "Nicodemites," a term that he derived from the 

biblical account of a man who only visited Christ at night lest he be discovered.  He 

exhorted them to openly profess their faith and proudly identify themselves as 

Protestants.   

Calvin did not exhort these Nicodemites because he misdiagnosed the religious 

situation by assuming that France was full of closet supporters.  Only a minority had 

converted and openly professed their faith, but he thought that others wanted to join them 

but refrained from doing so because they were afraid.  Perhaps Calvin misjudged the 
 

53 "Depuis, peu à peu, elle s'absint d'aller à la messe, tantost soubs prétexte de son deuil et tantost 
de quelque indisposition; touteffois, ses Enfans continuoient à y aller, et y envoyoit ordinairement les plus 
petits.  Enfin admonestée de Dieu par une grefve maladie, où ell feit son testament et pensa mourir, ell se 
déclara ouvertement, l'an 1560, avec tous ses Enfans." Ibid, 12. 
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extent of Nicomedism, but he did have experience with such individuals.  The success of 

his movement hung upon moving these people in the middle ground of the spectrum, 

whose opinions moved beyond the veil of Catholic reform, into Reformed doctrine, over 

to the pole of open profession in the Huguenot church; and so he wrote to them.  For 

instance, Marguerite herself expressed agreement with reformed doctrine, a fact noted by 

both Catholic watchers and Huguenot representatives.  Yet she refrained from open 

profession despite Calvin's efforts and much to his dismay.54 

Both Françoise and Duplessis belonged to this group, "knowing the errors" of 

Rome yet attending Mass, or attempting to extricate themselves from the Mass by 

pretext, or hiding their identities as Huguenots with Catholic garb.  Jacques himself might 

have also fallen into this category.  There was antagonism between him and Françoise 

over the religious question.  He believed that Françoise betrayed him by secretly 

educating their children in Protestant doctrine.  He responded by taking Duplessis to Paris 

and ensuring that Duplessis grew up to be "an honorable man and attended Mass daily."   

Before Jacques discovered that Françoise had been indoctrinating their sons in 

secret, he had allowed her to read her Protestant and reformist literature.  He "never 

demonstrated any displeasure," but refrained from reading the literature himself, mainly 

because he feared the consequences, seeing how "cruel the times were."  Even after he 

dragged Duplessis off to Paris to ensure his Catholicism, he apparently calmed down and 

began to listen to his wife again about religious reform.  Françoise discussed the religious 
 

54 For a summary of Calvin's anti-Nicodemite works and correspondence as they relate to 
Marguerite's network, see Reid, "King's Sister," 563-79.  For his specific appeals to others, Charmarie 
Jenkins Blaisdell, "Calvin's Letters to Women: The Courting of Ladies in High Places," Sixteenth Century 
Journal 13, no. 3 (1982): 76-84. 
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question with him every day.  She attempted to bring him over to her position on the 

middle of the religious spectrum, as one who believed Reformed doctrine and "desired to 

profess the reformed religion" but refused to do so and remained Catholic because "the 

fires of persecution were still ablaze in France." 

After months of attempting to persuade him, Jacques lay dying in 1559.  

According to his daughter-in-law Arbaleste, "God giving him this grace at his death, he 

remembered the numerous good words that Mademoiselle du Buhy, his wife, had spoken 

to him every day concerning the errors of the Roman Church, of which she was not 

ignorant, and he would have not have a priest or allow any superstitious ceremony, fully 

assured of his salvation by the merit and passion of Jesus Christ alone."55 Perhaps he 

adopted these religious beliefs at the point of death because he reflected more seriously 

on the next life and reassessed his spiritual allegiance.  It seems as if Jacques had been 

moving towards Françoise's doctrinal beliefs (the errors of the Roman Church and full 

assurance of salvation by the sole passion of Jesus Christ), while continuing to identify 

himself as Catholic and attend Mass along with his wife.  In any case, he chose to profess 

faith on his deathbed, when the "fires of persecution" could no longer harm him. 

Turning back to the exchange between Duplessis and Du Bec, here the Mornay 

family's traditional system of ecclesiastical patronage broke down as the religious unity 

that supported such strategies dissolved.  According to the traditional narrative, religious 

France moved from a period of "pre-reform" to one with static and discrete Catholic and 

 
55 "Dieu luy faisant cest grace qu'à l'article de la mort, il se ressouvint de plusieurs bon propos que 

journellement Mademoiselle du Buhy, sa femme, luy tenoit touchant les abus de l'Eglize Romaine dont elle 
avoit dès lors congnoissance, et ne voulut avoir aucun prebstre ny recevoir aucune cérémonie 
superstitieuse, s'assurant de son salut par le mérite et passion d'un seul, Jésus Christ." Witt 1868-1869, 1.22. 
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Huguenot camps, from which Duplessis and his uncle chose opposite sides.  In taking a 

detailed look at the spiritual landscape and the complex interactions between members of 

the Mornay and their multiple visions of reform, religious France has been portrayed 

according to a different model, one more complicated but one that better explains 

Duplessis's exchange with his uncle Du Bec, Duplessis's conversion, and the events 

leading up to it.  In this model family members moved along a religious spectrum, one 

with admittedly dynamic boundaries that changed as the confessional camps defined 

themselves and their competing visions of reform.   

Du Bec and Françoise moved from support of Rome towards the middle of the 

spectrum with visions of reform of the Catholic Church.  As the Catholic Church defined 

its vision of reform at Trent, Du Bec moved back to staunch support of Rome.  He 

distanced himself from Catholics such as Catherine and Michel l'Hôpital who continued 

to look for Catholic reform outside the framework sanctioned by Rome.  Françoise 

rejected Rome's vision of reform and was faced with the prospect of finding an 

alternative.  She could have adopted the Gallican vision of internal reform with Gallican 

liberties, but she envisioned still more radical reform.  She chose to secretly believe 

Reformed doctrine while continuing to portray herself as Catholic. 

After Jacques died and the Huguenot Church formally organized, Françoise had 

an opportunity to move from the middle ground to a confessional pole.  In joining the 

Huguenot Church, she moved towards institutionalized Protestantism, and Duplessis 

followed his mother's lead.  Both continued to portray themselves as Catholics when it 

behooved them and refrained from openly placing himself or herself on the Huguenot 
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pole as Calvin had urged their sort to do.  When Duplessis met with Du Bec, he tried to 

move Duplessis away from falling over the brink into unmitigated allegiance to the 

Reformed churches.  While the strategy failed with Duplessis, Du Bec used it effectively 

with their mutual family member, friend, and patron, Henry IV and successfully 

converted him by offering him a different vision of reform, not of Roman reform as 

outlined at Trent, but of Gallican reform with a French Catholic Church that exercised a 

certain independence from the pope, while Henry served as its head and sat on the throne 

as king.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EVENT: CONVERSIONS 

 

Members of the Mornay family moved along a religious spectrum, adopted 

various visions of reform, and placed themselves upon a spiritual array.  In chapter three 

this model was offered in order to better understand sacred relationships between family 

members, better appreciate competing visions for reform and the range of possibilities 

within ecclesiastical camps, and better understand paths that lead to specific confessional 

parties.1 In this chapter, the relationship between the religious continuum and conversion 

proper is articulated.  Certain locations on the spectrum are more significant than others, 

as is movement between certain points.  Sometimes family members moved across 

thresholds, converted.  They joined a confessional community and aligned themselves 

with certain family members while they divided themselves from others. 

The motivations and mechanics governing selection among, and adhesion to, the 

various ecclesiastical parties, are explored in this chapter.  The relationships between 

ritual, ideology, and identity are investigated.  Individuals converted for multiple reasons.  

Family members acted as advocates in conversion, thus the family structure facilitated 

religious dissent and pluralism rather than unity.  Finally, the mechanisms used by 

advocates in order to convert their relatives are surveyed. 
 

1 Duplessis's wife Arbaleste gave a thoroughly detailed account of the family members' 
conversions and typically edited members' own descriptions of the circumstances, motivations, and results.  
Although she portrayed the events in light of her own allegiance to her Reformed cause and the honor of 
her family, she offered a wonderful source with unusual clarity.  In this project her account will be 
examined, these events explored in depth, and a heavily qualitative analysis offered.  These rich events will 
be viewed from a variety of perspectives and their significance will be fleshed out. 
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Ritual and Identity 

While anthropologists may define conversion in terms of changes in beliefs, 

visions, and traditions, in this project the term conversion will be limited to movement 

between the Catholic and Reformed Churches.2 Each of these communities included a 

range of beliefs and visions of reform; nevertheless they were bound together by rituals 

that circumscribed the boundaries of membership.3 The communities signified entrance 

through baptism, indicated membership with the Eucharist, either the Catholic Mass or 

the Huguenot Eucharist, and marked conversion by specific rituals.4

2 For a summary of the state of anthropological study of religious conversion as well as one model 
of the process, see Lewis R. Rambo, Understanding Religious Conversion (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1993).  Rambo uses a broad definition of conversion, which includes changes in intellectual and 
religious beliefs and traditions.  Rambo, Understanding Religious Conversion, 12-14, 172-74.  These 
changes were described as movements on the religious spectrum, but not as conversion proper, for that 
term is used in a restricted sense in order to designate movement between the two institutionalized 
churches, movement usually signaled with ritual.  For other models, see H. Newton Malony and Samuel 
Southard, eds., Handbook of Religious Conversion (Birmingham: Religious Education Press, 1992).  For 
examples of the various models employed, and the range of conversion broadly defined, see Andrew 
Buckser and Stephen D. Glazier, eds., The Anthropology of Religious Conversion (Lanham, Md.: Rowman 
and Littlefield Publishers, 2003). 
 

3 Members of the communities typically identified themselves as such by pointing to actions they 
performed, such as attending the Mass.  Both Catholics and Huguenots agreed on this.  For instance, when 
Arbaleste escaped the St. Bartholomew's Day massacre, she pretended to be a Catholic as she rode out of 
Paris on a boat.  The other passengers questioned Arbaleste's identity because she was obviously 
frightened, but a woman spoke up in her defense and said that she herself was frightened although she was 
a well-known Catholic.  The woman demonstrated her Catholicity by her attendance of Mass.  As Arbaleste 
recounted, "Vous me congnoissez, je ne suis point huguenotte, je vas tous les jours à la messe, mais je suis 
sy effrayée que depuis hiut jours j'en ay la fièbvre." Witt 1868-1869, 1.66.  Elsewhere Arbaleste herself 
used attendance of the Mass as her own criterion of Catholicism.  She commented about servants of her 
father who were mistaken for Huguenots.  Arbaleste proves their Catholicism by arguing that they attended 
Mass every day.  Ibid., 1.47.  The Mass was not the only ritual that identified individuals as Catholic.  The 
Mornay identified Catholics as those who knelt at processions and those who crossed themselves.  Ibid., 
1.20, 60. 
 

4 French Catholics and Protestants were not alone in these practices.  For an exploration of the 
rituals of baptism and the Mass and their significance on German lands, see Karant-Nunn, The Reformation 
of Ritual: An Interpretation of Early Modern Germany, Christianity and Society in the Modern World 
(London: Routledge, 1997), 43-71, 91-137.  For a survey of baptism and the Mass in their broader domains 
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Huguenots tended to celebrate conversion with a profession of faith.  The 

components and forms of the ceremony varied in practice.  Theoretically, an individual 

expressed consent to doctrinal propositions in front of an audience, perhaps in an 

organized Huguenot church.  They took vows that placed themselves under its 

ecclesiastical control and they perhaps celebrating membership in the community with 

the Eucharist.  Ideally, individuals had "left off going to Mass" and perhaps even received 

catechetical instruction from Huguenot pastors, a series of events that culminated in the 

ceremony and often a documentary record such as a list of those converted.  The Catholic 

Church may have sealed this movement with its own ceremony of excommunication, 

again with a documentary record, as the convert left Catholic Communion.  

These elements were often involved in the conversions of members of Mornay 

family.  Perhaps Jacques changed his religious opinions and began to believe Reformed 

doctrines over the course of his conversations with Françoise, but he only "converted" on 

his deathbed.  After his wife instructed him, she called two pastors to his bedside for 

more formal catechism.  He then professed his faith in front of the extended family and 

two pastors.  When he professed the faith, he cited  "errors of the Roman Church" and 

"salvation by the merit and passion of Jesus Christ alone."  

Françoise was well catechized but did not convert immediately after his death, 

although she "had desired to profess the reformed religion."  Once God brought her to the 

brink of death in order to warn her to convert, she obeyed.  She quit attending Mass.  She 
 
see John Bossy, "Blood and Baptism: Kinship, Community and Christianity in Western Europe from the 
Fourteenth to the Seventeenth Centuries," in Sanctity and Secularity: The Church and the World, ed. Derek 
Baker (New York: Harper and Row, 1973); Bossy, "The Mass as a Social Institution," Past & Present 100 
(1983): 29-61. 
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publicly professed the Reformed faith.  She founded a church on her property and 

"persevered in the same faith despite wars, persecutions and massacres."  

Just as the Huguenots marked the act of conversion with rituals, so too did 

Catholics.  In theory, a convert received catechism, repented and performed penance, 

then abjured his or her Protestant heresy, and formally professed Catholic doctrine.  

Individuals often signed a document to this effect, an act perhaps carried out during a 

religious service.  The conversion culminated with the Mass, which propitiated sins 

involved in heresy and signifying communal reconciliation.  Huguenots may have sealed 

this movement with their own ceremony of excommunication.5

Within both camps, the higher the socio-economic status of the convert, the more 

numerous and elaborate the public profession.  Thus the noble Mornay tended to 

celebrate multiple rituals, more than their clients who were not of noble status.  A king 

who converted, such as Henry IV, did so after extensive catechism and even formal 

debates.  He participated in specific ceremonies and demonstrated his penance in an 

elaborate public procession dressed in penitential garb.  He signed a rejection of his 

Protestant heresy and professed the tenets of Catholic faith.  He then received Mass, 

which propitiated his heresy, granted grace for returning to the fold like the prodigal son, 

and brought about communal reconciliation and membership in the community of faith.6

5 When the Huguenot churches organized in 1559, they prescribed in their Discipline, or blueprint 
for polity, the excommunication process (5.15-18) and an authorized form to be read at a worship service 
(5.23). 

 
6 For a summary of the events and rituals surrounding Henry's conversion, see Ronald S. Love, 

Blood and Religion: The Conscience of Henri IV, 1553-1593 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
2001), 271-81; Michael W. Wolfe, "The Conversion of Henri IV, King of France (1584-1595)" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University, 1985), 461-510.  The text of the absolution that he received 
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When nobles converted, the communities celebrated with more numerous and 

more elaborate ceremonies, partially because the event itself required a solemnity 

befitting someone of the noble class, partially because these individuals were prizes.  

Each side fought for nobles in order to legitimize their movement and de-legitimize their 

opponents, and the Reformed churches tended to rely on nobles for political protection.  

When nobles converted, they lent a movement their resources and status and influence of 

their clients.  Although clients did not slavishly follow their noble patrons, a patron's 

conversion meant changes in the economic and political prospects of their clients.  When 

patrons converted they tied themselves more closely to clients of the same faith or 

divided themselves from clients of the opposing camp.  A wave of Huguenots converting 

to Catholicism mean the end of political protection and indicated a changing tide in the 

Wars of Religion. 

Nobles who converted lent a party greater legitimacy, financial assets, and 

military protection, and they potentially attracted some of their clientele to the 

community.  As members of a more educated and theologically fluent class, noble 

converts also gave communities intellectual credibility.  They lent formidable theological 

to a party because they often had intellectual expertise and polemical experience in the 

opposing camp.  A noble polemicist or theologian who converted to a new community 

provided a more effective testimony to convert, crafted better polemic, and more 

 
from the ecclesiastical assembly Saturday, July 24, 1593 is still extant (BNF MS ffr. 3430, fols. 28-39) as 
are the texts of his abjuration and profession of faith (BNF MS ffr. 10198, fols. 91-92; BNF MS Dupuy 
119, fols. 16-19). 
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successfully converted other nobles from the old party.  Indeed, former Catholics, such as 

Duplessis himself, generated the most effective Huguenot theology and polemic.   

Just as former Catholics provided effective polemics to the Huguenots, so too did 

former Huguenots lend effective theological arms to the Catholics.  Perhaps the most 

devastating critiques of the Huguenot movement came from former Huguenots such as 

Florimond de Raemond, who engaged in a print war with Duplessis, repeatedly argued 

from his own experience as a Huguenot, and told his history of the movement from a 

critical and internal point of view.7 Former Huguenots rose through the ranks of the 

Catholic clergy, partially because they effectively debated and converted their former 

coreligionists.  For instance, Jacques Davy Du Perron was raised in the Reformed faith by 

parents who had fled to Swiss lands as religious refugees.  He had carefully studied the 

Church Fathers like Duplessis but had come to different conclusion and converted to 

Catholicism. 

Du Perron had supported Henry of Navarre and Henry appointed him bishop of 

Evreux in 1591, an office in which he served he and Du Bec lent Catholic legitimacy to 

Henry's claim to the throne.  Du Perron also served with Du Bec as one of Henry's 

catechizers and was perhaps even more responsible for Henry's conversion.  Henry also 
 

7 Perhaps the archetypal example is Florimond de Raemond's L'Histoire de la naissance, progrez 
et décadence de l'hérésie de ce siècle (Paris: Florimond de Raemond, 1605).  He also attacked Duplessis in 
print mentioning him in passing throughout his works.  E.g. Raemond, L'Anti-Christ et l'Anti-papesse 
(Paris: A. L'Angelier, 1599).  Raemond and Duplessis carried on a correspondence with a thin veil of 
politeness covering acrimony.  Raemond sent Duplessis his latest books (such as his L'Anti-Christ) along 
with taunting letters. Letter from Raemond to Duplessis (n.d.). M. et C. 1824-1825, 7.230-31.  Duplessis 
pointed out that while he wished he could do the same his own books were currently being burned.  
Duplessis said this in order to demonstrate that Raemond's party could not defend itself with truth or 
argument but had to rely on brute prohibitions and thus undermined Raemond's claims that books, rather 
than the implements of war, could solve disagreements between the parties.  Letter from Duplessis to 
Raemond, 9 January 1599.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 9.199-201. 
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used Du Perron to provide public credibility to his Catholicism at the expense of his 

former Huguenot polemicists such as Duplessis.  In 1600 Henry staged a debate between 

Duplessis and Du Perron about the Eucharist, specifically about the Church Fathers' 

views of the subject.  Du Perron won, publicly disgraced Duplessis, delegitimized 

Duplessis's polemical work, and converted several prominent Huguenots in attendance.  

Henry rewarded him with the office of cardinal. 8 

Du Perron successfully converted Huguenots such as Henry partially because he 

was thoroughly familiar with Reformed doctrine.  He was able to outline a clear 

intellectual path that lead back to the Catholic faith, a path that he himself had taken.  As 

Florimond de Raemond, he criticized the movement from an internal point of view.  He 

had carefully studied the particular theological points with which the Huguenots were 

concerned and had come to conclusions that led him to the Catholic faith.  He brought the 

fruits of this study to bear in formal debate and printed polemic and successfully 

converted numerous Huguenots as a result.   

 
8 Pierre Féret, Le Cardinal Du Perron, orateur, controversiste, écrivain. Étude historique et 

critique. (Paris: Didier, 1877).  For Duperron's works, see Alfred Baudrillart, Albert de Meyer, and Roger 
Aubert, eds., Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, 28 vols. (Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 
1912- ), 14.1130-36.  Du Perron was almost a mirror image of Duplessis, an image that resembles the 
object but is reversed in the mirror.  They converted along the same path but in different directions.  They 
debated the Church Fathers before Henry in 1600 in which Du Perron would win.  J. A. Lalot, Essai 
historique sur la conférence tenue à Fontainebleau entre Duplessis-Mornay et Duperron le 4 mai 1600 
(Paris: Fischbacher, 1889).  The debate centered around patristic citations of Duplessis's book on the 
Eucharist.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Institution usage et doctrine du Sainct Sacrement de l'Eucharistie 
en l'Eglise ancienne (La Rochelle: Hierosme Haultin, 1598).  The two continued an extended polemical 
war over the same issues for years.  E.g. Jacques Davy Du Perron, Examen du livre du Sieur du Plessis 
contre la Messe (Evreux: Antoine Le Marie, 1617); Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Responce du sieur Du 
Plessis Mornay à l'escrit publié par le sieur Évesque d'Évreux, sur la sommation à luy faicte priément par 
ledit sieur du Plessis (1600). 
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In order to capitalize on the full currency of noble conversions, both parties 

publicized their conversions.9 They held numerous and elaborate rituals in order to 

tangibly demonstrate the immediate event and they broadcast these conversions through 

print.  Henry's conversion provides the archetypal example.  He not only took part in 

multiple public ceremonies and paraded through the streets in penitential garb, but he left 

a written record of the events and signed his abjuration and adherence to articles of the 

Catholic faith in an act that was woven into the ceremony itself.  Catholics printed this 

documentation, along with their commentary, in order to broadcast the event and provide 

a record of the conversion.  Should he attempt to convert back to the Reformed faith, they 

could produce this record and call his conversion into question.   

Rituals allowed individuals to openly demonstrate their internal beliefs, to 

publicly join a community.  In turn, communities attempted to make the most of their 

conversions by publicizing them as widely as possibly.  When ecclesiastical groups 

broadcasted these changes in persuasion, they attempted to create a public identity of the 

individual as a member of their party.  Presumably the individuals converted and publicly 

professed faith, in order to demonstrate their internal convictions to populace.  In 
 

9 Reformers and their followers politicized their conversion experiences.  While many are aware 
of Luther's "Tower Experience" as a historical reconstruction, scholars such as Oberman have applied the 
same analysis to Calvin.  Heiko A. Oberman, "Subita conversio: The Conversion of John Calvin," in 
Reformiertes Erbe. Festschrift für Gottfried W. Locher zu seinem 80. Geburtstag, ed. Ernst Saxer (Zürich: 
Theologischer Verlag, 1992).  Calvin, in turn, attempted to gain political capital from high-profile converts.  
Loretta T. Johnson Burns, "The Politics of Conversion: John Calvin and the Bishop of Troyes," Sixteenth 
Century Journal 25, no. 4 (1994).  Duplessis attempted to do the same with Arnand Du Ferrier, the 
Chancellor of Navarre, who converted but failed to follow Duplessis's advice to publicize it as widely as 
possible.  Witt 1868-1869, 1.141.  Nevertheless, by the turn of the century Catholics were effectively 
converting Huguenot nobles with great efficiency.  For an excellent study of the turn in fortunes and the 
events involved in publicizing a conversion of one of Duplessis's network, see Susan Rosa, "'Il etait 
possible aussi que cette conversion fut sincere': Turenne's Conversion in Context," French Historical 
Studies 18, no. 3 (1994): 632-66. 
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practice, individual conviction and confessional profession often did not match public 

identity.  Individuals were publicly identified as a member of a party to which they did 

not belong.  The divergence between an individual's beliefs, their self-perception, their 

confessional affiliation, and their public identity made for a complex relationship, one 

that at times even facilitated conversion.   

Arbaleste's father Guy provides an interesting example of this phenomenon.  Guy 

had traveled to Germany in his youth and "listened to sermons in Strasbourg, and had 

attended disputations between Martin Luther and other learned doctors."  Although he 

had an interest in ecclesiastical reform, he remained Catholic and continued to focus on 

terrestrial concerns.  When he returned to France and arrived in Paris, he "thought no 

more of receiving instruction in the true Religion, but only spoke of getting married and 

obtaining an appropriate employment."  He secured a post as president in the Chambres 

des Comptes in Paris. 10 

At this point Guy can best be described as a Catholic open to reform but not 

terribly supportive of Rome and not very interested in moving towards the Protestant side 

of the spectrum.  When the Princess and Prince Condé visited him in Paris, Guy allowed 

them to hold preaching in his house.  Guy himself did not attend.  But he did oblige his 

 
10 "Feu mon père en son jeune aâge avoit estudié, et depuis voyagé en Italie et Allemaigne.  Je luy 

ay oüy dire qu'à Strasbourg il avoit ouy quelques presches, et veu disputer maitre Martin Luther et quelques 
autres docteurs.  Là il avoit apris les abus de l'Eglize Romaine, mais non esté instruit en la vraye Religion.  
Il revint à Paris, trouver Dame Magdeleine Desfeugeraiz sa mere, et depuis ne pensa plus de s'instruyre en 
la religion, mais seulement luy fut parlé de se marier et avoir quelques estatz.  Peu de temps après, il fut 
marié à Dame magdelaine Chevalier, ma mère, de laquelle it eut plusieurs Enfans, et eut estat de Président 
en la chamber des comptes de Paris." Witt 1868-1869, 1.46.  Arbaleste refered to the Heidelberg and 
Leipzig disputations mentioned in later family ego documents.  For Guy in his context, see Sylvie Le 
Clech, Chancellerie et culture au XVIe siècle. Les notaires et secrétaires du roi de 1515 à 1547, Collection 
Histoire notariale (Toulouse: Presses universitaires du Mirail, 1993), 223-27. 
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patrons by allowing the Prince Condé to celebrate the Huguenot Eucharist on his lands 

outside Paris.  "The first Eucharist at which the prince was present was to have been held 

in the fields at his house de la Borde, where after dinner Monsieur de Guise was crossing 

the forest on the way to Fontainebleau and almost fought with the prince."11 

Guy found himself hated in Paris.  "The cause of this hatred of [Guy], as much by 

Monsieur de Guise as the Parisian populace, was the sermons held at his house in Paris."  

Furthermore, Guy had not only lent but had also supplied collateral for significant 

amounts of money for the prince's use, and it was thought that without such assistance 

from his supporters the prince would have been unable to defend himself in the wars 

against the Guise, and thus that the prince would have been more easily brought to 

destruction.  Guy was publicly identified as a Huguenot because he tolerated their 

presence, allowed them to "desecrate" his land and house with their heretical rites, and 

financially and politically supported the leaders of the party, most notably his patron 

Condé.  Although he maintained his membership in the Catholic Church, continued to 

subscribe to specific Catholic doctrines, and consistently identified himself as Catholic, 

he could not stay in Paris and was forced to retire to his country house. 12 

When war did break out, not on Guy's lands but in the fields of Vassy in 1562, 

Guy was immediately targeted, surrounded by three or four thousand soldiers who had 
 

11 "La première fois que monseigneur le Prince avoit fait la cène, auroit esté aux champs en sa 
[Guy's] maison de la Borde, où l'après-dinée monsr. de Guise traversant les bois pour aller à 
Fountainebleau, monseigneur le Prince et luy se cuidèrent battre." Ibid., 48. 
 

12 "La cause de ceste hayne particulière, tant de monsr. De Guise que du people de Paris, estoit des 
presches faitz en sa maison de Paris. . . plus, que feu mon père avoit presté et fait prester par ses responces 
somme notables de deniers à monseigneur le Prince lequel ilz prétendoient estre sy nécessiteux que, s'il 
n'eust esté aide de ses serviteurs, il n'eust eu moyen de se déffendre aux guerres qu'on lui commençoit, et 
l'eust on plus aysément ruyné comme ilz prétendoient." Ibid. 
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marched out of Paris to take him prisoner.  They could have murdered him, as they did 

others in his position, but he had the foresight to appease the French with means close to 

their hearts.  "On seeing this mob, [Guy] broke open several casks of wine."  One of the 

officers, a friend of Guy's, mediated to save his life, and successfully brought him back to 

Paris as a captive.  "The pillaging miscreants" had "captured most of his servants, calling 

them preachers and Huguenots, although in truth they were men who attended Mass daily 

and for the most part knew nothing of the true religion."  As a noble, Guy expected to 

ride to his captivity in Paris, but he was disgraced, yanked off his horse and dragged to 

Paris on foot, sometimes with a gun at his throat and sometimes a sword.13 

When Guy arrived in Paris, he secured release at the hands of his good friend 

Monsieur Brissac, governor of Paris and marshal of France, but only after he "abjured the 

truth, which, after all, was not a significant issue for him because he had no immediate 

 
13 "Car ayant iceluy esté malade, et estant allé prendre l'air à Arcueil où il avoit quelque maison, il 

y fut environné de troys ou quatre mil homes qui estoient sortis de Paris pour le prendre.  Quoy voyant, fit 
deffoncer quelques pièces de vin pour donner aux soldats, et demanda à parler à ceux qui y commandoient.  
Le sieur Marcel, lors Prévost des Marchands de Paris, y estoit qui professoit touteffois qu'il n'avoit pris cest 
charge que pour luy sauver la vie, et le capitaine ausquels il bailla ce qu'il avoit de meilleur comme 
vaisselle d'argent et bagues pour les sauver du pillage de ceste commune qui estoit avec eux, qui s'étoit déjà 
saisie de la pluspart de ses serviteurs, les appellant prédicans et Huguenots, gens touteffois qui alloient tous 
les jours à la messe et n'avoient la pluspart aucune congnoissance de la vérité.  Feu mon père pensant 
monter à cheval fut démonté, mené à pied, tantost luy présentoit on un pisolet à la gorge et tantost unde 
dague, et ainsy arriva au Fauxbourg St. marceau où il demeura prisonnier." Ibid., 47.   

"Honor" here entails others recognizing a rank and behaving accordingly.  For a good survey of 
the topic see Arlette Jouanna, "Recherches sur la notion d'honneur au XVIe siècle," Revue d'histoire 
moderne et contemporaine 15 (1968): 597-623.  Neuschel begins the preface to her exploration with an 
anecdote of the duke of Guise, who in 1562 had captured Condé but shared his bed with him, honoring him 
by recognizing his rank and treating him accordingly.  Kristen B. Neuschel, Word of Honor: Interpreting 
Noble Culture in Sixteenth-Century France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989).  Guy's captors insulted 
him with their treatment, a grievous humiliation for someone of his stature. 
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thought of quitting the Mass."14 He left Paris and headed back to his country estate for a 

relatively safer existence.  Guy had now abjured his perceived Protestantism to the 

satisfaction of the Parisian authorities.  He could have stayed out of the public square, 

remained in his country estate, or make more public spectacles of attending Mass.  Guy 

took a different tack and converted.  Finding himself persecuted for a religion that he had 

never professed, he "recognized the benevolence of God that so manifested itself," and he 

took steps to receive instruction.  He met with two pastors, Monsieur Gaudet and 

Monsieur de Miremont, in the Marquise de Rothelin's house at Blandy, a league away 

from his own residence.  After receiving instruction, he made public profession of the 

true religion, and "God gave him the grace to persevere" in it until his last breath of life.15 

Rather than simply professing faith and lying low or even portraying himself as 

Catholic when it benefited him, as Françoise and Duplessis had done, Guy chose another 

option.   

Peace having been made, the first trip that he made to Paris, he went to the group 
in whose company he had abjured, none of them yet aware that he had made 
profession of the [Reformed] religion.  He asked them to give him the book in 
which he had signed his abjuration.  Having the book in his hand he openly and 
publicly proclaimed the regret that he had for being a traitor to God in order to 
save his life and being so negligent by caring about his salvation so little that he 
had denied even the little of the truth that he had known and speaking this he 
scratched out his signature saying that at least those who should know of his sin 

 
14 "Monsr. Le Mareschal de Brissace, lors gouverneur de Paris, et qui aymoit fort mon père l'en fit 

promptement délivrer, mais ce fut en faisant abjuration de la vérité, ce qui ne fut malaisé à luy faire faire 
parce qu'il n'avoit pas encores pensé à quitter la messe." Witt 1868-1869, 1.47-48. 
 

15 " Feu monsieur de la Borde, mon père, se voyant affligé pour la religion de laquelle touteffois il 
ne faisoit profession, recongneut la bonté de Dieu qui se servoit de ce moyen-là, et print peine de s'instruire, 
conférant avec les ministres monsr. Gaudet et monsr. de Miremont qui se tenoient chez madame la 
marquise de Rothelin, à Blandy, à une lieue près de sa maison.  Estant instruit, il fit profession publique de 
la vraye religion, et Dieu luy a faict la grace d'y persévérer jus'ques au dernier soupir de sa vie." Ibid., 48-
49. 
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would by the same means also know of the regret that he had about it.16 

Guy only performed this act after the peace had been made.  Nonetheless, by identifying 

himself as a Huguenot, he bore significant financial and political risk, not only during the 

peace but also throughout the wars that, as he predicted, would follow.  "Throughout the 

years 1569 and 1570, he was almost always sick and never left his house.  His property 

was confiscated, his moveable assets were inventoried, and a company of soldiers was 

stationed all around.  Throughout the whole period he received the consolations of 

Monsieur de Miremont, the minister of the church, who frequently came to visit him."17 

Guy provides a good illustration of some of the points previously addressed.  

Early on, he can best be describe him as a Catholic on the middle ground of the religious 

spectrum; he had encountered reformist ideas very early, listening to sermons and 

attending Luther's at disputations at Heidelberg and Leipzig and believed in the necessity 

of reforming the Catholic Church, much as Luther did.  Even after the Reformed 

Churches organized, Guy did not blacklist them as heretics but consented to allow them 

to practice their rites in his Parisian house and on his neighboring lands, a desecration in 

the eyes of Catholics who stood more closely towards the pole of Rome and Trent than 

on his more middle ground.  Nevertheless, he always identified himself as a Catholic and 

 
16 "La paix estant faicte, le premier voyage qu'il fit à Paris, il alla en la compagnie où on luy avoit 

fait abjurer, et ne scavoit on point encor lors qu'il fist profession de la Religion.  Il leur demanda le livre où 
ilz luy avoient fait signer son abjuration; ayant le livre il leur déclara ouvertement et publicquement le 
regret qu'il avoit d'avoir esté sy traistre à Dieu que pour sauver sa vie et sy négligent que, par ne s'estre bien 
enquis de son salut il avoit abjuré ce peu qu'il savoit de la vérité; et parlant ainsy à eux, il biffa son seing, 
disant que pour les moins, ceux qui scauroient sa faute scauroient aussy par mesme moyen le regret qu'il en 
avoit eu." Ibid., 49. 
 

17 "Touteffois il estoit consolé par monsr. de Miremont, minister de son Eglize, qui le venoit 
souvent visiter." Ibid. 
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publicly participated in Catholic rituals such as the Mass.  He was happy to sign an 

abjuration of the Reformed churches and further demonstrate his Catholicism to the 

public and leave record of it, an especially important component of the process to a man 

of his clerical vocation.   

Guy had allowed Huguenots to practice their rituals.  He had financially 

contributed to his patrons, the Huguenot leaders.  Because of this, he was publicly 

identified as a Huguenot himself.  This misidentification cost him personal honor in the 

humiliating trek back to Paris on foot at gunpoint, caused him to loose financial assets as 

his house was looted, and jeopardized his life, which he only saved by quick thinking and 

faith in French soldiers' love of wine (soldiers drinking a good vintage from noble stocks 

must have served as a moderating influence and communal gesture, a ritual in its own 

right.)18 

Despite the risks in being misidentified as a Huguenot, Guy chose to adopt the 

creed openly.  When he publicly professed his faith in a Huguenot church at the house of 

the Marquise de Rothelin, a relative of his, he attempted to reconcile his profession with 

public perception.  The marquise, like nobles such as Françoise, had sponsored a church 

at her house, answered the Huguenots' call, and provided Guy with a community into 

 
18 For anthropological approaches to wine and its role in creating community and ceremonies of 

peace and fellowship, see Mary Douglas, ed., Constructive Drinking: Perspectives on Drink from 
Anthropology (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de l'homme, 1987); I. de Garine and Valerie de 
Garine, eds., Drinking: Anthropological Approaches (New York: Berghahn Books, 2001).  For an 
exploration of wine and its role in the identity of the sixteenth-century French, see Mack P. Holt, "Wine, 
Community and Reformation in Sixteenth-Century Burgundy," Past & Present 138 (1993): 59-93.  For 
Germany, see B. Ann Tlusty, Bacchus and Civic Order: The Culture of Drink in Early Modern Germany 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2001).  For the broader European phenomenon: Beat A. 
Kümin and B. Ann Tlusty, eds., The World of the Tavern: Public Houses in Early Modern Europe 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002). 
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which he converted.  Guy received catechetical and other instruction from pastors, 

publicly stated his agreement with the confession in front of relatives and the church 

body, and participated in a ceremony of worship that was sealed with communion.   

After his conversion, Guy faced yet another misidentification, a discrepancy 

between his newfound status as a Huguenot and the Parisian perception of him as a 

lapsed Catholic who had recently returned to the fold.  Guy could have chosen to enter 

Paris while portraying himself as a Catholic, in the same manner that Duplessis did.  He 

chose, however, to rectify the discrepancy between his profession and his public 

perception and exploited that discrepancy in order to rectify it.  Thus in front of a crowd, 

he asked for the written record of his status as a Catholic, and the crowd gave him the 

book because they assumed that he was Catholic.  Then, in erasing his name he again 

professed his faith, this time to a greater public, taking the opportunity to confess and 

repent for signing his previous abjuration, which he admitted that he should not have 

signed. 

In admitting that he should not have signed his original abjuration, Guy provides 

some insight into how he understood his movement on the religious spectrum and its 

relationship to conversion.  Even though he was a Catholic at the time of signing, he had 

entertained reformist ideas and Protestant sympathies. In abjuring, he neglected his 

Reformed leanings too easily "denying even that little bit of the truth that he had known."  

Perhaps Guy should have recognized that there had been no discrepancy.  Perhaps he 

really had been a Huguenot at heart.  Perhaps God was orchestrating events to have him 

identified as such and now offered him the opportunity to profess faith with this occasion. 
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That is how his daughter Arbaleste describes the events.  It is not possible to tell if 

the idea that God organized events in order to lead Guy to conversion was an editorial 

comment by Arbaleste, a person who constantly saw God's hand everywhere, or if she 

was reporting Guy's assessment.  In any case, Guy corrected the public record.  He 

professed faith in a public forum.  He also left documentation by erasing his name; if 

others should head of his abjuration they could verify that he had repented of it. 

The threat of misidentification was common, tended to work along family lines, 

and threatened everyone in the household.  When a family member converted, he or she 

risked financial penalties, as demonstrated when Duplessis declined Du Bec's offer to 

resign his bishopric or when Guy had his property seized after his conversion.  But a 

family member who converted also threatened other members of his or her family with 

being labeled heretics.  A dissident in the family brought suspicion down upon the whole 

clan.  Some thought heresy, or a predisposition to spiritual deviancy, was transmitted by 

blood; others by poor parenting, a failure of family and godparents to fulfill their 

obligations; others noted that family members converted other relatives and servants, and 

that, like insects, one heretic in the family meant that more were hidden.  Thus when 

Duplessis converted he spurned financial assets, family tradition, and honor, and he also 

called into question the orthodoxy of his other family members, even extended family 

members. 

When family members adopted Huguenot precepts, they threatened other 

members of the family, even high-ranking clergy such as bishops.  For example, when 

Arbaleste attempted to escape the St. Bartholomew's Day massacre, she turned to her 
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Catholic uncle, the bishop of Senlis, for assistance.  The bishop promised to send for her 

but was unable to do so because his brother was a Huguenot, murdered at Coligny's 

bedside.  The bishop himself was suspected, arrested, and almost murdered, and only 

saved himself by publicly demonstrated his Catholic identity in crossing himself.  Her 

uncle was not pretending to be Catholic, as others such as Arbaleste and Duplessis did in 

order to escape the massacre.  In Arbaleste's words, he performed the Catholic ritual 

voluntarily "because he had no knowledge of the truth."19 

The mob had good reason to suspect Catholic bishops of heresy.  Several bishops 

entertained visions other than that of some sort of Roman reform, as Du Bec did both 

earlier and later in life when he secretly occupied the middle ground and perhaps more 

easily moving towards the Protestant pole.  Some openly professed Reformed doctrine 

and attempted to keep their benefices while others openly converted, such as the 

Protestant Cardinal Odet Châtillon.  Arbaleste's uncle, a resident in Senlis near Odet's 

reform center of Beauvais and a client of the Bourbon, was mistrusted.  His brother had 

already converted and he had attempted to protect his Huguenot niece Arbaleste rather 

than exterminate the heretic and cleanse the city and his family.20 

Arbaleste repeatedly recounted how individuals were slaughtered "at the slightest 

suspicion."  The threat was greatest in times of open persecution.  During the massacre, 

 
19 "Cela [Senli's brother's death] fut cause que monsr. de Senlis m'oublia, joint que luy voulant 

aller par rue fut arresté, et sans ung signe de croix que l'on luy vit faire, (car il n'avoit point congnoissance 
de la religion,) il eust esté en danger de sa vie." Witt 1868-1869, 1.59-60.  
 

20 For a survey of other suspect bishops, including Odet Châtillon, see Frederic J. Baumgartner, 
Change and Continuity in the French Episcopate: The Bishops and the Wars of Religion, 1547-1610 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1986), 122-43. 
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family members of heretics were closely scrutinized.  Suspicion fell not only upon blood 

relatives or spouses, but also their clients and servants.  When open war broke out, Guy's 

servants were called "preachers and Huguenots" although they, "were all men who 

attended Mass daily and knew nothing of the true religion." 

Suspicion fell on individuals with reformist tendencies, those still in the middle 

ground who had not publicly professed or joined the Huguenot community.  Both 

Arbaleste's uncle, the bishop of Senlis, and Guy when first arrested fell into this category.  

Duplessis's mother Françoise, before professing faith, was also suspect.  After Jacques 

died, she sent a cleric to Paris to bring Duplessis back to Buhy.  She selected a priest as 

his retriever.  He suspected that had no love for the "Roman religion" and began to preach 

to and admonish Duplessis on their trek home.  The priest begged Duplessis to remain a 

good Catholic and to live as he had been instructed and not to be led astray by "his 

mother's Lutheran opinions."21 

An individual need not be suspected of Protestantism proper but only of a 

competing vision of reform; "theological deviancy" depended upon who defined the 

terms.  For instance, Du Bec had entered Lorraine's entourage and supported Roman 

reform when he met Duplessis and offered him his bishopric.  Shortly thereafter, Du Bec 

parted company with Lorraine and the Guise, switched patrons and chose to align himself 

 
21 " Après la mort de feu monsieur de Buhy, mademoyselle sa mère l'envoya quérir au college 

pour l'amener chez elle, pour le faire assister au deuil et cérémonie de feu monsieur de Buhy son Père; pour 
l'amener elle envoya un Maistre Jehan de Lus, prebstre, depuis curé de Magny, lequel commenceoit à 
s'apercevoir que mademoyselle de Buhy n'affectionnoit point la religion romaine, de sorte que, par le 
chemin, il se mettoit à prescher et admonester monsieur du Plessis de continuer toujours d'estre bon 
catholique et vivre comme on l'avoit apprins, sans se guaster aux opinions luthériennes de sa mere." Witt 
1868-1869, 1.16-7. 
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with their Valois adversaries, the very Valois who attempted to forge a new ecumenical 

relationship between Catholics and Huguenots at Poissy and sponsor the Gallican reform 

of l'Hôpital as an alternative to the Guise and their Roman allegiance.  As a reward for 

his fidelity and service, the Valois king Henry III gave Du Bec the bishopric of Nantes, a 

step up from his former seat in Vannes.   

Nantes fell to the duke of Mercoeur, a Guise and perhaps the most zealous 

Leaguer, the very last to hold out under Henry IV.  Du Bec was a popular and powerful 

bishop in Nantes, who successfully reformed poor relief and gained the community 

greater liberties from the crown.  Nevertheless, when he refused to join Mercoeur and the 

League and then supported the Protestant Henry's claim to the throne, Mercoeur and the 

city council exiled him and wrote to Rome requesting a replacement for their "heretical" 

bishop.  Henry offered Du Bec the archbishopric of Rheims for his fidelity and service, 

and Du Bec attempted to resign his bishopric in Nantes for his nephew Jean.  The citizens 

of Nantes revolted, protested, and threatened Jean with physical harm should he gain the 

seat; because he was a blood relation to their previous heretical bishop, Jean was 

therefore suspect himself.22 

22 The Leaguer citizens of Nantes deposed Du Bec himself because he had aligned himself with 
the heretic King Henry and because he was related to the arch-heretic Duplessis.  They would not accept 
Du Bec's nephew Jean for the same reasons.  Camille Mellinet, La commune et la milice de Nantes, 12 vols. 
(Nantes: Camille Mellinet, 1840-1843), 3.368-70, 5.10-61; Nicolas Travers, Histoire civile, politique et 
religieuse de la ville et du comté de Nantes, par l'abbé Travers, imprimée pour la première fois sur le 
manuscrit original appartenant à la bibliothèque publique. . .  de Nantes, avec des notes et 
éclaircissements, sous la direction de M. Aug. Savagner, ed. Aug. Savagner, 3 vols. (Nantes: Forest, 1836-
1841), 3.49-51, 75, 117-122. 
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Risks and Motivations 

Conversion threatened families.  Duplessis's conversion affected his family's 

dynastic interests.  His father resisted his mother's attempts adopt the Reformed faith, 

specifically citing the risks.  When Françoise read Protestant literature and employed a 

"Lutheran" tutor to educate her sons, she gained a reputation, a public perception of 

having "Lutheran beliefs" as evidenced in the exchange between her retriever and 

Duplessis at Jacques's death.  Conversion threatened the family's financial stability, partly 

because sons such as Duplessis declined uncles' ecclesiastical patronage and turn down 

benefices, partly because "mobs" targeted suspected heretics.  Françoise knew the risks of 

conversion, and thus even after she "had her eyes open to the errors of the papacy and 

had desired to profess the reformed religion," she did not do so because "the fires of 

persecution were still ablaze in France at that time and fear for the ruin of her house 

caused her to hesitate."  

Even suspicion of heresy risked households, as the case of Guy made clear.  At 

the same time that Guy was losing his property, the widow Françoise was taking refuge 

herself; she had openly professed the divergent faith and was targeted by mobs and 

armies from nearby cities.  Although Château Buhy had thick walls, she had no husband; 

Pierre and Duplessis were too young to provide much protection, and they were ill at the 

time.  She took her children and her Huguenot nephews, with whom her sons were 

educated, off to her maternal aunt's well-protected house.  Her nephews were also known 

Huguenots, whose parents and pastors Françoise had called in to convert Jacques on his 

deathbed.  With their father off fighting in the war, they were easy targets.  She took them 
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to a safe house with her aunt "a league" away and made use of the network of family 

structures that dotted their terrain in the Vexin. 23 

Conversion also threatened relationships between family members; there is an 

affective element to consequences of religious division.  Individuals risked their familial 

relationships by converting, as evidenced with Françoise, who threatened her marital 

harmony with Jacques by conspiring to give Duplessis a secret education, and Duplessis, 

who risked the wrath of the uncle whom he loved.  Some historians have argued that 

individuals converted in order to break these relationships, or that youth used conversion 

to distinguish themselves from dominating parent figures.  Although Eric Erikson's 

portrayal of Luther fighting the archetypal German father is well known, other scholars 

have implied that Huguenots too converted in order to break affective bonds with their 

fathers.24 

These scholars accurately note that those who converted tended to be young.  The 

Reformation was a youth movement.  Perhaps this had something to do with an 

educational shift to humanism; perhaps the young were generally more open to change or 

 
23 Aside from Françoise's younger brother Pierre the bishop Du Bec, she had two elder brothers, 

Charles the Sieur de Bourry, and Pierre the Sieur de Vardes.  Haag, 4.320-321.  She sent her own boys off 
to Charles' home under the care of her Lutheran tutor to avoid Jacques's detection.  Charles assisted 
Françoise in this endeavor and educated his own boy along with Pierre de Buhy and Duplessis.  The 
brothers Du Bec fought with the Huguenots in the first war.  During times of trouble when they were out on 
campaign, Françoise took their children with hers to the house of her aunt, Madame de Montagny, which 
was protected with soldiers.  " Madamoyselle sa mère fut contraincte, à l'occasion des troubles, de s'en aller 
hors de sa maison, et se retira chez madamoyselle de Montagny, sa tante paternelle, à une lieu de là avec 
six Enfans qui vivoient encorres. . . et passa une partie des troubles à Montagny." Witt 1868-1869, 1.21-22. 
 

24 Erik H. Erikson, Young Man Luther: A Study in Psychoanalysis and History (New York: 
Norton, 1958).  For the thesis applied to the French terrain, see Donald Kelley, The Beginning of Ideology: 
Consciousness and Society in the French Reformation (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
1981), 39.  Kelley also invoked this theme in passing throughout his biography of Hotman.  Donald Kelley, 
François Hotman: A Revolutionary's Ordeal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). 
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had less to lose financially.25 But most youth who converted took significant risks, to 

their financial futures or even their lives; ambition and self-preservation motivated the 

youth.  When the young Duplessis refused the bishopric he knew what he was rejecting 

and what risk he was assuming. 

When young family members such as Duplessis converted, they recognized the 

affective bonds they broke.  They tended not to view this as a desirable effect; much less 

did they convert in order to break these bonds.  Typically, they worked to repair such 

breeches, usually by attempting to convert the affected party and bring them into their 

own community.  Then they could reestablish the affective bonds that had been strained 

or broken in conversion.  This dimension of conversion is deeply rooted even in the 

beginnings of the movement and underlies even its most technical theology.  Calvin, 

from a family in the Vexin near the Mornay, had dashed his parents' hopes of his taking 

up an ecclesiastical career and, like Duplessis, had turned down benefices costing his 

family a fortune before he fled the realm.  He attempted to explain his actions to his 

relatives, to justify them by explaining his faith, and to convert his father by writing a 

book later known as his Institution.26 

25 In positing a thesis of conversion as an attempt by children to distance themselves from parents, 
scholars identify a generational gap between converts.  The vast majority of the Mornay network converted 
young.  Some scholars have argued that a "generation gap" facilitated the break between reformers and 
their teachers, who almost uniformly remained Catholic, and their students, who more readily abandoned 
tradition and risked taking the message outside of the academy.  One survey puts it succinctly: 
"Commonsense psychology suggests that the more years a churchman had devoted to the old ways, the less 
ready he would be to abandon those ways as wrong−all the more so if the call to do so came from someone 
younger." Euan Cameron, The European Reformation (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), 186. 
 

26 Some of the best studies of the intellectual and theological content and structure of Calvin's 
Intuition have noted that in its first edition, the text has "an instructional purpose" and was "constructed as a 
basic catechetical manual," but fail to define the audience.  Richard A. Muller, The Unaccommodated 
Calvin: Studies in the Foundation of a Theological Tradition (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2000), 
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The Mornay also tend to follow this paradigm.  Calvin's successor, de Bèze, was a 

Mornay kinsman who repeatedly attempted to convert his father for the same reasons as 

Calvin.  Although de Bèze did not succeed, he did move him to the middle of the 

religious spectrum: his father came to entertain reformist ideas and no longer viewed his 

son's party as heretical and partially repaired the affective fissures.  Duplessis genuinely 

wanted to please his Catholic father and the Catholic contingent in their extended 

family.27 He genuinely liked and respected his uncle Du Bec, and Du Bec in turn liked 

the boy.  He had selected the boy from among his nephews and respected his educational 

accomplishments and burgeoning abilities.  The two debated the faith, and Du Bec, 

despite his rage, attempted to find some way to keep Duplessis in the fold by offering 

him the position of prévôté, which he could hold without changing his religion. 

Duplessis did not convert in order to break affective bonds.  But he did convert.  

He did risk honor, tradition, affective harmony, and financial rewards.  He refused to 

convert back and accept the bishopric.  According to Arbaleste his wife, who recorded 

the account from Duplessis himself, Duplessis converted for religious reasons. 

 
26, 119.  In part, Calvin attempted to justify his faith to his family and he successfully converted his 
brothers Charles and Antoine and his sister Marie.  If a historian wished to psychoanalyze Calvin's 
conversion, he or she could note that his father Girard was excommunicated in 1531 and thus there would 
be little evidence for seeing Calvin's conversion from Catholicism as an attempt to sever a relationship with 
a devoutly Catholic father. 
 

27 Diefendorf uses de Bèze as an example of the complexity of relationships between parents and 
children and how children often sought to repair breaches caused by religion.  She attempts to "disabuse us 
of the simplistic notion sometimes advanced that the Reformation was a revolt of sons against their 
fathers."  Barbara B. Diefendorf, "Houses Divided: Religious Schism in Sixteenth-Century Parisian 
Families," in Urban Life in the Renaissance, eds. Susan Zimmerman and Ronald Weissman (Newark: 
University of Delaware Press, 1989), 87. 
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When Duplessis returned from Paris after Jacques died, his mother Françoise 

attempted to convert him by discussing religion with him and giving him a reading list.  

As he read the Bible, he noticed that certain doctrines (purgatory, prayers to saints) "were 

never discussed," while idolatry was "explicitly forbidden."  After investigating "doctrine 

after doctrine," he read other books and finally "came to a true understanding of the 

Eucharist."28 The priest who had escorted him back from Paris at his father's death had 

sternly warned him.  If he listened to his mother's "Lutheran beliefs" and "read attentively 

in the Gospels," then, "he would be lost."29 

By "lost" the priest did not mean lost to the other party, but damned to hell.  The 

priest believed that Duplessis would risk his eternal life if he converted.  After careful 

study, Duplessis agreed that conversion involved salvation, but he believed that he risked 

eternal life by not converting.  The final risk in conversion was not material but spiritual.  

Specifically, from the point of view of the participants, eternal life and eternal damnation 

hung in the balance.   

As Duplessis investigated doctrine after doctrine, he eventually came to the 

Eucharist.  The Lord's Supper, or the Mass, continually served as a flash point in 

conversion because it publicly identified confessional affiliation, symbolized membership 
 

28 "Et comme il réitéroit la lecture, il remarquoit tantost que le pourgatoire et prières des saincts 
n'y estoient pas mentionnées, tantost que l'idolâtrie y estoit expressément défendue, etc.; ce qui le fit entrer 
en doute du surplus et lire plus songneusement, mesmes quelques autre livres, tellement qu'il vint peu à peu 
jusques à s'esclaircir du Sacrement de la Cène.  Et ainsy pièce à pièce, par la grace de Dieu qui luy avoit 
donné la volonté de chercher la vérité, y fut adressé." Witt 1868-1869, 1.18. 
 

29 " Cela le mettoit en pene, et luy feit response, selon son enfance, que quant à luy il y vouloit 
continuer; tuteffois si on luy mettoit quelque doubte, il lyroit songneusement les Evangiles et Acts des 
âpotres, et s'y conformeroit selon ce qu'il y trouverroit, et disoit cela de son instinct sans y rien penser plus 
outre.  Alors le dit Maistre Jehan de Luz luy respondit que, s'il faisoit cela, il estoit perdu, et qu'il falloit 
qu'il se contentast de ce qu'on luy avoit enseigné et qu'il estoit trop dangereux de lire les livres." Ibid., 17. 
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within a community, offered propitiation for error and grace for reconciliation and 

conversion, and also touched other theological components such as God's honor, the 

pope's authority, the nature of salvation, and blasphemy.30 The books Duplessis read and 

the books that he later wrote described the various theological components involved in 

the eucharistic debate.  The Catholics blasphemed Christ by worshipping a piece of bread 

and in believing that his single sacrifice on the cross was not enough for salvation but had 

to be repeated; they removed faith from the sacrament, binding God to operate 

mechanically by the performance of the act itself: magical superstition.  The Huguenots 

defied God to his face by refusing to believe Christ when he promised, "This is my 

body"; they mocked God by eating bread rather than receiving Christ, elevating human 

reason and their elaborate sophistries above the power and faithfulness of God. 

The religious communities had significant theological differences, and 

theologians demonstrated how almost any difference involved the whole system of belief 

and rendered agreement between the confessional parties impossible.  When political 

powers desired ecumenical union, the parties could make progress.  Confessional parties 

 
30 From the 1534 Affair of the Placards that further spurred a royal crackdown on early reform, the 

Eucharist had divided individuals.  Communion was to facilitate and to demonstrate union within the 
community, and when the responsible parties posted placards denouncing the Mass, they stuck at the heart 
of this unity and publicly demonstrated discord.  The Mornay used the Mass to identify confessional 
affiliation.  Clergy and authorities also viewed the Mass as a means of publicly identifying internal belief.  
For a specific exploration of how Catholic authorities attempted to re-unify their communities and measure 
union by attendance at Mass, Katharine J. Lualdi, "Obeir aux commandements de Dieu et de l'église. Culte 
paroissial et contre-réforme gallicane," Revue d'Histoire de l'Église de France 84, no. 212 (1998): 5-20.  
Some historians have even argued that the eucharistic debate involved the fundamental relationship 
between the constitution of community and "social configurations of power," not so much because of 
technical theology, but because the new doctrine and practice provided the "shock" necessary to disrupt 
habitual ideology and actions that supported these.  Christopher Elwood, The Body Broken: The Calvinist 
Doctrine of the Eucharist and the Symbolization of Power in Sixteenth-Century France (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1999), 167. 
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might agree on the majority of theology, from the doctrines of the Trinity to the divinity 

of Christ, but the Eucharist had always proved a stumbling block among all camps: 

Lutherans, Zwinglians, Calvinists, and Catholics.  When parties attempted to negotiate 

political alliances or platforms from ecumenical unions, whether between German 

Catholics and Lutherans, Zwingli and Luther, or even Huguenots and Catholics at the 

Colloquy of Poissy under Catherine's sponsorship, they consistently fell apart over the 

Eucharist.31 When Huguenots and Catholics met at Poissy, carrying the fate of France on 

their shoulders and enjoying the support of the crown, they agreed on various theological 

issues but split apart when they refused to negotiate a particular aspect of technical 

theology, the Eucharist.32 

Differences, discernable to only a few, were hotly debated.  When members of the 

Mornay took the Eucharist in their rituals of conversion, they did not necessarily know 

the technical details involved in doctrinal disputes about this sacrament.  Some members 

were ignorant, but others, such as Duplessis and Du Bec, had mastered these details.  

Indeed, members pointed out that their fellows were ignorant of theological aspects of 

both the Mass and the religion itself. 

 
31 Luther and Zwingli, with political alliance in the balance at the Marburg Colloquy of 1529, 

could agree on fourteen points of fifteen and only split on the Eucharist.  Although they made it through 
fourteen subpoints on that article, they got stuck at the fifteenth sub point.  Perhaps it was discussed last 
because it was the most important or the most devisive. 
 

32 Donald Nugent, Ecumenism in the Age of the Reformation: The Colloquy of Poissy (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), 137-60.  Poissy here carried on the long tradition begun at 
Marburg between Luther and Zwingli.  Günter Bezzenberger, Was zu Marpurgk geschah. Eine Einführung 
in die Geschichte des Marburger Religionsgesprächs im Jahr 1529 (Kassel: Evangelischer Pressverband, 
1979); Walther Köhler, Zwingli und Luther. Ihr Streit über das Abendmahl nach seinen politischen und 
religiösen Beziehungen, 2 vols. (Leipzig: Verein für Reformationsgeschichte, 1924-1953). 
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For instance, Arbaleste described how Jacques begged Duplessis to remain a good 

Catholic by going to Mass, but she noted that Jacques failed to give him a reason why he 

should attend.  She surmised that Jacques himself probably did know the doctrine behind 

the ritual.  In Arbaleste's eyes, Jacques, like so many other Catholics, defined his faith 

solely in terms of ritual and did not have a theological basis for his actions.  "The whole 

of religion appeared to consist" in daily attendance at Mass.33 

For the Mornay, the debate surrounding the Eucharistic took place at different 

levels.  Duplessis and Du Bec debated the subject on the plain of high theology, complete 

with extended scholastic citations of patristic theologians and scriptural evidence relying 

on the Greek and Hebrew that his humanist training had provided him as a child.  

According to both Arbaleste's assessment and his later comments, Jacques had defined 

his religion in terms of performing the action of the Mass, and thus he encouraged 

Duplessis to simply take the Mass, without any ideological explanation for the rite, but 

merely noted that it marked one as a good Catholic.  Arbaleste participated in the 

eucharistic debate at yet another level.  Although she never wrote technical theology akin 

to Duplessis, she did pen vernacular confessions of faith and editorialize in the memoirs 

on a theological plane.  In her editorial comments, she criticized Jacques precisely 

because he participated in the eucharistic debate at a base level, a characteristic charge 

leveled against the Catholics. 34 

33 "Monsieur de Buhy allant à Paris, [Duplessis] voyoit songneusement auquel il recommandoit 
sur tout d'estre homme de bien et d'aller tous les jours à la messe, en quoy sembloit alors consister toute 
religion." Witt 1868-1869, 1.16. 
 

34 For an example of how doctrine functioedn on multiple levels with various individuals in 
different offices playing specific roles, see Alan E. Bernstein, "The Invocation of Hell in Thirteenth-
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The eucharistic debate was not the only theological component involved in 

conversions, nor the only one to function at multiple levels of comprehension and 

engagement within the family.  Those who catechized or instructed a potential convert 

focused on an array of doctrines distinctive to each community and "reviewed" shared 

doctrine.  When individuals abjured a faith and confessed a new faith, they signed 

extended theological discourses that discussed specific controversial points and 

summarized articles common to both communities; theologians who publicized the 

conversions in print often used the texts as an opportunity for broader polemics.  For 

instance, when Henry converted, Jean, Du Bec's nephew who had assisted him as a 

catechizer, commemorated the event with a printed text offering the doctrinal explanation 

of why Henry had converted, commemorating the event and calling other Huguenots, 

such as his cousin Duplessis, to follow Henry's lead and return to the fold.  Just as 

communities celebrated nobles' conversions with more numerous and more elaborate 

ceremonies, so too did they increase the volume and complexity of the theological 

components surrounding the conversion event. 

 
Century Paris," in Supplementum festivum: Studies in Honor of Paul Oskar Kristeller, eds. James Hankins, 
John Monfasani, and Frederick Purnell, Jr. (Binghamton, NY: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and 
Studies, 1987), 13-54.  Within the Catholic camp, little had changed and the doctrine of the Eucharist 
operated along very much the same machinery.  Protestants had parallel offices with parallel roles, albeit 
with a national body of churches rather than a pope making declarations on subjects.  In both camps 
preachers translated technical theology to the laity via exemplum.  The Mornay family itself held members 
who participated on each of these levels and often members participated on more than one.  Duplessis 
served as moderator declaring doctrine, as a theologian clarifying it, as a compiler providing exempla for 
preachers, and as a preacher proclaiming and applying exempla in order to motivate an audience to action 
such as to quit the Mass and attend the Reformed rite.  The Eucharist is further complicated because it 
involved a performative action that theoretically identified an individual's belief in a doctrinal formulation.  
Furthermore, the debate itself involved a competition among family members who attempted to ascend the 
various levels; in the case of Arbaleste, she tried to move towards the role of theologian by composing her 
confession of faith.  BM Nantes MS D-M 77. 
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Both Catholic and Huguenot Mornay participated in the theological aspects of 

conversion.  They also attempted to portray individuals converting for theological 

reasons.  Jean commemorated Henry's conversion and Arbaleste described and offered 

her editorial comments on the conversions of Françoise, Duplessis, Jacques, and Guy.  

These conversions frequently involved the eucharistic debate.  They also involved 

theological issues such as purgatory, prayers to the saints, and salvation through the 

passion of Christ alone.   

When the Mornay described their conversions, they often mentioned an 

intellectual component and tended to portray conversion as moving from "the errors" of 

the opposing party to "knowledge of the truth."  Individuals, such as Duplessis, described 

their change of heart in terms of intellectual movement; they altered their beliefs about 

one doctrine, then another, and then performed rituals that had ideological significance.  

The Mornay did define their religion in terms of performative actions, such as with 

Jacques and his participation in the Mass.  They also, however, defined religion in terms 

of ideology, belief in specific propositions.  When Jacques did profess the Reformed faith 

on his deathbed, he affirmed theological propositions, not cold and bare formulae, but 

personal trust in his "salvation by the work of Jesus Christ alone."35 They do not explain 

that they converted because they wanted to participate in rituals, but because they 

believed in the specific things that were symbolized in particular ceremonies. 

 
35 "[Jacques] se ressouvint de plusieurs bon propos que journellement Mademoiselle du Buhy, sa 

femme, luy tenoit touchant les abus de l'Eglize Romaine dont elle avoit dès lors congnoissance, et ne voulut 
avoir aucun prebstre ny recevoir aucune cérémonie superstitieuse, s'assurant de son salut par le mérite et 
passion d'un seul, Jésus Christ." Witt 1868-1869, 1.11. 
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For the Mornay, ritual and theology were fused.  They complemented one 

another; they mutually reinforced one another.  Ritual physically demonstrated the 

content of theology; it tangibly demonstrated ideology and publicized beliefs.  For 

instance, when Arbaleste was escaping the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, she made 

her way out of the city to the relative safety of her family lands nearby.  Her Catholic 

mother met her there and insisted that she participate in the Mass and thus publicly 

demonstrated her Catholicity in order to help ensure her safety.  Her mother brought in 

various family members to convert her and argued this point, but Arbaleste steadfastly 

refused, and so her mother finally threatened to publicly expose her and Arbaleste's infant 

daughter and ensure their death.  Arbaleste responded, "I could only respond that I would 

take her in my arms and that we would the two of us would both be slaughtered 

together."  Arbaleste risked her life and the life of the child she loved, not out of random 

obstinacy, nor because she expected material reward, but because she believed that the 

act blasphemed Christ and jeopardized her immortal soul.36 

For the Mornay, knowledge and practice were to be fused, but this does not mean 

that they always did this, nor did they always lived in light of their convictions.  

Françoise had moved from support of Rome to reformist visions at the hands of Du Bec, 

and then afterwards, on her own, further to the Huguenot pole on the spectrum as she 

"had her eyes open to the errors of the papacy and had desired to profess the Reformed 

religion."  But she did not profess the Reformed religion because "the fires of persecution 

 
36 "Je ne peu que respondre sy non que je la prendrois entre mes bras, et qu'en ce cas nous nous 

lairrion massacrer tous deux ensemble." Ibid., 64. 
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were still ablaze in France at that time and fear for the ruin of her house caused her to 

hesitate."  When Françoise failed to profess faith openly, to perform the rituals that her 

theology demanded, her relatives, the Mornay from the neighboring house Villarceaux 

confronted her with her failure to act in light of her beliefs.  Monsieur d'Ambleville, the 

father of Monsieur de Villarceaux, youngest of the Mornay family, and Madame de 

Villarceaux his daughter-in-law, told Françoise how wrong she was, knowing the errors 

of Rome, yet continuing to perform them.  Despite the fact that the Mornay did not 

always unite knowledge and practice, it remained her community's ideal.37 

Members of the Mornay family described their own conversions in theological 

terms, descriptions reinforced by the other members of the communities.  Both 

communities had vested interests in depicting the theological aspects of their conversions.  

By claiming that members converted for theological reasons, members hoped to 

demonstrate the veracity of their ideology.  Individuals and later editors also recorded 

converts' shortcomings when they failed to act according to their religious beliefs.  They 

also noted the material components involved in conversion, the risk to their finances, 

their honor, and their lives.   

The problem of motivation in conversions has divided and perplexed historians.  

Scholars often explain conversion by appealing to the material rewards an individual 

stood to gain.  But in the Mornay family, individuals who converted often expected to 

limit dynastic strategies, to curtail financial rewards, to block political advancement, to 

 
37 "Feu monsieur d'Ambleville, père de monsieur de Villarceux, puisné de la maison de Mornay, et 

madame de Villerceaux, sa belle-fille, lui remonstroient qu'elle faisoit mal, congnoissant les abus, d'y 
continuer, veu mesmes que le deffunct son mari les avoit à la mort mesprisez." Ibid., 12. 
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loosen affective relationships, and to suffer material loss.  Duplessis not only made that 

clear to Du Bec during their debate but in response to his later overtures.  "I am a man 

and subject to human desires, and do not doubt at all that I desire the goods of this world, 

the things, the dignities, the honors.  I am certainly not so stupid that I do not know the 

way that these things distribute themselves and that I am taking a road entirely contrary 

to acquiring them."  On the contrary, Duplessis expected and experienced "losses, exiles, 

prisons, and daily dangers" for "often and actively preached against and debated the 

Roman religion."38 Some historians allow individuals to convert for doctrinal reasons 

and religion to serve as something other than pretext in theory, but they claim that it is 

not possible to know how this functioned in practice.  They tend to shy away from the 

 
38 The letter deserves extended quotation because is offers a glimpse into the relationship between the two 
men, into Duplessis's understanding of the relationship between faith and family, and into his 
understanding of the relationship between religion and potential worldly gain.  "Monsieur, depuis que Dieu 
m'a ramené en France, j'ai entendeu à mon grand regret, que vous me portiés quelque mauvaise volonté, 
et,à cause de moi, à toute nostre maison. . . Et m'enhardirois presque de dire que, depuis plus de dix ans, 
que Dieu m'a faict la grâce de vivre en la lumiere des homes, je n'ai rein faict indigne de ceulx ausquels j'ai 
cest honneur d'appartenir, et peut ester, ai faict dequoi leur apporter contentement et plaisir.  La seule 
religion, dont j'ai faict constante profession, peult avoir esloigné vostre coeur de moi, qui certes, quand y 
aurés bien pensé, debvoit redoubler l'amitié que m'avés departie.  Car j'estime tant de vostre vertu et 
magnaminité, que seriés marri d'avoir ung neveu qui violast sa conscience, tant s'en fault que voullussiés 
requerir de lui que, pour vous plaire, il despleust à Dieu.  Or, si c'est conscience ou passion, consideration 
divine ou humaine, qui me meut, je n'en veulx, monsieur, aultre juge que vous.  Je suis homme et subject 
aulx affections humaines, et ne doubtés poinct que je ne desirasses bien les commodités de ce monde, les 
biens, les dignités, les grandeurs.  Je n'ai poinct aussi si peu d'esprit que je ne sçache qu'ils ne se distribuent 
qu'en la suite du monde, et que je tiens ung chemin tout contraire à les acquerir. . . Ne doubtés aussi 
monsieur, que les pertes, les exils, les prisons, les dangers assés ordinaires de ma vie, ne m'ayent souvent et 
vivement presché et debatu la religion romaine, et par argumens certes vehemens, pregnans, fascheux à 
souldre, ausquels, par une certaine prevarication, l'homme se laisse vaincre et se rend de son gré, et ne peult 
resister qu'en se forçant. . . Vous dirés (car on me le dict ainsi) que je pouvois vivre fascha de ce que j'en ai 
escrit et publié.  Et certes, je me pouvois humainement passer de ceste peine et de ceste haine; mais jugés 
derechef ici, monsieur, si je n'ai deu preferer l'amour de Dieu à tout cela? et en quelle conscience je me 
pouvois taire?. . . Celui, monsieur, qui nous a donné la foy, nous a donné et la bouche et la plume, qui nous 
a donné ce qu'il n'a à tous, ne l'a faict pour nous, mais pour tous.  Sans peculat et sans sacrilege je n'en 
pouvois soubstraire une partie.  Ainsi la mesme conscience qui m'a obligé à confession privee, m'obligeoit 
à ceste profession publique." Letter from Duplessis to Du Bec, 8 February 1583, M. et C. 1824-1825, 
2.186-8. 
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issue of motivation altogether because of its complexity.39 But in the Mornay family, 

individuals specifically cite theological reasons for their conversion. 

Although members of the Mornay have agendas and ulterior reasons to portray 

their conversions in terms of religious motivations, it is not possible to dismiss their own 

religious explanations a priori, particularly when they took significant risk by converting, 

particularly when they describe their failings and carefully considered the dangers when 

converting.  The Mornay frequently did this, and often admitted the influence of material 

implications in choosing to convert.  Arbaleste freely admitted that Françoise and 

Duplessis might had succumbed to material temptation and remained in the Catholic 

Church had they received Bertin's benefices.  She editorialized that in spite of their 

weakness, or rather because of their weakness, God himself directed history to prevent 

such a catastrophe.  " God obviously exercised his mercy in this matter, for having since 

arrived at the knowledge of the true religion, [receiving Bertin's benefices] would have 

been a great stumbling block for declaring it, and making an open profession of it, as they 

made, by the grace of God."40 

39 "Observations of this sort are incapable of statistical demonstration because they attempt to sum 
up a mass of individual decision in a matter of conscience, and only rarely is it possible for the observer to 
determine exactly what individual conscious and unconscious motives brought such a decision about."  J. 
H. M. Salmon, Society in Crisis: France in the Sixteenth Century (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1975), 
127. 
 

40 "Mais [d'Isque] estant agé près de quatre vingts ans, à l'huere mesmes le Sieur d'Estrée, grand 
maistre de l'artillerie, en demanda la réserve au roy Henry 2, tellement que venant à mourir deux ans après 
sans les résigner au profit de ses petitz nepveux, ilz furent hors de leur maison, dont Dieu leur a fait 
évidemment miséricorde, car estant depuis avenues à la congnoissance de la vraye religion, ce leur eust esté 
ung grand empeschement pour s'en declarer, et en faire profession ouverte, comme ilz font, par la grâce de 
Dieu." Witt 1868-1869, 1.15. 
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Other members of the Mornay family carefully assessed terrestrial rewards and 

liabilities when converting.  For instance, nine years before Arbaleste married Duplessis 

in 1576 she had wed her first husband Jean de Paz, Sieur de Feuquères.  They both 

professed the Catholic faith.  Although Arbaleste never described her own conversion, 

she did describe Feuquères'.  She demonstrated a thorough knowledge of his conversion 

and characteristically employs quotations from her husband's conversations with her as 

he communicated his changing religious views to her.  As he considered converting, he 

carefully considered the benefits and liabilities involved in changing religion, a salient 

aspect in the accounts of conversion in the Mornay family that Arbaleste. 

His conversion narrative also demonstrates how clients did not slavishly adopt the 

religion of their patrons but exchanged patrons for those who shared their own religious 

beliefs.  As a client of the Valois, Feuquères ascended very quickly up the ranks partially 

because of his relationship with the dauphin, the future François II.  He served in the 

court of king François I and later "was attached" to François II, "at that time, dauphin of 

France, who was still a child."  "The Dauphin liked [Feuquères] and usually made him 

sleep in the room with his wardrobe alongside the steward of the wardrobe; moreover 

because the Dauphin rarely wanted [Feuquères] away from him and because of his youth 

not being able to pronounce his name 'Feuquères' he called him 'Figallet'."  While still 

young Feuquères commanded a company of the king's guard and was made governor of 

Roye, near Picardy.41 

41 "Or iceluy [Feuquères], (ce que je diray sommairement), avoit esté nourry page chez 
monseigneur d'Orléans, et depuis sa mort, le feu Roy Francoys son père le print gentilhomme servant de sa 
maison, et après fut donné au Roy Françoys second, lors dauphin de France, qui estoit jeune enfant, qui le 
print en amityé, et le faisoit ordinairement coucher à sa garde robe avec le maistre d'icelle; d'autant que 
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While Feuquères was stationed in Picardy, he fought with the Bourbon, made 

connections to Admiral Coligny, and worked his way up to the office of Marshal of the 

Camp.  There he began to move along the religious spectrum.  "While he was in these 

lands, he often listened to a Cordelier monk clothed in his habit, preaching the truth, and 

he listened with delight and began to obtain a certain knowledge of the errors of the 

Roman Church."  At this time, Feuquères had moved to the middle of the religious 

spectrum.  He entertained reformist ideas, preached during the French version of 

Wildwuchs, and remained Catholic.42 

When Feuquères next appears in the record, he has selected another patron and 

served in the company of the archenemy of the Bourbon, François the duke of Guise, 

rapidly rising up the ranks of the Guise clientage and accompanying him to Italy in 1556 

to meet the pope. 

Later, he was in Italy with Monsieur de Guise, on which voyage the French lords 
who accompanied him paid homage to the pope and kissed his foot.  But 
[Feuquères] remarked that for a during Lent and other forbidden days but at the 
same time, by the authority of the pope, but at the same time, by the authority of 
the pope, they might burn a man for having eaten an egg.  This created great 
debates in his conscience for a desire to learn how he could pursue the truth.  But 
on the other hand, he saw himself having advanced in the court and on the brink 

 
monseigneur le Dauphin ne vouloit qu'il s'eslongnast, et ne le pouvant, pour son enfance, appeller par son 
nom Feuquères, l'appelloit Frigallet." Ibid., 50-52. 
 

42 Ibid., 51.  A Cordelier was a monk in the order of St. Francis of Assisi who was to have worn a 
rope around his waist with three knots, but Arbaleste may have used the word to describe other monks.  
Such monks frequently preached in Coligny's military camps.  They preached messages more radical than 
that of late medieval anticlerical doctrine but not explicitly Huguenot (the churches had not yet organized).  
Some of these dynamics are similar to those found in the German Wildwuchs. Cf. Susan C. Karant-Nunn, 
"What Was Preached in German Cities in the Early Years of the Reformation? Wildwuchs Versus Lutheran 
Unity," in The Process of Change in Early Modern Europe: Essays in Honor of Miriam Usher Chrisman,
ed. Sherrin Marshall (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1988), 81-96; Franz Lau and Ernst Bizer, 
Reformationsgeschichte Deutschlands bis 1555, vol. 3, Die Kirche in ihrer Geschichte (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1964). 
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of receiving wealth and honors that he could never having any hope of obtaining 
if he were to make a profession of the truth, but, very much to the contrary, he 
should expect to be banished from France where the fires were ablaze.43 

As a Valois client, Feuquères could have remained Catholic or joined the 

Huguenots while retaining viable options to advance, especially during the times when 

Catherine favored ecumenical attempts.  Having moved to Guise clientage, he had to 

share that family's commitment to Catholicism, especially among the ranks into which 

Feuquères was ascending.  Should Feuquères move from the middle of the spectrum to 

the Huguenot pole, he would identify himself with the heresy of the Guise's Bourbon 

adversaries, jeopardize his advancement, and perhaps need to flee to Geneva or to 

Bourbon-controlled lands such as Navarre.  Arbaleste did not merely make editorial 

comments about the risks Feuquères faced; she attributed them to Feuquères himself.  "I 

frequently heard him say that these difficulties and the choice that he had to make 

between the two options made him sick."44 

Feuquères considered professing faith despite the horizons at stake.  He began to 

move from the middle of the spectrum to the Huguenot pole, a process triggered by 

reading a piece or Scripture.  "Finally after having resolved, [by reading] the second 

Psalm, to forget all considerations, aware from the reading that kings and prices typically 
 

43 "Depuis, fut en Italie avec monsr. De Guise, auquel voyage les sieurs François qui 
l'accompagnoient firent hommage au Pape et luy baisèrent la pantoufle.  Remarqua aussy que, pour peu 
d'argent que l'on bailloit au Pape, on estoit libre de manger de la viande en Caresme et autres jours 
défendus, et qu'ailleurs partout, par l'authorité du Pape on brusloit ung homme pour avoir mange und oeuf.  
Cela lui donna de grands débatz en sa conscience pour l'envie qu'il avoit de s'instruyre à cercher la vérité; et 
d'autre part, il se voïoit avancé en une court, et sur le point de recevoir des biens et honneurs lesquelz il ne 
pouvoit avoir ny espérer s'il faisoit proffession de la vérité, mais, bien au contraire, estre banny de France 
où les feuz estoient allumez." Witt 1868-1869, 1.51. 
 

44 "Je luy ay ouy souvent dire que, sur ces difficultez et sur le choix qu'il devoit faire des deux, il 
en avoit esté malade." Ibid. 
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aligned themselves against God and Christ his beloved King.  From that instant on, he 

decided to quit the Mass and its errors and to make a profession the truth."45 As an open 

Huguenot in the royal court he assumed considerable risk.  The Guise had effectively hi-

jacked the crown, taking the young dauphin François II under their control, despite the 

legitimate claims of the Bourbon as the dauphin's regents.   

Feuquères also undertook another, more aggressive, strategy.  He attempted to 

win the dauphin back and played a key role in what became known as the Conspiracy of 

Amboise.  Louis Bourbon, Prince of Condé, probably organized the plan.  The 

conspirators were to march on the château at Amboise and abduct Francis II (presumably 

Feuquères played a role here by exploiting his relationship with the child), and arrest 

Francis, the duke of Guise with whom Feuquères had traveled to Italy, and his brother 

Charles de Guise, the cardinal of Lorraine with whom Du Bec had traveled to Trent.  

However, the Guise were forewarned, the plot thwarted, Huguenots massacred, and their 

bodies hung from the castle and surrounding trees.   

 
45 "Enfin avoit rézolu, sur la lecture du Pseaume deuxiesme, d'oublier toutes considérations, 

congnoissant par icelluy que c'estoit l'ordinaire que les Roys et Princes se banderoient contre Dieu et contre 
Jésus Christ, son Roi bien aymé.  Lors, il se rézolut de quitter la messe et les abus, et faire profession de la 
vérité." Ibid., 52.   

Feuquères meditated on the following text: Why are the nations in an uproar and the peoples 
devising a vain thing?  The kings of the earth take their stand and the rulers take counsel together against 
the LORD and against His Anointed, saying:  "Let us tear their fetters apart and cast away their cords from 
us!"  He who sits in the heavens laughs, the Lord scoffs at them.  Then He will speak to them in His anger 
and terrify them in His fury, saying "But as for Me, I have installed My King Upon Zion, My holy 
mountain."  "I will surely tell of the decree of the LORD: He said to Me, 'You are My Son, today I have 
begotten You.  Ask of Me, and I will surely give the nations as Your inheritance, and the very ends of the 
earth as Your possession.  You shall break them with a rod of iron, You shall shatter them like 
earthenware'."  Now therefore, O kings, show discernment; take warning, O judges of the earth.  Worship 
the LORD with reverence and rejoice with trembling.  Do homage to the Son, that He not become angry, 
and you perish in the way, for His wrath may soon be kindled.  How blessed are all who take refuge in 
Him!  Ps. 2. NASB.. 
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The conspiracy failed miserably, but Feuquères barely escaped arrest.  He had 

taken part so carefully that he was only suspected and could not be arrested.  Although a 

plaintiff accused numerous nobles who were arrested and in serious trouble, he could 

never detain Monsieur de Feuquères.  Feuquères was at Orléans when Condé was 

arrested, and he could see that "his master the king looked oddly at him and he was 

advised by his angles to leave.  Feuquères then traveled to Châtillon, offered his services 

to the Coligny, and attempted to adopt a new patron. 46 

Certain historians describe the Conspiracy of Amboise as one of the most 

important events in the Wars of Religion.47 Numerous nobles, such as Françoise and 

Duplessis, had converted along with Feuquères under Catherine's policies of leniency.  

After the conspiracy failed, they joined the Bourbon party, lent it power, and transformed 

it into a movement capable of effectively taking on the Guise.  Coligny, however, refused 

Feuquères' offer and sent him back to Paris and Catherine where he could attempt to 

influence her and report back to Coligny.  " At that time he had news of the death of the 

deceased King Francis his master, which deliver him and numerous from many 

difficulties."48 

46 "Durant ce temps, feu M. de Feuquères fut employé à l'entreprise d'Amboise, touteffois sy 
secrètement et dextrement qu'il n'en fut que soupçonne et n'en peut ester appréhendé.  Ung homme 
d'affaires. . . accusa plusieurs qui furent prins et en paine, et ne peut jamais nommer monsr. de Feuquères, 
encores qu'il le congneust, Dieu luy en ostant tousjours le moyen, ce qu'il luy conta depuis plusieurs foys.  
Il estoit à Orléans quand feu monseigneur le Prince fut prins prisonnier, et recongneut que le Roy son 
maistre le regardoit de mauvais oeuil, et fut aussy adverty par ses anges de se retirer." Witt 1868-1869, 
1.52. 
 

47 For Salmon, this event marked the high tide of noble conversions, particularly among the 
provincial nobility, to the Huguenot cause.  Salmon, Society in Crisis, 125-26. 
 

48 "Où il eut nouvelles de la mort du feu Roy Francoys son maistre qui le délivra de beaucoup de 
peines, aussy bien que plusiers autres."Witt 1868-1869, 1.53. 
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Feuquères was now a free man and could choose another patron.  He entertained 

offers from the duke of Savoy and even Lorraine but returned to Paris and Catherine, 

following Coligny's request.  Feuquères was just the man to mediate and restore 

relationships between Catherine and the Bourbon.  The queen mother ordered him to 

follow the Condé and guarantee him of her patronage and to ask him to protect them 

against the Guise family. Thus he returned to the prince free to adopt him as a Bourbon 

patron, obtained the position of Marshal of the Camp, and acquired a considerable estate, 

lands, and money, which he brought to the table as he negotiated marriage with Arbaleste 

and her father, the recently converted Huguenot Guy. 49 

In this case, Feuquères obtained earthly rewards, wealth, power, honor, even 

though he converted, (although perhaps he would have obtained greater rewards by 

remaining Catholic and adopting the Guise as patrons).  He successfully maintained his 

"secular interests" after conversion and even attempted to augment them by taking the 

dauphin in the conspiracy.  Rather than adopting the religion of his patrons to obtain 

further rewards, he converted and adopted new patrons who shared his religion, working 

for suitable compensation within a more advantageous system.  He also gained rewards 

partially because of unforeseen circumstances, such as the early death of François II.  

When Feuquères first thought about converting, he did not know this outcome; he did not 

expect success but rather penalties. 
 

49 "Revenu qu'il fut en court vers le Roy et la Royne sa mère, il trouva que monseigneur le Prince 
s'estoit retiré et saisy d'Orléans, et après avoir rendu compte de son voyage fut commandé de la Royne 
mère du Roy d'aller trouver monseigneur le Prince, et l'asseurer de sa bonne volonté ver luy et ses affaires, 
le priant, durant la jeunesse de son filz, d'estre protecteur de la mère et de l'enfant, à l'encontre de messieurs 
de Guise." Ibid. 
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When Feuquères converted, he did so, as he and Arbaleste related, for religious 

reasons, imagining his future under the cross.  Indeed, in making the decision to convert, 

he took comfort in the earthly penalties he assumed that he would face.  He believed that 

he should convert because monarchical power often aligned itself against Christ.  He 

came to this specific theological conclusion after reading a passage of Scripture that he 

believed stated this.  This proposition was formative enough to his conversion that he and 

Arbaleste specifically described it as the immediate cause of his conversion. 

Religion and its theological aspects did not always determine if the Mornay 

converted but religion served as more than pretext.  The Mornay did convert for religious 

reasons, they carefully weighed the options and the secular implications of such 

decisions, and they attempted to do their best to retain their interests and obtain greater 

rewards within the framework of their new religious agendas and communities.  The 

religious dynamic in conversion must be recognized along with the mundane 

components.  The Mornay converted for religious reasons, but they never discounted the 

practical costs, and they attempted to mitigate material damages after conversion.  In 

analyzing their conversions, their religious motivations must be carefully distinguished 

from their attempts to mitigate the earthly impact of the decision, the two ought not be 

conflated and conversion should not be portrayed as one-dimensional, that is, exclusively 

worldly.   

Individuals converted because of religious reasons while they carefully 

considered the secular effects of the decision.  They also converted for worldly reasons.  

Historians have frequently recounted nobles who converted for political reasons and 
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material gain; those who freely moved back and forth between confessional camps as 

events and opportunities dictated.  In some cases nobles openly acknowledged the fact.  

Neither Catholics nor Huguenots tended to confess that they converted for reasons other 

than religious ones.  Indeed, their polemical interests led them to present their 

conversions as religiously motivated.  The same interests led members of a given 

religious community to describe the conversions of members of the other community as 

motivated by things other than religion. 

For instance, when Arbaleste was escaping the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, 

she made it to the relative safety of her family lands, where her mother confronted her 

and ordered her to receive the sacrament of Mass.  Although Arbaleste refused, risking 

her life and that of her infant child, her Huguenot brothers acquiesced to their mother.  

Arriving at her eldest brother's land, she found him in serious angst of the soul, partially 

because to save his life he was forced to attend Mass, partially because he was dogged by 

orders to swear all types of abjurations and forced to swear off his allegiance to 

Protestantism.  Her eldest brother acquiesced along with her other brothers; she alone 

refused to convert and took to the road as a religious refugee.  She did not condemn her 

brother nor launch into a tirade but left very sad, weeping bitterly.50 

50"Au bout de quinze jours, je remontai sur ung asne et m'en allé à quattre lieues de là, chez monsr. 
de la Borde, mon frère aisné, que je trouvay en une grande perplexité, tant pour avoir esté contraint pour se 
conserver d'aller à la messe, comme estant lors poursuivy pour faire d'estranges abjurations.  Nos amys de 
Paris, sachantz que j'estois là et craingnant que je le destournasse de fiare les dittes abjurations, luy 
donnèrent avis de sa ruyne s'il me retenoit là sans aller à la messe, de sorte que le Dimanche, comme son 
prestre estoit en sa chapelle, me fait entrer avec luy dedans.  Voyant le prestre, je luy tournay le dos et m'en 
allay assez esporée; mon frère eust voulu lors ne m'en avoir jamais parlé" Ibid., 70. 
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Arbaleste made no mention in her memoirs that Duplessis's elder brother Pierre 

converted back to Catholicism after Henry.  But other correspondence and other 

manuscripts demonstrated that Pierre did so, almost assuredly for reasons other than 

religion.  Pierre made no mention of religion in the accounts and converted immediately 

after Henry did as he heeded the call of Catholic polemicists such as Du Bec himself, 

who pointed out, in no uncertain terms, that Pierre could make better gains in the court of 

a Catholic king as a Catholic himself.  While Duplessis resisted Du Bec's call, Pierre 

converted and was rewarded the office of governor of the Île de France for his fidelity, 

service, and conversion, the greatest political honor for the Mornay in the sixteenth 

century.   

When Pierre converted, he selected his Bourbon relative King Henry IV to serve 

as a client.  Pierre left his Valois patrons and aligned himself with the Guise and Louis de 

Gonzague, the duke of Nevers.  Nevers had previously run through the streets of Paris 

alongside the Guise at the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre and attempted to run 

Arbaleste and Duplessis through with his sword.  All that forgotten, Pierre served him 

faithfully, and personally escorted Never's son on military missions and wrote him daily 

about the boy's progress.  None of the members involved in Pierre's conversion 

mentioned religion, doctrine, or theology as motivation; performative actions are only 

mentioned as a means to obtain secular rewards, and the rewards themselves are dwelt on 
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at great length.  Arbaleste and Duplessis did their best to overlook this aspect of Pierre; 

his conversion is nowhere mentioned in the accounts that they publicized.51 

Members of the Mornay other than Pierre converted in similar circumstances and 

for similar worldly reasons.  For instance, while Françoise remained a Huguenot after her 

profession, and Du Bec always remained a Catholic, their two other brothers converted to 

the Reformed faith and took up arms in the first war of religion for their Bourbon patrons.  

Family members described them as "more motivated by ambition than zeal."  After the 

first war, they faced the same challenge as Feuquères, with the Guise dominating the 

crown and dim prospects of reward for Huguenots.  Thus, they converted back to 

Catholicism, in another alteration of affiliation universally recognized as not religious; 

they joined the Catholic League when it presented the greatest opportunity for 

advancement and reward in their lands in the Vexin.52 

51 Pierre converted with Henry and was received into the Order of the Holy Spirit.  Duplessis 
described the event in terms of Pierre's commitment to the king, rather than dwelling on Pierre's 
conversion.  Letter from Duplessis to Arbaleste, 12 February 1595, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.182-4.  Letter 
from Duplessis to Arbaleste, 22 February 1595, SHPF MS 753, fol. 1; Letter from Henry IV to Duplessis, 
12 February 1595, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.165-6.  No mention of Pierre's conversion is found in Arbaleste's 
memoirs.  Pierre's Catholic descendant, the family historian René, gave an account.  "Le Roy ayant fait 
l'abjuration de l'heresie, Monsieur de Buhy suivit bientôt son exemple, nonobstant les étroites liaisons qu'il 
avoit avec le party Huguenot, son frere en étant pour lors l'ame & l'appuy, & sa mere étant fort attachée à 
ses erreurs."  Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens seigneurs de la maison de Mornay avec leur généalogie,
123.  Pierre would then take up clientage under the duke of Nevers and fight the Spanish at Cambrai only to 
see the city fall in 1596.  He was charged with the duke's son, and the two exchanged letters almost every 
week during the campaign as Pierre gave him detailed reports of the boy's progress and great valor.  BNF 
MSS ffr. 3627, fols. 24; 3993, fols. 211-53; 3994, fols. 1-224. 

52 "[The brothers], avoient amené & fourny la meilleure partie de l'Infanterie Huguenotte, outré le 
grand nombre de Volontaires, tant du Vexin que la Normandie, qui les suivit à cause de la reputation 
hereditaire qu'ils avoient dans cette Province.  Il y avoit moins de zele que de mauvaise humeur & de 
mécontement dans les interests de ces deux freres, qui estoient possedez d'un esprit d'ambition, & qui 
croyans estre en droit de compter les premieres Charges parmy leurs Prétensions, & n'ayans pas le credit 
qu'ils esperoient à la Cour, crurent qu'il falloit ester de party.  Ils s'engagerent dans celuy-cy avec Jacques 
de Mornay S. de Buhy leur beau-frere, mary de Françoise du Bec leur soeur, qui eut de luy entr'autres 
enfans Philippe de Mornay S. du Plessis, demeuré seul dans une Religion que ses oncles n'avoient 
professée que par prétexte, & dont ils se rétracterent après en avoir essuyé toutes les disgraces, par 
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Some of the Mornay, such as the Du Bec brothers, did convert in order to advance 

their worldly interests.  They converted together and used religion as a pretext.  They 

converted for secular gains and took up arms for their patrons.  They were not slavishly 

bound to their patrons but freely abandoned them and converted when another religious 

party showed itself as more lucrative.   

Regardless of their motivations in converting, after members did so they 

continued to move along the spectrum.  When they crossed another threshold of another 

community, they converted again.  Their conversions are not, as members of the 

communities attempted to portray, singly determined or even heroic actions in which they 

maintained themselves in their faith.  Rather, the Mornay tended to convert with doubt, 

hesitancy, reticence, and second-guessing, partially because of their multiple, sometimes 

conflicting motivations, and partially because they tended to convert more than once, 

sometimes for changing religious beliefs, sometimes for advancing their political and 

material horizons as the landscape changed.  In short, their conversions were fluid; their 

conversions are best described not as events, but processes.    

Doubt, hesitancy, reticence and second-guessing plagued their conversions.  For 

example, Françoise and Duplessis hesitated to profess faith after having "come to a 

knowledge of the truth" and entertained Du Bec's attempts to bring Duplessis back into 

 
l'exhortation de Philippe du Bec leur frere puisné successivement Evesque de Vannes & de Nantes, depuis 
Archevesque & Duc de Rheims, & l'un des Prélats associez à l'Ordre du S. Esprit,." Michel de Castelnau 
and Jean Le Laboureur, Les memoires de messire Michel de Castelnau, seigneur de Mauvissiere, illustrez 
et augmentez de plusieurs commentaires & manuscrits, tant lettres, instructions, traitez, qu'autres pieces 
secrettes & originales, servans à donner la verité de l'histoire des regnes de François II. Charles IX & 
Henry III. & de la regence & du gouvernement de Catherine de Medicis, 3 vols. (Brussels: J. Leonard, 
1731), 2.458-60. 
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the fold.  Guy converted only after having abjured a faith he did not then possess, 

eventually recanting his abjuration as he professed his faith for the first time and 

specifically repented of having hesitated to convert when God first gave him the 

opportunity; Feuquères only converted after careful consideration of the consequences, 

freely admitting a prolonged hesitation because of the terrestrial liabilities.  Members also 

hesitated about the various levels of publicity surrounding their conversion.  For instance, 

Duplessis had worked to convert Arnand Du Ferrier, the chancellor of Navarre, who 

finally converted only after years of hesitation.  While Duplessis wanted to publicize the 

event by writing letters to heads of state in order to capitalize on the political currency, 

Du Ferrier refused to publicize his conversion in this manner to their great 

disappointment but opted instead to make a quiet profession in a church, a hesitancy to 

publicize his conversion that Arbaleste chalked up to his gentle nature.53 

Members of the family not only hesitated to convert but also converted multiple 

times as they moved along the religious spectrum.  The brother's Du Bec converted, then 

re-converted, and numerous other members of the network followed this pattern as 

 
53 Duplessis exhorted him to profess faith in a public manner and implored him to write letters to 

various heads of state broadcasting his conversion and explaining his reasons for doing so.  "Monsieur.  
J'ay leu voôtre letter, & non sans horreur. . . avec encore plus de pitié de la misère de l'homme, de la vie 
particulière. . . je dis va proper conscience de solution à vos argumens, de reproches contre vos témoins. . . 
mais je veux agir avecques vous non en aversaire mais en mêdecin." BNF MS Arsenal 4110, fols. 226-38.  
Arbaleste gave a rationale for Duplessis' interests.  "Messire Arnoul du Ferrier, conseiller du Roy en son 
conseil d'Estat, revenant lors fraischement de l'ambassade de Venise, leuqel accepta la charge, et en 
l'acceptant fit profession de la pure religion que de long temps il cachoit, mais non en la forme que M. du 
Plessis luy persuadoit, et qui estoit, comme nous en avons encore les letters, que sa conversion devoit estre 
autre que d'un homme privé et pourtant que publiquement, en une églize célébre, il devoit déclarer, en un 
certain jour nommé à cest effect, les causes pour lesquelles, âge de quatre vingts as, il se retiroit de l'Eglize 
romaine, et icelles envoier à tous les Princes et Estatz auxquelz il avoit esté connu.  La timidité naturelle 
l'empescha, combien que d'ailleurs il avoit du zèle beaucoup." Witt 1868-1869, 1.141.  Duplessis also 
urged him to do this because he hoped that it would further legitimize the movement and potentially 
convert other prizes.   
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political events changed.  Arbaleste's brothers reconverted to Catholicism in order to save 

their lives at the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  One later re-re-converted.54 

Duplessis's eldest brother Pierre had converted to the Reformed faith along with 

Duplessis in much the same manner as he had, first educated with him and under the 

instruction of their mother Françoise, but he reconverted along with Henry. 

The re-conversions tended to follow political trends.  After the Reformed 

churches organized, and when Catherine sponsored ecumenical attempts and courted 

Huguenots, the Mornay tended to convert to the Reformed faith, including Françoise, 

Duplessis, Pierre, Guy, and Feuquères.  When the Guise dominated the crown, the 

Mornay tended to reconvert to Catholicism including the brothers Du Bec.  Likewise, 

during and after the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, family members such as 

Arbaleste's brothers tended to convert to Catholicism.  Finally, after Henry converted to 

Catholicism and gained the throne, the Mornay such as Pierre tended to convert to 

Catholicism.  Practical considerations determined individuals' position on the religious 

spectrum, and political utility influenced or even determined whether family members 

converted or remained within a given party. 

 
54 Arbaleste had three brothers, Guy, Charles, and Louis.  They were known Protestants at the 

Massacre and were targeted.   "Lors je vis que c'estoit à bon escient et envoyay chez ma mère, où estoient 
lors mes frères, scavoir que c'estoit.  L'on les trouva fort empeschés à cause qu'allors mes frères faisoient 
profession de la religion." Ibid., 59.  Her mother successfully converted them and they saved their lives by 
abjuring.  "Le mardy suivant, madamoyselle de la Borde, ma mère, ayant ung peu reprins alaine et trouvé 
moyen, pour sauver mes frères de ce naufrage, de les faire aller à la messe, pensa me sauver par ce mesme 
chemin." Ibid., 64.  Charles, who had since inherited the Arbaleste patrimonial land and title after his 
brother Guy's death, eventually returned to the Reformed faith much to Arbaleste's delight.  "Eusmes aussy 
ce bonheur que M. de la Borde, mon frère, qui tient aujourd'huy le lieu de l'aisné, s'y trouva, venant faire 
protestation en l'Eglize de vivre doresnavant en la vraye religion, de laquelle il s'estoit départy depuis l'an 
1572, par la déroute générale de nos Eglizes; singulière consolation à moy de voir la bénédiction de Dieu 
rentrer avec sa parole en nostre maison." Ibid., 355. 
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When the Mornay converted to these communities during particular political 

developments, they followed general trends that describe the conversion of the nobility.  

Nevertheless, when the Mornay followed the changes of the political landscape as they 

converted, they invoked religious reasoning when they converted and even described the 

political changes according to theological constructs.  Parties tended to agree that God 

acted directly in history and even orchestrated specific events; thus when the political 

landscape changed, God had sanctioned it.  Feuquères believed that God often placed his 

chosen under the cross; he believed that the second Psalm stated this, and he converted as 

a result of reading it.  Catholics believed that God instituted their power, particularly 

royal power, and that he sanctioned and even commanded them to ritualistically cleanse 

the Church of heresy.  For instance, after the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, legions of 

Huguenots converted to Catholicism.  Not only had the Massacre demonstrated the risk 

they assumed in remaining Huguenot, but also God had allowed this to occur and even 

decreeing it.  Catholics drove the point home; God had sanctioned the cleansing; his 

honor required it; if God were on the side of the Huguenots, where was he now?  Even 

Huguenots wrestled with this.  This belief was not high theology but was common even 

among the local preachers and priests.55 

Arbaleste offered an example of this mindset as she described her flight from the 

Massacre.  During her escape, she recounted that Catholics praised the events and 

celebrated them with numerous processions.  She met a priest who explained that the 

 
55 Both Catholics and Huguenots believed that God had sanctioned or allowed the Massacre.  For a 

summary of these beliefs and the impact upon the Huguenot communities, see Mack P. Holt, The Wars of 
Religion, 1562-1629 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 89-96. 
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display of wrath was commanded by God and was sanctioned by him because he allowed 

it.  Arbaleste was frightened, and the priest explained that even this fear was evidence of 

God's just actions in these events and that the wicked should be struck with fear.56 

The Mornay were not the only nobles to hesitate to convert, to convert along the 

changing political trends, and to convert multiple times.  Nobles who converted lent 

firepower to their movement; a number of these individuals converted more than once.57 

Other individuals such as Henry himself, patron and relative of the Mornay, converted 

multiple times.  When he converted at St. Denis, it was his sixth time.  He first converted 

from Catholicism to the Reformed faith of his mother; then back to the Catholicism of his 

father while still a child; then again to the Huguenot church of his mother at his father's 

death (in a similar fashion to Duplessis); at the Massacre he converted and participated in 

the Mass in order to save his life (as did Arbaleste's brothers); he escaped and converted 

back to the Reformed faith, (Arbaleste's brother did later); then finally back to the 

Catholic faith as he took the crown, joined by Duplessis's brother Pierre. 

 

Advocates in the Family 

The Mornay converted along family lines.  Families were not simply religiously 

divided.  Rather, families themselves facilitated religious division.  Families provided 

 
56 "Puisque les jugemens de Dieu commencent en sa maison, les meschans et iniques doibvent 

avoir grant peur." Witt 1868-1869, 1.70. 
 

57 Cf. A. Degert, "Procès de huit évêques français suspects de Calvinisme," Revue des questions 
historiques 76 (1904): 68-103.  For the Huguenot response to these abjurations, see Thierry Wanegffelen, 
"Des exégètes du XVIe siècle face a la conversion et a l'apostasie," Revue de l'Histoire des Religions 210, 
no. 4 (1993): 413-30. 
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relatives with access to relatives.  Family members were opportune targets for 

conversion, just as they were for affection, camaraderie, and education in a variety of 

activities, from sewing to swordplay.  The family, even the extended noble family, was 

society's most natural location for networking.  Family members caused religious 

division in the family.  They acted as advocates of their religions by converting other 

family members through a variety of mechanisms and of motivations. 

Anthropologists who describe conversion often invoke the concept of "the 

advocate."  An advocate attempts to persuade others to convert.  He or she invites others 

to change their beliefs.  He appeals to others to change their identity, to join another 

community, and participate in the activities of that community. She often participates in 

the other individuals' conversion ritual.58 

The Mornay members acted as advocates within their own family.  Françoise 

attempted to convert her husband, gave him literature, and discussed the subject with him 

daily.  Her brothers Du Bec, when they fought for the Huguenots in the first war, likewise 

tried to convert Jacques and appealed to him to join their camp and fight.  On Jacques's 

deathbed, Françoise called in their cousins Villarceaux, who likewise worked on Jacques 

in his vulnerable state.  The family credited Françoise with Jacques's conversion as he 

called to mind the numerous words that she had spoken to him every day about the 

"errors of the Roman Church." 

 
58 The anthropologist Lewis Rambo summarizes the literature on this point.  Rambo, 

Understanding Religious Conversion, 66-101. 
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Françoise also converted her children, first secretly indoctrinating them with the 

assistance of her crypto-Lutheran tutor and her brother who supported their education in 

his home.  When Jacques discovered the plot and attempted to re-Catholicize Duplessis, 

she waited until his death and attempted to undo the damage, assigned the boys a reading 

list, conversed with them, and applied pressure to them both.  She successfully persuaded 

both boys to believe Reformed doctrine.  Pierre attempted to lend his father Jacques 

religious literature as well as conversing with him about the subject.  Despite Françoise's 

own success in persuading her husband Jacques and bringing her boys to believe 

Reformed doctrine, she only converted at the hands of other family members.  The 

Villarceaux, whom Françoise had called in to assist her in converting Jacques, challenged 

her to openly profess her beliefs and shamed her for living as a Nicodemite, which 

dishonored her recently deceased husband who had professed with his last breath. 

In these conversions, family members served as advocates of their religion and 

attempted to persuade other family members.  Often once family members had converted, 

they attempted to work the same influence on their relatives.  Thus, the pattern of 

transmission followed family lines.  Conversion, however, did not necessarily flow from 

the top down.  Often it flowed laterally between brothers (Du Bec and the Du Bec 

brothers) or among cousins (Villarceaux and Jacques, the Du Bec brothers and Jacques).  

At other times it flowed from the bottom up as a wife (Françoise) or a child (Pierre) 

attempted to convert a father (Jacques).  Conversion flowed from patrons to clients, such 

as with Guy who followed his Bourbon patrons, or it flowed within families down lines 

of authority, from mother to children (Françoise to Pierre and Duplessis). 
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The Mornay did not convert down lines of authority either within the family or 

via clientage, mechanically following family heads and patrons by bending to their will, 

preserving religious unity, and using religion as pretext to gain greater rewards.  Rather, 

family members from a variety of stations converted one another: the pattern of 

transmission flowed horizontally, from below, and from above.  It formed a web.  

Furthermore, the lines of transmission often overlapped, originated from multiple 

sources, or spread out from a single source to multiple points.  Certain members 

converted when pressured by multiple individuals; Jacques was converted by the efforts 

of François, Pierre, the Du Bec brothers, his cousins Villarceaux, and their ministers.  

Certain members successfully converted numerous individuals; Philippe Du Bec 

converted numerous family members. 

It is worth taking a moment to explore his efforts.  Du Bec frequently spoke to his 

sister and brothers about the errors of the papacy and the need to reform and supplied 

them with books to that end.  By the time all his siblings professed the Reformed faith, 

along with their children, he had moved back to a vision of a Roman reform and he 

attempted to re-convert each of them.  He successfully brought his brothers back to 

Catholicism after they fought in the first war as Huguenots by appealing to the limited 

prospects that the Huguenot party faced with the Guise dominance of the crown after the 

first war.  He was unsuccessful with his sister Françoise.  Nevertheless, he did succeed in 

having her entertain the idea of placing Duplessis in the Catholic Church, again partially 

because of the material rewards.   
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Just as Du Bec failed to convert Françoise, so too he failed with Duplessis, but 

only after a prolonged struggle involving technical theological debate.  He assigned the 

young man a reading list and the two debated over the Church Fathers.  They wrote to 

one another weekly in an ongoing discussion about whether Rome succeeded the early 

church via doctrine and apostolic succession or whether it had abrogated its lineage and 

was now replaced by the Huguenots, who possessed true doctrinal succession from the 

apostles.  In all of these exchanges, Du Bec served as a powerful advocate, arguing his 

points, luring his family members with a variety of means and motivations, sustaining the 

conversation over time, and showing a good knack.  He also successfully adapted his 

approach tailoring it to individual cases, emphasizing terrestrial concerns with his 

brothers, and adding theology to the conversation with Duplessis.  With Duplessis's elder 

brother Pierre, Du Bec took a different tack and appealed to honor. 

Du Bec left his vision of Roman reform and his position as a Guise client and 

moved to the Valois in support of Henry III.  He then supported Henry IV, even before 

Henry converted to Catholicism, supplied crucial Catholic legitimacy to Henry's claim on 

the crown, and then converted him.  Henry remunerated Du Bec with the archbishopric of 

Rheims, but also with the direction of the Order of the Holy Spirit, in which post Du Bec 

was of crucial service.  Henry III had formed the order for the purpose of retaining 

Catholic nobles in the Wars of Religion by offering them the honor of membership.  Du 

Bec had shown himself to be adept at converting the nobility, and he used the exclusive 

Order to convert Huguenot nobles, beginning with his eldest nephew, Pierre. 
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Although the contemporary Huguenot community and later historians have 

focused much attention on Duplessis, Pierre held the greatest position of honor in the 

family.  Pierre was the eldest son of the direct line of the Mornay and inherited the 

ancestral patrimony and Château Buhy.  He was also the eldest male of all of the houses, 

an honored position that entitled him to various privileges including military.  He often 

reminded members of his family, including his Villarceaux relatives, of his position, and 

he quickly took legal actions in order to acquire other honors that he believed he 

deserved.  He obtained various distinctions, including the office of governor of Pontoise, 

a city in the Vexin, and, as a reward for his conversion, the governorship of the Île de 

France.59 

Pierre often reminded the Huguenot members of the other houses of the Mornay 

that he was not only of the eldest house, the direct line, but also the eldest son and heir of 

Château Buhy.  Often these reminders were less than well received.  For example, the 

members of the house Villarceaux were the first Huguenots in the family.  Françoise had 

called the Sieur de Ambleville, the father of the Sieur de Villarceaux the "cadet (Puisné)

of the Mornay family" and Ambleville's daughter-in-law Madame de Villarceaux and 
 

59 Although most Protestant historians and scholars interested in the Wars of Religion have 
focused on Duplessis, family historians, such as René, focused on Pierre, who held the position of honor in 
the family and continued their tradition of obtaining honors via military conquest and serving the crown at 
the highest levels of international diplomacy.  René de la Villetertre Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens 
seigneurs de la maison de Mornay avec leur généalogie (Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1689), 117-28.  Of 
all of his honors, Pierre and the family was most proud of his induction into the Order of the Holy Spirit.  
When Henry had converted, one of the most hotly debated issues was the order of the procession; which 
determined who would occupy the places of the greatest honor. Trumpeters led the procession; the knights 
of the Order of the Holy Spirit immediately followed them.  Michael W. Wolfe, "The Conversion of Henri 
IV," 493.  The Mornay held Pierre's induction as the culmination of unprecedented honor.  Of all of the 
documents in their literary patrimony, Pierre's proof of nobility (three generations of noblesse was required 
at a minimum for entrance to the Order) is the most spectacular.  This document is illuminated with fine 
and elaborate art with gold leaf throughout each page.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 5. 
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their pastors in to convert Jacques, and they in turn confronted her about professing faith 

publicly.  Nicolas, the Sieur de Villarceaux acknowledged that Pierre was the Eldest 

(Aisné) but reminded him that he had only come late to the faith, implying that despite 

the honor Pierre held by birth and tradition, Nicolas held claim to his own seniority by 

the order of his spiritual birth. 60 

If Pierre faced status as a junior in the Huguenot camp, his return to Catholicism 

brought him into religious prominence.  For eons, the Mornay had obtained honors in 

every vocation.  No member of the Mornay, however, had ever been granted membership 

in the Order of the Holy Spirit.  Pierre participated in elaborate ceremonies at his 

induction, officiated by Du Bec and attended by Henry.  He gained the honor of wearing 

special garb throughout his days, a specific cross, demonstrating to the world his 

membership in this exclusive club.   

Any provincial noble could obtain military privileges or a governorship of a city.  

Pierre had served as governor of Pontoise and was promised another such post.  When he 

converted and received the governorship of the Île de France, it was as much about the 

inherent honor of such an office as the financial incentives.  This coupled with the order 

was too much to resist.  Du Bec played his hand perfectly both in using this membership 

as persuasion and in performing the ceremony, an event recorded with pride by the 

 
60 "Monsieur de Villarceux, puisné de la maison de Mornay, et. . . l'ainé est messier Pierre de 

Mornay, seigneur de Buhy " Witt 1868-1869, 1.11-13.  "Je reconnois que vous estes Aines de la Maison de 
Mornay et chef des Armes. . . selon la coustume des Maisons nobles et Illustres." Letter from Louis  
Mornay, Sieur de Villarceaux, to Pierre Mornay, Sieur de Buhy, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  For an exploration 
of various notions of "honor," see Jouanna, "Recherches sur la notion d'honneur." 
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Catholic Mornay descendants, who saw it as the epitome of honorable status, very much 

a counterpoint to the Huguenot heretic Duplessis. 

Members of the Mornay converted one another.  They transmitted religious 

beliefs to one another.  The patterns of their religious transmission formed a complex 

web with some members, such as Du Bec, successfully converting multiple individuals.  

Successful converters, such as Du Bec, appealed to various motivations and varied their 

appeals according to individual circumstances.  Those who served as advocates included 

a broad range of status and both laity and clergy.   

Both lay members of the family and clerics converted other members of the 

family.  There are similarities and differences between these two groups in their methods 

of advocating their faiths.  Both clergy and laity appealed to a variety of motivations, 

including religious and material.  Clergy tended to employ more technical theology.  

Both clergy and laity employed different techniques and used both the carrot and the 

stick, persuading and threatening, whether on a deathbed or at a massacre.   

The broad range of those who converted others also includes both men and 

women.  Again, there are similarities and differences.  Men and women both appealed to 

various motivations and employed various techniques.  The differences require a little 

further explanation.  Women tended more often to serve as converters of other family 

members, tended to convert more readily to the Reformed faith themselves, they tended 
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to convert fewer times, and to more effectively resist the appeal to re-convert to 

Catholicism, even in times of persecution.61 

Historians have pointed out the unusually close relationship between Calvinism 

and women in France.  The Reformed movement rested on successfully converting the 

nobility, in disproportionate numbers.  Calvin and devotees specifically courted the 

nobles, often through direct correspondence, and they specifically courted noblewomen 

and had fantastic success on this front.  Although women faced institutionalized 

 
61 Scholars have explored the roles of women in the greater Reformation and their attraction to the 

movement throughout the continent, even in the "German world," which was in the words of Miriam Usher 
Chrisman, "more masculine" than France.  Usher Chrisman, "Women and the Reformation in Strasbourg 
1490-1530," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 63 (1972): 143.  Charmarie Jenkins Blaisdell, "The Matrix 
of Reform: Women in the Lutheran and Calvinist Movements," in Triumph over Silence: Women in 
Protestant History, ed. Richard L. Greaves (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1985), 13-44; Jane Dempsey 
Douglass, "Women and the Continental Reformation," in Religion and Sexism: Images of Women in the 
Jewish and Christian Traditions, ed. Rosemary Radford Ruether (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974), 
292-318; Amanda Porterfield, "Women's Attraction to Puritanism," Church History 60 (1991): 196-209. 
 The particular role within the French reform, and women's attraction to Calvinism has also been 
explored, with scholars noting the importance of noblewomen to the movement in various capacities, and 
their roles as converters of family members.  The summary in the following paragraphs is partially drawn 
from these studies: Natalie Zemon Davis, "City Women and Religious Change in Sixteenth-Century 
France," in A Sampler of Women's Studies, ed. Dorthy Gies McGuigan (Ann Arbor: The University of 
Michigan Center for Continuing Education of Women, 1973), 17-46; Thomas Head, "The Religion of the 
Femmelettes: Ideals and Experience among Women in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century France," in That 
Gentle Strength: Historical Perspectives on Women in Christianity, ed. Elisabeth W. Sommer 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1990), 149-75; Nancy Lyman Roelker, "The Appeal of 
Calvinism to French Noblewomen," The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 2, no. 4 (1972): 391-418; 
Roelker, "The Role of Noblewomen in the French Reformation," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 63 
(1972): 168-95. 

Huguenot women were not the only ones to convert successfully.  Arbaleste's mother, a 
formidable woman succeeded in re-Catholicizing her sons at the Massacre and drove a hard bargain with 
Arbaleste, threatening her and her infant with death.  It would also be a mistake to describe the Huguenot 
churches as the only ones with active women wielding relative religious authority in their ecclesiastical 
structures and their families.  For examples of these phenomena see Irena Backus, "Marie Dentière. Un cas 
de féminisme théologique à l'époque de la Réforme?" Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme 
français 137 (1991): 177-93; Charmarie Jenkins Blaisdell, "Religion, Gender, and Class: Nuns and 
Authority in Early Modern France," in Changing Identities in Early Modern France, ed. Michael W. Wolfe 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), 147-68; Miriam Usher Chrisman, "Family and Religion in Two 
Noble Families: French Catholic and English Puritan," Journal of Family History 8 (1983): 190-210; 
Barbara B. Diefendorf, "An Age of Gold? Parisian Women, the Holy League, and the Roots of Catholic 
Renewal," in Changing Identities in Early Modern France, ed. Michael W. Wolfe (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1997), 169-90. 
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patriarchy in the legal, financial, political, and ecclesiastical realms, noblewomen 

exercised agency and power, particularly as widows, and they offered financial assets and 

political protection to the movement.62 Specific noblewomen had sponsored reform and 

protected those with reformist agendas who had occupied the middle ground on the 

religious spectrum, such as Marguerite and even later Catherine de Medici. 

Calvin failed to convert Marguerite, and Catherine failed to establish an 

ecumenical platform despite her attempts at Poissy.  Calvin and the Huguenots did 

successfully convert many of the noblewomen around these two.  Many of the ladies in 

Catherine's court, those Feuquères visited after his profession, were Protestants who 

readily moved into the Reformed churches.  Other women professed the Reformed faith 

very early on and protected and even sponsored Reformed churches on their lands, such 

as Jeanne d'Albret, Henry's mother, who instituted the Reformed faith in her territory in 

Béarn and modeled her realm after England, calling herself Dame souveraine.63 When 

Calvin and the Huguenots succeeded in converting noblewomen, they faced the daunting 

challenge of integrating these powerful women who supported and protected the 

Reformed churches within the Reformed patriarchal ecclesiastical structures, a problem 

discussed in the next chapter. 

When noblewomen converted to the Reformed faith and exercised power within 

the Reformed churches, Catholic polemicists tried to turn these initiative to their own 
 

62 "Patriarchy" is used in its limited technical sense to refer to women's any system that refused 
opportunity to women because of their gender.  When referring to ecclesiastical realm, the term denotes 
institutionally sanctioned decisions that forbid women to hold office. 

 
63 Cf. Nancy Lyman Roelker, Queen of Navarre: Jeanne d'Albret, 1528-1572 (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1968).  
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advantage, disparaging these converts for their weakness, wiles, and proneness to 

diabolical temptation.  Calvin and the Huguenots had attempted to legitimize their 

religion as a confessional alternative by converting the nobility.  When they converted 

noblewomen, they received assets and protection, but they also risked de-legitimizing 

their movement.  Catholic polemicists were quick to attempt to discredit the movement as 

one of "little" women, always more ready than men to commit heresy, protecting and 

controlling this "religion" and constituting the majority of members, a religion of 

femmelettes.

Noblewomen did provide crucial protection to the movement, and in doing so 

they did exercise some control, which challenged Huguenot patriarchy in various ways.  

Women may not have constituted the majority of the members, but they did represent a 

significant portion.  In 1557, Catholic authorities caught a Reformed community 

celebrating the Eucharist in Paris in what became know as the affair of rue St. Jacques.  

Women formed a sizable group, perhaps the majority, of those who participated and were 

later arrested.  The roles of groups massacred in Paris and throughout the provinces, both 

at the St Bartholomew's Day Massacre and in numerous other violent exchanges, also 

demonstrate the formidable numbers of female members of these communities. 

Both men and women were arrested at the affair of rue St. Jacques, but a greater 

percentage of women refused to return to Catholicism or abjure their Reformed faith 

despite risking numerous penalties, death included.  Women in the Mornay family 

assumed similar risks for their faith, often when their male counterparts refused to do the 

same.  Françoise moved to a reformist vision of Catholicism and read dangerous 
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literature, while Jacques refused and cited his fear of the consequences.  When 

Arbaleste's mother threatened her children at the Massacre and required them to go to 

Mass, all of her male children acquiesced.  Arbaleste alone refused and risked not only 

her own life but her child's as well. 

Historians have attempted to explain the close relationship between the Reformed 

faith and noblewomen and on a larger scale this faith's appeal to women.  Their 

explanations range from claiming the Reformed message promised greater egalitarianism 

to arguing that women had fewer financial assets than men and therefore less to lose than 

men in adopting any suspect religion.  Men and women converted out of various 

motivations, ranging from the theological to the material, but it may not be possible to 

attribute the number of women Huguenots converts to their smaller potential for earthly 

loss.  When looking at the composition of the community, those arrested at rue St. 

Jacques and those within the provincial nobility, there are a large number of rich women, 

often widows such as Françoise.  Furthermore, in risking one's life, as women in the 

affair of rue St. Jacques and as Arbaleste did at the Massacre, both men and women 

gambled with the same chips. 

Women played an important role in the Huguenot movement.  They protected 

churches and sponsored reform, and they constituted a large, zealous contingency within 

the community for reasons outside of strict material expediency.  Turning to the 

composition of those who converted others, there are, not surprisingly, a large number of 

women playing significant roles.  According to most historians, women tended to convert 

their spouses and children to the Reformed faith.  Women, wives or mothers, converted 
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virtually every member of the male leadership of the first generation of Huguenots 

including Coligny, Condé, and Henry.    

Women in the Mornay family fit this paradigm and help us to perceive more 

details of this phenomenon.  Françoise began by catechizing all of her children on her 

knee, teaching them the basic doctrines of her faith while they were all still young.  When 

her sons were old enough for further instruction, she sought out a tutor who shared her 

ideology, contracted him, and oversaw his instruction.  In order to avoid conflict with her 

husband, she did this in secret and engaged the aid of her own brother as they educated 

their children together in her brother's house.  She also successfully educated her female 

children, but she did this through teaching them herself; presumably Jacques was less 

interested in the faith of their daughters and Françoise could operate unnoticed. 

After Jacques's death, Françoise redoubled her efforts with all of her children.  

She successfully imparted her belief in Reformed doctrine to them mostly through 

personal contact and extended discussion.  Duplessis was a different case; he was a 

young theologian destined for the Church whom Jacques had taught Catholic doctrine 

much in the same manner as Françoise had earlier done with Reformed doctrine.  She 

was more than capable of influencing Duplessis by turning to theological argument, 

assigning him a reading list, and discussing doctrine after doctrine.  She also successfully 

converted her husband Jacques in the same manner.  Although he refused to read her 

literature, she frequently discussed religious matters and brought in experts at his 

deathbed. 
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Françoise was not the only Mornay woman to successfully convert other 

members.  Madame Villarceaux pressured Jacques on his deathbed and confronted 

Françoise after Jacques's death.  Françoise then sponsored reform on her lands and 

protected a Huguenot church behind the walls of Château Buhy.  She was not the only 

Mornay woman to engage in that activity, the Marquise de Rothelin and others 

participated as well.  The Marquise de Rothelin converted numerous members of the 

family, actively sponsoring theological debates, one of which shall soon be examined.   

Women did not exclusively sponsor Reformed churches nor exclusively bring 

individuals to the Reformed faith.  Rather, women played an important part in the 

Huguenot movement and often influenced their relatives, a trend born out with the 

Mornay family.  Men also influenced individuals to accept the Reformed faith.  Both men 

and women converted individuals to the Catholic faith.  Arbaleste's mother was as 

effective at converting her children to the Catholic faith as Duplessis's mother Françoise 

was at working on hers.   

Women of both faiths had a traditional responsibility for their children's religious 

education.  Despite a broad institutional and social and ecclesiastical patriarchy in both 

the reformed and Catholic faiths, women exercised agency and power especially over the 

children.  Women effectively educated their children because they operated within the 

domain of their traditional authority.  As widows, they assumed even greater control of 

their families and more effectively influenced family members and even sponsor reform.  

Spiritual alteration in the Mornay family did not follow lines of male dominated 
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patronage, but formed a web that included women; with the Huguenots, their success 

relied on it. 64 

The Mechanics of Salvation 

Advocates used various tools including literature, preaching, and academic 

debate.  All of the instances thus far have involved literature, not just documentation of 

the change or polemic accounts designed to publicize the events, but literature that acted 

as a facilitating agent or mechanical cause.  On the eve of the Wars of Religion, Jacques 

Mornay faithfully followed the family strategies and religion of his fathers, while several 

books, given to his wife by her brother, sat on the shelves in his library.  These books had 

previously served as evidence against local reformers in the Vexin, evidence in a case 

that saw Berquin burned, and so Jacques was nervous and refused to read them when 

Françoise requested it.   

For Catholics, these books constituted a threat.  Readers might change their 

beliefs and join a heretical community.  Thus Catholics placed numerous books on 

forbidden lists and possession of these served as evidence of heresy.  Nevertheless, 

Catholics disagreed about which books disseminated heresy.  Catholics in different 

 
64 For a fascinating collection of articles including broad surveys and specific examples of the 

phenomenon from the Middle Ages through the sixteenth century, see Jean Delumeau, ed., La religion de 
ma mère. Le rôle des femmes dans la transmission de la foi (Paris: Cerf, 1992).  When Arbaleste attempted 
to portray Françoise as a pious and dutiful woman, she cited her supervision of her children.  "Quant à sa 
famille et maison, ell l'a tousjours guouvernée avec beaucoup d'honneur et de louange, et continuant en son 
veufvage a passé son temps à bastir et accommoder le bien de ses enfans, où elle a prins ung singulier 
plaisir, et continue tous les jours de mesme." Witt 1868-1869, 1.12-13.  
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positions on the religious spectrum with different visions of reform and varying degrees 

of allegiance to Rome fought about which books constituted a threat.65 

Arbaleste invoked this disagreement between Catholics for her own polemical 

purposes when she described Duplessis's spiritual transformation.  She specifically cited 

the books that moved Duplessis and goes out of her way to note that Catholic authorities 

had approved these.  He read the New Testament in the original languages and 

vernacular, editions printed with "royal privilege" and "approbation of the Sorbonne."  

Thus she claimed a legitimacy, even royal approval, for Duplessis's reading program.66 

For hard-line Catholics, these books served as "gateway drugs."  After Duplessis read his 

New Testament, he turned to other books, which led him further in the direction of 

dissent, confirming Catholic fears.  When Arbaleste mentioned these books and their 

Catholic approval, she implicitly argued that Catholic reform was not enough but would 

necessarily lead to further reform for interested and intellectually honest parties. 

Not only academics and pontifical representatives feared literature; so too did 

local priests.  The priest who escorted young Duplessis back from Paris at Jacques's death 

implored Duplessis to reject his mother's "Lutheran beliefs," but the damage was already 

done.  The discussion distressed Duplessis and he responded in his childish manner that 

 
65 For the debate in general, see James K. Farge, Orthodoxy and Reform in Early Reformation 

France. The Faculty of Theology of Paris, 1500-1543, vol. 32, Studies in Medieval and Reformation 
Thought (Leiden: Brill, 1985).  For the debate as it applies to censorship, Francis M. Higman, Censorship 
and the Sorbonne. A Bibliographical Study of Books in French Censured by the Faculty of Theology of the 
University of Paris, 1520-1551, vol. 172, Travaux d'humanisme et Renaissance (Geneva: Droz, 1979).  For 
the role of the king and royal privilege, see Elizabeth Armstrong, Before Copyright: The French Book-
Privilege System, 1498-1526 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
 

66 "Il recouvra ung Nouveau Testament de l'impression de Rouville, de Lyon, latin et françoys, 
avec privilege du Roy et l'approbation de la Sorbonne." Witt 1868-1869, 1.17.  
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he definitely wanted to remain a Catholic, but that if he were agitated in his spirit he 

would diligently read the Gospels and in the Acts of the Apostles and would support 

himself with what he discovered there.67 Duplessis had been taught by his mother and his 

"Lutheran" tutor to resolve religious questions by reading Scripture.  His father's attempts 

to re-Catholicize him had not cured him, as revealed in his "childish" comment.   

The priest responded that if Duplessis did that he would certainly be lost, and that 

Duplessis had to content himself with what he had been instructed, and that reading 

books was incredibly dangerous.68 Arbaleste included this exchange as part of her 

polemic.  She described Jacques's religion as solely consisting in performative actions 

such as attending Mass; empty rituals and superstitions, deeds without doctrine, actions 

without theology.  While Jacques ensured that Duplessis participated in the Catholic 

rituals, filling the boy up with these rituals so that Duplessis diligently practiced them 

from his own desire, he could not erase the "Protestant" principle of his earlier 

education.69 

Aside from converting their readers, books served as religious artifacts and 

banned books functioned as Protestant relics demonstrating Huguenot identity.  For 

 
67 "Cela le mettoit en pene, et luy feit response, selon son enfance, que quant à luy il y vouloit 

continuer; touteffois si on luy mettoit quelque doubte, il lyroit songneusement les Evangiles et Acts des 
âpotres, et s'y conformeroit selon ce qu'il y trouverroit, et disoit cela de son instinct sans y rien penser plus 
outre." Ibid., 17. 
 

68 "Alors le dit Maistre Jehan de Luz luy respondit que, s'il faisoit cela, il estoit perdu, et qu'il 
falloit qu'il se contentast de ce qu'on luy avoit enseigné et qu'il estoit trop dangereux de lire les livres." Ibid. 
 

69 "Ung chanoine nommé la Chapelle. . . ne passoit joir qu'il ne feist dire à monsieur du Plessis ses 
heures et vigils; et l'avoit tellement nourry à cela que de luy mesme il s'en rendoit très songneux; monsieur 
de Buhy allant à Paris, le voyoit songneusement auquel il recommandoit sur tout d'estre homme de bien et 
d'aller tous les jours à la messe." Ibid., 16 
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instance, after Duplessis professed the Reformed faith he returned to Paris and portrayed 

himself as a Catholic and wearing his Catholic garb.  But with the advent of the first war, 

Paris was too dangerous and he was forced to leave.  Françoise sent her receiver to 

retrieve him and these two had a close call escaping from the city.  While they were 

enduring an interrogation at the Porte St. Honoré, the Corpus Domini, an ill person went 

by.  Duplessis slipped away but if the receiver, who was a Catholic, had not bent the knee 

in worship, Duplessis would not have so easily escaped."70 

Duplessis escaped because his receiver publicly identified himself as a Catholic 

by his ritual actions.  Arbaleste recounts the tale with tension because Duplessis was 

attempting to escape "with a Greek book hidden under his garb."  Catholics also read 

Greek books, and Du Bec even tested Duplessis on his Greek before discussing religion 

with him.  Nevertheless, Duplessis hid the book from the mob because reading such 

books was associated with heresy, and if the mob discovered it he stood at significant 

risk.  As Arbaleste noted, "[Duplessis] would not have so easily escaped, because, as 

everyone knows, in those days men and women were murdered by the mob in Paris at the 

slightest suspicion."71 Duplessis kept that book, placing it in a library that he built 

throughout his life; he marked that book with his arms, and bound his most prized books 

with red leather and gold befitting his noble status.  In Catholic eyes, these books often 
 

70 " Il avoit serré un catéchisme grec entre son pourpoint et ses espaules.  Estant à la porte Saint-
Honoré, comme on les interrogeoit, passa ce qu'ilz appellent le Corpus Domini, que l'on porroit à un 
malade; il s'en eschappa, passant oultre le plus habilement qu'il luy fut possible, et, sans que le dit Crespin 
qui estoit avec luy, estant papiste, se meit à l'adorer, il luy eust esté malaizé d'en sortir sans danger." Ibid., 
20. 

 
71 "Car chacun sait combine lors il y faisoit dangereux, et que pour moindre suspition, au cry du 

moindre d'une populace, on tuoit homes et femmes à Paris." Ibid. 
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functioned as public dangers; these tomes influenced people to adopt the Reformed faith 

and physically represented deviancy as material expressions of heretical doctrine.  When 

Duplessis finally surrendered his governorship of the city of Saumur as an old man, the 

first thing the Catholics did was ritualistically destroy his books, the sources of his 

heretical pollution.72 

Advocates often used books as aids to converting others.  They used them either 

directly or indirectly.  They used them directly by having individuals read them and 

indirectly by discussing the ideas contained in them.  Often they used the act of reading 

them as the point of departure.  For example, Françoise assigned Duplessis a reading list, 

had the boy read specific books, and then discussed the contents.  Du Bec did the same 

when he attempted to convert him.  Du Bec carefully inventoried the books Duplessis 

was reading in his room.  He then discussed the doctrines contained those books.  Finally, 

he arranged for a bookseller to lend Duplessis other books, carrying on a discussion about 

their contents through correspondence. 

Most advocates in the Mornay family used books in a variety of ways in their 

interactions with relatives.  Françoise constantly read these books and used the 

opportunity to engage in further conversations about their contents with Jacques.  Pierre 

likewise had converted by reading books and when he attempted to influence his father 

 
72 Duplessis kept several thousand books in his library, including the gilded tomes he kept as 

special literary patrimony.  Daussy and Gourdin, "Livres et papiers de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Le 
destin de la 'petite bibliothèque' et du chartrier de La Forêt-sur-Sèvre."  The catalogues of the greater library 
are extent.  SHPF MS 753, fol. 2.  When Duplessis was deposed in 1621, he left in haste and took only his 
most precious books; Catholic soldiers and villagers destroyed the library that he left.  David de Liques, 
Histoire de la vie de Messire Philippes de Mornay (Leiden: Bonaventure and Abraham Elsevier, 1647), 
614-15.  Catholics pillaging suspect libraries was entirely common.  
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he too tried to share these books with him.73 Other authors such as Calvin and de Bèze 

wrote books in order to explain the faith to their relatives.  Duplessis wrote perhaps his 

most massive technical theological work, his Institution, to convert his family members, 

or rather to stop them from reverting to Catholicism.74 

Historians have devoted much study and formidable projects to exploring 

Protestant literature.75 These new studies and projects do not so much explore the 

contents of the literature in the mold of church historians or theologians as they catalogue 

its dissemination and extent.  The Mornay provide an opportunity to understand how 

individuals used these books.  Individuals, such as Duplessis and Feuquères, converted 

by meditating upon the contents of books.  Individuals also used books as a tool within 

the process of converting others, taking them as a point of departure, assigning contents, 

or discussing their contents.  

Advocates effectively used literature especially when approaching nobles, 

presumably a more literate and relatively educated class.  They also used other means 

with other socio-economic strata, such as the medium of preaching.  Nevertheless, 

 
73 "Pierre de Mornay, aujourd'huy sieur de Buhy, revenant de page de chez le roy François second 

peu auparavant décédé. . . avoit aussi apprins son catéchisme, duquel il voulut parler et le bailler à son père, 
mais il luy refusa de le prendre." Witt 1868-1869, 1.17. 

 
74 In discussing Duplessis's polemical work on the Eucharist, Holt correctly notes that he wrote his 

Institution as a response to the onslaught of abjurations.  It is possible to image that his brother Pierre's was 
foremost on his mind.  Mack Holt made this point in a paper he delivered at the colloquy dedicated to 
Duplessis in May 2004 at Saumur, a piece entitled "Duplessis-Mornay et le sacrement de la Cène," 
scheduled for publication in Hugues Daussy and Véronique Ferrer, eds., Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Servir 
Dieu, le Roi et l'État, vol. 18, Albineana (Paris: Champion, scheduled for publication in 2005). 
 

75 Andrew Pettegree, "The Sixteenth-Century French Religious Book Project," in The Sixteenth-
Century French Religious Book, ed. Philip Conner (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 1-17.  The project has since 
expanded to include books other than those religious in nature. 
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preaching cannot be pitted against print.  With the Mornay, preaching was yet another 

tool and it occupied and important place in the Mornay conversions.  It certainly did so 

with one of their relatives, Monsieur Lizy, archbishop of Arles.  Bertin had attempted to 

pass his benefices to Duplessis in a stratagem that involved Lizy.  The family selected 

Lizy, who had impeccable ecclesiastical credentials, to implore the king to transfer the 

benefices on behalf of the Mornay.  In this transaction, the transmission of ecclesiastical 

patronage failed at the point of transfer, but it also failed at the source when members 

who held benefices converted before they passed them on to descendants.  Lizy did just 

this.  After the exchange with Bertin's benefices failed, Lizy began to listen to reformist 

sermons and sponsored sermons in his house.  He professed the Reformed faith in the 

first war and opened his ecclesiastical structures to the Huguenot soldiers, protecting 

them, sheltering them, and financially contributing to their cause.  He resigned his 

benefices, in the words of the Catholic commentators, "freely and willingly."76 This 

stream of ecclesiastical patronage ran dry; its wealth flowed not to the Mornay 

descendants but passed out of the family. 

After Lizy had attempted to secure the benefices for Duplessis but before he 

openly professed the Reformed faith in the first war, Lizy stood in the middle of the 

religious spectrum.  He remained Catholic but entertained reformist and even Protestant 

 
76 Jacques Du Broullat, the Sieur de Lizy, rose rapidly through the clergy under the patronage of 

Catharine Medici.  Henry II, the king he persuaded to transfer Bertin's benefices to Duplessis, appointed 
him archbishop of Arles in 1551.  He had previously served as abbot of Saint Symphorien at the reform 
center of Beauvais, and both Huguenot and papal historians attributed his conversion to the influence of 
Odet Châtillon.  Haag, 4.353-354; Denis de Sainte-Marthe, Léon Paul Piolin, and B. Hauréau, eds., Gallia 
Christiana in provincias ecclesiasticas distributa qua series et historia archiepiscoporum, episcoporum, et 
abbatum franciae vicinarumque ditionum, 16 vols. (Paris: V. Palme, 1739-1880), 1.589. 
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doctrines.  He not only entertained doctrines while listening to sermons but he advocated 

these doctrines by sponsoring such sermons in his house.  Members of the Mornay 

converted after attending these sermons.  While Françoise was reading the books that Du 

Bec had given her, she was also attending these sermons in Lizy's house, along with 

Pierre and Duplessis.77 

Many of members of the Mornay family listened to these sermons while still in 

the middle ground of reform, then later converted.  Guy had heard reformist sermons at 

Strasbourg, not preached by Protestants but by Geiler von Keysersberg.78 Feuquères 

heard the sermons of a Cordelier, a roaming monk from the order or Francis of Assisi, 

merely running through the ranks of the army in the period of Wildwuchs. The Mornay 

also attended sermons that espoused Protestant doctrine, usually after the individual had 

converted, such as those Feuquères attended with the Protestant women in Catherine's 

court, perhaps those preached by de Bèze himself, or those that Guy attended at the house 

of the marquise.  Often the Mornay themselves sponsored preaching on their lands, as 

with the Marquise de Rothelin and Françoise, or they simply hosted them on their land, 

such as with Guy who allowed Condé to send preachers out on to his lands. 

One other tool played a significant role in conversions in the Mornay family: the 

debate.  Guy began his movement along the religious spectrum after attending Luther's 

early disputations.  Civic communities often hosted these debates and collectively 
 

77 "[Pierre] avoit été avec madamoyselle sa mère à quelques presches chez monsieur de lizy." Witt 
1868-1869, 1.17. 
 

78 Ibid., 46.  For the content of Keysersberg's preaching that Guy heard, see Dempsey Douglass, 
Justification in Late Medieval Preaching: A Study of John Geiler of Keisersberg, vol. 1, Studies in 
Medieval and Reformation Thought (Leiden: Brill, 1966). 
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converted as a result, as with Calvin in Geneva.  Duplessis capped his career as a public 

polemicist by debating on the Eucharist with Du Perron at Fontainebleau before the 

Catholic King Henry and a royal committee.  This contest saw many Huguenots 

converted to Catholicism as a result of Duplessis's defeat.79 Often advocates moved from 

conversation to debate in their efforts to convert family members.  Du Bec and Duplessis 

did not merely discuss doctrine but debated particular points of theology and argued 

about specific passages of the Church Fathers. 

Advocates staged debates within the household in order to convert family 

members.  As Duplessis debated his uncle Du Bec one of his other patrons called 

Duplessis to such a discussion.  The Marquise de Rothelin, who had held sermons and 

sponsored a church in her own house where Guy converted, also sponsored such 

exchanges and even staged them between family members.  When Duplessis was 

baptized, two men served as sponsors, his spiritual fathers: Bertin, who attempted to 

leave him his benefices, and Philippe de Roncherolles, Sieur de Heuqueville, a relative 

who remained Catholic.  Heuqueville had a son, the Sieur de Menneville, roughly the 

same age as Duplessis, for whom Jacques had served as godfather. 

Like Duplessis, Menneville studied in Paris and spent time at the marquise's 

house.  Like Duplessis, Menneville considered himself theologically trained and was 

eager to debate.  Unlike Duplessis, Menneville was a Catholic.  As Arbaleste described 
 

79 That debate capped his public career as a polemicist and sent him off into disgrace with a loss to 
Duperron.  J. A. Lalot, Essai historique sur la conférence tenue à Fontainebleau entre Duplessis-Mornay et 
Duperron le 4 mai 1600 (Paris: Fischbacher, 1889).  Huguenots such as Philippe Canaye, Sieur Du Fresne, 
converted at Duplessis's defeat.  Haag, 3.181-183.  It is difficult to discern if they did so because a 
theological position was publicly validated or because Henry had staged the defeat, thus signaling a 
political shift and change on the horizon.   
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the scene, "During this time Monsieur de Menneville, the youngest of the family 

Heuqueville, was studying in Paris and often visited the house of Monsieur de 

Longueville.  When he was there one day, he claimed, in front of Longueville's mother, 

the Marquise de Rothelin, who was of our religion, that he could vanquish the most 

educated [Reformed] pastors in a debate."80 

The marquise, characteristically, did not let such a boast go unchallenged.  She 

asked whether there were no scholar of his own age and rank with whom he could debate.  

Duplessis was named, and thus she called for him and told him of her desire.  The 

marquise sponsored disputations in her house, but holding one between cousins was 

unusual, Duplessis, faced with debating a relative, hesitantly accepted and cast the 

experience as a light and friendly exchange.  He hoped that the bonds of family would 

absorb and soften any hard feelings generated by religious differences.  When he 

discovered who the other participant was, he told the marquise that they were related but 

that "because as it was for religion," and furthermore an amicable exchange, he would not 

allow the family relationship with Menneville to be a stumbling block.81 

The marquise had confidence in Duplessis.  She filled her house with as much of 

an audience as she could find, including many Catholic members of the family who she 

 
80 "Ce mesme temps, monsieur de Menneville, puisné de la maison d'Heugueville, estoit à Paris 

estudiant, et hantant quelquefois chez monsieur de Longueville, il se vantoit, en la presence de madame la 
marquise de Rothelin, sa mère, qui faisoit profession de nostre religion, de convaincre en dispute les plus 
savantz ministres." Witt 1868-1869, 1.22-23. 
 

81 "Cela la feit enquérir s'il ne se trouveroit point quelque escholier de cette qualité et aâge qui feist 
profession de nostre religion, affin de les faire entrer en conference.  L'on luy nomma monsieur du Plesis 
qu'elle envoya quérir, et luy feit entendre son affection; et comme il entendit que c'estoit pour disputer avec 
le dit sieur, il luy déclara qu'ilz estoient parens, mais puisque c'estoit pour la religion, qu'il n'y avoit parenté 
qui l'en détournast, veu mesmes que ce n'estoit que pour conférer amiablement." Ibid., 23. 
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hoped to persuade.  "She put together a gathering at her own house, the Hôtel Rothelin 

near Enfans Rouges, among whom was Monsieur de Longueville, her son the marquis de 

Rothelin, the count de Rochefort, Monsieur d'Etragues and many others."  Although the 

marquise orchestrated the debate, she deferred to the most senior man in the family as 

moderator.  "They began with purgatory, which was declared several days previously, but 

after arguments from each side, Monsieur de Rochefort stopped the debate." Rather than 

the Mass, the exchange focused on purgatory, the doctrine with which Duplessis had 

begun his conversion.82 

Such debates were not limited to technical theology; after theology philosophy 

was discussed.  "Then, Plato's Timaeus was produced and discussed until evening and it 

concluded the debate."  Just as a civic board or a royal committee voted for a victor 

between Reformed and Catholic representatives, so too did this house.  They concluded 

that Duplessis was victorious.  Despite Duplessis's attempts to keep things friendly, 

Menneville was upset, as Arbaleste recorded:  "Since that debate Monsieur de Menneville 

has continually held a definite grudge against Monsieur Duplessis."  Years later, when 

Duplessis released his first theological polemic, Menneville acted upon the grudge and 

contracted with a monk to write a refutation of Duplessis's work although, as Arbaleste 

gloats, the monk, "an incredibly well educated man, came to a knowledge of the truth 

 
82 "Elle donc les feit assembler chez elle à l'hostel de Rothelin, près des Enfans rouges, et s'y 

trouva avec elle monsieur de Longueville, son fils le marquis de Rothelin, monsieur le comte de Rochefort, 
monsieur d'Entragues, et plusiers autres; on commença sur le Purgatoire sur lequel les jours précédens le 
propos s'estoit meu, et après quelques argumens de part et d'autre, monsieur le comte de Rochefort 
interrompit la dispute, ne prenant plaisir qu'elle tirast plus avant sur ce point." Ibid. 
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working to dispute it.  He discarded his monastic garb and traveled to Geneva, where he 

was received as a pastor."83 

In this debate, the participants utilized humanistic elements of their education 

such as the original languages of the Scriptures and other ancient texts.  The Mornay 

often utilized these elements in their debates.  Du Bec only engaged Duplessis once he 

verified that the boy had mastered the languages.  Then they debated Greek texts.  

Duplessis, Menneville, and their audience moved from the doctrine of purgatory to 

Plato's Timaeus without batting an eye.   

These debates involved several issues.  First, humanism was not limited to 

Protestants; advocates in both Huguenot and Catholic camps had training in, and relied 

upon, humanism in their conversion efforts among educated men.  Second, for the 

Mornay, theology was a significant component of the educated noble; in other words, 

they valued theology as an aspect of learning in general.  Third, the Mornay engaged in 

scholastic debate in their schools, in print, in their correspondence, and in their 

household.  They debated doctrine in a point-by-point format, disputed evidence, 

 
83 "Mais bien qu'il falloit voir qui avoit le mieux estudié des deux, l'on feit aporter des livres en 

hébreu, en grec, puis ès mathématiques, et confessa monsieur de Menneville n'y avoir pas estudié si avant 
que monsieur du Plessis.  Puis l'on leur apporta le Timée de Platon sur lequel la nuit sépara la conference, 
et depuy monsieur de Menneville luy porta toujours quelque émulation." Ibid.  The choice touched upon 
issues raised during the purgatory debate.  The text Timaeus addressed the structure of the world and 
creation, salient aspects of the debate on purgatory.  Plato was generally invoked in regard to the 
immortality of the soul, another salient aspect in the discussion of purgatory.  "Le traicté peu après fut 
traduit en toutes langues, et par la grâce de Dieur, fit du fruit, et n'y a esté jusques icy respondu par aucun 
qui soit venu en lumière.  Un moine de Rouen, nommé Corneille, travaillant dur la réfutation par le 
commandement du Baron de Meneville, parent proche de M. du Plessis et docte gentillhomme, receut la 
connoissance de la vérité par iceluy en y contredisant, quitta le froc, et s'en alla à Genève, où il fut receu 
minister." Witt 1868-1869, 1.120.  Duplessis's book to which Arbaleste refered built upon his earlier 
discussions with Du Bec.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Traité de l'Église auquel sont disputées les 
principales questions, qui ont esté meues sur ce point en nostre temps (London: Thomas Vautollier, 1578).  
The man who converted while attempting to refute it left for the Geneva of their kinsman de Bèze.    
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citations, and conclusions, and used formal Aristotelian logic.  At the same time they 

employed the tools of humanism.  They readily combined the methods of scholasticism 

and humanism when debating a variety of content.  With the Mornay, all of these worked 

in conjunction with one another.84 

Aside from debates within the household, the family had experience with debates 

on an international stage.  The Mornay family extended over international boundaries, 

allowing religious ideas to spread very quickly.  Thus the family who attended such 

debates on the international stage rapidly distributed the ideas exchanges to other 

members.  For instance, Guy did business in Italy and Germany, and there attended 
 

84 Duplessis's own literary career spanned a wide breadth.  In surveying his efforts to redraw the 
religious landscape, move family members and other along it, and bring them to conversion, this study has 
already several genre such as political theory (his Vindiciae), religious polemic (Advertissement sur la 
réception et publication du concile de Trente), and technical scholastic theology (his Institution, his 
Mystère, his Response… à l'escrit publié par le sieur Évesque d'Évreux, and his Traité de l'Église).  
Duplessis gained his literary reputation in two ways: first, as a political polemicist, writing on behalf of 
Navarre and even in his name (for a list of these works see respectively Hugues Daussy, Les huguenots et 
le Roi. Le combat politique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (1572-1600) (Geneva: Droz, 2002), 295, 369); 
second, as a scholastic theologian, even cited with admiration by François Turrettini, the "Prince of the 
Scholastics" in Geneva for his work on the history of the church and the Eucharist.  François Turrettini, 
Institutio theologiæ elencticæ in qua status controversiæ perspicue exponitur, præcipua orthodoxorum 
argumenta proponuntur & vindicantur, & fontes solutionum aperiuntur, 3 vols. (Geneva: Samuelem de 
Tournes, 1680), 2.14, 19.27, 19.30.  Nevertheless, Duplessis also wrote biblical exegesis, sermons, and 
meditative literature, frequently invoking "pagan" authors and appropriating them for his own purposes.  
See the works in the collection: Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Discours et méditations chrestiennes, 2 vols. 
(Saumur: Thomas Portau, 1609).    

Perhaps it would be best to consider both scholastic and humanist as methods, rather than 
contents.  An author such as Duplessis could engage in both while advocating a common polemical 
content.  Duplessis's education had taught him both methods, and he likewise advocated the same methods 
for other children.  For instance, in an undated reply to the request of the Princess d'Orange, a patron and 
relative, Duplessis gave his advice "sur l'institution d'ung enfant que l'on veult nourrir aulx letters."  In the 
same breath he recommended assigning and the biblical Psalms and the pagan authors, close exegesis of 
texts in their original languages, and the practice of classic scholastic formulae.  (It is also worth noting that 
Duplessis uses the word institution to denote an educational structure and that his own Institution on the 
Eucharist and Calvin's Institution on the Christian faith were designed to teach.)  " La premiere instruction 
c'est de craindre Dieu, le commencement, le milieu et la fin de sapience. . . pour la langue latin, je prise 
Ciceron, Cesar, Saluste. . . entre les poetes Virgile et Horace. . . Je dis le mesme pour les aucteurs grecs, 
esquels j'approuve Isocrate, Demonsthene, Xenophon, , et quant aux poetes Hesiode, Homere, Theognis, 
Phocyllides, et semblables se peuvent apprendre par coeur pour l'issue de table, comme les Proverbes de 
Salomon et semblables." M. et C. 1824-1825, 5.65-71.  
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Luther's disputations at Heidelberg and Leipzig, two quintessential German Reformation 

events.  But those events effected his conversion in France and perhaps the outcome of 

the first war as Guy contributed to Bourbon, a contribution viewed by contemporaries as 

necessary to the party's survival.  When he did convert, his attendance at Luther's 

disputations gave him status in the Reformed community and a great deal of credibility, 

as his daughter proudly recounted. 

Other Mornay participated in international debate when they took grand tours of 

Europe and made their way into Italy, German, and Spain where they exchanged ideas 

with others.  For instance, in 1571 Duplessis landed in Cologne, where he "he became 

extraordinarily close to Petrus Ximenes, the famous Spanish theologian, a humble and 

sincere man in his intentions if not in his faith.  In numerous articles of doctrine they 

agreed, but Ximenes had entrenched himself in a doctrine of the visible Church, 

according to which he believed that it is wrong to disagree [with the visible Catholic 

Church] no matter how serious the errors into which it fell."  The two engaged in formal 

disputation and wrote polemical pieces, which have since been lost.  On this voyage 

Duplessis also met and debated with Arnand Du Ferrier, whom he eventually succeeded 

in converting. 85 

85 Duplessis met Du Ferrier early in his voyage at Venice.  "Ayant esté à ceste foire de Francfort, il 
partit et print son chemin par les Suisses et Grisons pour aller en Italie, où pour l'adresse qu'il avoit du dit 
Sr. Languet, il connunt monsr. de Foix, ambassadeur pour le Roy vers la Seigneurie de Venize, auquel 
quelque temps après succéda monsieur du Ferrier; les deux l'aymèrent fort, et dure encore ceste amytié; et 
combien que la guerre fust en France pour la religion; et qu'il en feist ouverte profession, sy n'estoient ilz 
tant familiers à Françoys aucun que à luy." Witt 1868-1869, 1.27.  He met Ximenes four years later on his 
return home at Frankfort in 1571.  Their debate produced texts since lost. "En cest hyver, il eut grand 
accointance avec Petrus Ximenès, grand théologien hespagnol, homme modeste et sincère plus en son 
intention qu'en sa religion, et s'accordoient de la doctrine; mais il se retiroit tousjours comme en ung 
retranchement sur le point de l'Eglize visible, de laquelle il ne pensoit estre licite de se départir, pour 
quelque abus que ce fust; cela donna occasion à monsieur du Plessis de la prier de luy donner ses 
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These debates helped them obtain religious ideas from afar.  They also helped 

them to disseminate these ideas throughout their families.  When members debated, they 

exposed the contents of suspect literature and sermons for all to hear, even to those 

reluctant to read or to attend sermons.  Participants and sponsors used this device to 

convert family members every bit as much as preaching and reading.  Often these 

exchanges produced literature, just as sermons did.  Participants either circulated 

manuscripts among a select few or contracted printers to publish their positions, 

refutations of their adversaries' arguments, and accounts of the events.  When individuals 

converted, they often did so having been exposed to ideology via preaching, print, and 

debate.   Advocates used all of these interrelated tools effectively and by doing so they 

created competing religious communities within the family. 

 
principaux fondemens par escrit, lequelz, il réfuta par ung petit escrit latin qui fut appelé par ceux de 
Coulongne, Scriptum Triduanum, et coula ès mains de plusiers, et touteffois ne fut imprimé.  Le dit 
Ximenès demanda temps pour y respondre, ce qu'il n'a fait depuis, encores qu'il en ayt esté fort solicité par 
ses amys."  Ibid., 34-35. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPACT: COMMUNITIES 

 

When members of the Mornay family converted, relatives divided themselves into 

distinct religious groups.  These constituencies continued to pursue traditional strategies 

for advancing their family's interests, but they each restricted their efforts in order to only 

benefit their own spiritual body.  Each populace faced significant challenges; Huguenots 

attempted to integrate the female nobility, so crucial to the movement's early success and 

so effective as advocates, into an institutionalized patriarchy.  The spiritually divergent 

populations collaborated with one another on a limited basis but in a variety of domains.  

They continued to compete with, and to provide limited assistance to, one another for 

generations. 

In chapter four the various motivations and mechanics involved in conversion 

were described.  In this chapter the impact of conversion is addressed.  Communities 

formed within the family.  These groups separated themselves from each other, faced 

challenges, and related to one another.  This is explored in four sections.  In the first 

section, Bifurcation, conversion is shown to lead to divergent, competitive communities.  

With the section about Arbaleste's coiffure, The Affair of the Coiffure, some of the 

Huguenot community's most significant problems (class, gender, marital roles, transition 

to institutionalism) are raised and some light is shed on the inner-workings of the Mornay 

family.  In the third section, When Push Comes to Shove, cooperation among the 
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communities is described.  In the final section, Postscript, the processes of competition 

and limited collaboration continue within the domains of history, memory, and identity. 

 

Bifurcation 

Deposed, disgraced, and disgruntled, in 1621, two years before his death, 

Duplessis wrote to Henry IV's son, King Louis XIII, asking for permission to collect his 

goods and family and leave France.  He explained to the king that he wanted "to forget" 

that he was "born French."  He taunted the king by stating that perhaps outside the realm 

of France someone might come upon his tomb and find a "miserable Epitaphe," which 

alerted the reader that there lay one "sixty-three years old, after having been employed 

without reproach for forty-six years in the service of two great kings" for whose grave the 

reader was forced to search outside of France.  "Judge, reader, and deplore both [the dead 

man's] misfortune and also the malice of the century." 86 Duplessis had little to risk by 

writing this to the king; he had lost most of his property, his honor, and his prospects for 

his descendants and held no hope for the future of the Reformed faith he professed in the 

country he loved. 

 
86 "Ci gist qui aagé de soixante et treize ans, après en avoir employé sans reproche les quarante six 

au service de deux grands Rois, fût contraint pour avoir fait son devoir de chercher son sepulcher hors de sa 
patrie.  Juge, Lecteur, et deplore soit son malheur, soit la malice du siècle." Request sent to Villarnoul to be 
presented to the king on behalf of Duplessis, 14 February 1621, Suite des lettres et mémoires de messire 
Philippes de Mornay, seigneur du Plessis-Marli contenant divers discours, instructions, lettres et 
dépesches par lui dressées ou escrites aux rois, roines, 4 vols. (La Fôret: Jean Bureau, 1624-25; 
Amsterdam: L. Elsevier, 1651-52), 4.774.  This request is not among the manuscripts in the SHPF, the 
Sorbonne, or the collection Dugast-Matifeux at Nantes, but only appears in the earlier printed edition as the 
reprint M. et C. 1824-1825) terminated at 1614.  For Raoul Patry's theory about the request's textual 
history, see his Philippe du Plessis-Mornay. Un huguenot homme d'État (1549-1623) (Paris: Fischbacher, 
1933), 599. 
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Duplessis wrote these words of frustration after slowly sliding towards political 

and religious impotency and jeopardizing the fortunes of his descendants who shared his 

religion.  The fall had begun with Henry's conversion to Catholicism at the hands of his 

uncle Du Bec, after which Duplessis stood across the spiritual divide from his king and 

his kinsmen.  Some Huguenots turned to war but Duplessis and his descendants remained 

royalists, politically divided from their coreligionists.  Henry increasingly rewarded 

Catholics, and his son Louis attempted to eradicate the Huguenot threat by actively 

persecuting the Reformed, even royalists such as Duplessis.  While the Catholic Mornay 

enjoyed stability and even attained greater heights by attaching themselves to the 

Catholic crown, Duplessis and company suffered and fled or assimilated and converted. 

The Catholic and the Huguenot Mornay constituted different communities with 

divergent experiences and diverse outcomes.  As Catholic members converted to the 

Reformed faith, they formed a competing religious community within the family.  

Community members circumscribed their groups with distinct rituals and different 

professions of faith.  They each anathematized the other and crafted polemic designed to 

vindicate their cause and convert their adversaries.  Furthermore, they undertook political 

action to advance their own cause at the expense of their adversaries.  Family members 

competed with one another by participating in these activities as well as by attempting to 

convert relatives. 

When family members converted, they risked salvation, material rewards, and 

also affective relationships with other members.  Even before Françoise converted, when 

she had simply moved apart from her husband Jacques on the religious spectrum and 
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acted on her convictions in educating her children in her beliefs, she caused considerable 

contention in their family; as her daughter-in-law Arbaleste remarked, Jacques was not of 

one mind with her.87 Arbaleste experienced the same division she described, not with her 

husband Duplessis, but with her brother and mother when she escaped the St. 

Bartholomew's Day Massacre. 

When family members carried their disputes into more public forums they more 

readily broke affective bonds.  When the young man Duplessis debated his cousin de 

Menneville in front of a prestigious audience of the high nobility, he thought he could 

keep it to an amicable exchange.88 After the debate, Menneville "continually held a 

definite grudge," such ill will that over a decade later Menneville commissioned a 

theologian to print a refutation of a work of Duplessis and publicly discredit him.89 With 

his uncle Du Bec, Duplessis not only incurred his wrath by refusing his bishopric and 

remaining a heretic but by printing polemic.  Nevertheless, Duplessis firmly stood his 

ground and explained that he "often and actively preached against and debated the 

Roman religion" lest he violate his conscience, because "the same conscience that 

 
87 "Elle ne laissoit touteffois de lui en parler par occasions, et quelquefois aussi il la touvoit lisant 

en la Bible, aux Psalmes ou en quelque autre livre, dont il ne s'offensoit point; seulement il l'advertissoit 
qu'elle ne le mist en paine vu la rigueur du temps." Witt 1868-1869, 1.11-12. 
 

88 "L'on luy nomma monsieur du Plesis qu'elle envoya quérir, et luy feit entendre son affection; et 
comme il entendit que c'estoit pour disputer avec le dit sieur, il luy déclara qu'ilz estoient parens, mais 
puisque c'estoit pour la religion, qu'il n'y avoit parenté qui l'en détournast, veu mesmes que ce n'estoit que 
pour conférer amiablement." Ibid., 1.23. 

 
89 "Et depuy monsieur de Menneville luy porta toujours quelque émulation."  Ibid., 1.23.  "Un 

moine de Rouen, nommé Corneille, travaillant dur la réfutation par le commandement du Baron de 
Meneville, parent proche de M. du Plessis et docte gentillhomme, receut la connoissance de la vérité par 
iceluy en y contredisant, quitta le froc, et s'en alla à Genève, où il fut receu minister." Ibid., 120. 
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requires private confession from me also requires this public profession"; after all, "that 

One, sir, Who has given us faith, He has given us both mouths and also pens."90 

Competing religious communities stood not only divided from one another 

theologically, ritually, and affectively, but they also tended to limit their contact with 

members of the other group.  For the most part, communities' members restricted their 

points of contact and the traditional family strategies to members of their own 

community, effectively bifurcating the family along lines of faith.  Huguenot Mornay 

tended to marry, serve as godparents for, educate their children around, fight with, leave 

inheritance for, and serve as patrons for Huguenot Mornay; Catholic Mornay for 

Catholic.  They did not haphazardly restrict these activities.  Rather, they intentionally 

excluded members of the other community and specifically limited their participation to 

their own.   

For example, Arbaleste, like many other Huguenot women such as Duplessis's 

mother Françoise, arranged marriages for her sons and daughters with Huguenots.91 

Previously, the Mornay tended to marry close to home among their tight-knit web of 

family, clients, and patrons, whose boundaries often overlapped in the Vexin.  Arbaleste, 

however, only entertained potential matches with other Huguenots.  In mentioning that 
 

90 "Celui, monsieur, qui nous a donné la foy, nous a donné et la bouche et la plume, qui nous a 
donné ce qu'il n'a à tous, ne l'a faict pour nous, mais pour tous.  Sans peculat et sans sacrilege je n'en 
pouvois soubstraire une partie.  Ainsi la mesme conscience qui m'a oblige à confession privee, m'obligeoit 
à ceste professin publique." Letter from Duplessis to Du Bec, 8 February 1583, M. et C. 1824-1825, 2.186-
8. 

 
91 Françoise wedded her eldest daughter to Antoine le Sénéchal, Sieur d'Auberville, a man from 

one of the oldest families in Normandy and one who professed the Reformed religion.  "A mariée l'un de 
ses filles qui lui restoit, Françoise de Mornay, à Anthoyne le Sénéchal sieur Dauberville, issu d'une des plus 
anciennes maisons de Normandie, faisant profession de la vraye religion, et dont sont issuz plusiers 
enfans." Witt 1868-1869, 1.13. 
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she married off her daughter from her first marriage, Suzanne de Paz, her daughter from 

Feuquères whom she bore in her arms as she escaped the St. Bartholomew's Day 

Massacre, she took the opportunity to lay out her priorities for her other children and 

weigh their prospects. 92 

Monsieur de la Trémoille and Mademoiselle de Rohan also made some other 
proposals about our other daughters.  Our chief desire is, and God knows it, that 
they should wed men raised in his fear.  Mademoiselle de Rohan also made an 
overture about our son and the eldest daughter of the late Monsieur de Châtillon, 
the late Admiral Coligny's son.  She wrote to Mademoiselle de Châtillon on the 
matter and received a favorable answer.93 

In making marriage arrangements with other Huguenot women for their children, 

Arbaleste negotiated alliances with members of the extended Mornay family.94 She 

specified that she valued a common faith as the foremost priority; they would only marry 

within the religious community.  She meant what she claimed.  All of their children 

married Huguenots.  Such a practice was not haphazard but based upon an ideological, 

even theological platform that Arbaleste shared with Duplessis. 

 
92 "En 97 se présenta M. de la Vairie pour rechercher notre fille de Martinsart, gentilhomme du 

Mayne de bon lieu et de médiocres biens, avec lequel fut contracté en date du 6e Juing." Ibid., 1.317. 
 
93 "S'ouvrirent aussy quelques propos pour noz autres filles par monsieur de la Trémouille et 

madam de Rohan.  Le principal esgard que nous y avons, et Dieu le scait, a esté qu'elles soient mariées à 
personnes instruictes en sa craincte.  Nous fut aussy faict ouverture par ma dicte dame de Rohan, du 
marriage de notre filz avec la fille aisnée de feu monsieur de Chastillon, filz du feu amiral de Coligny, 
laquelle en escrivit à Madame de Chastillon sa mère comme d'elle mesme, et en eut favorable responce." 
Ibid., 1.317-8. 

 
94 Typically Huguenots turned to their Bourbon cousins, Huguenots with which they had multiple 

ties.  In examining the Lacger family, a group related to the Mornay, Mentzer notes, "the father usually 
took the lead in negotiating the marriage contract."  Raymond A. Mentzer, Jr., Blood and Belief: Family 
Survival and Confessional Identity among the Provincial Huguenot Nobility (West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue 
University Press, 1994), 89.  This holds for the Mornay, as Duplessis and others negotiated the specific 
financial details of the document over which they, not their wives, held legal authority.  Women, however, 
dominated the early process by selecting partners and securing approval from their female counterparts, in 
this case Mesdemoiselles Rohan and Châtillon. 
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Duplessis specifically wrote against marriages of mixed faiths even when political 

gain could be made.  In 1612, a representative of the English court asked for Duplessis's 

advice on the subject when a prince had the opportunity to make a strategic and 

financially advantageous alliance with a Catholic.  Duplessis responded with a 

theological summary.  God instituted marriage to make man and woman one; he gave 

woman to man to "buttress and fortify man in his fear and service," and thus a "diversity 

of religion" would tear apart "the souls that have been fused together" and "turn what was 

instituted for the sake of assistance into a stumbling block."  Moses attributed the 

"universal corruption of the human species" to God's vengeance upon the illicit union 

between "the sons of God with the daughters of man," that is "those to whom God 

revealed the knowledge of himself and those who remained in ignorance."  The "Law" 

forbade God's chosen people from taking "foreign wives" lest the Israelites convert; later, 

during the reform of Ezra, any marriages contacted with pagans during the Jews' captivity 

were dissolved without regard even for the children.95 

95 The count de Hanau returned to England in order to ask Duplessi his opinion about marriages 
with parties of different religions, because they had proposed one such marriage to the king of England for 
the prince de Galles.  He died shortly after receiving the reply.  "Dieu instituant le marriage, ordonna que 
deux seroient une chair, tant plus ung esprit, tant plus une ame, c'est à dire ne feussent qu'ung.  Donna aussi 
femme pour aide à l'homme, non tant certes pour son mesnage que pour s'entrefomenter et fortifier en sa 
craincte et en son service.  Ainsi semble il qu'il n'y a rien plus contraire à ceste saincte institution et au 
conseil de Dieu en icelle, que la diversité de relligion, qui distraict les ames qu'il a conjoinctes, convertit en 
achoppement ce qu'il a institué pour aide.  Cause que Moïse attribue ceste corruption universelle du genre 
humain, que Dieu vengea par le deluge, à l'accoinctance qu'avoient eue 'les fils de Dieu avec les filles des 
homes'; ceulx aulxquels Dieu avoit manifesté sa cognoissance avec celles qui estoient demeurees en 
l'ignorance du vrai Dieu, surveneue par la peché; et ainsi l'interpretent les plus doctes.  Comme aussi 
voyons nous qu'en plusieurs loix, mesmes pures politiques, Dieu a monstré que le meslange lui desplaisoit, 
mais au marriage surtout, la loi estant tres expresse à son people de ne prendre poinct femme estrangere, 
c'est à dire de diverse religion.  Dont la raison est adjoustee: de peur qu'elle ne t'attire aulx dieux estranges, 
c'est à dire ne te fasse changer de religion, ne te mene à l'idolastrie.  Si rigoureusement practiquee qu'Esdras 
reformant l'Eglise, separe tous les marriages aultrement contractés pendant la captivité, sans avoir esgard 
aulx Enfans qui estoient isseus.  L'Evangile n'a rien change en ceste loi. . . l'a [l'Eglise chrestienne] 
deffendeu de mesme droict avec les heretiques, qui recognoissoient neantmoins ung Jesus Christ, mais lui 
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Duplessis then continued his survey of holy history by claiming that the "Gospel" 

did nothing to change this law; rather Christ reinforced this prohibition.  The church had 

always held this interpretation and even forbade union with "heretics, who nevertheless 

recognize one Jesus Christ, but deny him or his natures" or other articles of orthodoxy 

and were thus "false Christians" and civil laws have likewise forbidden such unions 

Duplessis concluded after delving into a bit of jurisprudence.  Duplessis then changed 

methods and advanced scholastic formulae.  He posed hypothetical questions and 

supplies defenses of his position.  He followed a medieval tradition in carefully 

distinguishing between mixed marriages "contracted in infidelity" between pagans with 

one partner who afterwards converts, which St. Paul allowed to stand, and marriages 

contracted between parties of mixed faiths, between Jesus Christ and Baal, which Paul 

explicitly forbade.  In short, God instituted such a divine union for partners to share and 

aid one another, something not possible when "one abhors the religion of the other and 

condemns it as heresy, as idolatry."  Here, he applied a traditional restriction against 

Christians marrying pagans and interpreted it to mean that the Reformed (true Christians) 

should not marry Catholics (those who blasphemed God just as pagans).  The application 

for the prince is simple: despite the political and financial advantages of a mixed 

marriage he may "only take a wife of his religion." 

 
denioient, ou les natures, ou les qualitiés sans lequelle il ne pouvoit estre Jesus Christ; faulx chrestiens par 
consequent: et de mesme les loix civiles. . .   On dit: 'Que scais tu, mari, si tu sauveras ta femme?' mais cela 
est dict des marriages jà contractés en infidelité. . .  Adjoustés plusieurs grands inconveniens en une 
famille. . . Tellement que tres prudemment prescrivoit ce sage roy de la Grande Bretaigne au prince son 
fils, conformement à la loi de Dieu, et à toute bonne consideration divine et humaine, de ne prendre femme 
que de sa relligion. " M. et C. 1824-1825, 11.439-443. 
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Duplessis urged others to make faith the chief criterion for marriage even if it 

meant turning down pragmatically advantageous unions.  He and Arbaleste themselves 

acted upon this religious ideology, marrying their eldest daughter to Jean de Jaucourt, 

Sieur de Villarnoul, a man from a family "illustrious in its country of Burgundy, ancient, 

well-connected, and of a good name" but "because of its profession of the [Reformed] 

religion as well as to the misery of the times left out of significant affairs."96 Duplessis 

had likewise taken a spouse with a common faith at the expense of better earthly options.  

Arbaleste came from a wealthy and renowned family.  When they met as refugees, after 

both escaped the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, she had nothing and few prospects of 

recovering her property and inheritance. 

Duplessis and Arbaleste shared an intimate, extended courtship.  They 

experienced the "miseries common" to all refugees, and as she recalls, "I took great 

pleasure in the good and honest conversation of Monsieur Duplessis."97 The two spent 

countless hours together "in the study of arithmetic, painting, and other subjects," and she 

recounts "I grew as fond of him as one of my own brothers. . . hardly a day passed that 

we did not spend two or three hours together," and soon "he told me how greatly he 

 
96 "[Duplessis] partir [the court of Henry IV], il fit trouver bon à S. M. qu'il envoyast nostre fils en 

Hollande pour le render capable de servir un jour à sa patrie, sans charge touteffoys afin de l'en pouvoir 
retirer plus ayséement, lequel partit tost après son retour, ayant assisté au mariage de sa soeur, nostre fille 
aisnée, avec l'aisné de la maison de Villarnoul, Jehan de Jaucourt, célébré à Saumur, le quatorziesme 
d'Apvril en cest an 1599, duquel les accordz auroient esté passés avant son voyage en court; maison illustre 
en son pays de Bourgogne, ancienne, bien alliée et de bon nom, mais en laquelle la profession de la religion 
et la misère du temps a laissé de grands affaires." Witt 1868-1869, 1.355. 

 
97 "Et pendant son [Buhy's] absence, qui fut environ deux moys, monsieur du Plessis. . . 

continuoient tous les jours à me venir voir, et prenois grand plaisir aux bons et honnestes propos de M. du 
Plessis." Ibid., 1.83. 
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wanted to marry me, which I received as an honor."98 When the other refugees 

discovered and challenged the proposed alliance, Duplessis explained his priorities for 

selecting a marriage partner, an account given by Arbaleste. 

Now during all these comings and goings he passed the time and several of those 
living in Sedan, seeing how frequently he came to see me began to think that he 
must want to marry me.  Some among them proposed other marriages to him with 
wealthy women and heiresses, and did all they could to set him against me in 
favor of others, claiming that with the gifts that he had received from God in 
addition to those with which he was born he should look higher for a wife.  But 
since the day when he had spoken to me he would never listen to any other 
proposals.  They even offered to tell him, in the event he was really considering 
marrying me, the entire truth about my fortune, both from my marriage 
settlements [to her first husband Feuquères] and my inheritance from Monsieur de 
la Borde, my father.  But he responded that when he wanted information on the 
matter he would ask me myself, and that a fortune was the last thing that one 
should consider in marriage. The most important thing was the manners of those 
who planned on spending their lives together, and above all the fear of God and 
an unspoiled reputation.99 

Every member of the direct line of the Mornay had married a rich heiress.  

Duplessis's eldest brother had kept that tradition.  Duplessis selected a bride based on an 

obvious affective relationship, a shared refugee experience, and a common faith.  

 
98 "Et puis j'avois pris plaisir, depuis que je m'estois retirée à Sedan, pour passer plus doulcement 

ma solitude, en l'arithmétique, en la painture et en autres estudes dont quelquefois nous devisions ensemble, 
de sorte que je feus bien ayse qu'il continuast à me venir voir, et en peu de temps, l'affectionnay autant que 
pas un de mes frères." Ibid., 1.83.  "Il me déclara l'envye qu'il avoit de m'espouzer, ce que je receus à 
honneur." Ibid., 87. 

 
99 "Or, durant ces allées et venues, il se passoit du temps, et plusieurs à Sedan, voyant que M. du 

Plessis continuoit toujours à me venir voir, commenceoient à croire qu'il pensoit à m'espouzer; quelques 
ungs aussy luy parloient d'autres mariages de filles riches et héritières, et eussent bien désiré le pouvoir 
destourner de moy pour le faire penser ailleurs, voyant, oultre les grâces qu'il avoit receues de Dieu et avec 
lesquelles il estoit né, qu'il estoit pour parvenir plus hault; mais il ne voulut, depuis qu'il m'eut ouvert la 
bouche, jamais prester l'oreille à autre proposition qu'on lui fit.  On lui offrit mesmes, pour sentir s'il 
pensoit à moy, au cas qu'il me voulust espouzer, de luy faire voir tout mon bien à la vérité, tant par mon 
contract de mariage que celuy des partaiges de la succession de feu monsieur de la Borde, mon père; mais il 
fit responce que, quand il voudroit en estre esclarcy, il ne s'en adresseroit que à moy mesmes, et que le bien 
estoit la dernière chose à quoy on devoit penser en mariage; la principale estoit les moeurs de ceux avec qui 
l'on avoit à passer sa vie, et surtout la craincte de Dieur et la bonne réputation.." Ibid., 1.89. 
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Duplessis chose Arbaleste because of her "manners and habits" and "above all the fear of 

God," despite its costing him material rewards in turning down more lucrative options.  

Both Duplessis and Arbaleste selected Huguenot spouses for their children, even if 

candidates such as Villarnoul lacked substantial wealth. 

The Mornay enforced the boundaries between their religious communities by 

limiting their marriage partners so rigidly that potential partners had to convert before a 

marriage took place.  For instance, Arbaleste's first cousin Rachel de Couchefilet, with 

whom she stayed in Paris shortly before the Massacre, had to convert to the Reformed 

faith before she could marry Maximilien de Béthune, the Duke of Sully, Duplessis's 

colleague in Henry's councils.  In restricting their marital prospects to Huguenots, the 

Reformed Mornay limited their prospects to a minority of the population and thus vastly 

truncated their opportunities and potentially lucrative alliances.  Although they tried to 

marry within their local family network and obtain highly desirable partners and 

attempted to capitalize on the limited Huguenot pool, as seen in Arbaleste's negotiations 

with Monsieur de la Trémoille and Mademoiselle de Rohan, they had to search further 

abroad and accept less wealthy alliances such as with the Jaucourt family, who were 

"very well known in Burgundy" but "did not occupy any very important position."  While 

the Catholic Mornay flourished in the Vexin and continued to select partners from among 

the large Catholic majority of the populace, following the traditional selection criteria, 

their Protestant relatives paid for their faith with their dynastic interests. 

Aside from limiting alliances to their group, community members selected 

godparents from their own spiritual communities.  After 1559, when the Huguenot 
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formed churches and the ecclesiastical lines lay clearly drawn, the parents of each 

Mornay child chose godparents of the same faith.  This pattern held in every case for 

which there are records, in each of their houses scattered throughout the Vexin and 

greater France.  Intuitively, this makes sense.  Family members selected spiritual parents 

for their children and wanted those responsible for the child's religious formation to share 

their faith. 

The Mornay deliberately picked the godparents of their children in order to 

advance their interests by forging ties with relatives of influence and patrons.  In 

designating members only from their community of faith, they reinforced the boundaries 

between the groups and increasingly tightened the bonds between relatives, clients, and 

patrons in each community.  They tended to select new patrons with whom they had 

come into contact who could serve their interests and the interests of their faith, 

coreligionists whom they had perhaps met abroad during their times of flight, fighting, or 

diplomatic negotiations.  Not only did Huguenot Mornay use the office of godparent to 

bind themselves more closely to family members in the same religious community, but 

they also used it to reinforce a new system of clientage specifically built around a shared 

faith and often a common political agenda.100 

100 For example, Duplessis and Arbaleste honored the Huguenot Prince Maurice during their stay 
in the Low Countries by naming him the godfather of their eldest son de Bauves.  Duplessis and Maurice 
continually worked to thwart the Spanish rule and its Catholicism in the land, and Duplessis would turn de 
Bauves over to Maurice to fight under his flag.  De Bauves would die in an attack on the city of Geldern, 
October 23, 1605, under Maurice's command, his body returned to his parents in April the following year.  
Although Henry wrote a letter of consolation, both Duplessis and Arbaleste remained bereft.  Letter from 
Henry IV to Duplessis, 20 November 1605, M. et C. 1824-1825, 10.138; response from Duplessis to Henry 
IV, 27 November 1605, SHPF MS 753, fol. 4.  For Arbaleste's description of the events and her grief at her 
son's death, with which she closes her memoires, see Ibid., II.105-11.  Duplessis printed a Renaissance 
commemoration of de Bauves' death, his Les larmes de Ph. de Mornay sur la mort de son fils unique 
(Saumur: Thomas Portau, 1609). 
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 By designating coreligionists as godparents, community members worked to 

ensure that children remained in their group.  They hoped that their offspring would grow 

up to profess the same faith.101 They hoped that their children would remain in the group 

rather than converting, causing affective pain, and risking salvation.  Only if their 

children remained in the community could they take advantage of opportunities created 

for them such as marriages with coreligionists.  When children converted, they spurned 

these prospects and looked for them with the competition.  

In order to keep their children within the faith, community members educated 

them directly, educated them, supplied coreligionists as tutors, or sent them to 

educational institutions where they studied the religion.  For example, Françoise taught 

Duplessis on her knee, supplied a tutor, and arranged for him to study at her brother's 

house; Jacques responded by sending Duplessis to a Catholic college.102 Huguenots also 

sent their children to educational institutions that propagated their faith.  They formed 

academies that served as seminaries for future pastors and also centers where they sent 

their boys, not necessarily destined for the office of pastor, to more thoroughly learn the 

 
101 Cf. Nadine Kuperty-Tsur "Rhétorique parentale et religieuse : les voies de la transmission des 

valeurs de la réforme aux enfants," in Les deux réformes chrétiennes: Propagation et diffusion, eds. 
Myriam Yardeni et Ilana Zinguer (Brill, Leiden, 2004), 153-71. 

 
102 Duplessis's friend and relative Agrippa D'Aubigné gave a graphic depiction of such parental 

persuasion in his reflections on his childhood, Sa vies à ses enfants. His most vivid memory of religious 
instruction came from his father, in an exchange best narrated by the author in the third person.  "A huit ans 
et demi le pere mena son fils à Paris, et en le passant par Amboise un jour de foire, il veit les testes de ses 
compagnons d'Amboise encore recognoissables sur un bout de potence, et fut tellement esmeu, qu'entre 
sept ou huit mille personnes il s'escria, Ils on descapité la France, les bourreaux. Puis le fils ayant picqué 
prés du pere pour avoir veu à son visage une esmotion non accoustumee, il luy mit la main sur la teste en 
disant: Mon enfant, il ne faut pas que ta teste soit espargnee après la mienne, pour venger ces chefs pleins 
d'honneur; si tu t'y espargnes, tu auras ma malediction. Oeuvres, ed. Henri Weber (Paris: Gallimard, 
1987), 386.  Thanks are due to Professor Jonathan Beck for pointing this passage out and for the fruitful 
discussions that arose from it. 
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religion.103 Duplessis himself founded an academy in Saumur that trained numerous 

pastors, such as their friend and biographer Liques, and further educated children who did 

not serve as pastors, such as Duplessis's own son.104 

If the children remained in the faith, they tended to fight alongside their elder 

community members.  At the beginning of the second War of Religion in 1567, 

Duplessis's eldest brother Pierre fought beside his uncles Du Bec, one of whose houses he 

had received his lessons from the Protestant tutor at Françoise's direction.  Duplessis had 

received the same indoctrination, and he too wanted to fight, but his mother forbade him 

because he was too young.  Pierre, Duplessis, and their youngest brother des Baunes 

continued to fight, literally side-by-side.  Later they commanded the younger members of 

the community, such as Duplessis's son de Bauves and their nephews.105 After the 

 
103 Cf. Janet Louise Glenn Gray, "Lay Leadership among the Calvinists: Duplessis-Mornay and 

the Academy of Saumur" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Missouri-Columbia, 1993).  For the pattern in 
broader perspective, see Karin Maag, Seminary or University? The Genevan Academy and Reformed 
Higher Education (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1995). 
 

104 Other attendees included the sons of Rivet and Du Moulin.  For studies of de Bauves' life, see 
Mathieu-Jules Gaufrès, Philippe Mornay de Bauves ou l'éducation d'un gentilhomme protestant au XVIe 
siècle (C. Meyrueis: Paris, 1868); H. de Vernejoul, "Un jeune gentilhomme saumurois au XVIe siècle: 
Philippe de Mornay de Bauves," Société des Lettres Sciences et Arts du Saumurois 62 (1932): 5-26. 

 
105 For example, all three brothers Mornay had stayed as refuges after the Massacre in Sedan, 

along with their cousin Bourry with whom they first studied the faith under the care of Prestat, where they 
all met Arableste.  Witt 1868-1869, 1.82-3.  While Pierre returned to Buhy, Duplessis remained in Sedan, 
and his youngest brother des Baunes remained with him in order to more readily answer Condé's call to 
arms.  Ibid., 1.83-4.  The morning after Duplessis and Arbaleste wed, he left on campaign as one of two 
lieutenants, sharing the command with his friend and cousin Mouhy.  Ibid., 1.90.  The brothers Mornay 
fought together at various battles including the 1590 battle of Ivry, with which Henry claimed the city of 
Mantes and stood poised outside of Paris, gained Duplessis entrance to Henry's council of state, and began 
the negotiations at Château Buhy.  Ibid., 1.191-2.  In this battle Duplessis rode into combat with one 
partner, his "nephew" Feuquères, where the latter met his demise, the only soldier under Duplessis's charge 
to fall.  Ibid.  (Arbaleste had married Jean de Paz, Sieur de Feuquères, who had had this boy from his first 
marriage.)  Duplessis, his son de Bauves, and his son-in-law Villarnoul all commanded companies of 
soldiers during their residency at Saumur.  1599 registers for payment to companies at Saumur, BM Nantes 
MS D-M 86. 
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brothers Du Bec converted, they no longer fought alongside Huguenots but beside 

Catholic relatives, notably those from the house Montchevreuil.  After Pierre converted, 

he fought beside his relative Gonzague and commanded Gonzague's son, taking him 

under his military patronage.106 

The Mornay served as patrons for community members not just in the military 

domain, protecting them and helping to ensure their ascent, but in other fields as well.  

For example, patrons obtained offices for clients in their community.  Duplessis 

successfully secured positions in the royal court for his sons-in-law, Arbaleste's 

Huguenot nephew, and others, only writing on behalf of Huguenots.107 They likewise 

 
106 Numerous letters among the three of them, writing on a daily basis, can be found concerning 

the events leading up to the fall of Cambrai to the Spanish in 1595: BNF MSS ffr. 3627, fol. 24; 3993, fols. 
211, 234, 251, 253; 3994, fols. 1, 22, 131, 54, 57, 58, 76, 78 , 84, 125, 129, 134, 138, 157, 196.  October 
7th, Buhy and the French commanders capitulated to the Spanish and they peacefully gave them the city's 
keys.  In their chronicle, they reported that the citizens sabotaged them and opened the gates to the Spanish 
whose rule they coveted.  7 October 1595, BNF MS ffr. 3994, fol. 215.  Gonzague wrote the citizens a final 
letter and chastised them for their "infidelity."  Ibid., fol. 225.  Buhy left Duplessis accounts describing the 
same.  1595 account of the fall of Cambrai, BM Nantes MS D-M 82; Letter from Buhy to Nevers, 16 
August 1595, Ibid., BM Nantes MS D-M 101.  Duplessis wrote on behalf of his grandchildren, such as his 
favorite, Philippe, eldest son of Marthe and Villarnoul, who fought in the Low Countries.  Duplessis wrote 
to his "dear nephew" Vaucelas, the son of Arbaleste's sister Rachel de Couchefilet and Sully, in order to 
secure a military "advancement proportionate" to Philippe's age and rank.  BM Nantes MS D-M 101. 

 
107 "Le Roy, en faveur de monsieur du Plessis, avoit faict mon filz de la Verrie gentilhomme 

ordinaire de sa chamber; monsr. du Plessis obtint pour mon filz Villarnoul pareille qualité, lequel en fit le 
serment ès mains de monsier le mareschal de Bouillon premier gentilhomme de la chamber, et en servit.  
Peu de temps après aussy, estant question d'exécuter l'Édict de pacification en Bourguongne, il fit que S. M. 
le nomma pour commissaire, auquel effect il transporta en sa province, avec le sieur de Volé maistre des 
Requestes, et s'en acquitta au contentement du Roy et de son conseil, et au desir des Eglizes.  C'estoit ce 
qu'il pouvoit faire pour les siens, selon le peu de crédit qu'il trouvoit en court pour soy mesme, où il se peut 
dire que le Roy, pendant tout son séjour, ne l'employa en aucune affaire, encor qu'il s'en présentast des 
occasions assés." Witt 1868-1869, 1.366-7. 

Duplessis recommended his son-in-law Jacques de Saint-Germain, Sieur de Fontenay, who had 
married his second-eldest daughter Elizabeth in 1601, for an unspecified position at the royal court.  Letter 
from Duplessis to President Jeannin, 18 March 1616, BM Nantes MS D-M 98.  In the following months he 
wrote recommending another son-in-law, Jacques Des Nouhes, Sieur de La Tabarière and Sainte-Hermine, 
who had married their daughter Anne, who was largely raise by Françoise.  He succeeded in placing La 
Tabarière as governor of Fontenay, a Huguenot city of safety.  Letters from Duplessis to Villeroy, 18 
March, 20 April 1616, Ibid.; Letters from Duplessis to the Queen Mother, 17 June, 15 July 1616, Ibid.  
Again, he was able to secure positions for his grandchildren, gaining Jacques de St. Germain (eldest son of 
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tended to leave inheritance for members of their own communities.  Although edicts 

forbade members from disinheriting their children because of religious differences, both 

Huguenots and Catholics often found pretext to do so.  When members left gifts, wealth 

not required by law, they almost always restricted it to their own group.108 

Perhaps the best example of how the Mornay restricted patronage within their 

communities comes from the ecclesiastical vocation.  Members of the Mornay family 

used ecclesiastical patronage to build their wealth throughout the Middle Ages and 

passed offices and benefices on from uncle to nephew, often in complex and creative 

exchanges.  When Duplessis turned down Du Bec's offer to resign his bishopric, three 

hundred years of successful transmission came to a screeching halt.  Du Bec, however, 

did not abandon the traditional strategy.  Rather, he continued his efforts to resign his 

bishopric in favor of a nephew but now turned to his paternal nephew Jean. 

Henry had rewarded Du Bec for his service by giving him the archbishopric of 

Rheims and Du Bec could resign his seat in Nantes; he turned to his nephew Jean.  

Despite approval from both Rome and the king, the citizens of Nantes resisted Jean, the 
 
Jacques de Saint-Germain and Elizabeth) an unspecified "employment with the State," paying a pension of 
200 pounds.  Letter from Louis XIII to Duplessis, 15 January 1620, BM Nantes MS D-M 77.  Arbaleste 
proudly described Duplessis's potency in securing positions, such as for Villarnoul and de la Verrie, the 
husband that she arranged for her daughter Suzanne de Paz.   

 
108 For an exploration of how families restricted inheritance to those of like faith, even 

disinheriting children of the other religion despite the edicts such as the 1576 Edict of Beaulieu, see 
Barbara B. Diefendorf, "Houses Divided: Religious Schism in Sixteenth-Century Parisian Families," in 
Urban Life in the Renaissance, eds. Susan Zimmerman and Ronald Weissman (Newark: University of 
Delaware Press, 1989), 86-90.  The Mornay followed this pattern with Françoise (undated 
contemporaneous copy of the testament reproduced in Duplessis's account book under "Affairs of the house 
Buhy," BM Nantes MS D-M 77) and Duplessis and Arbaleste (Testaments signed 6 February 1606, 24 
October 1623.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 13).  They also restricted donations made during their lives.  For 
example, Duplessis granted the Huguenot sons of his sister Françoise, Samuel and Claude Sénéchal, Sieurs 
d'Auberville, 200 pounds of silver (profit from one of his rents) but left nothing for his brother Pierre's 
Catholic son.  Receipt of gift from Duplessis to Sieurs d'Auberville, 27 July 1609, BM Nantes MS D-M 77. 
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kin of their former suspect bishop.  Du Bec had to make a deal, one in which his nephew 

took a neighboring bishopric, while that bishop took the seat of Nantes.  Du Bec 

constantly supported Jean's career and kept him in his entourage as the two worked to 

convert Henry.  

Huguenot Mornay likewise followed these traditional strategies under a parallel 

ecclesiastical patronage.  For example, Duplessis had no nephews, but he worked to 

obtain ecclesiastical positions and salaries for members of his community.  He secured 

royal promise that his son-in-law Villarnoul would inherit the governorship of the 

Huguenot safe haven and the Reformed academy of Saumur.  Duplessis placed the same 

son-in-law at court as one of the two National Deputies of the Reformed Faith.  He also 

secured positions for his other sons-in-law as representatives and moderators of various 

ecclesiastical assemblies.109 

In all of these traditional vocations and strategies, the Mornay continued to work 

to advance the wealth and honor of their family members, but they now tended to restrict 

their efforts within the confines of their own religious communities.  Bifurcating the 

family into discrete communities left each with a smaller pool of individuals and assets.  
 

109 Notably Duplessis placed Villarnoul as a commissioner responsible for implementing the Edict 
of Nantes in Burgundy (Witt 1868-1869, 1.366) and deputy to the 1607 National Assembly of La Rochelle, 
after which he became one of two national Deputies of the Reformed Faith at the royal court in a skillful 
piece of political maneuvering among the Huguenots on Duplessis's part.  Henry made him chevalier des 
ses orders and conseiller en ses conseils d'état et privé, just as he had Duplessis.  In 1611 he was named 
commissioner to Burgundy responsible for implementing resolutions passed at the assembly of Saumur, in 
1614 depute from the province of Burgundy to the Synod of Tonneins, and in 1619 deputy the political 
assembly of Loudun.  Haag, 6.45-6.  For a summary of his work as national deputy, see the report he 
delivered to Henry, entitled Mémoire de Villarnoul et Mirande, SHPF MS 93.  At Loudun Duplessis and 
Villarnoul served with La Tabarière, also a deputy there representing Poitiers and Châtellerault.  Haag, 
2.266-7.  La Tabarière died early and his wife Anne married La Force (his second of here marriages).  La 
Force, already a general and the governor of Béarn was more Duplessis's peer than client.  For a summary 
of the relationship, see Haag, 3.252-64. 
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Nevertheless, the Catholic Mornay continued to flourish and progressively accumulated 

wealth and offices while maintaining their possessions and power in the ancestral lands 

of the fiercely Catholic Vexin.  The majority of the greater population as well as the 

Mornay remained Catholic, or it returned to Catholicism, especially after Henry's 

conversion.  Throughout the sixteenth century, and especially after a Catholic Henry took 

the crown, Catholics tended to hold the greatest positions of power, thus giving the 

Catholic Mornay greater opportunity to gain more prestigious and financially lucrative 

positions. 

Huguenot Mornay had a much smaller pool of individuals and assets with which 

they worked to advance their fortunes.  They also often faced a crown that might allow 

them to worship, practice traditional strategies, and advance, but one that tended not to 

specifically support it.  Aside from the external threats to the community, the Huguenots 

faced internal threats, specific challenges to their ecclesiastical organization, authority, 

and power, intrinsic tensions they had partially created when they attempted to legitimize 

their movement. 

 

The Affair of the Coiffure 

 Each community faced various challenges.  The Huguenot Mornay left much 

better sources than their Catholic relatives including accounts in which they offer 

glimpses of their problems.  Arbaleste records her exchange with a Reformed 

congregation, a debate that revolved around her hairstyle.  This conflict between 

Arbaleste and Huguenot pastors helps illustrate some of the major tensions within the 
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Reformed camp.  Powerful noblewomen had supplied the Huguenot movement money, 

protection, and legitimacy, but Reformed pastors attempted to exert their own authority 

and integrate these women within a patriarchal institution.  Arbaleste attempted to resist 

their authority by employing a variety of means.  

In converting members of the Mornay, women played an important role, perhaps 

a more important one than their male counterparts.  Women converted more readily to the 

Reformed faith, they more frequently served as advocates converting family members, 

and they tended to convert fewer times, more effectively resisting persecution.  Women 

possessed a certain power within the Huguenot community by effectively adopting the 

role of the advocate.  But women also exercised agency and even wielded power because 

community leaders had asked them.  From the movement's infancy, Reformed leaders 

had sought to legitimize their movement and receive assets and protection by converting 

the nobility, and women frequently answered their call by sponsoring reform and 

supporting churches in their homes such as Françoise and the Marquise de Rothelin, at 

their courts such as Marguerite or Renée of Ferrara, or even in the countries that they 

ruled such as Jeanne d'Albret, Henry's mother, who established the faith in Béarn. 

When noble women answered the Reformed leader's calls, they wielded a sword 

of power, one with a double edge for the Huguenots.  Noble women provided assets and 

protection to the community, but they also threatened it.  A movement with women so 

heavily involved provided fodder to Catholic polemicists, who criticized it as a one 

grounded upon the weakness and imbecilic nature of women.  The Reformed had worked 

hard to legitimize their movement, to demonstrate that they did not threaten political 
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authority or traditional social structures, to distance themselves from radical movements 

in which women provided spiritual leadership, a threat in both Catholic and Reformed 

eyes.  Huguenot polemicists could not afford to allow Catholics to portray the Reformed 

movement as one dominated by women, and so they denied Catholic polemicists' claims 

and simultaneously counterpunched by attacking Catholic women. 

The Huguenot community, so heavily dependent upon women, faced an external 

threat of Catholic polemicists, but they also faced an internal threat.  As the Reformed 

redefined the nature and office of clergy, they wrestled with gender roles in their 

community.  They had begged noble women to provide them with assets and protection 

and to found churches.  They also scandalized Catholics by allowing women to sing with 

men in the worship service.  Reformed authorities debated what other roles they ought to 

allow women to assume. 

During the wild growth of the early movement, members of the Huguenot 

community answered the question differently.  Some women, such as Marie Dentière, 

attempted to preach and prophesy, claiming that the Holy Ghost inspired her or 

publishing theological treatises even specifically advocating active roles for women.  

Some women, such as Renée of Ferrara, who supported and protected a Reformed church 

at her court, actively intervened in affairs of the consistory, much to the chagrin of her 

pastors.  Other women, such as Jeanne d'Albret, who instituted the faith in Béarn 

supported and protected numerous churches as Dame souveraine, presided at national 

assemblies of the churches.  Certain women read Scripture from pulpits before the service 

proper began, and members of certain churches advocated allowing both lay men and 
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women to prophesy or preach while others advocated allowing women to serve as 

deaconesses next to their male counterparts.110 

As Reformed communities attempted to answer questions specifically 

surrounding the roles of women, they also struggled with a greater problem of 

ecclesiastical structure.  The Genevan model had triumphed over an indigenous French 

ecclesiastical polity, a more congregational structure that might have had more numerous 

roles for women.  The Genevans opposed allowing women to serve as deaconess, and 

supported a more hierarchical, specifically Presbyterian or federal, ecclesiastical 

structure, one with a greater degree of patriarchy that limited offices to men.  In 1559, 

when the Reformed churches organized, they adopted this structure and restricted 

leadership to men.  After the Massacre in 1572, with the major proponents of the French 

system dead, the Huguenots remained with the Genevan model and forbade deaconesses. 

Thus Huguenots specifically courted noble women and received their support and 

protection but barred them from holding office, creating a definite tension between 

prescription and operation.  Women such as Renée, Jeanne, Françoise, and the marquise 

held no office, but they did wield power within a patriarchal society, within a specifically 

patriarchal ecclesiastical structure.  They often wielded power indirectly, behind the 

scenes, carefully monitoring and managing their public perception.  For instance, 

although the marquise clearly arranged the debate between Duplessis and Menneville, 

 
110 See Robert McCune Kingdon, Geneva and the Consolidation of the French Protestant 

Movement, 1564-1572. A Contribution to the History of Congregationalism, Presbyterianism, and Calvinist 
Resistance Theory (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967, 46-84; Natalie Zemon Davis, "City 
Women and Religious Change in Sixteenth-Century France," in A Sampler of Women's Studies, ed. Dorthy 
Gies McGuigan (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Center for Continuing Education of Women, 
1973), 17-46. 
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soliciting the participants, inviting the guests, and hosting the affair in her house, once in 

a more public forum as the debate began, she allowed her male relative to take the stage 

and moderate the event. 

Huguenot women wielded power indirectly, in this case through personal 

relationships with the participants, guests, and the moderator of the debate.  They 

carefully refrained from unnecessarily asserting themselves in public, in this case 

deferring to a male relative in order to operate within socially acceptable norms and not 

lend fodder to Catholics in the room or threaten their own religious community.  When 

Reformed women did enter the public realm, they often justified their appearance by 

invoking socially acceptable norms.  In specific cases, they manipulated gender roles and 

exploited patriarchal prescription in community to their advantage.  Duplessis and 

Arbaleste provided a good example of this in an episode that illustrates the tension 

between noble women and patriarchal structure, demonstrates how women exercised 

agency within such patriarchy, and provides insight into the nature of the marital 

relationship between Duplessis and Arbaleste. 

In the memoirs that Arbaleste wrote about her husband Duplessis, an account 

designed and destined for publication, she mentioned in passing that "I never had any 

apprehensions about following [Duplessis] to England, Flanders, or anywhere else, but 

the thought of Gascony filled me with horror."111 She wrote these words as she 

contemplated her relocation in 1584 to the city of Montauban, where the General 

 
111 "Je n’avoy jamais appréhendé de le suivre en Angleterre, en Flandres et partout ailleurs; mais la 

Gascogne me faisoit horreur." Witt 1868-1869, 1.150. 
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Assembly was being held.  When the assembly dispersed in September, Duplessis took 

the report of the assembly to the king, and Arbaleste found herself confronted with the 

necessity of residing in Montauban without him, a thought that "was tough, having come 

so far to see him more easily."  She did not mention anything else about her time "in a 

country with which she had no familiarity."112 However, Arbaleste wrote a separate 

memoir, in the third person, in which she described an altercation between herself and the 

ministers of the Reformed Church of Montauban that helps explain why she found the 

circumstances ominous.113 

"You have persisted in cutting me off from the Eucharist; I hereby declare to you 

that I am bringing myself and an appellant to the national synod and that you must 

 
112 "En un pays où elle n’avoit aucune habitude. . . ce voyage m'estoit dur, estant venue de sy loin, 

en espoir de le voir plus commodément." Witt 1868-1869, 1.152. 
 

113 This memoir was neither included in the manuscript of, nor published with, her memoirs of her 
husband.  There are two manuscripts of this memoir.  The first manuscript currently resides at Bibliothèque 
municipale Nantes (MS D-M 77).  Duplessis left it to his eldest daughter Marthe, and it remained à La 
Forêt-sur-Sèvre until it was taken to Maisonneuve-en-Montournais, where it remained until Léon Audé 
acquired it in 1856.  Audé communicated it to Witt, who published it in her edition of Charlotte's memoirs 
(2:LIV).  Cf. René Blanchard, ed., Collection Dugest-Matifeux. Catalogue des manuscrits, 2 vols. (Nantes: 
Bibliothèque Publique de Nantes, 1903), 2. I-XVI; Hugues Daussy and Pierre Gourdin, "Livres et papiers 
de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Le destin de la 'petite bibliothèque' et du chartrier de La Forêt-sur-Sèvre," 
Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 147 (2001): 629-53."  The second manuscript 
currently resides in the Archives Nationales (402 AP, fol.13).  The house Montchevreuil took possession of 
it, and while in the care of le marquis Jules de Mornay, he communicated it to Auguis and La Fontenelle, 
who included it in their edition of Duplessis's letters.  M. et C. 1824-1825, 2:487-514.  Cf. Nicole Gotteri, 
"Archives et Noblesse. Le démembrement d'un patrimoine écrit est-il un signe de déclassement? L'exemple 
du fonds Soult," Histoire et Archives 11 (2002): 21-45.  The two manuscripts are not identical but differ in 
structure and content.  The first manuscript is the original.  The second manuscript includes portions of the 
same hand as a copy of Arbaleste's memoirs currently conserved in the national library BNF (MS ffr. 
10629), while the first manuscript includes pages with the same autograph of Charlotte's memoirs of her 
husband, currently conserved at the Sorbonne (MS 360), along with a page clearly in Duplessis's own hand.  
Thus, the first manuscript will form the basis this exploration.  Although Witt compiles all of the pages as if 
they were written in the same hand, seamlessly integrating various documents without alerting the reader, 
she did accurately and faithfully reproduce the text in a coherent manner and her text remains the most 
accessible. 
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receive me as I am appealing."114 The altercation culminated with this demand of 

Arbaleste.  Although the affair climaxed in a vigorous exchange, it began more quietly.  

Upon arriving in Montauban, Duplessis shared the same lodging with Michel Bérault, the 

pastor of the town, and they often ate and drank together.  During this time Arbaleste 

discovered that Bérault publicly preached against "some families. . . because they would 

not take a vow requiring that their women and their girls would never wear their hair with 

nets of brass wire."115 

Arbaleste had worn this sort of coiffure "for the last fifteen years."  She wore her 

locks woven with "dead hair," what today would be called extensions, wrapped over a 

brass hoop and held up with a net of brass wire; her hair formed a regal crown befitting 

her noble class and notably calling attention to her presence.116 For Arbaleste, such a 

coiffure was perfectly acceptable for her "estate, rank, and vocation" as a noblewoman.  

Her colleagues wore similar coiffures, found in several paintings of the period.  With her 

first Eucharist in Montauban approaching, she had "Monsieur Duplessis present himself 

 
114 "Vous avez persisté de me retrancher de la Cene, je vous feis desclarer que je m’en portois pour 

appellante au synode national, et vous aussi me receustes en mon appel." Witt 1868-1869, 2.298. 
 
115 "Cependant Madamoyselle du Plessis, voyant quelques familles tres modestes en ceste ville 

estre retranchées de la Cène… ne portassent cheveux, toutesfois pour s'estre opposées au…Monsieur 
Berault qui faisoit entendre l'arrest du synode austrement que… autres Églises, quelques unes aussi pour ne 
vouloir faire un serment que l’on requeroit d’elles, qu’elles ny leurs filles ne porteroyent jamais leurs 
cheveux ou fil d’arichal dedans, estoyent publiquement criées à l'Église et retranchées de la Cène." Ibid., 
277-78. 
 

116 " Madamoyselle du Plessis ne changea au dit Montauban, et n'a changé depuis, de façon de 
faire, de vivre, d'habillement, ny de coiffure… elle a faict depuis quinze ans… en plusieurs grandes et 
belles Églises de la chrestiente, comme à Sedan, Allemaigne, Angleterre, Pays bas, et celles de la France; et 
toutesfois (A Dieu en soit gloire) plusieurs gens de bien peuvent tesmoigner en quelle modestie elle s'est 
conduite et gouvernée." Ibid., 276-7.  For an example of the coiffure, see the anonymous portrait of a dance 
held in the court of Henry III for the occasion of the marriage of Anne, Duc de Joyeuse and Marguerite de 
Lorraine on September 24, 1581.  Located in the Louvre, Salle 8. 
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to Monsieur Bérault in order to obtain communion tokens (mereaux) for the family."  

Considering the circumstances, she might have applied to the consistory of the court, and, 

indeed, she admitted, that she "had known to present herself to the minister [of the 

Reformed Church] of the court."  When Duplessis followed his wife's wishes, Bérault 

declined the request, leaving her to acquire them from the court minister.117 

The altercation became more serious when several members of the Montauban 

consistory met her at the door of her lodging with the charge of admonishing her to 

abandon her coiffure.  They explicitly stated that "they had been commanded by the 

consistory to do this so that her husband Monsieur Duplessis would not hear what they 

had told her."  Arbaleste declined their request.  A few days later the consistory met, and 

Monsieur Cayer, minister of the Reformed Church of the court, was asked to give the 

Mornay family their communion tokens.  Nevertheless, a little while later, the consistory 

"commanded him not to give the tokens to Monsieur Duplessis."  Thereafter, "gossip 

spread all over, through the city and through the court, where there were some nobles and 

persons of quality of the contrary religion, that Monsieur Duplessis and his entire family 

had been excommunicated."118 

Arbaleste did not state how the Montauban consistory succeeded in influencing 

Cayer, but only mentioned that this excommunication disturbed Duplessis.  "Saturday 

morning, when he was going to the court of the king of Navarre [Henry], people laughed 
 

117 "Elle fut cause que Monsieur du Plessis s’adressa à Monsieur Berault pour avoir des mereaux 
pour la famille. . . elle estoit prou advertie, et eust bien peu, sans que Monsieur Berault luy eust appris, 
s'adresser au minister de la Court." Ibid., 2.278. 
 

118 "[Ils] luy firent response qu’ils avoyent ce commandement du consistoire affin que Monsieur 
du Plessis n’entendist ce qu’ils avoyent à lui dire." Ibid., 2.279-81. 
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at him, and others took the occasion to malign our religion and our ministers, which 

really irritated Monsieur Duplessis."  The scandal threatened more than simply 

humiliating Duplessis.  With the recent death of François, Duke of Alençon, Henry of 

Navarre was now a potential heir to the throne of France, and Duplessis was beginning 

the attempt to portray Henry of Navarre as a credible candidate.  Thus the 

excommunication jeopardized the credibility of Duplessis's program, provided 

ammunition for Catholic polemicists, and remained an unnecessary liability.119 

Nevertheless, after Arbaleste and Duplessis protested their excommunication, 

they did receive their tokens, thus resolving this particular episode.  After the assembly 

ended, however, Duplessis left to carry the report to the king.  Arbaleste thus found 

herself in Montauban without her husband or the protection of the consistory of the court, 

with another Eucharist fast approaching.  When Bérault came to catechize members 

before the Eucharist, "Mademoiselle Duplessis took pains that all her family was 

instructed," bringing her family to Bérault's catechesis.  Bérault threw Arbaleste and her 

family out in front of everyone.120 

"For this reason Mademoiselle Duplessis wrote a remonstrance with her own hand 

and presented it to the consistory."  The consistory read her protest and simply responded 
 

119 "Là dessus le bruit fut tout commun, tant à la ville qu’a la cour où mesmes il y avoit quelques 
seigneurs et personnes de qualité de religion contraire, que Monsieur du Plessis avec toute sa famille 
estoyent excommuniés. . . le samedy matin, allant au lever du Roy de Navarre, l’on se print a s’en gausser, 
et entre aultres quelques uns prenoyent de là occasion de mesdire de nostre religion et de nos ministres, ce 
qui fasha Monsieur du Plessis à bon escient." Ibid.  Cf. Daussy, "Au service de la légitimité d'Henri de 
Navarre (1584-1589)," part two in Les huguenots et le Roi. Le combat politique de Philippe Duplessis-
Mornay (1572-1600) (Geneva: Droz, 2002), 259-421. 

 
120 "Or environ un moys devant la cène de Noël. . . Monsieur Berault vint. . . pour catéchiser; 

Madamoyselle du Plessis avoit mis peine que toute sa famille fust instruiste.  . . [et] Monsieur Berault les 
retrancha tous de ceste assemblée." Witt, 2:286. 
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"that she would not be received at the Eucharist without abandoning her coiffure."  

Although she had already received a response, she wrote again demanding to know 

whether they would receive her at the Eucharist, and they again replied they would not 

unless she abandoned her coiffure; "At the very hour" she received this response, she 

wrote another declaration and, when the consistory did not respond, she sent yet another.  

Finally, the consistory "declared that they would no longer receive her writing but that if 

she had something to say to them, she should come down and say it in person."  "As soon 

as she heard their wish she presented herself in person and read to them. . . what she had 

previously written to them."  She asked them to admit her, demanded that Bérault not 

publicly preach against her, and reminded them of Duplessis's service to, and status 

within, the churches.  Receiving no reply, Arbaleste concluded the memoir by stating that 

she "went to Villemur, three leagues from Montauban in the same colloquy [group of 

consistories], and having declared to the minister Monsieur Hardy and other elders that 

came to visit her all that had passed at Montauban, they received her at the Eucharist; and 

since then everything has been submitted to the [national] assembly. 121 

Throughout Arbaleste's numerous declarations, she argued along three lines.  

First, she invoked renowned theological authorities, for example Calvin.  "I would 
 

121 "Et fut cause que Madamoyselle du Plessis escrivit de sa main et fit presenter au consitoire. . . 
[Berault] declarer qu'ell ne seroit receüe à la Cene sans oster ses cheveux. . . [Arbaleste] renvoya derechef 
vers eux les prier de luy declarer si elle seroit receüe à la Cene. . . [Berault] declarer qu'ell ne seroit receüe à 
la Cene sans oster ses cheveux. . . a l’heure mesme elle escripvit et leur envoya. . . [Berault] declara qu’il 
ne pouvoit plus rien recepvoir par escript, mais que, si elle avoit quelque chose a leur dire, qu’elle sy 
trouvast elle-mesme.  Aussi tost qu’elle eut entendu leur intention elle sy presenta en personne, et leur fit 
lecture… qu’elle leur avoit faist presenter auparavant. . . Madaamoyselle du Plessis partit le vendredy de 
devant la Cene, avec tous ceux de sa maison qui la faisoyent, et alla à Villemur, à trois lieues de 
Montauban, soubz le mesme colloque, et ayant déclaré à Monsieur Hardy ministre et à quelques anciens 
qui la vindrent visitter, tout ce qui s’estoit passé à Montauban, il la receut à la Cene : et depuis le tout a esté 
remis au synode." Ibid., 2.287, 29-7, 304-5. 
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require this assembly to read what Monsieur Calvin says about the issues, commenting on 

the passage of St. Paul to Timothy."  The ministers had claimed that Scripture forbade her 

coiffure, but Arbaleste rendered their analysis impotent by invoking Calvin's exegesis, 

noting that he "declares in his exposition that the Apostle [Paul] wrote about a 

reformation of manners more than of dress and did not amuse himself with these minor 

particulars."  She also invoked local theological authorities, such as Bérault himself, 

noting, "He had preached that gold and jewels were creations of God and indifferent. . .  

which makes me persist that hair is also indifferent."122 

Arbaleste also argued from scriptural authority.  "Having very diligently searched, 

I have not found any place in the Holy Scriptures that concerns this; there is no 

commandment on this subject."  According to Arbaleste, because Scripture did not 

explicitly regulate coiffures, her hair was "indifferent" and could not serve as the cause of 

excommunication."  She therefore indicted the actions of the consistory as "tyranny," the 

sort that "we have experienced too much of in the Roman Church."123 

122 "Je requires ceste assemblée vouloir lire ce qu'en dit Monsieur Calvin exposant le passage de 
St. Paul à Timotée qui en faist mention, qui desclare par son exposition que l'apostre entend plus réformer 
les meurs que les habillments, et non pas s'amuser à des petites particularités… il oste totalement toute 
puissance aux ministres et la remet au magistrat. . .  [et Berault] fut preché que l’or et pierreries estoyent 
créatures de Dieu et indifferentes… ce qui me faist persister que les cheveux sont aussi indifferends." Ibid., 
2.287-9, 300. 
 

123 "Mais ayant, à cause de la disscution survenüe en ceste Eglise, fort recherché, je n'ay trouvé, en 
quelque lieu… de l'Escripture Ste, aucun commandement sur ce faist, bien un seul advis de St. Paul à 
Timotée sur les tresses, or, perles, et aultres habits somptueux… qu'il n'est point parlé en l'Escripture sainte 
des fils d'arichal, qui est toutesfois la dispute en cest Église… seroit chose très pernicieuse que les advis des 
hommes, quoy que bons et saints, fussent mis en la place des commandements de Dieu, comme nous 
l'avons trop expérimenté en l'Église Romaine, c'est la principale raison pourquoy je desire que ce faist soit 
esclarcy." Ibid., 2.294, 299-300. 
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Comparing the behavior of the Reformed ministers to the Catholics was more 

than a random insult; Arbaleste was making a point.  She had given the consistory her 

written confession of faith, a technically proficient piece of theology.  She did not 

slavishly follow Calvin's confession or the confession of La Rochelle that the churches 

had officially adopted at their first national assembly, but she improvised and tailored her 

profession to meet her particular needs, in this sense, she acted as a theologian.  After an 

extended portion in which she demonstrated her orthodoxy on major doctrines (the 

Trinity, the deity of Christ) and Reformed doctrine (election, forensic justification, and 

Christ's presence in the Eucharist through faith by the operation of the Holy Ghost), she 

dropped the hammer and claimed that adiaphora, or things indifferent, could not cause a 

believer to be excommunicated.  Catholics tyrannically required members to believe 

doctrine and perform rituals, grounded upon beliefs not found in Scripture; should the 

Reformed attempt to regulate things indifferent, such as requiring her to change her 

coiffure, they would be engaging in the same "tyranny."124 

After having demonstrated that the Scriptures do not forbid her coiffure and that 

requiring her to change it would therefore be tyrannical, Arbaleste makes her most 

brilliant theological move: she argued that the Scriptures actually require her to keep her 

coiffure unaltered.  The members of the consistory had invoked a passage from the first 

epistle of Peter and claimed that the author forbade excessive adornments such as 

Arbaleste's coiffure.  Arbaleste took up the same verse and offered her own exegesis: 
 

124 "Je croy qu'en l'Église toutes choses indifferentes doibvent estre conduits par la reigle de la 
charité… qui ne sont encores resçues en la discipline de l'Église. . .  Je croy que tous ceux qui se presentent 
en la compagnie des fidelles pour être instruits et renders raison de leur foy, s'ils n'ont aulcunes erreurs… 
ne peuvent ester exclus des Sts. Sacrements; aultrements…c'est tyrannie en l'Église." Ibid., 2.294. 
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"Sirs, you cannot be ignorant, as it appears in this pericope, that the principal point of the 

Apostle [Peter] is to admonish women to render themselves as subjects to their husband."  

Because Duplessis was absent, Arbaleste "la femme subjecte," explained, "I cannot make 

any change to my coiffure without first warning my husband and not without his 

command."  While this might seem to be tongue in cheek, her coiffure was no longer just 

a coiffure or a symbol only of her "estate, rank, and vocation," but now the subject of a 

doctrinal dispute invested with theological significance by both parties. 125 

Finally, Arbaleste argued by invoking Reformed ecclesiastical polity.  She 

claimed that the consistory of Montauban had no authority over her in this matter; she 

would only accept the authority of the national assembly.  As she explained to the 

consistory, "I require you to show me the article decided by the general synod," offering 

to acquiesce only "if you demonstrate where the aforementioned general synod has ruled 

and specified [this matter]."  Although Bérault invoked a decision of the national synod, 

Arbaleste replied that he had not "really understood or accurately reported it," and she 

condemned his ignorance "concerning which he seems to want to wield absolute 

authority and power."  Finally, not receiving a satisfactory response, she concluded, "You 

 
125 "Je prie donc toute la compagnie du consistoire de se souvenir du debvoir que les femmes 

doibvent à leur maris, auxquels, par express commandement de Dieu, leur volonté est assubjectie… 
Messieurs, vous ne pouvez ignorer, comme il appert en la lecture d’iceluy, que le but principal de l’Apostre 
est d’admonester les femmes de se render subjectes à leur maris, mesme infidelles; et d’aultant plus suis-je 
obligée à ce debvoir que Monsieur du Plessis… Dieu l’a doüé de beaucoup de ses dons et graces qu’il 
employe journellement pour le service des Églises." Ibid., 2.296-8.  
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have persisted in cutting me off from the Eucharist; I hereby declare to you that I am 

bringing myself and an appellant to the national synod." 126 

Throughout the affair, Arbaleste invoked various types of theological authority.  

As she discussed the authority of Scriptures, she reminded the consistory of the biblical 

and socially acceptable relationship between husbands and wives: "I ask the entire 

company of the consistory to remember the duty that wives owe their husbands, to whom, 

by the explicit commandment of God their will is subjected."  She repeatedly claimed 

that she was bound by the Scriptures to obey her husband, as "devoted spouse," a 

"subjected wife" under his "commandment" with a "subjected will."  By making this 

claim, Arbaleste advanced her argument and provided a reason why she could not change 

her coiffure in Duplessis's absence.  Also, by invoking theological authority, Arbaleste 

had placed herself under that authority, and thus she attempted to portray herself 

according to its ideals and expectations concerning the marital identity of a wife.127 

126 "Et toutesfois il y a aujourd'huy quinze jours que par Monsieur Berault il fut preché que l'or et 
pierreries estoyent creatures de Dieu et indifferentes… pourvu que chaquun euest esgard à son estat, rang, 
et vocation, ce qui me faist persister que les cheveux sont aussi indifferends… vous avez persisté de me 
retrancher de la Cene, je vous feis desclarer que je m’en portois pour appellante au synode national, et vous 
aussi me receustes en mon appel." Ibid., 2:286, 289, 286.   

The disputed ruling reads as follows.  "En éclaircissant l'Article 17. pour le Reglement des 
particuliers touchant les habits; la Compagnie Synodale a declaré, qu'on ne doit pas mettre au rang des 
habits ordinaires & accoutumés, ceux qui ont quelques marques notoires d'impudicité, de dissolution ou de 
nouveauté trop fastuese & indecente, comme sont les Fards, Plissures, Houpes, Lardoires, Guiquerolets, 
Seins ouverts, Vertugadins & autres choses semblables, desquelles tant hommes que femmes abusent dans 
leurs parûres.  C'est pourquoi les Consistoires feront leur possible pour reprimer de telles dissolutions, en 
censurant les rebelles & en les punissant même par l'Excommunication, s'ils n'abandonnent pas tout ce qui 
est contraire à la Modestie, & à la simplicité Chrétienne."  Eleventh National Synod held at La Rochelle on 
June 28, 1581, Article XL.  Jean Aymon, ed., Tous les synodes nationaux des églises reformées de France; 
auxquels on a joint des mandemens roiaux, et plusieurs lettres politiques, sur ces matières synodales, 
intitulées doctrine, culte, morale, discipline, cas de conscience, 2 vols. (La Haye: Charles Delo, 1710), 152-
53.   

127 "Je prie donc toute la compagnie du consistoire de se souvenir du debvoir que les femmes 
doibvent à leur maris, auxquels, par express commandement de Dieu, leur volonté est assubjectie… 
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Nevertheless, Arbaleste did not portray the individual who served in the role 

"subjected wife" with "subjected will" by describing someone passive and docile.  

Rather, throughout her account, Arbaleste exercised agency and actively participated in 

the affair and wielding significant power chez Mornay.  This is evident in a variety of 

manners, such as in the act of writing the memoir of the affair.  Just as Arbaleste 

participated and wielded power by writing the memoirs of her husband, so too did she by 

writing this memoir.  She controlled access to, and understanding of, the altercation by 

including certain information, excluding other information, and emphasizing particularly 

aspects. 

Arbaleste had an agenda in writing both the memoirs of her husband and this 

account.  She wrote those of her husband in order to instruct their children, particularly 

her son, as well as a broader audience.  Thus a record of an affair in which she was 

excommunicated and reformed pastors engaged in a "tyranny" similar to the "Roman 

Church," would not further her personal honor.  Nor would it enhance the credibility of 

her church.  A narrative written anonymously, in the third person, and separate from the 

other memoirs where Duplessis is the principal subject, allows her to describe, and to 

justify, her own actions with a greater degree of freedom.128 

Messieurs, vous ne pouvez ignorer, comme il appert en la lecture d’iceluy, que le but principal de l’Apostre 
est d’admonester les femmes de se render subjectes à leur maris, mesme infidelles; et d’aultant plus suis-je 
obligée à ce debvoir que Monsieur du Plessis… Dieu l’a doüé de beaucoup de ses dons et graces qu’il 
employe journellement pour le service des Églises." Ibid., 2.297-98. 
 

128 Nadine Kuperty-Tsur, "Se dire a la Renaissance. L'emergence du genre des memoires et 
l'ecriture personnelle a la Renaissance, en France" (Ph.D. dissertation, Université de Paris X-Nanterre, 
1993)," 78; Catharine Randall, "Shouting Down Abraham: How Sixteenth Century Huguenot Women 
Found Their Voice," Renaissance Quarterly 50, no. 2 (1997): 411-42.   
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In this story, Arbaleste gave the reader the impression that Bérault, a provincial 

pastor, was ignorant of the discipline of the church and unique in his incorrect belief 

about coiffures, tyrannically embroiled Arbaleste in an altercation as he attempted to 

seize "absolute authority and power."  According to Arbaleste's portrayal, she ultimately 

won vindication when she went to Villemur, "and having declared to the minister 

Monsieur Hardy and other elders that came to visit her all that had happened at 

Montauban, they received her at the Eucharist."  She created this impression very 

effectively, and the majority of scholars accept her portrayal.  For example, in Witt's 

eyes, Arbaleste was the "docile" heroine who fought "pastoral pretensions and 

harassments."  Bérault was the harassing tyrant, a "curious example. . . of futile and 

tyrannical oddities.129 

The situation was a little more complicated.  In Arbaleste's noble eyes, which had 

seen "several great and beautiful Christian churches," Bérault may have appeared 

hopelessly provincial, crossing the boundaries of his authority and class as he engaged 

the consistory of the court and attempted to deprive her of her right to express her 

nobility with her coiffure, a particularly egregious act considering the status of her 

husband and his "service of the [Reformed] Churches."  Although Bérault may have been 

a "tyrant," he was no ignorant provincial minister but rather an authority involved in the 

 
129 Berault is described as a "curieux exemple… des exigencies futiles et tyranniques." While 

Arbaleste fights " aux prétentions et aux tracasseries pastorals." Witt, 2.LV-LVI.  For other examples, see 
Lucy Hill Crump's abridged paraphrase, A Huguenot Family in the XVI Century. The Memoirs of Philippe 
De Mornay, Sieur Du Plessis Marly, Written by His Wife (London: George Routledge, 1926), 64; James 
Anderson, Les femmes de la réformation. Suisse, France, Italie, trans. Mme. Abric-Encontre (Paris: 
Grassart, 1865), 465. 
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life of the Reformed churches on a national level and acquainted with its discipline.  He 

was chosen as deputy to the national assembly in 1578, and the national assembly of 

1583 chose him to refute a treatise critical of the Reformed Discipline. Thus it is 

understandable that the following year, when Duplessis arrived at Montauban, he and 

Bérault regularly met on good terms. 130 

Neither was Bérault unique in his concern about coiffures in general or in his 

views about Arbaleste's particular one.  Concern over coiffures in general was not unique 

to the sixteenth century or to the Puritans, but has a long history in medieval sumptuary 

laws.  Similar expressions of piety in sixteenth-century Catholic literature are also 

extent.131 Regarding Arbaleste's particular coiffure, Anthony Bacon, who was no Puritan 

but a friend of both Walzingham and Duplessis himself, resided in Montauban during the 

affair and describes Arbaleste's coiffure as "scandalous excess."132 Furthermore, 

Monsieur Hardy, who Arbaleste claimed admitted her to the table, wrote her a letter that 

gives another side of the story than she provides us.  He stated that he and all other local 
 

130 "Madamoyselle du Plessis ne changea au dit Montauban, et n'a changé depuis, de façon de 
faire, de vivre, d'habillement, ny de coiffure… elle a faict depuis quinze ans… en plusieurs grandes et 
belles Églises de la chrestiente, comme à Sedan, Allemaigne, Angleterre, Pays bas, et celles de la France; et 
toutesfois (A Dieu en soit gloire) plusieurs gens de bien peuvent tesmoigner en quelle modestie elle s'est 
conduite et gouvernée." Witt, 2.277, 296.  Cf. Janine Garrison, Protestants du Midi, 1559-1598 (Toulouse: 
Privat, 1980), 151; Haag, 2.183.  
 

131 Auguste Racinet, Le costume historique. Cinq cents planches, trois cents en couleurs, or et 
argent, deux cents en camaieu. Types principaux du vêtement et de la parure, rapprochés de ceux de 
l'intérieur de l'habitation dans tous les temps et chez tous les peuples, avec de nombreux détails sur le 
mobilier, les armes, les objets usuels, les moyens de transport, 6 vols. (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1888). 
 

132 "[Arbaleste] was likewise extremely incens’d against him [Bacon] for taking the part of the 
principal minister [Berault], whom she persecuted for censuring her scandalous excess in her head-attire." 
Thomas Borch, Memoirs of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, From the Year 1581 till her Death in which the 
Secret Intrigues of her Court, and the Conduct of her Favourite, Robert Earl of Essex, both at Home and 
Abroad, Are Particularly Illustrated, From the Original Papers of his Intimate Friend Anthony Bacon, 
Esquire, and other Manuscripts Never Before Published, 2 vols. (London: A. Miller, 1754), 1.54. 
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churches shared the views of Bérault, who "only follows the substance of the word of 

God, the ordinance of the national synod, and what is practiced throughout this entire 

colloquy [group of consistories]." 133 

Arbaleste claimed that she was admitted to the table at Villemur, evidence of the 

righteousness of her cause, but Hardy provided a crucial nuance.  She was not admitted, 

at least not with her hair raised.  In the aforementioned letter, Hardy explicitly reminded 

Arbaleste, "You were not, with your hair elevated, received at the Eucharist in the church 

of Villemur."  The same letter may also explain why there is no record of Arbaleste's 

appeal to the national synod.  Although Arbaleste claimed, "Everything has been 

submitted to the [national] assembly," Hardy explained to Arbaleste that she must follow 

proper ecclesiastical polity by taking action "first in this colloquy here. . . and then, if you 

sense yourself impugned, you will have at that time and place [the meeting of the 

colloquy], means of recourse to the synod of this province [the step before the national 

synod].134 

133 "Notre frère Monsieur Bérault, qui nous connoissons… pour un personage de rare savoir, de 
vie irreproachable en sa conversation et de singulière fidélité et prudence en la discipline." Letter from 
Hardy to Arbaleste, May 1585.  Contemporary copy discovered among the papers at la Forêt-sur-Sèvre 
deposited in Audé's collection and published by Hugues Imbert in La coiffure de Madame Du Plessis-
Mornay. Épisode de l'histoire du protestantisme (Niort: L. Clouzot, 1880), 14. 
 

134 "Madmoiselle, nous avons vu votre letter… qu'il vous plaise defender sans passion votre fait 
premièrement en ce colloque ici… et puis, si vous vous sentez grevée, vous aurez au même temps et lieu, 
moyen de recourrir au synode de cette province. . .  nous vous prions de croire que notre dit frère n'a rien 
fait en votre endroit que par le commun avis et du consentement de son consistoire, ainsi que l'ancien 
depute… en a rendu témoignage…  n'a fait que suivre les traces de la parole de Dieu, l'ordannance du 
synode national et ce qui se practique en tout ce colloque; de quoi vous même êtes témois, qui ne futes, 
avec vos cheveux éléves, reçue à la cène en l'église de Villemur, comme les frères deputes… ont attesté." 
Ibid. 
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In addition to recording an account of the affair and carefully crafting an 

impression of Bérault and the surrounding events, Arbaleste also actively participated and 

exercised power chez Mornay throughout the events of the affair.  In Duplessis's absence, 

she claimed that she is responsible for "the entire family Duplessis."  She engaged the 

consistory, specifically selecting them rather than the consistory of the court to which she 

admitted that she should have had Duplessis apply for their communion tokens.  She 

disagreed with the consistory and criticized it and its views, invoking various forms of 

theological authority in order to make her argument, casting her authority for her family, 

and justifying her position in this public affair in a socially acceptable patriarchy.  She 

exercised agency within her community by exploiting their patriarchy for her advantage. 

Even in Duplessis's presence, Arbaleste expressed a certain power and played an 

active role.  Upon arriving in Montauban, she investigated the life of the church, 

discovered the views of the consistory, and intentionally applied to Bérault, portraying 

herself as the chief actor.  Even the ministers testified to her power when they attempted 

to discuss the affair with her without her husband's knowledge.  Bérault admitted that she 

was a figure of significance when he publicly preaches against her.  Other sources 

complement this picture.  For example, Bacon claimed that she carefully monitored the 

finances of her household, that she was responsible for forming marital alliances in her 

family as she attempted to arrange a marriage between him and her daughter, and that in 

this exchange she was the protagonist who "persecuted" Bérault!135 

135 "Mr. Bacon continued still at Montauban, notwithstanding secretary Walsingham had written to 
him on the 10th of November, 1586, from the court at Greenwich, by the queen’s command, to return to 
England with as much expedition as he could; and tho’ his situation in that city grew less agreeable to him, 
than it had been before.  For Charlotte Arbaleste, wife of Philip de Mornay, seigneur du Plessy Marly, one 
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When Duplessis was present she wielded power more indirectly.  For example, 

once she decided to procure tokens from Bérault, she asked Duplessis, who readily 

conceded to her wishes.  Bacon claimed that Arbaleste exerted an incredible influence 

over her husband and that she was able to cause him to change his mind about various 

people and matters.  In some sense, Duplessis was the source of her power, especially 

with the consistory of Montauban.  By repeatedly underlining Duplessis's position in and 

service of the churches, she drew their attention to his importance and also her 

significance. 

Although Arbaleste described her wifely role as "subjected," she clearly wielded 

power both within her family and within her religious community.  In Duplessis's 

presence, she actively engaged, and even began an altercation with multiple theological 

authorities.  Although she could have stopped the conflict at any time by altering her 

coiffure, she steadfastly maintained her position.  In Duplessis's absence, she launched a 

sophisticated, multifaceted, theological assault upon the Montauban consistory.  When 

they denied her claims, she repeated them; when they refused her letters, she appeared in 

person; when they offered a final denial, she traveled to another location and involved 

other theological authorities, vowing to take her claim to the highest level possible.  

Finally, in carefully crafting an account of the affair of the coiffure and skillfully 

 
of the most considerable men for learning and abilities among the protestants in France, perceiving, that he 
would not bite at the bait, which was laid for him, by marrying her daughter, and being unwilling that her 
husband should part with the 1500 crowns, which Mr. Bacon had procured to be delivered to Monsieur 
Buzenval in England, and likewise extremely incens’d against him for taking the part of the principal 
minister, whom she persecuted for censuring her scandalous excess in her head-attire, she alienated her 
husband’s mind from Mr. Bacon, and broke off the friendship, which had been between them." Borch, 
Memoirs of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, 1.54.  
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manipulating theological authority, she left a portrait of her marital identity chez Mornay, 

one in which she appeared all but indomitable. 

This affair demonstrates that Huguenot women exercised power that extended 

beyond their ability to convert family members and act as advocates both in the 

patriarchal family of sixteenth-century France and in the patriarchal ecclesiastical polity 

of the Reformed.  Just as women such as Françoise and the Marquise continued to 

exercise agency within the Mornay family and their own religious communities after they 

converted family members, so too did Arbaleste herself.  Arbaleste ran "her family," with 

or without Duplessis.  Arbaleste held no office and had no official ecclesiastical role, but 

she was a force that taxed formidable church leaders as they tried to reckon with her.  

Arbaleste exploited patriarchal norms of both the family and the Church in order to 

justify their public presence and to further particular programs and goals. 

In this affair, theology and ritual tightly intertwine; Arbaleste defended her 

practice and fights to participate in the ritual of the Eucharist by invoking theological 

authority.  She fought to keep her coiffure because she believed that Scripture allowed 

her to and that those who forbade it exceeded the bounds of the authority that the Bible 

allowed them.  This was a salient reason why she had broken from the Catholic 

community and joined the Huguenot in the first place.  She invoked theology not only 

because she believed it vindicated her actions but also because she believed theological 

justification had the best chance to persuade her opponents. 

Previously the relationship between women and the Reformed faith was explored 

and the potential explanations for women's attraction to this faith surveyed.  Proposed 
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explanations ranged from a claim that women risked fewer worldly assets than men when 

they converted to an alleged ideological aspect of Protestant theology that allowed 

women greater equality and drew them to the movement.  While women did not control 

as much capital and wield the offices of men, they did take on serious risk when they 

converted.  Women's disproportionate attraction to the Reformed faith cannot be 

explained only because they took on less risk then men. 

At the other end of the spectrum, some scholars have pointed to an intrinsic aspect 

of the theological message as the cause, but others have been quick to point out that 

women did not really benefit under Protestantism.  Indeed, Arbaleste remained under a 

patriarchal regime in the Huguenot community.  Nevertheless, asking whether women 

"benefited" from converting to Protestantism is a different question than whether they 

believed that they could or would.  Theological analysis need not be invoked to answer 

this question because it is not a question of whether Protestant theologians intended to 

grant women equality, but whether women believed that Protestantism allowed them 

greater agency.  Unintended consequences of the Protestant message abounded, not only 

among radicals in their various exploits and revolutions, but also among literate women.  

Authors such as Dentière believed the faith granted her the ability to prophesy; female 

members of Reformed communities believed that it allowed them to serve as officers 

such as deaconess. 
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Arbaleste likewise understood theological components of the Protestant message.  

When she acted as théologienne, she did not offer traditional devotional exposition.136 

Rather, she engaged in technical, sophisticated discourse.  Throughout the affair, she 

believed that her Reformed faith allowed her to directly challenge the church authorities 

by offering her own theological formulae, one of which held that the Reformed Church 

had limited authority in issues of indifference and could not transgress this boundary 

without falling into tyranny.  She believed that she stood as a good Huguenot when she 

read Scripture for herself, followed her conscience, and took her case through the 

Presbyterian or federal political and juridical apparatus. 

In all of this, she worked from the hallmarks of what she considered widely held 

tenets of Protestant theology.  Her actions did not make her a deviant worthy of 

excommunication, but a good Huguenot, thoroughly knowledgeable of her community's 

theology and thus presumably a member who had made an informed choice to join.  Far 

from envisioning herself as free from patriarchy, she embraced it to make her case and 

portrayed herself as a subjugated wife.  Here was a woman who exercised marked agency 

within the particular Protestant rubrics of her community, motivated by her belief in 

specific Reformed doctrine, but a woman clearly subjugated to a patriarchal regime.  The 

precise point of contention lies in the conflict between Arbaleste's expectations and her 

experience.   

 
136 For an example, see Elsie Anne McKee, Katharina Schütz Zell, 2 vols., vol. 69, Studies in 

Medieval and Reformation Thought (Leiden: Brill, 1999). 
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If women joined the Reformed faith in greater numbers than their male 

counterparts, perhaps converting because they had less to lose, so too could women, 

particularly literate noblewomen such as Arbaleste, convert because they believed the 

specific tenets of the faith, some of which they understood to grant them a certain agency 

they did not believe that they could find in Catholicism.  Women may have converted for 

another, simpler reason: because Huguenot leaders specifically targeted them and courted 

their protection, power, and assets.  As the Reformed church institutionalized and 

adopted the Genevan form of patriarchy, the whole apparatus began to fold in on itself.  

Women such as Arbaleste had challenged their priests by appealing to their own 

interpretations of the Bible and offering their own theology; they now turned to the their 

pastors, doing the same while facing another patriarchal ecclesiastical regime.  The 

difference was that they now had nowhere else to turn and became less a force in the 

community, and the golden age of women in early Calvinism was reduced to a few 

flickering "flames" by the end of the century.137 

The affair of the coiffure not only touches upon the tension between lay 

noblewomen and male pastors, but between noble women and bourgeois men in cities.  

Throughout the sixteenth century the Reformed faith moved from "squirarchical 

Protestantism" of communities frequently in the houses of noblewomen, to organized 

churches that were often in cities.  Furthermore, partially because pastors were typically 

in short supply, churches often took them from classes other than the noblesse, typically 
 

137 The metaphoe is the biblical reference to precious metal refined by flams of adversity.  Nancy 
Lyman Roelker, "The Role of Noblewomen in the French Reformation," Archiv für 
Reformationsgeschichte 63 (1972): 189, 193-94; Roelker, "The Appeal of Calvinism to French 
Noblewomen," The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 2, no. 4 (1972): 403. 
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men who served in the city churches rather than the communities in the courts of the 

nobility.  The pastor Bérault was born bourgeois and made his way up the ranks of the 

party to a professorship at an academy and positions of leadership at the national 

assemblies; Arbaleste, on the other hand, had never had a bourgeois pastor in her house.  

When she chose to have Duplessis ask for their communion tokens not from the 

consistory of the court with its noble clergy, but from the church in the city with its 

bourgeois clerics such as Bérault, she placed herself squarely on his terrain, setting the 

stage for the showdown. 

Arbaleste's coiffure, in her eyes, was a visible symbol of her noble class and her 

right.  She attempted to defend her noble rights, in a forum dominated by bourgeois, and 

effectively introduced class warfare as she attempted to bend Bérault and as she had bent 

Duplessis to her will.  For Bérault, this was a slap in the face.  He tried to place her back 

under the jurisdiction of the church of the court, where she could do as she pleased 

behind gilded doors.  But by coming down to into the public space of the city, literally 

parading into their consistory's meeting and reading her declarations, she directly 

challenged his authority and thoroughly irritated him. 

From Bérault's point of view, Duplessis needed to control his wife.  She had 

already embarrassed him in front of an audience of both faiths with her antics.  She 

caused Duplessis's excommunication during the political assembly.  Now she threatened 

to take this issue to the national assembly.  But as the pastor of Villemur pointed out, 

Arbaleste could not do that.  She had to follow proper protocol and go to the consistory, 

to the colloquy, then the province, before the national body. 
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Just as in the Reformed ecclesiastical structures a woman was allowed to take her 

case before the highest body in the land, so too was a woman required, even a noble one, 

to bend the knee to the bourgeois majority.  Although nobles supplied power to the 

movement, they remained a minority, even within their own minor party, a party 

theoretically predicated upon majority rule of its Presbyterian and federal polity.  Noble 

men dominated the structure, occupied positions of leadership, and exercised influence 

by wielding the purse strings and the sword, but noble women could not and the structure 

assured their demise, in this case effectively shutting down Arbaleste's agenda, or rather 

significantly altering it.  She did not pursue her case at the assemblies.  She wrote about it 

and published an account that portrayed the conflict between her expectations and her 

experience and offered insight into how she understood her own role as a Reformed 

woman and wife and how she justified that role in a public forum. 

Admittedly, Arbaleste left a spectacular source, one that gives real insight into the 

roles of Mornay women, and men, in the Huguenot community.  The Catholic members 

of the Mornay did not leave any accounts but rather offered much less documentation on 

the whole.  Catholic women faced similar issues, including a similar struggle to exercise 

agency and justify their public space within a greater social and specifically religious 

patriarchy.  Catholic women in the family, such as Arbaleste's mother, also wielded a 

great deal of power.  Scholars who have compared the roles of members of Protestant and 

Catholic families throughout Europe have noted numerous similarities in their structures 

and challenges, but noticed different roles of women, with wives and mothers wielding 
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more power in the Protestant family and facing a greater patriarchy in the Catholic.138 

The Mornay do not offer evidence to accept or refute that thesis but perhaps the fact that 

Arbaleste left such an account while her numerous Catholic relatives remained silent is of 

some relevance. 

 

When Push Comes to Shove 

When the members of the Mornay family converted they formed two discrete, 

competitive, religious communities.  There are specific points of contact between the 

communities.  Members restricted their traditional strategies to advance their family's 

interests to their communities, and even engaged in overt hostility, fighting against one 

another on the battlefield or sacrificing their heretical children to angry mobs lest they 

change their spiritual allegiance.  Members also worked together on a variety of fronts 

and in a variety of ways.  While these points of contact remained exceptions, they 

nevertheless spanned a broad range.  The St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre provides one 

example. 

Although the Massacre is usually regarded as an extreme manifestation of 

intolerance, it demonstrates the limits of faith-based conflict within the family.  This 

particular episode will then be placed within the context of an extended financial, social, 

 
138 In comparing a French Catholic and English Puritan family, Miriam Usher Chrisman 

concluded: "The families structured themselves differently.  The Catholic family reflected the structure of 
the church itself.  It was hierarchical and patriarchical.  The Puritan family was more open, with a higher 
degree of shared responsibility between husband and wife, although the concept of the subordinate position 
of the wife was never forgotten and in several cases actually referred to."  Miriam Usher Chrisman, 
"Family and Religion in Two Noble Families: French Catholic and English Puritan," Journal of Family 
History 8 (1983): 210. 
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political and even ideological inter-confessional collaboration.  As the bishop of Nantes, 

Du Bec, urged his citizens not to slaughter the Huguenots, but other Catholic Mornay 

went further and provided assistance to Huguenot family members.  A young widow with 

a small child, Arbaleste arrived in Paris shortly before the massacre to settle her 

inheritance from her father Guy, who had recently died a Huguenot convert at the 

Marquise de Rothelin's house.  Arbaleste stayed in the company of the marquise, lodged 

nearby, and had intended to peacefully leave Paris in order to spend the winter with her 

cousin Couchefilet; she never got the chance. 

But while I was still in bed, one of my kitchen maids, who was of the [Reformed] 
religion and had come from the town, ran to me in terror, reporting to me that 
people were being murdered everywhere. . . I saw in rue St Antoine where I was 
lodged, that the entire world was in turmoil [and saw] several companies of the 
guard, each one had a white cross attached to their hat.  Thus I saw that it was 
chaos and so I sent to my [Catholic] mother's house. . .  The bishop of Senlis, my 
maternal uncle, sent me word. . . that he would send for me.139 

Although her uncle the bishop was not able to collect her, Arbaleste escaped the 

Saint Bartholomew's Day Massacre because of the assistance of other Catholic members 

of her family.  She lived to marry and write the biography of Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, 

who also escaped the massacre thanks to aid from his Catholic family.  Both Arbaleste 

and Duplessis escaped death because Catholic relations risked their lives to save their 

"heretical" relatives.  In these cases, religious hostilities within spiritually divided 

families ended where the threat of immediate death to family members began. 

 
139 "Mais comme j'estois encore au lit, une mienne servante de cuisine, qui estoit de la religion et 

venoit de la ville, me vint trouver fort effrayée, me disant que l'on tuoit tout. . . j'aperceu, à la grande rue St. 
Anthoyne où j'estoy logée, tout le mont fort esmeu, plusieurs corps de garde et chacun à leur chapeau des 
croix blanches.  Lors je vis que c'estoit à bon escient et envoyay chez ma mere. . .  Evesque de Senlis, mon 
oncle maternal, me manda. . . qu'il m'envoyeroit." Witt 1868-1869, 1.59-60. 
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The bishop did not fulfill this promise and collect Arbaleste because soldiers 

arrested him on suspicion of sharing the faith of his Huguenot brother, whom they had 

murdered beside Coligny.  Although he eventually managed to free himself, he was in no 

position to collect any Huguenot, and so Arbaleste turned to a Catholic cousin "one of the 

kindest of my relatives," who welcomed her and her child Suzanne.  Receiving word of 

an imminent search of the house, Arbaleste hid in the attic, where, as she described: 

I heard such horrific shrieks from men, women, and children who were being 
massacred in the streets, and having left my daughter below, I entered into such 
doubt and a sort of despair so that, did I not fear that I would offend God, I would 
have much rather flung myself down than have fallen alive into the hands of this 
mob and have seen my daughter massacred, which I feared more than my own 
death.140 

Fortunately for Arbaleste and her child, a servant took Suzanne to the house of 

Arbaleste's Catholic grandmother who, until her death, raised Suzanne. 

With Suzanne now safe, Arbaleste made her move.  She left for the house of a 

Catholic smith, a captain of his quarter who had married one of Arbaleste's mother's 

servants.  Although she had no guarantee that he would harbor her, she "counted on his 

doing no harm to me because of the favor that my mother had shown him."  The smith 

did take her in, but he insisted that she go to Mass.  She refused and again moved to a 

house of another Catholic kinsman.  With word of another search, Arbaleste moved to yet 

another Catholic client's home. 

 
140 "J'oyois de si estranges crys d'hommes, femmes et enfants qu'on massacroit par les rues, et ayan 

lessé ma fille en bas, j'entray en telle perplexité et quasi désespoir que, sans la crainte que j'avois d'offenser 
Dieu, j'eusse aymé plus tost me précipiter que de tomber vive entre les mains de ceste populace et de voir 
ma fille massacrée que je craignois plus que ma mort." Ibid., 1.61-2. 
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Here, Arbaleste's mother found her and insisted that she attend Mass.  Arbaleste 

disguised herself as a Catholic servant and slipped out of Paris.  She met another Catholic 

servant of her mother, who took her to yet another Catholic client's house.  Although the 

Huguenot noblewoman Madame de l'Hôpital offered her protection on her land, 

Monsieur de l'Hôpital insisted that she go to Mass.  Arbaleste, predictably, refused, 

opting to take her chances attempting to make it back to her own lands. 

When Arbaleste did arrive at her family's estate, it was not the haven for which 

she had hoped.  Her elder brother received the sacrament of Mass to save his own life and 

tried to force her to do the same, secretly bringing her into the presence of a priest and 

attempting to force her to convert or die.  She narrowly escaped the encounter, eluded the 

priest, and turned her back on her brother, "weeping bitterly" at his betrayal.  She then 

had no choice; she took to the road as a religious refugee.  Her brother consented to her 

departure, only "begging me not to tell my mother and other friends that he knew about 

my departure because he feared that they would all be so upset at him."141 

Arbaleste successfully escaped, made her way to safer havens, married Duplessis, 

and recorded his escape as well, an account that bears striking similarity to hers.  While at 

Coligny's side, Duplessis received warnings that Catholics were arming themselves.  He 

hid in a Catholic's house, a man who was neither family, kin, nor client, but "someone of 

conscience."  With word of an impending search, Duplessis attempted to take refuge with 

 
141 "[Il] me priant toutefois que ma mère et noz autres amys, ne sceussent pas que je feusse partie 

de son sceu, d'autant qu'il craingnoit qu'ilz nen feussent offensés contre luy." Ibid., 1.70-71. 
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his Catholic friend Monsieur de Foix, on whose friendship he "knew he could rely."  But 

de Foix was in no position to receive any Huguenot, not even "feeling himself safe."142 

Duplessis then made his move, putting on a plain black cape and taking a sword, 

attempting to make it to the home of their family's Catholic man of business in Paris but 

was caught and detained by the mob.  Claiming to be a Catholic clerk, he asked the 

crowd to verify his identity with the cardinal, knowing that they would "never receive an 

audience" and hoping that they would hesitate to murder someone with such a 

connection.  The mob was awed, but still not convinced and so Duplessis requested that 

they confirm his identity with a Catholic lawyer, a relation of his.  The lawyer responded 

that Duplessis was "not a rebel nor a seditious person," but he "dared not tell them that 

[Duplessis] was a Huguenot" and the mob thus allowed Duplessis to pass outside the city 

gates to his lands.  Although a Catholic kinsman offered to secure him a passport from 

the Guise, Duplessis refused it, stated that his conscience forbade it, and opted to take his 

chances on the road as a religious refugee. 

 
142 "Le samedy au soir, monsieur du Plessis revint fort tard de chez monsieur l'Amiral, et fut averty 

que les armes se remuoient chez quelques bourgeois. . . Le Dimanche matin, à cinq heures. . . il se lève 
promptement et s'habille pour y aller, mais diverses rencontres le retinrent au logis.  Son hôte s'appelloit 
Poret, qui vit encor, Catholique Romain, mais homme de conscience. . . il envoya chez monsieur de Foix, 
de l'amityé duquel il s'assuroit, pour estre aydé de luy à sortir du danger.  Mais il s'estoit jà retire au Louvre, 
ne se sentant pas luy mesmes assez assuré chez luy. . . ainsi laschèrent quatre harquebusiers après eux qui 
les arrestèrent. . . et leur offrit connoissance chez messieurs de Rambouillet, mesmes chec monsr. le 
cardinal leur frère, pour les esblouyr et scachant bien que gens de ceste qualité n'avoient pas accès à sy 
honnestes gens, comme de fait ils n'acceptèrent point ses offres. . . ilz le [the lawyer] trouvèrent qi alloit au 
Palais. . . puis testifia sur le dos de la letter qu'il n'estoit rebelle, ny séditieux, (il n'oza dire Huguenot,) ce 
qu'il signa de sa main. . . le Baron de Montenay, leur allié, gendre du dit sieur de Villerceaux, luy fit offre 
de luy faire avoir ung passeport de monsieur de Guyse, pour aller où il voudroit.  Il le refusa, luy 
respondant qu'il ne vouloit devoir sa vie à personnes pour lesquelles il feroit trop de conscience pour 
s'employer, que Dieu lui ouvriroit les passages pour sortir de France, puisqu'il les luy avoit ouvertz pour 
sortir du massacre." Ibid., 1.38-44.  On Duplessis's grand tour he met de Foix, the Ambassador to Venice, 
and stayed with him in Paris on the eve of the Massacre.  
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Arbaleste and Duplessis were not the only family members to escape the massacre 

thanks to the aid of Catholic relatives. Their kinsman, Jacques Caumont, Duke de La 

Force, Duplessis's good friend, who later married his daughter Anne, escaped by 

pretending to be shot along with his father and brother, only to be saved and spirited 

away by his Catholic grandmother and other Catholic relatives.  Examples of Catholics 

aiding Huguenot family during the massacre also extend beyond the Mornay circle, while 

other examples from the Mornay would show that Catholic assistance in other threatening 

circumstances was not unusual.  For instance, during the outbreak of the first war in 

1562, young Duplessis found himself in Paris as a student and a known Huguenot marked 

for death.  He escaped Paris to his lands only with the protection of Catholic family and 

clients. 

In these situations Catholics from a variety of stations, with varying degrees of 

connection to the recipients, gave aid and assistance.  Both laity and clergy volunteered 

aid, even the high clergy such as Arbaleste's uncle, the bishop of Senlis.  Both clients and 

patrons offered assistance.  Escapees often intentionally exploited their class, such as 

when Duplessis challenged his audience to verify his identity with the cardinal, knowing 

that the claim would awe the mob or when Arbaleste went to clients' homes, counting on 

them to receive her because of the favor that her family, as patrons, had shown them.  

Both immediate family and extended relations provided aid, as did even unrelated 

Catholics who were "people of conscience."  Finally, both men and women provided 

assistance.  Frequently women, particularly widows, orchestrated their family members' 

escapes, either by hiding them and arranging for their flight, as did Jacques Caumont's 
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grandmother, or by ensuring that they received Mass and survived, as Arbaleste's mother 

arranged for her son and attempted to do with Arbaleste herself. 

Catholic aid, however, was not boundless.  While some Catholics provided 

assistance with no caveats, others limited their beneficence.  Some denied aid when 

rendering it proved excessively risky, such as with Arbaleste's uncle the bishop or 

Duplessis's friend de Foix.  Others offered support in so far as they did not explicitly 

perjure themselves.  Thus the lawyer who vouched for Duplessis was careful not to claim 

that Duplessis was a Catholic, but only someone who was not seditious, a carefully 

crafted statement befitting a man of his vocation.  Frequently, Catholics required 

beneficiaries to attend Mass, such as the smith who housed Arbaleste, Monsieur de 

l'Hôpital, who offered her protection on this condition, and even Arbaleste's mother.   

Just as Catholics restricted their aid, Huguenots placed limits upon their 

acceptance.  While some Huguenots chose to identify themselves as such, often to their 

demise, other "Nicodemites" claimed to be Catholic, such as Arbaleste and Duplessis.  

While some accepted aid from any benevolent party, others qualified their acceptance 

upon the donor's identity, such as when Duplessis refused a passport from the Guise.  

While some chose to attend Mass, such as Arbaleste's brothers, others refused, such as 

Arbaleste herself.  She believed that kneeling at Mass blasphemed Christ and jeopardized 

her immortal soul, and so she remained adamant and risked her life along with that of her 

daughter. 

Although limited by both donors and recipients, Catholic family members from a 

variety of stations offered broad aid and assistance under extreme circumstances with the 
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lives of their heretical relations' at stake.  But this aid did not represent the limits of 

religious hostilities within French noble families.  Religiously divided family members 

only collaborated in times other than crisis.  Huguenots did more than receive assistance; 

they actively cooperated with Catholics. 

While Huguenots did not often render aid to their Catholic relations in manners 

similar to those that they received during the massacre, they did engage in a mutual and 

extended inter-confessional collaboration on variety of fronts.  When Arbaleste escaped 

the massacre, she left her daughter Suzanne with her Catholic grandmother Marie 

Guillard, Dame d'Esprunes, who along with Arbaleste's mother, Madeleine Chevalier, 

cared for and emotionally and financially supported Suzanne.  Even though Suzanne 

professed the Reformed faith before her grandmother's death, her grandmother left 

Suzanne a substantial legacy in her will, noting that she did so under no legal 

compulsion, but solely because of her affection for the child, the only grandchild that she 

mentions in the document.  In this case, Suzanne's grandmother voluntarily passed 

financial assets across the religious divide. 143 

143 This is admittedly a little puzzling.  Arbaleste left Suzanne with d'Esprunes lest Suzanne perish 
with her should she be caught by the mob.  "Une mienne servante la [her daughter] print et la traversa au 
milieu de tous ces dangers, et alla trouver feu dame Marie Guillard, dame d'Esprunes, ma grant mère 
maternelle, qui vivoit encores, et la luy lesa, et a esté avec elle jusqu'à sa mort." Witt 1868-1869, 1.62.  
Arbaleste then described how her mother Chevalier (great-granddaughter of Etienne Chevalier, patron of 
the famous Jean Fouquet and the Heures de Chevalier) threatened both her and Suzanne with death should 
Arbaleste fail to convert.  "Le mercredy matin, après que ma mère eut uzé de quelques moyens pour m'y 
faire condescendre [she wanted Arbaleste to attend the Mass like her brothers], n'ayant de moy telle 
response qu'elle vouloit, mais seulement un supplication pour me faire sortir de Paris, m'envoya dire qu'elle 
seroit contrainte de me renvoïer ma fille." Ibid., 1.64.  Arbaleste next mentioned her mother at her death 
and described her as one who suffered much during the period of religious chaos with her house pillaged 
numerous times and although she never publicly professed the Reformed religion, she was thoroughly 
knowledgeable about the numerous abuses in the Roman Church and desired its reformation.  "Or sur la fin 
de l'an 90, nous receusme une grande affliction, la mort de Dame Magdeleine Chevalier, dame de la Borde, 
ma mère, qui mourut le dernier de décembre au dit an, après avoir receu beaucoup d'affliction de la misère 
des temps ayant esté pillée plusieurs fois en sa maison d'Esprunes, et quattre mois malade à Melun, dont 
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With other inheritance cases, matters were more complicated.  Although the 1576 

Edict of Beaulieu forbade disinheritance solely on the grounds of religious division, both 

Catholic and Huguenot parents frequently ignored the technicality or trumped up 

pretexts, such as a child's willful disobedience.  Given the nobility's affinity for litigation, 

it is more surprising when religiously divided families settled inheritances without 

litigation, as such families, including the Mornay, frequently did.144 At her mother's 

death, Arbaleste and her Catholic brothers worked together dividing up the lands and 

assets and distributing Arbaleste's share to her without incident.  Turning back to 

Duplessis, when his eldest brother Pierre re-converted to Catholicism his descendants 

remained in his Catholic faith but once his line expired with his granddaughter, a nun, she 

willingly left the family lands to Philippe de Jaucourt, Duplessis's Huguenot grandson.145 

elle se fit transporter en sa maison de Vignau, où elle rendit son âme à Dieu.  Ell ne faisoit point profession 
de la Religion, mais elle congnoissoit en gros qu'il y avoit beaucoup d'abus en l'Eglise Romaine et en 
désiroit la réformation.  Elle ordonna exécuteur de son testament messier Guy Arbaleste, seigneur de la 
Borde, mon frère aisné, et messier Pierre Morin, seigneur de Paroy, beau-frère de feu M. le chancelier de 
l'Hospital.  Elle donna à ma fille, Suzanne de Pas, en considération qu'elle avoit esté quelque temps avec 
elle, six cens escus par son testament, et ordonna que son corps seroit enterré en l'Eglize de Melun, ce qui a 
esté execute." Ibid., 1.205-6.  In Chevalier's testament, signed 31 May 1586, she mentioned her numerous 
losses at St. Bartholomew, confirmed her belief in "la foi et l'Église catholique" and left Suzanne " six cens 
escus."  BM Nantes MS D-M 77.  In Duplessis's account book "Affairs of the house de la Borde," they 
recorded the money paid to Suzanne in 1591, the year of Chevalier's death when the testament was 
executed.  Ibid, 20v-21r.  Grandmothers frequently raised children, as Françoise did de Bauves and Anne.  
Understanding how and why d'Esprunes and Chevalier raised Suzanne in Catholic Paris and along with 
Chevalier's changes towards religion and Suzanne remains beyond the scope of the evidence.  

 
144 For the broader trend to litigate, especially inheritances between descendants of mixed faiths, 

see Diefendorf, "Houses Divided," 86-94.  The Mornay managed to avoid this on most occasions.  For 
example, at Chevalier's death, Arableste and her Huguenot and Catholic brothers executed the testament 
without legal recourse and even managed greater cooperation.  Arableste took her allotted property and 
then sold it to her brothers, who were attempting to protect the consolidated patrimony.  Affairs of the 
house de la Borde, BM Nantes MS D-M 77, 21v-44v.   

 
145 This inheritance caused a major dispute between the Huguenots (Philippe Jaucourt, Villarnoul, 

Marthe, etc.) and Pierre's Catholic in-law's (Anlezy, Gonzague, etc.) who attempted to take possession with 
the end of this house.  Here, the Mornay practiced the same strategies that they had throughout the middle 
ages, preserving their patrimony should a line fail by bypassing the family aligned by marriage and passing 
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Besides inheritance, the Mornay engaged in a greater financial cooperation that 

transcended confessional boundaries.  After Arbaleste's father professed the Reformed 

faith, he fled Paris for Orléans, while his Catholic wife stayed in Paris in order to protect 

their property and financial interests.  They shared this strategy with other religiously 

divided families, one that allowed Arbaleste's mother to provide aid to Arbaleste during 

the massacre.  Turning back to Duplessis, when Henry the IV gave him the right to enjoy 

the fruits of an abbey in Brittany, Duplessis signed them over in favor Jean du Bec, the 

cousin who effectively took Duplessis's place as the ecclesiastical protégé of their uncle 

the archbishop, a decision that Duplessis said he made in accordance with Arbaleste's 

wishes and out of respect for the archbishop.146 Elsewhere Duplessis's Catholic nephew 

(Pierre's eldest son) offered Duplessis extended advice in various fiscal matters while 

Duplessis supported him against specific claims concerning his arms made by their 

Huguenot "cousins."147 

land onto the family of their nearest cousins, who in this case happened to profess the Reformed faith.   The 
legal documents are found in a folio entitled "Rulings concerning the succession of Pierre de Mornay in 
1634" and include several printed extracts from the Registers of Parlement.  AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  After a 
series of lawsuits and counter suits between the Huguenot and Catholic relatives, Parlement sustained 
Philippe Jaucourt in possession in 1668 months before he sold it.  Le Ronne notes the change in possession 
and the new family as that of de Broglie.  Victor Le Ronne, "Souvenirs du Château de Buhy," SHPF MS 
753, fol. 14.  That family was aligned to the Mornay, particularly the house Montchevreuil, a long-standing 
alliance that culminated with Yolande de Broglie who a left a portion of the literary patrimony, including 
these Registers of Parlement, in the National Archives. 

 
146 "Sa majesté aussi m'avoit donné l'abbaye de Melleray, en case que Dieu ordonnast de M. de 

Rheims; mais j'ai veu qu'il en avoit jà disposé en faveur de mon cousin de Sainct Malo." Letters from 
Duplessis to Arbaleste, 23 March 1598, 24 March 1598, M. et C. 1824-1825, 8.200-3. 

 
147 Duplessis defended the "Aisnesse" of his Catholic nephew Buhy, the son of his recently 

converted brother Pierre supplying him with documents and arguments against the house Villarceaux, 
usually via Buhy's daughter who acted as courier.  Buhy wrote him with requests such as the following.  
"Monsieur, le commandement absoleu que me feites, lorsque j'eus cest honneur de vous voir à Saulmur, de 
vous envoyer vostre niepce, a faicte que j'ai desiré obeir à vostre desir, encores que je croye bien que ne la 
trouviés pas digne d'avoir esté souhaictee de vous. . .  vous donnerai je advis que nous sommes prests à 
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Aside from inheritance strategies and miscellaneous business affairs, the 

religiously divided Mornay cooperated with one another on a variety of other fronts, two 

of which shall be explored briefly, one touching upon family honor and the other 

regarding politics.  Several years after Duplessis escaped the massacre, married 

Arbaleste, and obtained the governorship of Saumur, he met with royal officials for lunch 

then left the building, taking a small alley.  A man stopped him in the street and two 

accomplices tried to club him to death.  But Duplessis survived and with a train of 

Catholic family members following him, his uncle the archbishop du Bec sprang to his 

defense.  Both Huguenot and Catholic relatives met together at several "family councils" 

and eventually succeeded in bringing the main assailant, a Catholic relative, to justice 

who was only released after undertaking a ritualized admission of dishonor.  This entailed 

begging Duplessis's pardon in front of the king, whom the assailant had violated by 

harming his royal servant Duplessis, and imploring Duplessis to forgive him on account 

 
plaider, m. de Villarceaux et moi, touchant la difference que je desirerois qu'il mette à ses armes; il dict ne 
sçavoir qui est l'aisné, et n'a voulleu prendres la voye d'amis, et mesme a voulleu dire à M. le commandeur 
de Flanalourt, que j'avois envoyé chés lui, que les armes de Mornay estoient ung lion noir sans ongles et 
sans couronne. . . mesmes j'ai appris qu'aultrefois mes predecesseurs avoient esté par ceaulx de la maison 
de Touteville inquités touchant les armes, qui ne desiroient que les portassions pleines; mais qu'en avions 
eu ung arrest contre eulx, par lequel nous porterions les armes pleins nos armes estant plus anciennes que 
les leurs.  Vous me ferés la faveur, si'l vous plaist, monsieur, que de me voulloir envoyer le plus d'eneignes 
que pourrés, parce que nous n'avons que quinze jours à atrendre la volonté dudict Sieur de Villarceaux, qui 
est porté de maivaise foy." Letter from Buy to Duplessis, May 1613. AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  BM Nantes 
MS D-M 99.  In this case, Duplessi replied as followes.  "Mon nepveu, vous m'avés oblige de m'avoir 
envoyé ma miepce, selon vostre promesse. . . Quant à vostre differend avec M. de Villarceaux, s'il revoque 
en doubte vostre aisnesse, il se fera plus de tort qu'à vous.  J'ai mis en main à ma niepce ung tiltre qui la 
decide, qui est passé il y a pres de sept vingts ans entre Charles de Mornay et Jehan, son fils aisné, ainsi 
qualifié, et ce pour advantage ses puisnés qui y sont desnommés. . . car quant à ce qu'ils dissent, que vous 
portés les armes d'Estouteville et non de Mornay, en ce que vostre lion est onglé et couronné d'or, qui deust 
estre morné, c'est aulx puisnés à prendre les armes de leur aisné, et non au contraire." Letter from Duplessis 
to Buhy, May 27, 1613. M. et C. 1824-1825, 12. 237-9. 
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of Duplessis's benevolence, quality of person, and status as a member of the honorable 

Mornay.148 

That was not the only time the archbishop and Duplessis cooperated; they also did 

so out of political expediency.  When Henry IV received his first Mass as king, du Bec 

placed the wafer upon his tongue; Du Bec had aligned himself with Henry IV and 

received the archbishopric as a reward for the crucial Catholic legitimacy that he lent 

Henry IV's claim to the throne.149 Although Duplessis and du Bec stood squarely on 

opposite sides of the spiritual divide, they now worked side by side with one another, 

each acting as liaison between Henry and their respective religious parties as Duplessis 

reluctantly shored up Huguenot support for Henry in exchange for certain liberties (thus 

Duplessis's role in the Edict of Nantes), while du Bec did the same with Catholic 
 

148 Arbaleste narrated the events in detail, bragged that "those of both faiths" supported Duplessis, 
and provided an extended list of those involved.  "Et quant aux seigneurs Catholiques, monseigneur de 
Montpensier luy fist cest honneur de s'offrir à luy, l'adressant pour parent; madame de Fontevrault, selon 
son sex, luy en tesmoigna aussy beaucoup de ressentiment; monseigneur le connestable l'asseura par lettres 
de luy en procurer la justice. . . monsieur le conte de Chiverny, chancelier de France. . . monsieur de 
Villeroy, secrestaire d'Estat. . . le mareschal de Boisdauphin, marquis de Noirmoutier, de Malicorne, 
gouverneur de Poictou, de Souvray, gouverneur de Touraine, de Schomberg, conte de Nanteuil, des 
Chastelliers, évesque de Bayeux. . . et plusieurs autres seigneurs et gentilzhommes catholiques qui tous luy 
offrirent tout ce qui seroit en exu." Witt 1868-1869, 1.324-350.  Dozens of others of both camps who she 
did not mention wrote letters of support.  Cf. BM Nantes MS D-M 92.  Other letters are found in the 
alphabetical order of the author.  AN MS AP 402, fol. 10-11.  Arbaleste also prepared a list of those who 
had written and volunteered support.  BM Nantes MS D-M 77.  Duplessis was attacked in Angers and 
wrote Arbaleste, in Saumur, the night of his attack informing her of his survival because his death was 
already being reported.  Letter from Duplessis to Arbaleste 30 October 1597.  At the end of the extended 
negotiations in Paris for the vindication of his honor, Duplessis wrote Arbaleste, gleefully informing her of 
the decision.  Letter from Duplessis to Arbaleste, 12 January 1599, AN MS AP 402, fol. 9.  Several 
accounts of the decisions, the reconciliation ceremony, and the text are extant.  6 May 1598, SHPF MS 753, 
fol. 4; BNF MS ffr. 3585, fols. 29, 35, 39, 41; BNF MSS Dupuy 136, 344.  When another assailant attacked 
their son de Bauves in 1605, Arbaleste described that he was "visité avec offres de tant d'amis, d'une et 
d'autre religion."  Witt 1868-1869, 2.60. 

 
149 For example, Du Bec and other "ecclésiastiques" such as Renaud de Beaume de Semblancy 

(archbishop of Bourges) and Julien de Saint-Germain (Abby of Chalis) wrote to Gonzague in 1520 giving 
him counsel to take up arms in the service "du roi Henry IV quoique de religion contraire." BNF MS 
Dupuy 191. 
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constituencies both in France and in Rome.  While these examples might be particularly 

pointed, they are not unique.  Members of other religiously divided families often 

collaborated to preserve their familial honor, and, throughout the ebb and flow of the 

religious wars, but particularly after Henry's conversion, confessionally divided members 

of various families frequently supported common political platforms, albeit often for 

different reasons. 

In certain instances, both Duplessis and Du Bec literally stood beside one another 

as they promoted Henry's interests; the two of them served as co-negotiators for the 

crown as they brought the Leaguers of Du Bec's former city of Nantes back under royal 

submission.  They succeeded in this project, and ultimately brought Mercoeur, the last 

remaining leaguer rebel who had dominated Nantes and caused Du Bec's expulsion, back 

under royal control in January 1598.  Mercoeur had assisted the Spanish in taking the 

town of Amiens the year before.  Catholics and Huguenots including the Mornay, led by 

the now Catholic Pierre, there fought together against the Spanish threat.  They also 

negotiated together as the Catholic Pierre, Du Bec, and the younger bishop Jean Du Bec 

all literally sat together at the table with Duplessis and Mercoeur in order to negotiate the 

peace settlement.150 

As Henry completed his re-conquest of France, finally bringing Mercoeur back 

into the fold, he stabilized the political foundation necessary to address the thorny issue 
 

150 Du Bec and Duplessis together negotiated with the Governor of Brittany, the Duke Mercoeur 
the last leader of the Catholic League to surrender to Henry whose submission in January 1598 cleared the 
way for the Edict of Nantes.  See, Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi, Chapter XII, "Au coeur du combat 
décisif: Duplessis-Mornay dans la bataille de l'édit," 515-72.  While Daussy mentioned Du Bec's role in the 
negotiations in passing (for example 517, note 11), Patry noted that Du Bec was among the signatories of 
the Edit itself.  Patry, Philippe du Plessis-Mornay, 12, note 5. 
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of creating a co-confessional France.  Henry had to appease the Huguenots, many who 

considered him a traitor for apostatizing in order to obtain the crown, and simultaneously 

convince the Catholics that he had not faked his conversion for the same reason.  Just as 

the Mornay had participated in inter-confessional negotiations at Château Buhy in 1590 

and successfully worked together to place the reins on Mercoeur, so too did they do so in 

the negotiations that culminated in the edict of Nantes.151 Du Bec had lent the heretic 

Henry's claim to the throne the Catholic legitimacy necessary to obtain it; he likewise lent 

Catholic authority to the negotiations and helped quell murmurs of dissent from his 

religious community.  Duplessis had no choice but to make the most of the situation and 

maintain his allegiance to the royal office while working to secure the best terms for his 

coreligionists. 

Duplessis negotiated the edict, the ideological platform for a religiously plural 

France, not only because he had little alternative, but also because he had a profound 

theological commitment to co-confessional cooperation.  At first glance, the claim might 

raise an eyebrow.  Duplessis was the epitome of a "hard-line" Huguenot polemicist 

known for his Vindiciae, in which he called for the Catholic king's head, or his Institution 

or Mystère, which called the Mass blasphemous idolatry and the pope, antichrist.  

Duplessis had published polemic that even caused tension between him and his Catholic 
 

151 For numerous issues involved in Nantes, see the essays in Michel Grandjean, Bernard Roussel, 
François Bos and Béatrice Perregaux Allisson eds., Coexister dans l'intolérance: L'édit de Nantes (1598) 
(Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1998), particularly Daussy, "Au coeur des négociations pour l'édit de Nantes. Le 
rôle de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay" (pages 207-24) and Nicolas Fornerod's "L'édit de Nantes et le 
problème de la coexistence confessionnelle dans la pensée de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (pages 225-52).  
Also see Marie-Madeleine Fragonard, "La liberté de conscience chez Du Plessis-Mornay (1576-1598)," In 
Liberté de conscience (XVIe-XVIIe siècles). Actes du Colloque de Mulhouse et Bâle (1989), eds., Hans R. 
Guggisberg, Frank Lestringant and Jean-Claude Margolin (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1991), 135-52. 
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family, such as his uncle who wrote him an order to desist.  Nevertheless, this polemic 

should be placed in context.  A counterbalance will be offered, one that helps explain 

how sixteenth-century Mornay, particularly Duplessis, could engage in inter-confessional 

polemic, and how their contributions to the composition of the ideology of the Edict 

extended beyond the immediate negotiations surrounding it.  

Historians have discussed Duplessis's works in their various intellectual genres 

and noted that Duplessis freely worked in multiple domains, using a variety of 

methodologies.  Three different texts, his Discours, his Vindiciae, and his Vérité, will be 

explored and it will be argued they all served as various sources of ideological exchange 

between the communities.  When scholars address Duplessis's literary works, they tend to 

focus on the his polemical pieces, those texts that made an impact, caused a ruckus, and 

gained him notoriety both from his own community and his adversaries.  Nevertheless, a 

large portion of Duplessis's theological works, if not the majority, when defined 

according to the number of total titles, printed editions, translations, and sheer volume of 

manuscript, are not pieces of polemic targeting the error of the Catholic position and the 

verity of his own.  Rather, much like the early Luther, Duplessis published meditation 

and devotion with few distinctive "Protestant" hallmarks, designed for reflection.152 For 

 
152 Concerning the volume of manuscripts, there are works in various stages throughout most of 

the collection, often unlabeled but identifiable by content; the meditative works make up the majority of 
these notes and represent the majority of time that Duplessis committed to writing.  For the popular 
perception of early Luther, see Mark U. Edwards, Jr., Printing, Propaganda, and Martin Luther (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1994).  
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instance, Duplessis published his first book in 1576, his Discours de la Vie et de la Mort,

something that Arbaleste had requested as an engagement present.153 

In his brief introduction to this text, Duplessis offered out his thesis: life is full of 

pain and suffering, and although people constantly complain about the difficulties of life 

they nevertheless run from the comfort and solace that death brings.  To employ 

Duplessis's device, people behave like little kids, whining that they are sick, and then, 

when their medicine is brought, they pretend that their illness has vanished.154 Echoing 

the biblical book of Ecclesiastes, nothing matters and every one of humanity's pursuits 

ends up pointless.  Sadly, even the historian is not exempt, for "he can speak about the 

events of Thebes and of Troy, but of what goes on in his own house, he can tell 

nothing."155 

With such a painful and pointless life individuals ought to wish for death, which 

places people beyond the reach of this awful life, to use Duplessis's device, death serves 

as the calm harbor that receives their ship in the tempest of this life.156 Up until now, 

 
153 "En ce temps aussy qui fut 1575, monsieur du Plessis, à ma requeste, fit le discours de la Vie et 

de la Mort, avec traduction de quelques épistres de Senèque."  Witt 1868-1869, 1.89-90.  First published by 
Jean Durant (Geneva, 1576).  

 
154 "Plus il ne souvient alors de nos pienes, nos naufrages et perils sont oubliez, nous ne craignons 

plus ni le travail ni les brigands.  Au contraire nous apprehendons la mort comme une peine extreme, la 
redoutons comme un escueil et la fuyons comme un brigandage.  Nous faison comme les petits enfans, qui 
se seront plains tout le jour et quand on leur amene le medicin, ne sont plus maladies. . . Nous craignons ce 
qu'il faudroit esperer et souhaitons ce qu'il nous faudroit crainde."  In this study, Mario Richter's excellent 
critical edition of the text is followed: Discourse de la vie et de la mort di Philippe Du Plessis-Mornay 
(Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1964), 43. 
 

155 "L'Historien sçaura les guerres de Thebes, et de Troye, et ignorera ce qui se fait chez lui." Ibid., 
63. 

 
156 "La mort met fin à ceste vie.  Cette vie est une misere et une tempeste perpetuelle.  La mort 

donc est l'issuë de nos miseres, et l'emboucheure du port, où nous serons à couvert de tous vents." Ibid., 67. 
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Duplessis has offered nothing particularly Christian but freely conceded that he has put 

forth only "pagan consolations."  But if the pagan ought to long for death, the Christian 

should more so, not only as a departure from every evil but also as an access unto all 

good, not the end of life but the end of death and the beginning of life.  For those 

"nourished in a holier school" should look forward to death, not running towards it as a 

coward, but bravely longing for it as a good soldier following the Captain.  Duplessis 

concluded, for the Christian, "to live is to die, to die is to live."157 

In his critical edition, Mario Richter has carefully documented the particular 

passages where Duplessis draws upon Plato, Seneca, and the Stoics.  The relationship 

between their "pagan consolations" and the learning taught in the "holier school" of 

Christianity is of interest.  Duplessis quoted and alluded to these "pagans" freely.  He 

mixed among these citations biblical quotations, particularly Ecclesiastes.  In integrating 

holy and profane sources, he followed his education, the practice evidenced in his early 

debate with Menneville that covered both Plato and purgatory.   

In this text, he laid out the relationship between the pagan and Christian worlds 

and their authorities, not so much placing the two systems in opposition, nor trying to 

amalgamate the two, but rather supplementing the pagan conception with the Christian.  

 
157 "Mais à nous qui sommes nourris en une plus saincte escole, la mort est bien toute autre chose.  

Il ne nous faut pas comme aux Payens de la consolation contre la mort, mais il faut que la mort nous serve 
de consolation contre toute espece d'affliction.  Il ne nous faut pas seulement esvertuer, comme eux, à ne la 
craindre point, ains à nous accoustumer à l'esperer.  Ce ne nous est pas une issue de douleur et de mal, mais 
un accez à tout bien. . .  Le Chrestien doit volontiers sortir de ceste vie, mais il ne s'en doit pas laschement 
fuir.  Le Chrestien est ordonné de Dieu pour y combattre, il ne peut quitter son rang sans encourir reproche 
et infamie.  Mais s'il plaist à ce grand Capitaine l'en rappeller, qu'il prenne sa retraitte en gré, et quil obeisse 
de france courage. . . il n'y a rien plus certain que la mort, aussi n'y a il rien plus incertain que l'heure 
d'icelle, connue au seul Dieu autheur unique de vie et de mort, auquel tous devons tascher de vivre et de 
mourir.  Amen.  Mourir pour vivre et vivre pour mourir." Ibid., p. 70, 77, 79. 
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The pagans correctly saw death as a consolation; the Christian should see it not only as a 

negation of evils, but also an addition of good.  In this sense, he followed a classic 

medieval epistemology, symbolized with Dante's Virgil barred from heaven and 

formalized by Aquinas in scholastic rubrics with which Christian doctrine built upon, 

completed, and perfected pagan truths.  Duplessis further developed the relationship 

between the two worlds and lent even further credence to pagan consolation by first 

positing the Christian addition to the pagan foundation, then reintroducing pagan 

teaching, a specifically a stoic ethic now re-appropriated for his Christian audience.  The 

Christian, just like the stoic, should neither to long for nor to flee from life, neither to fly 

to nor flee from death, but should endure all, continually standing at attention while 

awaiting the Captain's call home.     

Arbaleste requested this text from Duplessis and he wrote for her this serious, 

specifically stoic, work as literary commemoration of their engagement.  But this act 

need not yield a caricature of Calvinism as a dry, sterile, faith devoid of emotion 

attracting an excessively ridged and morbid following.  For some scholars, the fact that 

Duplessis's bride requested this sort of text rather than a love sonnet, tangibly 

demonstrates the seriousness of French Calvinism.158 Duplessis was a soldier, embarking 

on a literary career with this text; that sort of firm resolve and willingness to meet death 

 
158 "Über Duplessis-Mornay (geb. 1549, gest. 1630 [sic.]) möge der den Ernst des französischen 

Calvinismus bezeichnende Zug voranstehen, daß seine Braut von ihm, dem sechsundzwanzigjährigen 
Offizier, statt eines verliebten Sonnettes, eine Abhandlung über das Leben und den Tod, mit Hinweisung 
auf die Ansichten der Alten über diesen Gegenstand, verlangte und er diesem Verlangen in seinem 
"Discours de la vie et de la mort" entsprach."  Gottlob von Polenz, Geschichte des französischen 
Calvinismus bis zum Gnadenedikt von Nimes im Jahre 1629, 5 vols.  (Gotha: F. A. Perthes, 1857; reprint, 
Aalen: Scientia, 1964), 3.693.   
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served him well on the battlefield, while Arbaleste had already lost one husband to war 

and hesitated before taking on Duplessis.  The two met immediately after each fled from 

Paris during the Massacre, where the frailty of life was demonstrated before their eyes in 

graphic fashion, and they began their courtship studying various subjects together.  When 

Duplessis penned this literary commemoration to their engagement, he recognized the 

academic component of their courtship and demonstrated empathy for the losses of her 

earlier life.  Perhaps the text does demonstrate the specific seriousness of French 

Calvinism, an entirely understandable characteristic of a movement, and a text written in 

the shadow of the Massacre. 

Arbaleste kept close tabs on this text, gloating over its successful print run.159 "It 

has since been printed, first in Geneva, then in Paris and several other places, and 

translated into almost every language, and very well received by those of both religions."  

As an artifact, most of the editions are smaller than a reader's palm, pocket editions, 

designed for portable use.  Duplessis did not mean the Discours for technical meditation 

(lectio - meditatio - oratio), but he rather intended it to serve as fodder for reflection, 

although it could supplement other such materials, something demonstrated in its editions 

that included his translation of Savonarola's Meditations on the Psalms.160 Although there 

are some Latin editions, he released the vast majority in vernaculars, thus granting access 
 

159 She mentions that the book "a esté depuis imprimée, premièrement à Genève, puis à Paris et en 
plusieurs autres lieux, et traduit presques en toutes langues, et fort bien receu de tous tant d'une que d'autre 
religion."  Witt 1868-1869, 1.89-90. 
 

160 The book was often printed with a variety of Duplessis's meditative works, including his own 
translations of the psalms.  Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Discours et méditations chrestiennes, 2 vols. 
(Saumur: Thomas Portau, 1609); Méditations de H. Savonarole sur les Pseaumes (Paris: Auvray, 1584); 
Exposition et meditation sur le psaume LI trad. de Ph de Mornay (Paris: Auvray, 1585). 
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to the greatest portion of the literate populace, and perhaps helping to explain its 

immense popularity to which Arbaleste pointed.   

Arbaleste did not only mention that audiences received the text well, but specified 

audiences of "both faiths."  Catholics and Huguenots read many of the same books, and 

even theologians wrote on subjects either theological or not without emphasizing 

differences and without thereby isolating a portion of their potential audience, and their 

money, or simply when political circumstance dictated.  Duplessis's uncle Du Bec 

preached numerous sermons in front of the newly Catholic Henry IV and printed a large 

portion of them, all in which he carefully avoided excessive polemic or even points of 

contention that might agitate the new king.161 His nephew, not Duplessis but Jean, wrote 

a book on the more neutral subject of hunting.  Although Jean explained in the 

introduction that even a book in this topic has theological components (creation, 

recreation, life, and death) and thus can be written by a theologian such as himself, he 

carefully avoids points of theological controversy.162 

Duplessis engaged in theological controversy and made his name in polemic, but 

in this text he carefully avoided it.  Perhaps this fact helps account for the success of the 

work among those of "both faiths."  His Discours lacks any polemical reference or even 

 
161 Exhortation et Epithalame sur le Mariage du Roy Par Philippe Du Bec, Archevesque et Duc de 

Reims (Paris: Delas 1600); Sermon de la Samaritaine ou de nostre vocation à la grâce, à quoy ce s. jubilé 
nous appelle, faict par messire Philippes Du Bec (Paris: Delas, 1600); Sermon de la paix, sur la paix de 
France, suyvie de l'année de paix du s. jubilé, faict par messire Philippe Du Bec, archevesque de Rheims à 
son entrée audit Rheims (Paris: Delas, 1600). 
 

162 "Monseigneur, Vous trouvez estrange ce discours que je vous presente, et où de moy vous avez 
veu d'autrefois des discours de theologie, maintenant vous me voyez un Chasseur qui vous parle du Chien. . 
. c'est chose bien. . . quelque douceur que la contemplation de ceste immense divinité nous fournisse en son 
infinité." Discours de l'antagonie du chien et du lièvre (n.p., 1593), aii-aiii. 
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any Protestant doctrine.  Both Calvin and de Bèze wrote on various subjects without 

engaging in theological dispute (Calvin's work on Seneca or de Bèze's poetry), but when 

they turned to theology, specifically meditative literature such as de Bèze's Chrestiennes 

Méditations, they offer Protestant doctrine.163 Duplessis, however, not only avoided 

criticizing Catholic doctrine and refrained from offering points characteristic of 

Protestantism, but when he came to the locus classicus of clerical criticism he did not 

single out Catholic clergy, but rather any generic "theologian" who placed a priority of 

disputing fides over a priority of demonstrating it in caritas. Thus, he further mitigated 

doctrinal differences in favor of action flowing from love and faith and thereby appealed 

to the broadest audience. 

Aside from having a familial context and theological components, this text also 

had a political life, one that involved its poignant lack of theological controversy and its 

appeal to "both faiths."  In addition to the monetary concerns, the act of printing was a 

political event.  For example, the royalist such as Guillemot Auvray published it at Paris 

in 1580 and 1583 while the possibility of a union between Henry III and Henry of 

Navarre hung in the air; he printed it again in 1584 and 1585 contemporaneous with both 

Anjou's death, the possibility of a Huguenot king, and the Treaty of Joinville between 

Henry of Guise and Philip II of Spain; and released it again in 1597 on the eve of the 

Edict of Nantes.  Catholics certainly viewed the act of printing the Discours as a political 

one.  As far as they were concerned, Henry III was not so much enforcing a policy of a 

 
163 See, Mario Richter, "A propos des 'Chrestiennes Méditations'" In La Méditation en prose à la 

Renaissance (Paris: Presses de L’Écoles Normale Supérieure, 1990), 59-75. 
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more open access to the Parisian press, thus thwarting the more zealous Catholics from 

dominating them, as he was being lazy and allowing "heretic traitors" to blaspheme.164 

Perhaps Catholics simply reacted to the printing of any book that bore Duplessis's 

name.  They also might have responded to a more subtle polemic.  The Discours 

eschewed theological controversy and enjoyed co-confessional popularity; perhaps this 

served as polemic itself.  In other words, the act of printing a work, written by a noted 

Huguenot, irenic in nature in containing only articles common to both faiths, potentially 

demonstrated a basis upon which a type of confessional coexistence could be grounded.   

In this sense, invoking Savonarola (officially rehabilitated after being brunt at the state) 

possibly further demonstrated such an irenic intention by reminding Catholics that they 

had erroneously condemned those whom they later exculpated.  In any case, both 

Huguenot and Catholic Mornay, even the theologians among them, wrote on subjects 

outside religious controversy and engaged in worlds beyond polemic.  They shared 

ideological platforms upon which they built structures to support co-confessional 

existence at Nantes. 

Turning from more general literature to specific polemic, another way in which 

the two religious parties shared ideology will be discussed.  Duplessis wrote the 

Vindiciae, despite the previous doubts of scholars.  Contrary to some opinions in the 

circles of church history, Calvin urged the nobles to fight against a tyrannical king, one 
 

164 In 1588, Nicolas Rolland, a member of the League and procurer de l'Hotel de Ville, singled 
Mornay out as a particularly pointed example of this laxity.  Here, if accurate, Arbaleste's claim that the 
Discours was "received very well by both faiths," could help explain the particular attention given to 
Mornay.  Thanks are due to Alexander Wilkinson for pointing this out.  For an overview of the dynamic, 
see his Mary, Queen of Scots and French Public Opinion, 1542-1600 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2004). 
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who required them to violate the commandments of God, such as attending the Mass.  

What constituted "tyranny" was a moot point after the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre.  

In Huguenot eyes, Catherine had called the Huguenots to the capital for a co-confessional 

marriage as part of her program and by ordering a slaughter and betraying their good 

faith the crown engaged in tyranny.  At the very least the king showed himself a tyrant by 

not immediately, broadly, and strongly condemning the slaughter in an effort to prevent 

its spread. 

Although Duplessis had been working on the text for a few years, he released it in 

the wake of the Massacre as part of the Huguenot's ideological response.  In his 

Vindiciae, Duplessis made radical conclusions.  Pre-massacre works such as Hotman's 

1573 Francogallia or Duplessis's relative de Bèze's 1574 De jure magistratum, the ability 

to resist was carefully limited; authors' called for a council to regulate the king or placed 

the onus on magistrates.  Duplessis, in contrast, advised citizens to flee to other countries, 

but he allowed and even required individuals who held various positions (as with Calvin's 

nobility) to resist the king.  Nevertheless, he did not advocate the open rebellion of earlier 

anonymous works, which called private citizens without office to revolt.165 Duplessis 

grounded his work upon an unusual platform.  Instead of developing a foundation for 

resistance by reworking Roman or medieval constitutional and legal theory as Hotman 

 
165 For example, the 1565 La Defense Civile et Militaire des Innocents et de l'Eglise de Christ. Cf. 

Carlos Eire, War against the Idols: The Reformation of Worship from Erasmus to Calvin (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 300-301; Kingdon, Geneva and the Consolidation, 153.  The 1589 
Latin edition of the Vindiciae contra tyrannos: sive, de principis in populum, populique in principem, 
legitima potestate, Stephanio Junio Bruto Celta auctore, is used in this study, a work published without 
location and under the pseudonym Stephanus Junius.   
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and de Bèze, Duplessis built his superstructure upon a specifically covenantal theology 

that he developed at length in his theological works.166 

In short, God and the people (Jews) entered into a covenant ("foedus" or 

"pactum"), under which each party held specific obligations and rights.167 As the history 

of redemption progressed, God allowed the people a king, an inherently wicked human 

desire to seek earthly status.  He let them emulate other nations and thus risk subjecting 

themselves to someone innately sinful by virtue of the Fall, according to the biblical text 

as interpreted by Duplessis.  Here, God created a three-party covenant with himself, the 

king, and the populace.  Each party had responsibilities and entitlements.  For example, 

the king was obligated to facilitate the pure worship of God and the populace was 

required to engage in it.  But it is the precise nature of the relationship between king and 

populace that led Duplessis to allow citizens to fight against a tyrannical king, or a 

Catholic king who did not maintain the pure worship of the Reformed.  Simply put, the 

populace was master of the king, and it had a covenantal duty to depose a king who did 

not facilitate pure worship.  It could, however, only do so when acting through appointed 

representatives, a safety barrier that prevented open anarchy.168 

166 For a good and easily accessible example, see his Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, The Shielde and 
Rewarde of the Faithfull.  Or a Meditation upon Genesis 15. Chap. Verse. 1 (London: Nathanaell Newbery, 
1620). 
 

167 "Iam ex quo Reges populo dati sunt, non modo non desiit haec eadem pactio, verum etiam 
perpetuo confirmata & repetita fuit.  Diximus in Rege inaugurando duplex foedus initium fuisse.  Et 
primum quidem inter Deum, Regem, & populum."Vindiciae contra tyrannos, 46. 

 
168 "Iam vero, cum Reges à populo constituantur, omnino sequi videtur, populum universum Rege 

potioremesse.  Ea enim vis verbi est, ut qui ab aliquo constituitur, eo minor habeatur, qui ab aliquo 
authoritatem accepit, suo authore inferior sit.  Populus potior Rege." Ibid., 91.  The full title, de principis in 
populum, populique in principem, legitima potestate, alludes to this conclusion.  The beginning of the title 
makes this point in another way.  "Vindiciae (arum)" serves as a technical legal term in Classical Latin, 
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Although Duplessis earned his reputation with this radical argument, he soon 

changed his tune while.  Catholics, however, continued to play his former music.  The 

arguments remained the same while the advocates switched sides.  With the death of the 

last of the Valois sons (François d'Anjou in 1584) Duplessis's man Henry stood next in 

line for the throne.  The last thing Duplessis could afford was a Catholic "populace" with 

an obligation to ensure "pure worship" (the Mass), and thus he began to argue for royal 

blood as the irreducible foundation of monarchy.169 Meanwhile, when Catholics finally 

cleansed the land of Henry's heretical contamination as François Ravaillac placed a knife 

in his back.  Ravaillac did so after reading Catholic statements of the same doctrine that 

Duplessis had previously advocated.  In other words, members of each religious 

community shared ideology by discarding their own polemic and adopting their 

adversaries' when political circumstance suited. 

Finally, Duplessis's Vérité will be examined in order to observe how a Huguenot 

dealt with religious differences between Christianity and other religions, and how he 

applied that method to disputes between his party and Catholics.  Duplessis first 

published this mammoth work of 650 pages in 1581, the middle of his literary career, a 

work that gained him a reputation among scholars as "undoubtedly" the "leading 

 
denoting an ownership claim of something (power over the other the other party in this case) in dispute.  
Thanks are due to Professor Frank Romer for pointing this out and for the fruitful discussions concerning 
the word's function in the title of this piece. 
 

169 Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi, Chapter VII, "Propagande et polémique: Mornay orchestre la 
riposte contre la Ligue (1585-1589)," 289-360 especially pages 298-346. 
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Protestant apologist of the 16th century in France."170 In the preface, he claimed that he 

wanted to demonstrate the truth of the Christian faith to all others.  He then explained that 

he would do this by finding "common principles" or foundational articles of faith shared 

by himself and any other party in question.  By working from these common articles, he 

intended to move to theological particulars and to vindicate his truth by extrapolating 

from the shared foundation.171 

With other religious parties, Duplessis looked for common ground before 

proceeding to contested issues.  With the Jews, he began with Jewish Scripture before 

moving on to the New and attempting to verify the New by appealing to Old Testament 

authorities.  With the pagans and atheists, he turned to their "common nature" and 

"common Philosophy" that yielded common principles (there is a God, he is good and not 

the author of evil, he is wise and does nothing in vain, humans ought to serve him, but 

they are inclined to evil).172 Not all "pagans" would have agreed with Duplessis in these 

points so he prepared their own testimony to verify these conclusions and appealed to 

their own philosophers, astrologers, and historians.  He took this tack with various pagans 

and with the Turks (Muslims), working from the Old and New Testaments of the 

Christian Scriptures that they accepted before turning to dispute the Koran. 
 

170 Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, De la vérité de la religion chrestienne, contra les Athees, 
Epicuriens, Paiens, Juifs, Mahumedistes et autres infideles (Paris: Claude Micard, 1581); Avery Dulles, A
History of Apologetics (New York: Corpus, 1971), 121. 

 
171 "Mais il y peut rester d'autres Principes communs aux uns & aux autres, selon ces Principes on 

peut utilement disputer avec eux, & bien souvent par ces Principes communs prouver & verifier les siens 
propres.  C'est ce qu'en cest oeuvre nous pretendons faire."  De la vérité, a viii. 
 

172 "Une Philosophie commune & de communs Principes, Qu'il y a un Dieu qui conduit toutes 
choses, Qu'il est bon, & non autheur de mal, Qu'il est sage, & ne fait rien en vain.  Item, Que l'homme est 
né pour immortailité, Qu'il doibt servir Dieu, & estre en sa grace pour estre heureux." Ibid., a viii. 
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Even though Duplessis worked from common principles, he still attempted to 

convert individuals to the Christian faith by appealing to their reason.  In engaging in this 

methodology, he raised the question of whether a convert might adopt a position of faith 

because of reasons or proofs.  The Mornay converted between the Reformed and Catholic 

faiths sometimes motivated because of specific doctrines, appeals to reason, and even 

debates.  They often attributed their own conversions and their adversaries' to specific 

arguments, yet simultaneously credited God for persuading them to acceptance.  In his 

polemics against Catholicism, Duplessis offered reasons why individuals ought to 

convert.  In his Vérité he attempted to persuade non-Christian individuals to convert to 

Christianity and gave the intellectual foundation for appealing to reason, spelling out the 

relationship between faith and reason. 

Duplessis admitted that many disagreed with his method of working from 

common principles and appealing to intellectual argument.  Some might have claimed, 

religion could not be declared to "infidels" by reason.  Others alleged that divinity should 

not be demonstrated by reason lest this method diminish faith's dignity and grandeur.  

Duplessis responded that faith could be demonstrated to unbelievers by using common 

principles as certainly as a mathematician could demonstrate specific conclusions of 

Pythagorean geometry working from accepted mathematical facts.  After all, God 

governs all reason, and even reason used by pagans belongs to him and, if properly 

managed, cannot but lead to him.173 

173 "Voila comment la raison nous enseigne, ce qu'elle ne sçavroit, ne croiroit pas, à scavoir entant 
qu'elle nous mene au docteur qu'il nous faut ouyr & croire, & au livre auquel il se daigne reveler à nous, en 
nous discerner ce qui vient de Dieu, & ce qui n'en vient pas.  Mais quand elle vient à lire ceste doctrine, & 
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Duplessis then turned to those who balk at using reason to demonstrate divine 

things, which admittedly surpass human capacity, lest the method impugn the honor of 

God.  He argued that he spoke not of worldly reason but illuminated reason, intelligence 

working in conjunction with faith.  God himself had deemed this sort of reason worthy of 

his own dignity when he testified through nature and the prophets or when he sanctioned 

the Apostles to defend the faith and attempt to convert others through proofs and 

arguments.  In his own conversion from Catholicism, Duplessis diligently studied 

specific reasons and points of theology but also credited God for conversion.  So too did 

Duplessis envision the pagan reader converting as God called him as he read these 

arguments and thus Duplessis invoked God to guide his pen.  In describing this 

relationship between reason and faith, Duplessis did not offer anything strikingly original 

but rather reached back into a longstanding Catholic tradition of faith augmenting reason.  

This tradition of faith augmenting reason in his Vérité is the same rubric that supported 

his Discours in which the learning of the "holier school" augmented "pagan 

consolations."  

Duplessis tapped into traditional Catholic theology (specifically epistemology) to 

justify the methodology of his Vérité. He also drew upon tradition Catholic theology in 

the particulars of his arguments.  In attempting to demonstrate Christ as the Jewish 

Messiah, he followed standard rubrics.  In citing pagan sources to demonstrate God's 

existence and attributes, he offered explanations standard since Aquinas.  Other 

 
en est persuadee, alors ell s'esueille. . .  Car c'est certes oeuvre de Dieu de persuader & d'emporter l'homme, 
encor que le suader, voire & le mouvoir semble aucunement estre de l'homme." Ibid., a viii; eiii. 
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Protestants invoked both pagan sources and Catholic authority; even Calvin's Institution 

reads like an index of these citations.  Huguenot theologians relied heavily on these 

sources in order to attempt to discredit their current Catholic adversaries by attempting to 

demonstrate that Sixteenth-Century Catholics deviated from their ancient authorities.  

They also did this in order to portray the Reformed program as the legitimate extension 

of the ancient and even medieval Christian Church. 

Although Protestants frequently invoked Catholic tradition, Duplessis did so to a 

degree much greater than others; his Vérité used much more Aquinas than Calvin.  

Duplessis also employed specific Catholic doctrine not usually found in other Protestant 

works.  In the analysis of one intellectual historian, the book's "main importance is 

perhaps that it introduces into Protestant circles the same kind of apologetical writing that 

had been customary for centuries in the Catholic world."174 Duplessis did offer original 

components, but these are mostly minor constructs.175 The point is that just as Catholics 

commandeered the "Protestant" arguments of his Vindiciae, Duplessis utilized "Catholic" 

formulations in his Vérité. The communities transferred political theory and technical 

theology. 

Duplessis's Vérité resembled his other works such as his Discours in utilizing 

pagan sources and, more importantly, assiduously avoiding Protestant doctrines.  In his 

Discours, he limited his meditation to material common to both Catholics and Huguenots.  
 

174 Dulles, A History of Apologetics, 122. 
 
175 The subject was much discussed at a recent conference dedicated to Duplessis (May 13-15, 

2004) with numerous participants promising to address the subject in great detail in the forthcoming 
publication, Hugues Daussy and Véronique Ferrer, eds., Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. Servir Dieu, le Roi et 
l'État, vol. 18, Albineana (Paris: Champion, scheduled for 2005. 
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In his Vérité, he does so with theology proper.  Like his Discours, his Vérité gained 

popularity among those of both faiths because of its common content, stifling all but the 

most determined of Catholic critics and even winning praise from his Catholic 

descendants.  His success, as judged by the numerous editions, long shelf life, and 

manifest accolades among Protestants, marks this work as seminal. 176 

Whether it successfully converted pagans or assisted Christians in converting 

them is a different question for which the answer is not known.  Some might dismiss the 

notion that Duplessis really wrote it for these purposes because he did not know any 

Jews, Turks, or Pagans.177 However, Duplessis did have experience with some of the 

groups mentioned and definite interest in them all.  Duplessis knew Jews and learned his 

Hebrew from Emmanuel Tremellius, a Jew who had converted years earlier.178 Before 

 
176 Cf. Olivier Fatio, "La vérité menacée. L'apologétique de Philippe Duplessis-Mornay," in 

Coexister dans l'intolérance: L'édit de Nantes (1598), ed. Béatrice Perregaux Allisson (Geneva: Labor et 
Fides, 1998), 253-64; Henri Holstein, "Aux origines de l'apologétique moderne: La vérité de la religion 
chrétienne de Duplessis-Mornay," in L'homme devant Dieu: Mélanges offerts au Père Henri de Lubac: Du 
Moyen Age au siècle des lumières, ed. Henri de Lubac (Paris: Aubier, 1964), 235-48.  Catholic critiques 
can best be described by Donnelly's study: "Since Mornay's book deliberately avoided issues that divided 
Catholics and Protestants, Possevino's criticism can only strike modern readers as nit-picking."  John 
Patrick Donnelly, "Possevino's Papalist Critique of French Political Writers." In Regnum, Religio et Ratio: 
Essays Presented to Robert M. Kingdon, ed. Jerome Freidman (Kirksville, Mo..: Sixteenth Century Journal 
Publishers, 1987), 35.  The Catholic bishop René de la Villetertre Mornay offers his analysis in his history 
of the family.  "Il a composé beaucoup de livres dont la plûpart sont de controverses, & dont la lecture est 
défenduës, il y en a quelques uns de bons, comme celuy qu'il a fait de la verité de la Religion Chrêtienne, 
qui a été traduit en toutes sortes de langues, & en Italian par Monsieur Perrot Seigneur de Meziere."  René 
de la Villetertre Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens seigneurs de la maison de Mornay avec leur généalogie 
(Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1689, 220 
 

177 For an examination of whether "atheism" in the modern sense was even possible, and what the 
term meant to the Sixteenth-Century French, see Lucien Paul Victor Febvre, Le Problème de l'incroyance 
au XVIe siècle. La religion de Rabelais (Paris: A. Michel, 1942). 
 

178 Duplessis fondly recalled his time under Tremellius' care at Heidelberg learning the language, 
although he does mention that he tended to avoid socializing with the Germans, with whom it was difficult 
to have something to drink without going overboard.  "Il passa l'hyver à Heydelberg, chez monsr. Emanuel 
Tremelius, l'homme de chrestienté qui avoit connoissance de plus de langues, mais particulièrement très 
excellent en l'hébraïque; et s'estudia fort aussy à la langue allemande qu'il apprint plus par artz que par 
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the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, Huguenots as Catholics saw the Jews as cursed by 

God partially because they had no homeland, no stabilitas loci, but effectively exiled, a 

punishment reserved for all but the worst of the criminals in their society.  

After the Massacre, many of the Huguenots such as Duplessis himself shared the 

Jewish fate and had to take to the road.  The few who remained Huguenots after the 

Massacre had to wrestle with how God allowed something like that happen to them.  If 

God abandoned his chosen, the Reformed remnant, and render them refugees, perhaps 

they should rethink their relationship with the Jews, their fellow persecuted religious 

minority with whom they sang the same Psalms and participated in their own "assemblies 

in the wilderness" during their own exile.  Duplessis began a series of appeals to the Jews 

to convert.  He consistently worked from common articles and common experiences.179 

While Duplessis had less contact with other religions, he had met Turks during his 

travels throughout Europe and had intended to travel to Arabia.  His cousin Jean had also 

done so, meeting a Muslim and translating one of his works from Latin to French.  Jean 

 
uzaige pour éviter la compaignie des Allemands qu'il estoit difficile d'avoir sans quelquefois boire oultre 
mesure." Witt 1868-1869, 1.26. 

 
179 For the history of the assemblies in the desert, something celebrated even today, see Napoléon 

Peyrat, Histoire des pasteurs du désert depuis la révocation de l'Édit de Nantes jusqu'a la révolution 
française, 1685-1789 (Paris: Aurel, 1842); Herbert Bost and Claude Lauriol, eds., Refuge et desert, 
l'évolution théologique des huguenots de la révocation à la révolution française, actes du colloque du 
Centre d'étude du XVIIIe siècle, Montpellier, 18-19-20 janvier 2001 (Paris: Champion, 2003).  For the 
relationship between Huguenots and Jews, see Yardeni numerous works, including: Hugenotim ve-Yehudim 
(Jerusalem: Merkaz Zalman Shazar le-toldot Yisra'el, 1998); Yardeni. ed. Les Juifs dans l'histoire de 
France.  Premier colloque international de Haïfa (Leiden: Brill, 1980); Yardeni, Anti-Jewish Mentalities in 
Early Modern Europe (Lanham: University Press of America, 1990); Yardeni, La conscience nationale en 
France pendant les guerres de religion, 1559-1598 (Paris: Béatrice-Nauwelaerts, 1971).  Also see Anatole 
Leroy-Beaulieu, Les doctrines de haine, l'antisémitisme, l'antiprotestantisme, l'anticléricalisme (Paris: 
Calmann-Lévy, 1902).  Duplessis wrote tracts such as his Advertissement aux Juifs sur la venue du Messie 
(Saumur: Thomas Portau, 1607).  Duplessis here took part in a broader program.  For example, Tremellius 
had translated Calvin's catechism into Hebrew.  Sefer Hinukh behire Yah (Geneva: Stephanus, 1554). 
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held the man in high regard, explaining that despite the different faiths they nevertheless 

shared many similar beliefs.  This man "who made profession of the religions of 

Mohamed, not at all (non point) in the manner of the inept and vain Turkish follies" but 

one who professed "a single God, author of nature and creator of heaven and the earth."  

Jean commended several of the Arab kings as models of religious "tolerance" 

(tolérance).180 

Duplessis did not write his Vérité for a fictive audience but for members of 

various religions of which he was well aware as well as for Christians, both Protestant 

and Catholic, who attempted to convert pagans.  He and the Huguenots had been working 

on an Arab translation of their Protestant Bible along with one of his Vérité.181 After the 

Massacre, Duplessis considered traveling to the new world (Peru as Arbaleste described 

it).  Perhaps he was interested in participating in the Huguenots' efforts to colonize 

modern Brazil.  He carefully monitored the Jesuits' activities in China and Japan and paid 

close attention to the descriptions of the various religions.182 Although Duplessis 

 
180 "Il est bien vray, qu'il n'a point eu un Homere, mais il eut une grande & digne personnage, 

docte tant en la philosophie naturelle, qu'en l'Astrologie, lequel estoit du temps du ce Prince, compagnon & 
familiere de ses conquests appellé Alhacen, Arab de nation, faisant profession de la religion 
Mahommetaine, non point à la mode des ineptes & vaines folies Turqueques, mais faute d'instruction 
chrestienne adoraoit un seul Dieu, autheur de la nature, & Createur du ciel, & de la terre (que Mohammet à 
enseigné comme il avoit aprins en l'escolle des chrestiens)." Jean Du Bec, Histoire du grand empereur 
Tamerlanes, tirée des monumens antiques des Arabes, par messire Jean Du Bec (Rouen: l'Allemant, 1595), 
27. 

 
181 François Laplanche, L'évidence du Dieu chrétien: Religion, culture et société dans 

l'apologétique protestante de la France classique (1576-1670) (Strasbourg: Association des publications de 
la Faculté de théologie protestante de Strasbourg, 1983), 267, note 36.  Duplessis and professors at his 
academy and those of Leiden worked on rendering the Bible in Latin, beginning with the New Testament.  
Letter from Thomas Erpenius to Duplessis, 15 July 1618, BM Nantes, MS D-M 93. 

 
182 Duplessis mentioned that he wrote for all gentiles, even those in the "Indies."  De la vérité, avii.  

The Reformed also worked to convert the Greek Orthodox.  They printed Calvin's catechism in a trilingual 
edition.  Jean Calvin, Emmanuel Tremellius, Johannes Drusius, Hinukh, Hoc est Catechesis. Sive Prima 
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competed against Catholics on the global stage by attempting to colonize and to convert 

various peoples to the Reformed faith, when he wrote his Vérité he assumed a united 

Christianity and attempted to create a work both useful for both Protestants and 

Catholics. 

Duplessis did not envision an ecumenical Christianity, one in which the validity 

of Catholic doctrine was accepted; he did not offer "tolerance" in a modern sense.  

Rather, Duplessis recognized theological differences and sought to build unity from the 

consensus of fundamental articles, a foundation from which members of multiple faiths 

could work to attempt to forge a religious unity.  For Duplessis, "unity" meant all parties 

accepting his particular beliefs, converting to his position, whether Christianity in his 

apologetic work or the Reformed faith in his polemical endeavors.  Nevertheless, 

Duplessis carefully crafted an ideological framework acceptable to divergent religions.  

He drew upon this skill during his negotiations at Nantes, negotiations that provided the 

ideological basis for a co-confessional existence between his coreligionists and Catholics, 

between himself and his Catholic family members. 

Duplessis negotiated the Edict and represented Huguenot interests.  His uncle Du 

Bec negotiated and represented Catholic interests.  Nantes served as a platform for co-

confessional existence.  This was something that the Mornay had experienced in their 
 
Institvtio Avt Rvdimenta Religionis Christianæ, Ebraicè, Græcè, & Latinè explicata (Palatinate: 
Franciscum Raphelengium, 1591).  For the effects of their efforts, see Georgios Chatzeantoniou, Protestant 
Patriarch: The Life of Cyril Lucaris (1572-1638), Patriarch of Constantinople (London: Epworth, 1961); 
Markos Renieres, Kyrillos Loukaris, ho Oikoumenikos Patriarches (Athens: Vivliopoleion N. Karavia, 
1859); Richard Schlier, Der Patriarch Kyrill von Konstantinopel. Sein Leben und sein Glaubensbekenntnis 
(Marburg: Bauer, 1927).  Duplessis and his coreligionists' regularly monitored  Japan and the Jesuits' 
activities.  Letter from Corneille Van der Myle to Duplessis, 17 June 1593, BM Nantes, MS D-M 93.  For a 
survey of the fight on the global stage, see Ilana Zinguer and Myriam Yardeni, eds., Les deux réformes 
chrétiennes, propagation et diffusion (Leiden: Brill, 2004). 
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family since the first members had converted to the Reformed faith.  Thus, the Edict 

represented a political expression, on a national scale, of their own experiences within in 

their family.183 

Duplessis not only helped forge the union at Nantes out of political necessity and 

ensure the stability of the realm, he went on to interpret the Edict as a wonderful 

opportunity that facilitated an exchange between those of different faiths, an exchange 

that benefited the kingdom.  Duplessis had received the city of Saumur in 1589 when he 

and his brother Pierre negotiated a union between their respective masters, the Huguenot 

Henry of Navarre and the Catholic Henry III of France, aligning their forces against the 

Duke of Mayenne.184 This city was not a Huguenot place of safety secure in the 

Reformed south, but a strategic city on the Loire in Catholic territory given to Duplessis 

in order to secure Henry of Navarre's passage to Paris.  Nevertheless, Duplessis ruled the 

predominantly Catholic populace for 32 years.  He plundered the Catholic abbeys that did 
 

183 Du Bec and Duplessis together negotiated with the Governor of Brittany, the Duke Mercoeur 
the last leader of the Catholic League to surrender to Henry and whose submission in January 1598 cleared 
the way for the Edict of Nantes.  "Le 12 se trouverent ensemble à Ancenis les sieurs archevesques de 
Rheims, Duplessis et de Chasteauneuf, et ce mesme jour les deputés de M. de Mercoeur, qui feut cause que 
lesdicts sieurs, pour gaigner temps, et par le commandement de la royne, voulleurent entamer la negotiation 
selon leur pouvoir, qui portoit que quattre ou trios d'entre eulx pourroient engotier." Memoir from 
Duplessis to Henry, 19 December 1594, M. et C. 1824-1825, 6.106-18. 

 
184 "Le Roy de Navarre avec son armée vint jusqu'à trios lieues de Tours, et abbreuvoient, par un 

naturel resentiment de leur mutual besoin, les forces du Roy et du Roy de Navarre en mesme ruisseau, sans 
se rien demander, premier qu'on eust entre en aucun traicté.  Entre Ste. Maure et Chastellerault arriva 
monsr. de Buhy, frère aisné de monsr. du Plessis, soubs ombre de voir son frère, par permission du Roy; 
dont averty M. du Plessis dit au Roy de Navarre, sans touteffois qu'il en sceust que par jugement: 'Sire, 
loués Dieu, vos affaires sont faictes; mon frère ne vient pas pour me voir, il vient pour tracter avec vous de 
la part du Roy.'  Le Roy de Navaree voioit que ce traicté procédoit d'article en article avec quelque 
longueur, et monstra à M. du Plessis desirer qu'il vist le Roy pour l'abbréger, ce qui pas sans difficultés veu 
les choses passées. . . dont s'ensuivit qu'à peu de jours de là, la tresve fut conclue entre les deux Roys, et les 
articles en furent publiez, le quinziesme avril 89.  Moiennant icelle, fut mise la ville de Saumur entre les 
mains du Roy de Navarre et du consentement des deux Roys monsr. du Plessis estably en icelle pour y 
commander en qualité et estat de Lieutenant du Roy." Witt 1868-1869, 1.175-7. 
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not submit to Henry IV's claim, built a sizable fortune, renovated and reinforced the city 

defenses.  He constructed a Reformed temple for the minority Huguenot population, 

began a Reformed academy, and succeeded in acquiring royal promise for his son-in-law 

Villarnoul to inherit his governorship, all without excessively agitating the predominantly 

Catholic populace.185 

In 1621 the relative peace broke down as Catholic citizens rioted in the streets in 

protest of Huguenot domination of this Catholic city.186 Duplessis and Villarnoul 

squelched the rebellion with swords, but the damage was already done.  Protestants had 

recently revolted in Bohemia, raising the specter of it spreading to French soil; Duplessis 

could not restrain the new Huguenot leadership, notably his relative Rohan, from 

beginning another civil war.  Louis XIII had already put down Huguenot rebellions in 

Béarn, only subduing Duplessis's other son-in-law Jean Caumont, the Duke de la Force, 

by appearing in person.  Religious rioting in Duplessis's own city only placed fuel near a 

tinderbox that awaited a spark from any number of matches.  Duplessis attempted to act 

fast by penning an open letter to the populace, an almost unknown work in which he 

provided a glimpse of his interpretation of his work at Nantes. 

 
185 Most notably the abbey of Notre Dame des Châtelliers in Île de Ré and that of St. Michel-en-

l'Herm "dont la jouissance" was given to Duplessis because the abbots were labeled "rebelle au roi" in 
numerous declarations from Henry, who also remunerated Du Bec from the same sources, between the 
years 1590-94.  BM Nantes, MS D-M 78.  Duplessis succeeded in securing his position as governor for 
Villarnoul (an office to be received at Duplessis's eventual death) from Henry IV and confirming it with 
Louis XIII.  Letter from Henry IV to Villarnoul, 25 May 1609; letters from Louis XIII to Villarnoul, 15 
June 1610, 13 November 1610, AN MS 86 AP, fol. 4.  Licques claims that the Henry originally promised 
in 1594.  Histoire de la vie, 225. 

 
186 Cf. Memoir from Marbault on the "sédition" at Saumur, 20 march 1621; Memoir from 

Duplessis concerning the sedition at Saumur, 21 March 1621; Memoir from Duplessis prepared for de la 
Roche, 27 March 162, BM Nantes, MS D-M 102. 
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In his Advis sur ce qui s'est passé en la ville de Saumur, he reminded his readers 

of the havoc that the Wars of Religion had wrought in France and how it affected their 

pocketbooks.187 He argued that a diversity of religion did not cause the wars, but rather a 

 
187 The text of this document is important enough to merit its extended citation.  "Messieurs, sur 

le subject de ce qui s’est passé en ceste ville de Saumur depuis peu de temps, J’ay prins occasion de vous 
donner cet Advis, comme faisoit autrefois un ancient Romain Aristides, qui sur tout admonestoit les 
Republiques à l’entretien d’une ferme Union & Concorde les uns avec les autres.  Veu que la Concorde & 
Union est tres necessaire & utile pour la conservation d’un peuple, bien qu’il ne se trouve pas que toutes les 
personnes qui se meslent parmy le conseil, soient d’une mesme voix, mesme opinion, & d’une mesme 
humeur, il est necessaire, comme dit un grand Senateur, qu’il y en aye de doux, de rudes, d’affables, & de 
pitoyables.  Tout ainsi comme en un luth, si toutes le cordes estoient d’un mesme son, l’harmonie n’en 
vaudroit rien, mais estans de divers tons, & tendons à une seule melodie, l’harmonie en est fort agreable.  
Ainsi parmy un peuple, si tous sont d’une mesme humeur & d’un seul advis, leurs jugemens & advis n’en 
sont pas mieux receuz : Mais estans de divers naturels, tendans toutesfois tous generalement et un mesme 
but, qui estre bandé au service du Roy, & à l’execution des commandemens de sa Majesté, & au bien 
public (c’est tout un à dire) car il est certain que leurs opinions en sont mieux debatues, par diverses & 
contraires raisons, & leurs conclusions mieux prises & beaucoup plus digerees.   

Les divsions d’un people & seditions civiles mettend quelque fois un Royaume en trouble, & 
causent une grande desconfiture de biens, amortissent du tout les libres commerces, & le trauail de 
l’Agriculture, & reduisent les villes le plus souvent ainsi que l’on void en une belle & grande forest tous les 
beaux chesnes abatus, & qu’il n’y reste plus que des ronces & buissons, pareillement ceste forest qui n’aura 
plus de beaux arbres, meritera plustost ester appellee buisson que forest. . . La plus-part des ruines qui ont 
esté en ce Royaume, d’où sont elles procedees que des divisions & partialitez qui auroient esté entre 
quelques Catholiques & ceux de la Religion pretendue reformee, que quelque estrangers y voulurent semer 
& tacher d’entretenir, car il ne faut point dire que la diversité de Religion en fut la cause, des lors que 
quelsques uns voulurent enfraindre & tolerer les Edicts du Roy qui nous maintenoient en concorde & union 
ce fut alors que ceux qui ne demandoient que du trouble en l’Estat mirent en vogue les partialitez & 
divisions. 
 Et c’est à ce subiect, Messieurs, que je vous supplie de recognoistre quel bien nous est apporté le 
plus souvent par les seditions & troubles d’un people, Entretenez vous donc je vous supplie, en une feme 
concorde & union, car bien que vous estes tous de deux diverses religions, il faut pourtant que les uns & les 
autres n’ayez qu’une mesme volonté laquelle doit estre l’entiere observation des Edicts du Roy, & par ce 
moyen vous entretiendrez parmy vous une douce paix & continuelle amitié, & ainsi estant bien joins & unis 
ensemble, les commandemens que vous plaira faire sa Maiesté seront beaucoup mieux executez par vous 
ses subiects. . . garder & conseruer la concorde & union qui doit estre parmy vous autres, suyvant le 
contenu des Edicts & Ordonnances de nos Roys, & encores reconfirmez par la clemence & debonnaireté de 
nostre invincible Monarque, le plus juste Roy de l’Uniuers Louys XIII l’executions desquels ne sont que 
pour nostre bien & pour nous entretenir en une bonne paix asseuree. . . Resouvenez vous que dans la salle 
du Roy de Babylone, qu’il y auoit un Ciel d’or & d’azur soubs lequel pendilloient quatre petits oyseaux qui 
l’appelloient Linguae Deorum qui advisoient journellement le peuple de la vengeance divine si tant soit peu 
ils esmouvoient parmy eux quelque des union & discorde, & aussi ils apportoient à l’execution des 
Ordannces de leur Prince, de la rebellion & contrarieté.  
 Entretenez donc derechef parmy vous une bonne concorde & ferme union les uns auec les autres, 
ne vous faites point appeller perturbateurs de repos public, tiltre que vous pourriez encourir, si quelques uns 
de parmy vous vouloient mettre du trouble en l’Estat.  C’est pourquoy vous y debuez prendre garde & 
separer ces gens là de vostre corps, comme members pourris, gens qui de leur tres pernicieuse humeur 
taschent de faire perdre un public, & telles sortes de personnes estant ostees de parmy vous, vous 
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few zealots on each side created the dissent and division.  Fortunately, they had a king 

who upheld the Edict of Nantes and supplied the framework for a "sweet peace and 

perpetual amity" by giving them edicts that they, as subjects, were bound to obey.  

Furthermore, a plurality of religion actually benefited the public good (bien public) by 

raising various issues in discussion and thereby arriving at better solutions.  In short, 

having two distinct but complementary views was preferable to one, just as having a 

melody and a harmony was preferable to a melody alone. 

Duplessis had political reasons to make such an argument.  After all, he had 

helped craft the Edict and in making the argument he reminded Louis XIII and his 

lieutenant, Duplessis's rival Richelieu, about his role in creating the framework that had 

for 23 years helped avert wars, which previously had decimated the kingdom.188 He also 

attempted to point out that the king had committed to this vision of unity and that 

Catholics rioting did not support the king's faith, but rather defied his law.  Therefore, if 

the king supported Catholics who resisted Huguenot rule, he would defy his own word 

and weaken his power by encouraging insubordination.  Nevertheless, Duplessis 

condemned himself with his own document by pointing out that religious rioting harmed 

the health of the community, threatened the public good, and engendered challenge to the 

 
demeuriez generalement tous unis & conformes en une seulle volontè à celle fin que ensemblement vous & 
moy nous tesmoignons au Roy que ne desirons autre chose en ce monde que l’execution de ses 
commandemens & volontez sous le jour desquels nous devons prier Dieu pour la conservation de sa 
Royalle & sacree personne." Advis sur ce qui s'est passé en la ville de Saumur entre les Catholiques, & 
ceux de la Religion Pretenduë Reformée, le jeudi 4 mars 1621, adressé aux habitants d'icelle, par M. Du 
Plessis Mornay, gouverneur de Saumur (Paris: P. Ramier, 1621), 5. 

 
188 Richelieu is almost always referred to as "Monsieur de Luçon" or "Lusson," which bishopric he 

occupied since 1606. 
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king's authority by tempting the Catholic populace to defy the rule of the king's Huguenot 

governors.  It was far easier simply to remove the Huguenot governors. 

In this document, Duplessis offered a vision of the benefits of religious pluralism 

that makes him sound like an Enlightenment thinker.  He fleshed out and developed a 

significant component of his thought, an ideological point of contact between his 

Huguenot family and his Catholic relatives, an intellectual framework and theological 

method that permeated his meditative literature, his political theory, and his theology 

proper and consistent with the experiences of the Mornay family, despite tensions, on 

either side of the divide.  The competing communities within the Mornay family 

occasionally cooperated with one another in a variety of ways and pooled resources to 

save the lives of one another, to maintain their family honor, and to advance their 

personal fortunes and political opportunities.  Although limited, this cooperation had an 

ideological foundation and shared common material, programmatic elements, and 

intellectual foundations for exploiting common principles in order to build a religiously 

plural cooperation, both within the household and on a national level. 

 

Postscript 

 Members of each community cooperated with each other, but on the whole the 

communities remained bifurcated from one another, circumscribed by different faiths, 

composed of constituencies tied together by specific bonds, and facing different 

challenges with different degrees of success.  In the seventeenth century, Huguenots 

faced an external menace, a growing Catholic hegemony.  The Reformed Mornay, a 
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minority with more limited resources and increasingly out of favor with a Catholic crown 

bent on unity around a common religion, fared much worse than their Catholic relatives.  

Duplessis ended up deposed, disgraced, and disgruntled, begging for permission to leave 

his beloved France, attempting to take the advice that he had offered in his Vindiciae and 

flee the hostile crown that increasingly restricted the pure worship of God. 

The downfall of the Huguenot Mornay began in 1593, when Duplessis lost a 

contest with his uncle Du Bec and cousin Jean over the faith of their relative Henry, a 

contest that immediately claimed the soul of his eldest brother Pierre, and later those of 

the majority of their relatives along with the Huguenots' political fortunes.  Members of 

the greater Mornay family changed religions for a variety of reasons, sometimes in the 

pursuit of eternal truth, sometimes of political expediency.  Henry belonged to the latter 

category.  Despite one scholar's recent attempts to exculpate Henry, he provides the 

evidence to damn Henry's conversion to utilitarianism, repeatedly citing Henry's own 

explanation to the Huguenots for his change, namely "that I have not been persuaded [to 

abjure] by any other theology than the necessity of state."189 While Henry attempted to 

convince Catholics that he sincerely converted, he tried to convince Huguenots, including 

 
189 See Ronald S. Love, Blood and Religion: The Conscience of Henri IV, 1553-1593 (Montreal: 

McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001), 280.   Love recognizes that Henry converted for political gain.  
Indeed he has to recognize the overwhelming evidence as he marshals numerous accounts of Henry 
describing his own motivation.  He attempts to argue not that religious truth motivated Henry's decision to 
convert, but rather influenced him and acted as counter-motivation to his ultimate decision, thus making 
Henry's decision a difficult matter of conscience, because Henry ignored it rendering Love with the title for 
his book.  "Behind the king's constant resistance to conversion, therefore, must have lain something more 
important to him than mere considerations of political advantage, but to find it, one must recast the usual 
approach to understanding Henri's attempt to balance his goals and desires by looking at his personal faith 
and his past behavior in defending his religious independence."  Ibid., 9. 
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Duplessis, that he did so for political gain rather than because he sincerely believed 

Catholic doctrine.190 

Arguing for religion as pretext, Henry did little to soften the blow for the 

Huguenots or maintain their respect.191 When they turned on him, he blamed them for 

their lack of support in his decision, further disgusting them and his faithful Duplessis.  

Nevertheless, Duplessis maintained his unabashed royalism, even when his uncle 

attempted to make the case that royalism now meant Catholicism and argued that greater 

benefits were to be had on the king's side of the religious divide.  According to Arbaleste, 

Henry soon became committed to his change of faith, perhaps sincerely believing the 

religion of his latest conversion, now his sixth.  Duplessis faithfully worked with his 

Catholic kin in order to advance the royal agenda, to subdue Mercoeur, and to compose 

the Edict of Nantes.  Nevertheless, as Arbaleste described, "very soon a change came 

over the king" and he made it clear that he would not allow Huguenots to advance in his 

court.192 

Duplessis had limited options.  He could turn to another set of civil wars that 

would be waged against Henry, their previous hope-turned-apostate who had re-

conquered the country with Duplessis's help and laid the foundation for co-confessional 
 

190 Witt 1868-1869, 1.266-7.  See Daussy's description of Duplessis role in the project: "Gaignés 
les catholiques; mais ne perdés pas vos huguenots," Les huguenots et le Roi, 463-76. 

 
191 Love, Blood and Religion, 303; Daussy, Les huguenots et le Roi, Chapter XIII, "Le sacrifice 

politique d'un homme de foi," 573-96. 
 
192 "Tost passa ce changement particulier du Roy envers Monsieur du Plessis en un général envers 

la Religion mesmes, car le Roy prenoit peine et plaisir de destourner de la profession d'icelle ceux qui 
estoient près de luy, leur déclarant que, persévérans, il ne pouvoit rien faire pour leur avencement."  Witt 
1868-1869, 1.368.   Arbaleste noted that Duplessis noticed upon Henry "au visage duquel [Henry] il 
[Duplessis] remarqua quelques froideur envers luy [Duplessis]."  Ibid., 1.364. 
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existence, as many of the Huguenots desired.  Duplessis chose to attempt to exploit his 

religious liberties, to engage in a plurality of ideas and viewpoints that benefited the 

realm, a vision that he offered to the citizens of Saumur in his Advis sur ce qui s'est passé 

en la ville de Saumur. As Daussy describes it, Duplessis committed a "political suicide" 

when he penned his Institution in which he anathematized Catholic doctrine and practices 

(both of these aspects of the Mass) and effectively weakened the co-confessional 

platform that he helped create.  Henry, who was begging the pope to release him from the 

bonds of his former marriage and allow him to wed again, became furious with Duplessis 

and staged a debate about the book between Duplessis and Duperron.  Duperron was one 

of Henry’s most effective advocates with Rome and had assisted Du Bec in Henry's 

conversion.  In 1600, Henry set unusual terms for the debate and succeeded in 

condemning Duplessis on nine supposedly faulty quotations in a book that boasted 

several thousand; Du Perron received the office of cardinal while Duplessis left court 

disgraced, and retired to Saumur. 

 Most histories end here at the century mark, a clear point of termination, with 

Duplessis out of favor dying in the provinces and the civil wars having passed by.193 

Duplessis died disgraced and disgruntled, but not for another 23 years, some of the most 

productive of his life.  Rather than fading off into the sunset, he honed his theological 

attack, wrote some of his most vicious polemic, and continued the debate with Duperron 
 

193 For example, Daussy's Les huguenots et le Roi. Between 1600-1623, the biography of 
Duplessis close friend Licques, Histoire de la vie de Messire Philippes de Mornay, provides the best 
source, one designed to supplement Arbaleste's memoirs that end with their son's death in 1606.  Indeed, in 
Licques' account, made under the watchful supervision of Duplessis himself, he dedicated the majority of 
its text to the years between de Bauves' death and that of Duplessis (pages 318-732).  His excellent 
narrative provides with a source upon which the remainder of this projects draws. 
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in print, by releasing his Mystère. He succeeded in placing his protégé son-in-law as a 

commissioner of the Edict of Nantes and a national deputy of the Reformed Faith at the 

king's court.  He effectively worked through his family to influence and even direct 

Huguenot and royal policy, by giving Villarnoul painfully detailed directions, which 

Villarnoul faithfully followed, on an almost daily basis.194 

Duplessis returned to royal favor because he played a crucial role in mediating 

between the crown and the more radical, militarily inclined, members of his party.  While 

the stock of his antagonistic in-law Sully fell, Duplessis's fortunes rose, and he secured 

the position of moderator of the 1611 Huguenot political assembly held in his Saumur.195 

With Henry's assassination the year before, Duplessis attempted to calm Huguenot fears 

about the Catholic Marie de Medici's regency and prevent them from going to war.  As 

one of the few surviving Huguenots who had seen the first War of Religion and who had 

escaped the Massacre, Duplessis held an unusual credibility in the community.  Marie 

courted him, showered him with favor, and visiting him in Saumur in order to secure him 

in this role. 

 Duplessis, however, could not control his party, particularly his own relatives.  

Rohan consistently argued for war, Condé revolted against the regency, and Duplessis's 

son-in-law, the Duke de la Force, did likewise in Béarn.  Louis XIII, the young king with 

 
194 Numerous letters sent from Duplessis in Saumur to Villarnoul in Paris.  Usually the courier 

brought a personal letter from Marthe, Villarnoul 's wife and Duplessis's daughter who remained with 
Duplessis in Villarnoul.  SHPF MS 753, fol. 8.   
 

195 Licques, Histoire de la vie, 347-360.  Cf. Arthur L. Herman, "The Saumur Assembly 1611: 
Huguenot Political Belief and Action in the Age of Marie de Medici" (Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins 
University, 1984). 
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a newly appointed constable Richelieu at his side, marched to subdue la Force and 

stopped at Saumur in order to demand the city's keys from Duplessis.  After the rioting 

that year, Duplessis had written to the citizens of Saumur describing the virtues of co-

confessional existence and explaining to the crown why it should continue.  The 

Huguenots clearly had no interest; neither did Richelieu, who offered Duplessis 100,000 

pounds and the office of Marshall of France in exchange for Duplessis handing over the 

city and thus appealed to both Duplessis's financial interests and his honor.  When 

Duplessis refused, royal soldiers gave him a couple of hours to collect what he could, 

destroyed his possessions (including the majority of his library), and seized the town 

before marching on the Béarn and deposing la Force. 

 Duplessis spent the remaining two years of his life in his recently purchased 

château nearby at La Forêt-sur-Sèvre.  As royal forces marched against the Huguenots, 

they destroyed the fields surrounding his relatively meager new abode.  But Duplessis 

had already lost much more: his income from Saumur, the honor of his position there, the 

royal promise that Villarnoul would succeed him, the majority of his possessions, and 

any hope in the future.  Richelieu later praised Duplessis's writings, partially because of 

Duplessis's role in attempting to subdue his party’s inclination towards war, but the old 

Huguenot was a threat.  More importantly, Duplessis was the easiest target and thus the 

first to fall in the new order.196 As Mack Holt has pointed out, the Wars of Religion did 

not end with Henry IV but continued until the fall of La Rochelle, the last Huguenot city 
 

196 Mémoires du cardinal de Richelieu, sur le règne de Louis XIII, ed. Claude Petitot, 10 vols. 
(Paris: Foucault, 1823), 2.282.  Catholic Mornay descendants commemorated Richelieu's praise for 
Duplessis in almost every ego document, comments that validated their heretical relative's career and 
served as a source of pride.  "Notice historique sur la maison de Mornay," AN MS 402 AP, fol. 1. 
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in a chain to succumb to French absolutism; the first link in this chain was the capture of 

Duplessis and Saumur.197 

In the latter phase of his life Duplessis lost almost everything.  His only son fell in 

battle and after spending a fortune and visiting every known doctor attempting to cure 

Arbaleste of various ailments, she too died.198 His academy at Saumur had become the 

breeding ground of heterodoxy and placed him in another situation without hope.199 He 

continually sided with German and Swiss Calvinists.  Nevertheless, he maintained 

support for his friends whom he employed as professors, such as John Cameron and 

Moïse Amyraut.  Amyraut resided at Duplessis's meager château after his death and 

dedicated works to Villarnoul.200 

197 Mack P. Holt, The Wars of Religion, 1562-1629 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), Chapter 7, "Epilogue: The last War of Religion, 1610-1629," 173-189.  Cf. Alan James "Huguenot 
Militancy and the Seventeenth-Century Wars of Religion, in Society and Culture in the Huguenot World, 
1559-1685, Raymond A. Mentzer, Jr. and Andrew Spicer, eds. (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001), 209-23.  Ironically, German scholars have been pursuing this direction throughout the past 
century.  See, von Polenz, Geschichte des französischen Calvinismus.

198 Arbaleste repeatedly mentioned her attacks (Witt 1868-1869, 1.365-6.)  A little further 
investigation shows that the pills she took were a mixture of mercury and lead and that she frequently 
solicited and received "home-remedies" from female relatives in the hopes of finding cures for her 
numerous conditions, notably her cousin Sully's wife.  Letter from Rachel de Couchefilet to Arbaleste, 16 
February 1602, BM Nantes MS D-M 100.  Often she sent her receiver in order to collect various cures.  
Letter from Arbaleste to Rousseau, 24 September 1596, BM Nantes MS D-M 100.  Dozens of receipts paid 
to medical consultants can be found in the file of their family's private bills.  BM Nantes MS D-M 79 

 
199 Cf. Licques, Histoire de la vie, 388-98, 482-3.  Brian Armstrong provides one of the few 

treatments on the subject.  Neverthless, he incorrectly creates an atagonistic relationship between 
scholasticism (method) against Reformed doctrine (content).  Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1969).  For the controversy's extension after Duplessis's death: Frans Pieter 
van Stam, The Controversy over the Theology of Saumur, 1635-1650: Disrupting Debates among the 
Huguenots in Complicated Circumstances (Amsterdam: APA-Holland University Press, 1988). 

 
200 Moïse Amyraut, La morale chrestienne, à Monsieur de Villarnoul, 4 vols. (Saumur: Isaac 

Desbordes, 1652-1660).  See the dedication to Villarnoul, 1.3-9. 
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Until his dying day, he fought to gain some monetary compensation for his losses 

and sent Villarnoul to the court in order to appeal to the king's word, which had promised 

him not only his governorship but also the 100,000 pounds.  During these years Duplessis 

wrote to Louis XIII and asked for permission to leave his country so that foreigners might 

find his tomb and wonder at the miserable state of France and the king who rewarded 

such a faithful servant with exile.  He also wrote to King James I of England and begged 

him to invade France and institute reform at the end of the sword exactly as Duplessis 

had expected from Henry.201 James retorted coldly to the old political theorist that such 

an option was neither feasible nor biblical.  Duplessis eventually succeeded in gaining 

limited remuneration from the crown, weeks before his death, enough to endow his 

descendants and friends, particularly Villarnoul, with a modest legacy.202 

With his death, both the Huguenot and the Catholic Mornay entered a new phase 

of competition, a struggle for history.  Villarnoul and his wife Marthe, Duplessis's eldest 

 
201 "Il reste seulement que nous vous disions quelque chose sur l'exhortation que vous nous avés 

faicte, tant en vostre letter qu'en la preface de vostredict livre, de quitter doresnavant la plume pour aller 
l'espee à la main desloger l'Antichrist hors de sa fortresse.  Mais comme nous ne sçaurions faillir de louer la 
ferveur de vostre zele, principalement en la declination de vostre age, aussi nous vous pryons de considerer 
que nous ne pouvons trouver aulcung assés suffisant garant, ni dans la saincte Escriture, ni en la doctrine ou 
exemple de l'Eglise primitive, specialement durant sa plus grande pureté, qui nous puisse justement animer 
à faire une guerre offensive pour matiere de la relligion contre aulcung aultre prince ou potentat, ou 
ecclesiastique, ou seculier." M. et C. 1824-1825, 11.309-311. 

 
202 Duplessis typically invoked the king's honor and his word with which he had promised to 

return Duplessis to power after three months and pay him 100,000 pounds for his trouble and losses.  Letter 
from Duplessis to king, 20 May 1623, Duplessis-Mornay, Suite des lettres, 4.881-2.  Villarnoul mentioned 
that he spent years in this pursuit.  Letter from Villarnoul to Marbault 30 July 1623, Ibid., 4.892-3.  
Duplessis received 20,000 pounds for remunerations for personal losses and expenses for renovations paid 
out of pocket, in addition to 45,000 pounds to share with Villarnoul.  Liques, Histoire de la vie, 681-705.  
In his testament, Duplessis left the sum to Villarnoul and mentioned that since Arbaleste's death he had 
purchased several properties, which he wanted to give these to his favorite grandchild Philippe, eldest son 
of Marthe and Villarnoul (he placed these in Villarnoul 's care until Philippe came of age).  AN MS 402 
AP, fol. 13.  List of the lands along with their transfer remain extent: BM Nantes MSS D-M 40, 43-5. 
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daughter whose marriage Arbaleste had contracted, inherited the château and printing 

presses at La Forêt-sur-Sèvre.  They immediately began work on the literary projects that 

Duplessis and Arbaleste had been planning for the occasion and attempted to vindicate 

Duplessis, the greater Huguenot family, their work and their honor.  They first published 

his will and testament and then turned to the correspondence and memoirs.  Catholics in 

Saumur had released their own version of Duplessis's will, one in which his ghost 

haunted the most prominent church in Paris.  In this version Duplessis's experiences in 

hell were vividly portrayed as he suffers in perfect symmetry for specific sins and his 

ghost returns in order to renounce his heresy.203 Catholic Mornay took a different route, 

a more gracious interpretation of their Huguenot relatives, for different reasons. 

Catholic Mornay continued the family's ascendancy that began before the wars, 

riding the wave of an increasing absolutism.204 They stood poised to gain greater offices, 

often based in the ecclesiastical vocation, and they faced the specific challenge of 

explaining to the church and the crown, as well as their own descendants, how so great 
 

203 Testament, codicile et dernières heures de P. de Mornay, ausquelles a été joint son Traité de la 
vie et de la mort, ses Larmes et le Discours de la mort de dame Charlotte Arbaleste son épouse (La Forest: 
J. Bureau, 1624).  The Catholic response, L'Ombre Du Plessis Mornay, réformatrice de ses dernières 
volontés, was published anonymously the same year without author, location, press, or privilege.  As the 
author was walking around the well-known Parisian Reformed temple Charenton, he spied Duplessis's 
ghost, who begins his confession.  "Moy Philippes puis qu'il a pleu au vengeur des heretiques, condamné à 
iamais au feu des enfers, & exilé à perpetuité de la celeste Ierusalem seulement reservee aux Catholiques 
Apostoliques & Romains, desperé par ma doctrine diabolique."  Ibid., 5-6.  Duplessis then continues on to 
"editing" his will and commenting on his attempts to recuperate his 100,000 pounds.  "I'ay honte de dire 
que nostre rebellion a contraint Louys le Iuste de nous oster le gouuernement de la ville & Chasteau de 
Saumur, & comme la pitié qu'il a eu de nous, nous en a par sa misericordieuse clemence fait recompenser 
de cent mil livres mon fils de Villarnoul & moy, bien que au lieu des cent mil livres nostre desobeyssance 
nous eust fait meritier ce-t mille coups de halebarde, desquelles ie laisse le tiers à mondit fils de Villarnoul, 
cependant que i'endureray aux enfers une infinite de coups du desespoir."  Ibid., 18. 

 
204 William A. Weary, "The House of La Tremoille, Fifteenth through Eighteenth Centuries: 

Change and Adaptation in a French Noble Family," The Journal of Modern History 49, no. 1 (1977): 1001-
38. 
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family had produced such heretics, specifically the arch-heretic Duplessis.  René 

addressed the issue and summarized the various strategies that his coreligionists utilized.  

He placed the family in their extended context and highlighted centuries of Catholic 

tradition and loyal service to church and king, he pointed out that the Huguenot Mornay 

enjoyed a military glory worthy of the family name, he argued that even pagans 

sometimes acted in a worthwhile manner and produced results of note, and he gloated 

that most of the Reformed Mornay had converted anyway either as Pierre at Henry's 

conversion or during the years leading up to Nantes.  He also explained that God in his 

providence had orchestrated their heresy for royal good.  Duplessis had started serving a 

heretical king but after Henry's conversion he served a Catholic king, the Bourbon king 

who had began France's return to power.205 

While Catholic Mornay faced the challenge of reinterpreting the events of the 

sixteenth century in order to reconcile their ascendancy and with their relatives' heresy, 

Huguenot Mornay faced more serious problems.  As Richelieu was razing Huguenot 

strongholds, he began the campaign that ended with the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.  

Taking the Revocation as the end of a process, the actions of the Huguenot Mornay 

between Duplessis's death in 1623 and the Revocation in 1685 make more sense.  While 

their Catholic cousins gained wealth and amassed offices of importance, even bishoprics 

in the New World, Huguenots lost assets and honor and fled to the New World as 

 
205 Mornay, Vie de plusieurs anciens, 117-234.  Other relatives provided an alternative 

explanation. In one of the family's manuscript histories, entitled, Extrait Genealogique de La Maison De 
Mornay, the author provided the following explanation.  "Tous semble conspirer, en effet, pour déranger 
les projects qu'on avait formés sur lui, et favorisser sa vocation à l'hérésie." MS 402 AP, fol. 1. 
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religious refugees.206 In the years leading up to the Revocation, when the crown 

increasingly restricted Reformed worship, education, alliance, conversion, and 

inheritance, all of the mechanics by which the community had perpetuated itself, 

Huguenot family members converted or fled. 

 As had his father, Villarnoul 's son Philippe served as a commissioner assigned to 

help implement the Edict but also held the office of national representative of the 

Huguenots, appointed by the crown in order to help oversee "reforming" the Edict of 

Nantes.  So too did Philippe's eldest son, Jean-Philippe, who saw the writing on the wall 

and complained to his relatives that the project was a farce and the end of religious liberty 

and fled to the Low Countries.  As other male relatives quickly converted, Philippe's sons 

all fled from the Revocation following their Huguenot ancestors on the road as religious 

refugees.207 Most fought and died in the Low Countries, but some went to Berlin and 

 
206 The brothers Haag consistently traced Huguenot families throughout the Revocation and 

showed which members remained Catholic, which converted to the Huguenot party, and which reconverted 
and under what circumstances.  Descendants of the Mornay can be found among the following: Caumont 
(de La Force), 3.252-70; Coucillon, 4.87-99; Des Nouhes, 4.266-7; Jaucourt, 6.44-55; Le Clerc-de-Juigné, 
6.471-4; Le Vasseur, 7.54-8; L’Isle, 102-3.  Cf. Orentin Douen, La révocation de l'Édit de Nantes à Paris 
d'après des documents inédits, 3 vols. (Paris: Fischbacher, 1894).  While Huguenot Mornay took flight, 
Catholics exercised authority across the oceans, such as Louis-François de Mornay (1649-1735) of the 
house Mornay-Montchevreuil, as bishop of Quebec.  Oath of fidelity for the office of bishop of Quebec, 10 
May 1714, AN MS 402 AP, fol. 6.  Back on French soil, they continued to build their fortunes.  For 
example, the Montchevreuil regularly gained large pensions over 10,000 pounds, transferred them from 
father to son, and obtained bishoprics, ambassadorships, and even positions as almsgiver to the king.  AN 
MSS O1 12, fol. 351-2; 29, fol. 100; 32 fols.328-330; 40, fol. 3; 60, fol. 92 
 

207 Jean-Philippe kept numerous letters from kings who invited the Reformed refugees to their 
lands, much as Duplessis himself had done when he invited refugees to the land of Navarre on behalf of 
Henry years earlier. Letter from Charles of England, Christian V of Denmark and Sweden, 1681; 
Anonymous memoir encouraging refugees to come live in Ireland (1681), BM Nantes MS D-M 48.  For the 
broader trend, see Jon Butler, The Huguenots in America: A Refugee People in New World Society 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983); Bertrand Van Ruymbeke, Randy Sparks, eds., 
Memory and Identity: The Huguenots in France and the Atlantic Diaspora (Columbia, S.C.: University of 
South Carolina Press, 2003); Myriam Yardeni, Le refuge huguenot, assimilation et culture (Paris: 
Champion, 2003); Yardeni, Le refuge protestant (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1985). 
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elsewhere in Germany where they had family in political service and they held military 

connections from their service in the Low Countries.  Philippe's wife and seven daughters 

remained in France where they were arrested and imprisoned in the Bastille, the Maison 

des Nouvelles-Catholiques, and various convents.208 

Some of the daughters converted quickly, retained their wealth, received cash 

rewards for their profession of Catholic faith, and married well, such as the eldest 

Marthe, named after Duplessis's eldest daughter, who wed Anne-Auguste de 

Montmorency, Prince de Robecque.  Others remained in their heresy and either attempted 

to flee the country (an illegal act for a Huguenot), eventually cracking and converting, or 

were conducted to the border and left penniless.  These women endured savage 

conditions in prison, lost fortunes and honor, and enraged their Catholic family and the 

queen, who carefully monitored their status and gleefully publicized the conversions of 

the Jaucourt offspring.  Members of the Jaucourt were significant prizes partially because 

they had served as representatives for the national Reformed Church since Duplessis.  

Scholars argue that Reformed women lost their "spark" and faded from distinction as the 

early Huguenot movement institutionalized.  The Mornay women remained Huguenot 

long after the majority of the men converted.  Commitment to their faith appears to be a 

 
208 Their stories would make a book in itself.  The records how their flight, exile, and conversion 

affected their patrimonies are found among the Jaucourt family titles, BM Nantes MSS D-M 45, 46.  The 
secretary of the royal house offer extraordinary details of the Queen's interest in their conversions along 
with precise details about their captivity and pensions they received for converting (typically 500 to 2,000 
pounds).  O1 31 fol. 121; 32 fols. 47 fol. 243; 48 fol. 106; 62, 194, 324; 57, fol. 7.  For their Jaucourt 
relatives other than the direct descendants of Duplessis, see O1 28 fol. 459; 29 fol. 280; 31 fols. 30, 151, 
153; 32 fol. 18; 47 fol. 166; 54 fols. 140, 179; 78 fols. 57-58.  For Mornay descendents other than the 
Jaucourt (those of Duplessis's daughter Anne and Jacques Des Nouhes, Sieur de La Tabarière) see O1 31 
fols. 132, 188; 44 fols. 179, 190. 
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gendered phenomenon more apparent once the institutional structures of their church 

crumbled under the weight of persecution.  

The men who fled frequently took up the pen, not so much defending the specific 

honor of their Huguenot ancestors as beginning to argue for religious tolerance in a 

modern sense.  Mornay abroad published Enlightenment works similar to those of better-

known thinkers with Huguenot ancestry such as Voltaire and Jean Jacques Rousseau.209 

Their work laid the ideological foundation for co-confessional existence in the 1789 edict 

of toleration from Louis XVI.  The women, both those who fled as Huguenots and those 

who had remained and converted, began to fill their archives with their own histories of 

the family and carefully cataloged their inventories and even exchanging documents.210 

In this activity, they followed Françoise, who had passed the Mornay history on to 

Duplessis before he went abroad, and Arbaleste, who penned his memoirs in the hopes of 

 
209 Particularly of note, Louis de Jaucourt (1704-1780), a French Encyclopedist known as the 

Chevalier Jaucourt and a companion of Denis Diderot.  See, Simone Zurbuchen, "Jaucourt, Republicanism, 
and Toleration," in New Essays on the Political Thought of the Huguenots of the Refuge, ed. John Laursen, 
Studies in Intellectual History (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 155-69.  For his career, see, Jean Haechler, 
L'Encyclopédie de Diderot et de Jaucourt: essai biographique sur le chevalier Louis de Jaucourt (Paris: 
Champion, 1995); Madeleine Morris, Le Chevalier de Jaucourt, un ami de la terre (1704-1780) (Geneva: 
Droz, 1979).  Cf. Geoffrey Adams, The Huguenots and French Opinion, 1685-1787: The Enlightenment 
Debate on Toleration (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1991). 
 

210 The professional archivists of the Jaucourt left accounts of the inventory process along with the 
inventories and specified numerous females involved in the activities.  Letter from Monsieur Pétot, 
archivist of the house of Jaucourt to the Marquise de Jaucourt, rendering an account of his activities and 
communications with members of the family, 18 May 1775.  AN MS 86 AP, fol. 6.  In the forematter of the 
collection in the AN, the current Marquise de Jaucourt's address in Paris is noted, the same location where 
the Société de l'Histoire du Protestantisme français now resides, along with instructions for collecting 
materials for the marquise on a regular basis.  Other letters confirm the Jaucourt women's activities 
preparing genealogies and histories.  For example, Letter from Monsieur de Prunelé to his dear cousin 
Mademoiselle de Jaucourt, sending her corrections on her annotated genealogy on the house Jaucourt-
Thignon attached to his letter, 4 January 1757, AN MS 86 AP, fol. 6; Letter of Madame Jaucourt to her 
cousin Jaucourt giving accounts of her genealogical researches made at Auxerre and at the château of 
Jaucourt du Vault, 16 January 1767.  AN MS 86 AP, fol. 10. 
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instructing their children.  The tradition perhaps extended much further back beyond 

them.  

 After the 1789 edict of toleration, the men took up leadership posts in various 

Protestant societies, while the women tended to write their histories and attempted to 

portray their families in the best light by arguing that they remained Protestant even after 

the Revocation.  One of these Protestant organizations, the Society of the History of 

French Protestantism, released a journal.  In the first installment, the president asked a 

Jaucourt descendant for their family history.  The family turned to the marquise who 

characteristically argued that the family had remained faithful Huguenots, as "the 

government accorded them a certain measure of tolerance."211 In tracing the Lacger 

family, Mentzer argued that it remained Huguenot between the reigns of Louis XIV and 

XVI, by which he meant that they maintained beliefs internally while at least outwardly 

conforming to Catholic protocol.212 The marquise went further, not arguing for internal 

continuity, but rather re-writing history to accommodate an unbroken profession of the 

Reformed faith and Huguenot identity.  Although the society proudly published the 

marquise’s account, other Huguenot hagiographers in the society rejected her claim.213 

211 "Si tous les Jaucourt n'émigrèrent pas, la plupart persistèrent dans la foi protestante.  Le 
gouvernement leur accorda evidemment une certaine mesure de tolérance.  Non-seulement le souvenir 
d'Henri IV semblait les protéger, souvenir dont il était resté de nombreaux témoignages dans les lettres 
adressées par ce monarque avant et après son abjuration." Marquise de Jaucourt, "La famille Jaucourt," 
Bulletin de la Société de l'histoire du protestantisme français 1 (1853): 403. 

 
212 Mentzer admits that "active resistance was hardly a realistic possibility for the Lacger," and 

describes their Protestantism as a "quiet opposition."  Mentzer, Blood and Belief, 176-7. 
 

213 Haag, 6.51.  For the broader trend, see Myriam Yardeni, Repenser l'histoire, aspects de 
l'historiographie huguenote des guerres de religion à la Révolution française (Paris: Champion, 2000). 
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 Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, descendants of the Mornay 

continued to build archival collections and commission, write, and commemorate their 

own histories of the family.  Some lines have terminated and more sources have been 

scattered, but the families remain intact and continue these projects even today, crafting 

histories molded in their religious traditions.  In creating competing histories, the 

descendants of the communities continue a family tradition, operating along the discrete 

lines once carved out by faith and fashioning memory according to their own program.  

Community members follow another family tradition.  On occasion, they cooperate as 

they create their history and share their memory.  The Prince de Robecque finished 

Duplessis's project, edited his loose correspondence, and completed the final two 

volumes of his life's work.  Other members of different religions occasionally passed 

documents across the divide not only to verify their nobility but also to fill in gaps in 

their group's history.214 

The descendents of these communities of faith experienced different effects of 

their ancestors' decision to adopt the Reformed faith or profess Catholicism.  They had 

different histories; Reformed Mornay converted or took flight while their Catholic 

brethren remained in France and prospered on the wave of Absolutism that broke their 

Protestant relatives.  Although the Mornay continued to restrict their strategies for 

 
214 Aside from finishing editing and compiling Duplessis's master edition of the correspondence 

now held in the Sorbonne (MSS 2376-2379), the Catholic Robecque regularly exchanged letters and 
genealogical materials with his Huguenot relatives.  Letter from prince Robecque to Jaucourt describing his 
exchanges with those Jaucourt who have emigrated for the cause of religion, 3 February 1767, AN MS 86 
AP, fol. 4.; Letter from Mademoiselle Jaucourt to her cousin the count Jaucourt at Paris describing her 
exchanged letters and genealogical materials with her relatives who have emigrated 26 May 1730, AN MS 
86 AP, fol. 4. 
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advancement to their particular communities, along with their interpretations of their 

family history, they occasionally cooperated within one another even in the historical 

enterprise as they continued to weave myth and create their own identities.  The Medieval 

and Early Modern Mornay described their origins with an arch-patriarch resurrected from 

the dead conquering the Vexin.  Later Catholic Mornay mitigated the heresy of their 

sixteenth-century relatives and saw God's handiwork in their conversions.  Later 

Huguenot Mornay claimed that their ancestors never did convert. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This dissertation began with Duplessis contemplating the words of the Gospel of 

Mathew.  In that account, the author portrayed a Christ who dismissed expectations of 

family unity.  That Christ predicted division among relatives on his account.  Those 

words held particular significance members the Mornay family because they experienced 

such division.  Their separation was not fundamentally financial, affective, personal, or 

even political.  Rather, members were bifurcated from each other in all those ways 

because they participated in different religious communities.  They did so, at least 

partially, because they believed different things about Christ, who, like a sword, divided 

them from one another. 

For hundreds of years, the Mornay had advanced their fortunes and accumulated 

wealth and honor by engaging in complex strategies that involved numerous members of 

the extended kinship network.  They preserved their success as a family by passing assets 

and offices to their descendants.  They enjoyed success over the course of centuries 

because they worked together as a group and cooperated with one another in order to 

advance their family's collective goals.  Family members cooperated partially because 

they were bound together by various ties: bonds of affection, finances, patronage, 

baptismal sponsorship, and a shared religion.    

The Catholic ecclesiastical institution served as a lucrative source of their wealth.  

The family made its name in the crusades and throughout the Middle Ages they 

continued to make money, acquire land, and obtain offices by wielding the sword.  But 
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they generated more wealth and acquired offices of higher honor by wielding the staff.  

The church effectively provided them with another lucrative source of income and family 

members passed ecclesiastical wealth and offices from uncle to nephew thereby 

accumulating and preserving their success.  The military and the ecclesiastical springs of 

prosperity bubbled into one another and parallel streams of affluence flowed from 

generation to generation.  

Although a common religion bound family members together and provided them 

with the necessary unity to undertake broad dynastic endeavors, it was most necessary in 

their ecclesiastical activities, precisely where the family was most successful.  It was in 

family members' best interests to remain religiously united in order to continue to follow 

those traditions that had served them well since time immemorial.  Nevertheless, they did 

not do so.  Rather, family members converted.  They converted to the Reformed faith, 

they converted back to the Catholic faith, and they converted numerous times under 

different circumstances for various reasons.   

Family facilitated religious division.  Families provided members with access to 

relatives and members were opportune targets for conversion.  The family, even the 

extended noble family, was society's most natural location for networking.  Family 

members caused religious division by converting one another and acting as advocates for 

their faith.  They exploited their relationships and their traditional points of contact with 

one another in order to claim their relatives' souls.  Some of the most effective advocates 

were women, traditionally responsible for the spiritual education of their children.  They 

were successful with their daughters, who were often not the center of their family's 
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dynastic activities, as well as their sons, who carried the responsibility for continuing 

their dynastic success, an outcome partially determined by their ecclesiastical affiliation.  

When family members converted, they severed the religious bonds that had tied them 

together.  Those who joined the Reformed faith plugged up their most prosperous stream 

of prosperity and they poisoned that water for their Catholic relatives who fell under 

suspicion of heresy because of their Huguenot relatives' reputations.  Because family 

members attempted to convert one another and often employed familial relationships and 

points of contact, family did not so much preserve religious unity as facilitate spiritual 

division. 

Family members converted for religious reasons, defined according to their 

performative and theological components.  They also converted because of material 

opportunity and political expediency.  Even when they joined a spiritual community in 

the pursuit of eternal truth, they remained aware of the wordily ramifications of their 

decisions.  This held especially true when they expected negative effects yet nevertheless 

converted.   

Conversion with the Mornay was a process, one in which family members moved 

along a spectrum of spiritual possibilities and occasionally crossed thresholds through 

which they left one religious community and entered another.  These events were often 

demonstrated to the communities with rituals tightly interwoven with technical theology.  

Their conversions were also broadcast to the broader public via polemic, largely because 

the tides of war ebbed and flowed with the conversions of nobles who brought military, 

financial, and theological firepower with them to their new camps.  There was often a 
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discrepancy between public perception and an individual's understanding not only of their 

motivation behind a religious decision but also of their ecclesiastical affiliation.   

Although the Mornay were Bourbon clients they did not march to war uniformly 

under Bourbon Huguenot banners.  The Bourbon were religiously divided themselves 

with members fighting with each other for the crown and the majority.  The Mornay 

remained Catholic but enough of them converted so that the family was rendered 

spiritually bifurcated at every conceivable level.  Members of the Mornay broke ties of 

patronage by making religious decisions.  When they did do, they often selected new 

patrons, frequently those who shared their faith.   

As family members converted, they formed competing religious communities 

within their family.  These communities were circumscribed with distinct rituals and 

theologies antagonistic towards one another.  Members of these communities continued 

to engage in the same dynastic strategies with which they had obtained marked success 

throughout the Middle Ages.  But members of each religious group restricted these 

endeavors in order to benefit only members of their own spiritual community. 

Members of competing communities did occasionally cooperate with one another, 

usually under extraordinary circumstances.  They saved their heretical relatives' lives by 

helping them escape massacres.  They rallied together when their family name was 

insulted and their honor challenged.  They also shared ideology, including a platform for 

co-confessional existence.  They worked together for this and members of each spiritual 

group together negotiated on behalf of the king.  They also negotiated with one another 

about the details of such a platform during the discussions that culminated in the Edict of 
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Nantes.  The Mornay had experienced co-confessional existence in their family since the 

first of their relatives converted and they practiced it as they helped institute a platform 

for it a national level. 

Each community attempted to secure their own dynastic interests while 

employing different resources.  Catholic Mornay constituted a majority, had a greater 

pools of talent and assets, and a crown favorably disposed to their religion.  Huguenot 

Mornay were a minority with shallower reserves.  Despite the Edict of Nantes, they had 

an increasingly antagonistic relationship with a crown bent eradicating their faith.  

Huguenots also faced other challenges.  Their theological unity began to crumble because 

of internal doctrinal differences and noble women, so prominent in the movement's 

infancy and so effective as religious advocates, challenged the institutional patriarchy.  

Catholic Mornay remained on their ancestral lands and continued to guard their literary 

patrimony.  Huguenot Mornay lent their support to the crown but they became victims of 

its growing power.  They were forced to flee or to convert at the end of a sword. 

Members of the divergent religious communities continued to compete with one 

another for generations.  They also continued to engage in limited cooperation.  Their 

battlefield was history as members of each group attempted to interpret their past in order 

to best fit their religious identities.  In competing and cooperating with one another, they 

carried on a rich tradition.  The family structure did facilitate religious division, but the 

social ties of kinship proved flexible enough to accommodate religious pluralism. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE MORNAY: A SELECT GENEALOGY 
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APPENDIX B 

THE MORNAY: A SELECT CHRONOLOGY 

 

Circa 450 Church of Saint Saturnus built on pagan temple in Vexin, on the river Epte 
884  Clarus decapitated in Vexin, next to church of Saint Saturnus 
911  Treaty of St. Clair-sur-Epte, Rollo baptized at the church of Saint Clarus 
1085  André and Étienne Mornay sign charter, first record of the Mornay 
1150  Geoffroy and Ildiarde Mornay begin donations to Fontmorigny Abbey 
1152  Pierre and Hodierne Mornay support Cistercian reform at Fontmorigny 
1249  Guillaume Mornay joins sixth crusade of Saint Louis 
1302  Pierre Mornay represents Philip the Fair against Pope Boniface VIII  
1313  Etienne Mornay serves five successive kings as Chancellor 
1380  Jean Mornay fights against English, recorded by Froissart 
1449  Charles Mornay marries Jeanne de Trie and assumes Château Buhy 
1450  Jean Mornay inherits office of Governor of the French Vexin 
1519  Guy Arbaleste in Germany, attends Luther's disputations 
1525  Evangelical circle of Meaux disbanded 
1529  French Evangelical Louis de Berquin burned 
1533  Jean Calvin flees France 
1534  Affair of the Placards   
1536  Calvin’s Institution published 
 Calvin arrives in Geneva 
1537  Calvin debates with radicals 
1545  First session of the Council of Trent 
1549  Philippe Duplessis born 
1550  Charlotte Arbaleste born 
1556  Bertin Mornay offers his benefices to Duplessis 

Parents dress Duplessis in clerical garb 
Françoise Du Bec arranges a Protestant tutor for Duplessis and brothers 

1557  Jacques Mornay discovers boys' education, takes Duplessis to Paris 
1559  Reformed Churches organize, first National Synod held in Paris 

Treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis, Habsburg-Valois wars end 
Jacques converts to the Reformed faith on deathbed 

 Françoise converts her children to the Reformed faith 
1560  Conspiracy of Amboise, Jean de Paz participates 
1561  Françoise and her children profess the Reformed faith 
 Colloquy of Poissy 
1562  Philippe Du Bec returns from Trent 

 Du Bec offers Duplessis bishopric 
 Duplessis debates religion with Catholic cousin de Menneville 
 First war begins 
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 Guy Arbaleste captured, signs abjuration of Reformed faith, destroys it 
1564  Du Bec again offers to resign benefices and bishopric to Duplessis 
 Jean Mornay returns from Sweden to France as Ambassador of Erik XIV 
1567  Second war begins, uncles Du Bec and brother Pierre fight as Protestants 
 Arbaleste marries Jean de Paz, Sieur de Feuquères 
1568  Duplessis begins grand tour (Geneva, Italy, Germany) 
 Third war begins 
 Suzanne de Paz born 
1569  Death of Jean de Paz 
1571  De Bèze moderates synod of La Rochelle 
1572  St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre 
 Duplessis flees to England, then Sedan 
 Arbaleste flees to Sedan 
 Fourth war begins 
1574  Fifth war begins 
1575  Duplessis and Arbaleste wed 
1576  Duplessis's Discours de la vie et de la mort published 

Duplessis enters service of Henry of Navarre 
Edict of Beaulieu forbids disinheritance because of religious division 

1577  Sixth war begins 
1579  Duplessis's Vindiciae published 
1580  Seventh war begins 
1581  Duplessis's Vérité published 
1582  Du Ferrier converts to Reformed faith 
1584  Assembly of Montauban 
 Affair of the coiffure 
1586  Eighth war begins 
1589  Union between Henry III and Henry of Navarre 
 Duplessis made governor of Saumur 
1590  Battle of Ivry 

Siege of Paris 
 Duplessis and Villeroy negotiate at Château Buhy 
 Duplessis founds a Reformed academy at Saumur 
1592  Duplessis begins a Reformed temple in Saumur 
 Battle for Henry IV's religion  
1593  Henry IV converts to Catholicism 
1594  Philippe Du Bec receives archbishopric of Rheims 
 Pierre Mornay converts to Catholicism 
1596 Spanish take French city of Cambrai defended by Pierre Mornay  
1597  Assassin nearly murders Duplessis 
1598  Du Bec and others ensure assassin gives Duplessis satisfaction 
 Mercoeur negotiates with Du Bec and Duplessis, submits to Henry IV 
 Edict of Nantes 
 Duplessis's Institution published 
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1599 Duplessis and Arbaleste's eldest child Marthe marries Villarnoul 
Trent received, Jesuits reestablished 

1600  Duplessis debates Duperron about the Eucharist, Duplessis disgraced 
1606  Duplessis and Arbaleste's son de Bauves dies in battle 
 Arbaleste ends her memoirs, written for de Bauves 

Arbaleste dies 
 Duplessis returns to court 
1607  Villarnoul named National Deputy of the Reformed Faith 
 Duplessis's Advertissement aux Juifs published 
1610  Henry IV assassinated 
 Ninth war begins 
1611  Assembly of Saumur, Duplessis moderates 
 Duplessis's Le mystère d'iniquité published 
1615  Cameron called to Academy of Saumur 
1619  Queen visits Duplessis at Saumur 
 Richelieu named Superintendent of Affairs of Queen Mother 
1621  Citizens of Saumur riot 
 La Force deposed from government of Béarn 
 Duplessis deposed from government of Saumur 
 Duplessis and Villarnoul attempt to collect remuneration 
 Duplessis attempts to leave France 
1623  Duplessis dies 
1624  Duplessis's Testament published 
 Catholic L'Ombre, published as a response to Duplessis's Testament 

Duplessis's Mémoires published 
1628  Huguenot city of La Rochelle falls to Richelieu 
1647  Licques' biography of Duplessis published 
1664  Nun Marie Mornay bequeaths Château Buhy to Huguenot relatives  
1671  Catholic Mornay contest Marie's bequeathal of Château Buhy 
1681 Jean-Philippe Jaucourt, Commissioner of the Edict of Nantes, flees 
1685  Revocation of the Edict of Nantes 
1689  Bishop René de la Villetertre Mornay publishes family history 
1789  Edict of religious toleration from Louis XVI 
1853 Huguenot Marquise de Jaucourt writes Protestant family history 
 Catholic Jules Mornay commissions family histories 
1976 Mornay relative Yolande de Broglie makes last deposit to public archives 
1996 Sorbonne purchases Duplessis's memoirs finished by Catholic Robecque 
2004 International Conference dedicated to Duplessis held at Saumur 
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THE VEXIN 
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